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Abstract 

 

This thesis assesses how Germany piloted its relationship with China during the two 

Schröder administrations from 1998 to 2005 and the first three Merkel administrations from 

2005 to 2017. Its core focus is the foreign policy decision-making process in Germany. It 

examines how factors within the country had constructed Germany’s engagement with 

China. 

As a research project evaluating Germany’s agency in the decision-making process, it 

adopts Foreign Policy Analysis (FPA) as its core analytical framework. Factors at three 

levels of analysis are identified and examined: the individual, the bureaucratic, and the 

societal level. The analysis of the chosen factors is further carried out through three 

identified key themes – economic interest, ignorance, and trust – which played a profound 

role in assessing the existence of an underlying strategy in Germany’s China approach. 

The core contribution of this thesis is two-fold. First, this research fills a gap in the existing 

literature. Examining the relations across five terms provides an updated and holistic 

analysis of the recent evolution of the Germany-China relationship. Moreover, in contrast to 

the more common structure-based approaches in the field, it deconstructs Germany’s agency 

to unveil existing factors influencing the country’s decision-making process. Second, its 

assessment and findings offer empirically valuable insights that can act as a foundation for 

rethinking and navigating the existing, and future, Germany-China relationship from a 

strategic perspective. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 A Contextual Background for the Debate 

When considering Germany’s contemporary bilateral foreign relations, a number 

of well-established bilateral pairs come to mind: Germany and the United States 

(US), Germany and Russia, and, of course, Germany and other European states, 

particularly France. Depending on current events and/or specific interest, other 

countries may share the spotlight to varying degrees. China, with its increasing 

economic and political weight on a global scale, claimed its seat on the German 

bilateral partner table only relatively recently. Although relations between Bonn and 

Beijing had been established following China’s opening up policies in the 1970s, the 

formal bilateral relations between the two countries followed a steep upward 

trajectory starting in the early 1990s only. They were then elevated repeatedly under 

the Schröder (1998-2005) and first three Merkel (2005-2017) administrations. 

However, in contrast to the vigorous discussions concerning the other high-profile 

bilateral relations pairs mentioned above, China received comparatively minor 

attention within German policy debates throughout most of the 1998 to 2017 

timeframe. 

 

This limited attention on China and its role for German interest primarily 

resulted from Germany’s strategic commitment to, and prioritisation of, the 

European project in the post-war era. Moreover, Germany’s established alliances 

with Western powers after World War II, and (West) Germany’s absolute reliance 

on these partnerships, had only improved further soon after reunification to secure a 

peaceful and well-integrated Europe. 

 

Yet, with its fast-paced economic growth, China’s relevance to a reunified 

Germany had increased dramatically over time. In the mid-1990s, China had been a 

minor trading partner with no significant political or strategic value to Germany 

(apart from its United Nations Security Council [UNSC] seat). However, within just 

twenty years, a comprehensive strategic partnership had been formed between the 

two countries (Bundesregierung 2014). China had become Germany’s largest 

trading partner (Destatis 2018) and a systemic conflict between Western democratic 
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and liberal market systems on the one side and China’s state-controlled approach on 

the other had started to loom on the horizon (BDI 2019). 

 

At time of the submission of this thesis, the Germany-China bilateral 

relationship might very well be considered as the third most important bilateral 

relationship globally (after US-China and US-Russia) for three reasons. First, both 

countries have become leading global exporters and have been highly invested in 

global trade and investment architectures. Thus, the relationship between the two is 

directly linked to shifts in global trade and the economic climate. Second, 

considering the weight of Germany within the European Union1, its engagement 

with China carries significant weight for shaping EU-China relations. Given China’s 

substantial growth since the 1990s and its expected future economic and political 

weight within its region and globally (Breslin 2009), China’s role in Asia can hardly 

be understated. In other words, in Europe and Asia respectively, Berlin and Beijing 

represent the countries with the relatively highest relevance in economic, and often 

political, terms in today’s world – which places the Germany-China bilateral 

relationship at the core of challenging global dynamics. Third, with Germany’s 

change through rapprochement (Ostpolitik) tradition and cooperative foreign policy 

approach to countries with different values and political systems (Maull 2007), in 

combination with its global weight, Germany possesses a higher potential than other 

major Western powers to support China with its full integration into the existing 

international political system. The engagement between Berlin and Beijing has, 

therefore, the potential to become a defining factor in balancing East and West.  

 

Hence, Germany’s contemporary relations with China deserve closer 

examination due to their global relevance for scholars and practitioners alike. As 

mentioned below (and in Chapters 2 and 3), this research is designed to contribute to 

the existing yet limited literature on the relations between the two countries. It 

provides complementary value to the dominating structural. The objective of the 

following chapters is not to discuss why the relationship between the two countries 

matters, although this thesis provides the required contextual foundation to do so. 

The goal is not to substantiate claims on the implication of the Germany-China 

 
1 See, for instance, Baumann (2007). Chapter 3.3 provides further information. 
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relationship for today’s changing global climate. Instead, this project scrutinises the 

motivation and intention behind Germany’s chosen steps towards China. Instead of 

tracking what had happened to the bilateral engagement, this research’s focus is on 

Germany. The deconstruction and scrutinization of the narratives of ‘Germany 

decides’ in the context of China is at the core of this research project: what does it 

mean when ‘Germany decides’ something? How did it decide? It therefore focuses 

on examining Germany’s actorness as a decision maker in the bilateral context with 

China from 1998 to 2017. Or, in other words, this thesis centralises the role of 

Germany and its policy making process in shaping its engagement with China, 

creating a unilateral focus within a bilateral context. 

 

1.1.1 An Overview of German Foreign Policy: An Inexperienced 

‘Strategist’2 

Prior to reunification, West Germany (from here on: Germany) had been 

severely constrained in its foreign policy making process by the Western alliance 

(Hilz 2009). Although this changed following reunification, Germany’s unique soft 

power approach it had established over time prevailed as the primary foreign policy 

doctrine. The most famous example of this approach is Chancellor Willy Brandt’s 

(SPD) Ostpolitik, or change through rapprochement, approach from the 1970s. It 

aimed at normalising the relations with East Germany and other member states of 

the Warsaw Pact through communication and cooperation wherever possible. Due to 

its success and Germany’s commitment to “promote world peace” (Deutscher 

Bundestag 2017a, p. 13) laid out in the preamble of its Basic Law, most German 

policy makers in the 1990s (and, indeed, also in the following two decades) retained 

their views for Germany to base its foreign policy on a strong soft power approach, 

namely posing as a civilian power and as an economic power instead of a military 

one (Watzal 2000). Such views were also reflected in the continuity vs 

normalisation debate which Chapter 2 introduces in detail. 

 

 

2 See Chapter 3 for an extensive discussion on the topic. 
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Bonn’s lack of autonomy over its foreign policy and its reliance on the United 

States for protection prior to reunification, however, led to a sustained lack of 

experience, expertise, and ownership in developing foreign policy strategies on its 

own after reunification (Link 2000; Schöllgen 2000). Moreover, foreign policy 

positions were also a result of cross-departmental collaboration that were not solely 

set by the German Federal Foreign Office (FFO) or Chancellery, but also by various 

other ministries such as the Federal Economic Affairs Ministry (BMWi), the Federal 

Environment Ministry (BMU) or the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation 

and Development (BMZ). What further complicated and reinforced Germany’s 

limitations in developing foreign policy strategies was the need for coalition 

governments. Important foreign policy related ministries, first and foremost the 

FFO, were traditionally held by the junior coalition partners and thus remained more 

dependent on volatile party politics – in particular prior to federal or important state 

elections – than the Chancellery (Ismayr 2012).  

 

As such, the development of long-term foreign policy strategies in Germany 

remained a particularly complex and difficult process which had not been on top of 

the priority list of most members of the Bundestag, Germany’s Federal Parliament, 

during the 1990s and the time frame of this thesis. Instead, more attention was given 

to completing the reunification process and overcoming economic difficulties, while 

simultaneously pushing for further inclusion and cooperation within the EU 

(Baumann 2007). It is therefore not surprising that German foreign policy prioritised 

EU and the transatlantic partnership matters and that relations beyond these borders 

were limited and largely overlooked (Jäger et al. 2011) – including China. 

 

1.1.2 Germany-China Relations in a Nutshell3 

The modern relations between West Germany and China were established in 

1972, soon after the first steps of Sino-US reconciliation efforts (Cho and Crowe 

2014b). Only in 1993, however, well after Germany’s reunification, the FFO 

developed a first ‘Concept for Asia’ (Asienkonzept). It remained largely vague and 

 

3 This topic is covered in detail in Chapter 4. 
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did not include dedicated sections for individual Asian countries (Bundesregierung 

1993), although Chancellor Kohl (1982-1998) had ordered its issue on a return from 

one of his visits to China.  

 

While trade flows with China increased during the 1990s, it was only after 

China’s accession to the World Trade Organisation (WTO) in 2001 in Schröder’s 

first term that the economic relations accelerated quickly (Destatis 2018). China 

became Germany’s biggest Asian trading partner in 2002. These intensified trade 

relations with China, especially German exports to China, helped Schröder to get the 

German economy back on track. Soon thereafter, the political relations improved 

further when both countries declared their partnership in global responsibility in 

2004 (Chinesische Botschaft 2004).  

 

Despite of rising tensions in the first few years under Merkel, partially related to 

her having received a private visit by the 14th Dalai Lama to the Chancellery in 2007 

(FAZ 2007) and the broader value-based criticisms she and other senior politicians 

had voiced at the time, the economic relations developed well during the first two 

Merkel administrations. In particular, China’s financial support during/immediately 

after the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) for the EU had been appreciated and helped 

the relations to be upgraded to a comprehensive strategic partnership in 2014 

(Bundesregierung 2014). In Merkel’s third term, however, around 2015/2016, a 

range of events including major Chinese investments into German key sectors led to 

increased German criticism and a change of sentiments towards China. While China 

had by many been seen as offering brilliant business opportunities with some 

negligible risks beforehand, its state-controlled industrial and investment policies 

came under increased scrutiny during this time (Delcker 2016). This eventually 

caused a tightening of domestic investment policies in Germany and a more 

ambivalent stance towards China’s leadership and China’s global role. 

 

1.2 Puzzle and Research Questions 

Research on the political bilateral relations between Germany and China 

appeared to substantially differ from those on Germany’s relations with the 

European Union and the transatlantic partnership. This is perhaps no surprise 
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considering the long-standing foreign policy priorities of Germany and lack of focus 

on China. Before long in the research process, a puzzle emerged. How had such 

relationship of high regional and global importance evolved since reunification? 

How did German governments see China and how and why had their perceptions 

shifted over time? What role did China play in Germany’s contemporary foreign 

policy making? And most importantly, did an underlying strategy exist – and how 

had it evolved? This notion of strategy is a vital point. Rather than short-term, 

temporary, or spontaneous tactical developments, this thesis aims at evaluating 

Germany’s strategic approach as “a cohesive core [for] guiding decisions” (Strategic 

Direction 2020, p. 35). 

 

To identify the existence of Germany’s strategy and to scrutinise its approach 

with China, this research adopts an agency-focused approach: Foreign Policy 

Analysis. The goal is to unpack Germany’s practice of agency by relying on factors 

influencing the decision-making process. As such, rather than examining how 

Germany’s practice of agency affected the general development of the relationship, 

it focuses on Germany’s agency: how was is constructed and how did it develop. As 

such, is complements the existing bilateral relations debate with a much-needed 

agency-oriented analysis. To do so, the core research question is: 

 

Why did Germany’s relationship with China evolve in the way that it did from 

1998 to 2017? 

 

Revolving around this core question are the following sub-research questions: 

• What are the defining factors within Germany that drove the decision-

making process? 

• What are the main issue areas that shaped the bilateral relationship (and if 

they changed over time, why and when)? 

• Did a consistent China strategy exist during the time frame? 

 

1.3 Timeline, Arguments, and Structure 

This research covers Gerhard Schröder’s two terms in the Chancellery from 

1998 to 2002 and from 2002 to the snap election he called in 2005. During this time, 
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Schröder headed the coalition between his Social Democratic Party (SPD) and the 

Alliance 90/The Greens (Greens) as their junior partner. The thesis further covers 

the following three terms of Chancellor Angela Merkel, whose Christian Union 

(Union) teamed up with the Free Democrats (FDP) as their junior partner to form a 

coalition from 2005 to 2009, and with the SPD as their junior partner from 2009 to 

2013 and from 2013 to 2017. This time frame including five terms was chosen as it 

covers China’s rise as a major German trading and political partner over a prolonged 

period and the arrival of China on the global stage, including significant events for 

German, Chinese and international politics such as China’s World Trade 

Organisation accession in 2001, 9/11, the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) as well as 

the Eurozone Crisis. 

 

This thesis deconstructs Germany’s actorness and its agency when constructing 

its policy approaches towards China. In doing so, it examines factors at the three 

identified levels of analysis under a Foreign Policy Analysis (FPA) framework: the 

individual level, the bureaucratic level, and the societal level (see below). Once 

again, it is important to note that this research evaluates Germany’s agency from a 

strategic point of view rather than a tactical one. Based on this, in contrast to factors 

at the individual and bureaucratic levels, factors at the societal level were found to 

have limited influence on the decision-making process, and therefore, on the 

formation of Germany’s agency with regard to China. Three themes were identified 

to be embedded in the strategic considerations throughout the evaluation: economic 

interest, ignorance, and trust. Each of them is of high relevance to the discussion. 

Combined with the FPA levels of analysis structure introduced below, these themes 

are evaluated at each level to add to the holistic assessment of the factors at play.  

 

The figure on the next page (Figure 1) demonstrates the overall logic flow of this 

research which is structured based on the research questions above. To scrutinise 

Germany’s foreign policy making, Chapter 2 provides a conceptual review of 

current approaches to study Germany foreign policy and justifies the use of Foreign 

Policy Analysis (FPA) as the core analytical framework to compensate limitations in 

existing discussions with an agency-oriented analysis.  
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Based on this conceptual analysis, Chapter 3 offers a contextual analysis to 

German foreign policy development in the context of its global actorness. To assess 

its decision-making agency, Germany’s actorness as a decision maker is 

deconstructed. Following FPA’s three levels of analysis structure (individual, 

bureaucratic and societal), core factors at each level are identified and the 

conceptualisation of the three key themes (economic interest, ignorance, and trust) 

introduced at the end of Chapter 3.  

 

Furthering the examination of Germany’s foreign policy on the prior two 

chapters, Chapter 4 continues the discussion in the context of Germany and China, 

providing contextual mapping of the relationship. It starts with an overview of the 

relationship during the period prior to the start of the chosen time frame in 1998 and 

highlights the increasing economic relevance prior and during the 1998 to 2017 

period. A more extensive evaluation of the implications of trade and further 

economic ties then follows. Chapter 4 ends with a review of the current literature on 

the Germany-China relationship which further strengthens the value of this research 

both conceptually and contextually.  

 

Chapters 5, 6, and 7 follow a similar structure combining thematic analysis with 

specific levels under the FPA framework. Each Chapter analyses how factors at their 

respectively assigned level impacted and constructed Germany’s decision-making 

agency and its actorness as a decision maker towards China. Given the relatively 

long time span of this research, the analyses are grouped based on the 

administrations’ terms: Schröder I and II, and Merkel I, II, and III. Factors at each 

level during the specific terms are identified and examined. Their influence on 

constructing Germany’s China foreign policy and on their role in shaping an 

underlying strategy are further evaluated through the lenses of economic interest, 

ignorance, and trust. 
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Figure 1: Chapter Structure 

Source: own illustration 

 

1.4 Added Value to the Field 

 

1.4.1 Contribution to the Academic Literature 

Following up from the high relevance of the Germany-China bilateral relations 

for both regional and global considerations above, contributions to academic debates 

can be aggregated into two dimensions. 

 

First, as mentioned in the contextual section, given the weight of Germany and 

China in today’s world, the study of the Germany-China relationship poses great 

significance to answering big questions such as the role of Germany or China in an 

international context, the changing dynamic of the existing global order, and the 

future of the economic and political climate between West and East, to name a few. 
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Second, as this research primarily focuses on Germany’s actorness and agency, it 

aims at making sense of the construction of Germany’s policy-making process. This 

project thus adds important and significant research findings to debates on German 

foreign policy as well as German (foreign) policy making in a wider sense with an 

agency-oriented approach. China has become the most important non-Western 

German partner by far, which, in 2016, 46% of German political decision-makers 

and 58% of the German population believed to be “of equal importance” (Huawei 

2016a, p. 69) to the US for Germany. Therefore, by deconstructing and examining 

Germany’s agency in its decision-making with China, this project contributes to the 

examination of German policy making from a strategic perspective.  

 

There has also been a rather limited amount of academic literature on the 

modern Germany-China bilateral political relations on their own. For the time span 

covered, only a handful of journal articles and book chapters in either English or 

German exist. These are often reasonably short (about ten pages, a few are about 20 

pages long) and focus on specific (niche) aspects or periods of the relations. For 

instance, Heberer and Senz (2011) gave an overview about the relation’s key events 

from 1998 to 2010, Gottwald (2005) talked about trade promotion and European 

disunity, and Heiduk (2014, 2015) covered the global financial crisis and Eurozone 

crisis period with brief assessments. Similarly, Heilmann (for instance in Schmidt et 

al. 2007), as one of the leading China experts in Germany and founding President of 

MERICS, contributed a few shorter pieces to the debate over time. In addition to 

books and journals, some reports and policy briefs were published in think tanks, 

e.g. by Bartsch (2016) and Jungbluth (2018) for the Bertelsmann Foundation, and by 

Kundnani (2016) for the German Marshall Fund. 

 

While the above does not constitute an exhaustive list, the amount of academic 

literature focusing on the relations itself has been rather limited considering the 

importance that China gained for Germany over time – especially within the 

German-speaking field of academia. This is not to say that no work had been done 

on China and Chinese foreign relations. On the contrary, plenty of work was 

published by German researchers on China and Chinese foreign policy. However,  

the vast majority of it simply does not relate to the bilateral relations directly. Much 

work that did relate to Germany mostly focused not on the contemporary political 
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relations, but on pre-modern China, on comparative studies on culture or education, 

or on scientific research cooperation topics. Additionally, a wide range of work has 

appeared on EU-China relations in the 2000s and 2010s. Such work sometimes 

included certain aspects of the Germany-China relationship, but did not focus on 

providing a comprehensive analysis (see, for instance, Berkofsky 2005; Casarini 

2009; Sandschneider 2002).  

 

Additionally, the foci of these pieces remain on the bilateral or structural level, 

for instance assessing how Germany had influenced the relationship or what the 

implication of the bilateral relationship for the bigger global environment had been. 

Evaluation of German policy procedures in these works are therefore treated more 

as a factor or a given process. Within even fewer works attempting to focus on 

examining German decision-making, either the focus stayed on how externalities 

affected decisions, or the arguments mainly existed in journal articles where 

analyses were overly summative. 

 

This thesis, therefore, on the one hand treats Germany as the core actor of 

interest to examine how the construction of its own agency had affected Germany’s 

decision-making activity. Factors thus are identified within the state. When 

mentioning structural changes like the increase of China’s economic significance or 

other global events such as financial crisis, the attention remains on how Germany 

responded to them rather than how they had affected Germany. There is a subtle 

difference. In short, this research focuses on Germany’s agency itself and is 

designed to provide a comprehensive analysis with the support of FPA’s analytical 

framework. It is to identify and make sense of factors within Germany which had 

played a role in affecting the construction of its decisions towards China during 

1998 to 2017. Certainly, this agency-oriented approach is commonly seen in 

studying Germany’s policy making in areas such as its EU or migration policies. 

However, there is a clear lack of discussion of such in the context of China. This 

research aims at filling this gap.  
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1.4.2 Adoption of Unique Scope 

In addition to the above, this thesis also contributes its unique scope to the 

existing debates to assess how and why the Germany-China relations developed 

from 1998 to 2017. This can be explained from three fronts.  

 

First, in terms of comprehensiveness of the chosen scope. With its coverage of 

five Chancellery terms, Schröder I & II and Merkel I II, & III, this research 

examines the development of the relationship for a substantial period – whether one 

wants to call it the post-Kohl era, the early 21st Century, or Germany’s bilateral 

relations since China’s accession to the WTO. In the core mapping chapter (4) and 

throughout the discussion of the three analytical chapters (5, 6 and 7), key 

developments are identified based on a contextual timeline to direct the analysis. 

However, beyond simple identification, these events are also evaluated as a whole in 

examining factors’ impact on Germany’s decision-making across the five terms. 

This is especially relevant for assessing key events such as China’s WTO accession, 

the Global Financial Crisis, and the Eurozone Crisis that occurred across multiple 

terms. The goal is therefore on the one hand to acknowledge the happening of these 

events and examine how the factors at each level had responded to them and how 

they had affected Germany’s decisions on China. In addition, and most importantly, 

this thesis further enables the reader to take a step back to observe the grand 

evolution of events and changes of factors in context of Germany’s search for a 

strategy. Rather than standing independently, these individual events are examined 

as a process of development. Thus, not only does it contribute a more updated 

review of the bilateral engagement in a more contemporary era to the debate, but 

also it complements the current debate with a shift of focus towards a longer-term 

strategy.  

 

Second, the chosen scope’s uniqueness is shown in the approach used to 

structure the analysis. While most existing literature merely outlines how the 

relations developed over time or link it to a certain issue, this thesis also enquires 

why the relations evolved in a certain way with sole focus on Germany’s own 

agency. The added value therefore is to use the FPA’s levels of analysis framework 

to deconstruct Germany’s actorness as a decision maker to scrutinise its agency in 

search for approaches with China. Shown in the figure above, Chapters 5, 6 and 7 
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are dedicated in providing holistic analysis at each level. This structural 

deconstruction among individual, bureaucratic, and societal levels allows a more in-

depth examination of changes of and among factors. Furthermore, the identified 

three themes, economic interest, ignorance, and trust also provide additional layers 

to further the analyses. This combined approach of levels and themes together with 

highlighting the role of strategy rather than tactics grants this research a unique and 

valuable position in the current debate.  

 

Third, the focus on strategy itself is of special importance. As emphasised 

repeatedly, the research uses a strategic perspective to scrutinise Germany’s foreign 

policy making, assessing Germany’s search for a strategy. Strategy refers to “a 

cohesive core of guiding decisions” (Strategic Direction 2020, p. 35). Factors in the 

context of major developments between Berlin and Beijing throughout the intended 

time frame therefore are examined for the purpose of identifying the existence of 

strategy directly and characteristics of Germany’s China decision-making procedure 

in a strategic sense. This ultimately separates this research from the majority of the 

existing literature. While the term strategy is frequently referred to in foreign policy 

opinion pieces, the core aim of these discussions is to provide predictions and push 

for certain recommendations. On the contrary, as a scientific project, the use of 

strategy for this research refers to the search for the existence of strategy. Instead of 

strategising the future, the research aims to identify its foundation and to unpack it. 

 

By combining these three scopes, the thesis provides a comprehensive 

explanation and reviews the development of the bilateral relations over almost two 

decades. It helps to understand reasons for the intensification of the relations despite 

of public scepticism and reservations on the German side. It finds that although 

Chancellery agency have had major impact, the grown bureaucratic disparities 

within the German executive branch largely prevailed which further complicated the 

search for a consistent strategy towards China. Overall, this thesis adds a substantial 

contribution to the academic debate and fills a void in exploring the nature of the 

Germany-China relations with an agency-oriented approach and from a strategic 

standpoint. 
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The value in many ways reaches beyond the simple study of the bilateral 

relationship, though. In the broader sense, findings of this project can also be used to 

support research in the wider context of international politics such as examining the 

power dynamic shifts between West and East, the wider discussion of global order 

and its implication on the EU-China debate. Additionally, it offers a further 

perspective and practical insights on German domestic considerations related to 

China. By scrutinising the evolution of Germany’s agency in foreign policy making, 

it also offers great empirical value to help Germany reflect on its performance to 

better navigate its future steps in the bilateral relationship. 

 

1.5 Limitation of this Research 

Naturally, it is impossible to cover the whole breadth of the Germany-China 

bilateral relations from 1997 to 2018 in a research project of this size. This thesis 

covers the events that were deemed to be essential to paint a nuanced picture of the 

bilateral relations with a mix of micro and macro views, data and event analysis. 

 

Certain aspects, especially ones beyond the realm of strictly bilateral issues, had 

to be excluded to guarantee the provision of a reasonable depth of the presented 

argument. Embedded in the existing literature on EU-China relations, this thesis 

deliberately focuses on the German national level. It is a piece to deconstruct and 

scrutinise Germany’s decision-making agency itself. To give context, the role of the 

EU is briefly discussed in Chapter 3 in the context of discussing its actorness and, 

for comparative reasons, it is also included in Chapter 4 to provide more contextual 

references of the importance of trade and economics. 

 

Other areas of interaction between Germany and China in other established 

international architectures, for instance within the United Nations institutions, the 

World Bank, the G7/8/20 etc. are excluded from this research project to not dilute 

the key findings and assessment presented. After all, Germany’s agency is examined 

in this piece primarily in the bilateral context. However, Chapter 8 (Conclusion) 

brings together the arguments throughout the research and highlights their 

implication on the further potential of the wider Germany-China relations that are 

also worth exploring. This project therefore provides a foundation for future work 
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following a similar path, i.e. exploring the construction and the impact of Germany’s 

agency itself. In light of the broader domination of structure-focused analyses, this 

research with its agency-oriented focus helps to push closer to a much-needed 

balance, as imperfect as it is. 

 

1.6 Analytical Strategy and Methodology 

1.6.1 Core Analytical Strategy: Foreign Policy Analysis (FPA) 

To deconstruct German actorness and scrutinise the practice of its agency in the 

context of decision making, this thesis adopts Foreign Policy Analysis (FPA), a 

middle-range theory, as its core analytical framework due to the theory’s focus on 

the actor’s agency within the decision-making process. As explained in Chapter 2, 

where existing approaches to study Germany foreign policy are reviewed, 

approaches inspired by major international relations theories, namely realism and 

liberalism, are argued to be ill-equipped for the specific scope of this research in 

discussing the German decision-making process of foreign policy with a focus on 

deconstructing agency. A prime example is the infamously ongoing debate between 

continuity and normalisation. Rather than treating actorness as given, this research 

lies with constructivism and appreciates the social construction of actorness and 

agency.  

 

Therefore, to study Germany as a decision-making actor, this research examines 

Germany’s decision-making agency as a result of the evolving construction of sub-

state factors which are also actors on their own due to their ability to exercise 

agency. Certainly, external structural changes beyond the German border also 

mattered, but the goal of this project is to look from inside out, not outside in. The 

core of this thesis is to examine the degree to which these internal factors 

constructed Germany’s decision-making agency with China and how this had 

affected the country’s overall actorness as a decision maker. To focus on agency 

itself, i.e. the decision maker, this justifies the usage of FPA as the main analytical 

framework.  

 

FPA was designed to study decision-makers’ and actors’ decision-making 

processes. The decision maker of interest to this research project is Germany itself 
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rather than a specific individual or group. The decision maker Germany is thus a 

concept that is argued to be constructed through the interactions of and among 

factors within. Through FPA’s levels of analysis, the construction of German 

decision-making agency is deconstructed into factors at the individual, bureaucratic 

and societal levels. Factors at each level are identified and their influence are 

examined to evaluate their impact on the overall decision-making actorness of 

Germany with relation to China.  

 

Based on the discussions above, the analysis of this piece is therefore a 

breakdown of the German perspective of interest and responses to China from an 

agency-centric approach. It focuses on the state but is not state-centric. Rather, state 

actorness is deconstructed and thus using a middle-range approach to assess factors’ 

impact on agency. It highlights (f)actors’ at the individual level such as 

characteristics, psychological traits and world views. It also considers those at the 

domestic/bureaucratic level, such as their surrounding bureaucratic structures, 

interdepartmental plays and misalignment of priorities. Furthermore, it reviews 

factors at the societal level like civil society and public opinion. A more detailed 

conceptualisation and identification of factors and levels are provided in Chapter 3. 

In summary, FPA offers a practical structure to break down German decision-maker 

actorness to achieve a more comprehensive analysis of its agency. 

 

 

1.6.2 Data Acquisition 

 To successfully test the above hypothesis and make use of the outlined FPA 

framework, this thesis uses a bespoke research design. It is based on a triangular 

research methodology to assess the bilateral relations at hand. The purpose of using 

such an approach is to investigate and cross-check acquired data from multiple 

sources to compensate for possible individual limitations. It helps to uncover aspects 

and information that would otherwise have been overlooked – which is particularly 

true for the use of elite interviews. This is covered in more detail in the methodology 

part of Chapter 2. In general, this thesis makes use of three different types of 

sources: 
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I. Academic Publications, Reports, and Media Sources 

Existing academic literature provides a foundation and framework for the 

research conducted in this thesis. While some of the cited literature is available in 

English, many references were published in German only. These academic sources 

are complemented by reports and studies from think tanks and research wings of 

foundations. They usually provide a more policy-focused analysis and are therefore 

also valuable for the assessment found in this thesis. 

 

Furthermore, media sources have been used which primarily consist of 

newspaper and magazine articles from leading German or international publishers. 

These also include some opinion pieces which were chosen to provide assessments 

by authors who are reasonably knowledgeable on the subject matter, and have 

always been in line with common views (if not stated otherwise). It was taken 

special care to not include ‘fringe’ views without additional explanations. 

 

II. Official/Government and Political Party Data 

The thesis uses a range of archival official/government data for analysis. For 

most chapters, qualitative material such as published agreements, statements, and 

speeches by the German federal government provide the foundation for mapping 

and analysing the Germany-China relations. 

 

The discussion of the economic relationship between the two countries in 

Chapter 4.3 makes use of various statistical data. Most of it was provided by the 

Bundesbank (German Central Bank), Destatis (German Federal Statistical Office), 

Eurostat (EU Statistical Office), and the WTO. It is worth to note that the Germany-

China trade and investment statistics published by different institutions, both 

governmental and non-governmental, may vary in definition or accuracy, and can in 

certain cases differ vastly.  

 

The data selection for this thesis has been aimed at having the most relevant data 

used for the specific purpose, e.g. Bundesbank data was chosen for shedding light 

onto Chinese investments in Germany while Eurostat data was used to inform the 

reader on trade values of major European countries and China. While the data used 
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might not be fully accurate, it is still able to give a good indication of economic 

trends and dependencies. 

 

III. Elite Interviews 

Elite interviews were conducted to complement the above core research methods 

for the purpose of verifying and/or discovering information about Germany-China 

relations directly or the German foreign-policy decision-making process in more 

general terms. As such, chosen interviewees have all worked within or related to 

these subject areas and consist of (former) academics, politicians and their staff, 

federal/state officials, think tank staff, journalists, business association 

representatives, and civil society experts. 

 

Due to the potentially sensitive nature of policy-making and the role of different 

individual and institutional actors within the process, the names of interviewees 

remain confidential. Where appropriate and meaningful, interviewees were referred 

to by their (generic) affiliation. 

 

The interviews were conducted either in-person or via phone/video chat between 

2015 and 2020. The primary research visit to Germany took place in 2015/16 and a 

visit to mainland China and Hong Kong took place in 2017. Most interviews 

followed a semi-structured format while some followed a largely unstructured 

format, giving respondents the freedom to express their views in more detail. 

 

One might argue that the chosen interviewees do not represent the full range of 

involved German foreign policy actors and their views. However, this is of no major 

concern for two reasons. First, it is rather difficult to get a truly representative view 

on an issue via (not fully-structured) interviews in the first place – no matter whom 

is interviewed. Second, as pointed out above, the contribution of this thesis lies in 

advancing the academic debate and this has certainly been accomplished by the 

triangular nature of the methodology used – the interviews held played an important, 

but only complementary, role in the data acquisition. 
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Chapter 2: Studying German Foreign Policy – An 

Evaluation of Current Approaches 

 

This chapter provides the theoretical and analytical framework as well as an 

overview about the methodological approach for this thesis. The first part (2.1) 

introduces the existing dominant conceptual approaches to German foreign policy 

within (and in part beyond) academia since reunification. It explores the 

normalisation vs continuity debate which critically influenced German domestic 

debates on its foreign policy approaches in the 1990s and 2000s, and also received 

much attention internationally – especially in the first few years following 

reunification. Sub-chapter 2.1.3 considers the value of this debate for answering the 

research questions of this thesis: what were the key determinants within Germany 

that had impacted the country’s bilateral policy approach towards China; and 

whether the approach was underpinned by a comprehensive strategy. Below 

assessment suggests that a conceptual divide between the debate’s focus on 

Germany’s role in the international arena and actual Germany-China policy-making 

existed. 

 

To be able to address the research questions, i.e. to uncover the drivers of 

German decision-making towards China, this chapter then presents foreign policy 

analysis as the core analytical strategy for this research project due to its focus on 

deconstructing and scrutinising actor’s agency in decision-making. In contrast to the 

more rigid perspectives that approaches inspired by realist and liberal theories in the 

normalisation vs continuity debate offer, FPA provides a set of tools for assessing 

factors at multiple levels and their roles in constructing Germany’s overall practice 

of agency in decision-making. Although constructivism provides certain flexibility 

to appreciate the role of sub-state actors, FPA allows to focus more on agency rather 

than structural/systemic influences. This relates directly to one of the key 

contributions of this research: to complement the dominating structure-focused 

analysis from an external perspective with an agency-focused examination of the 

internal developments. Adopting a levels of analysis structure, FPA provides an 

ideal analytical tool to unravel the complexity of German foreign policy decision-

making and engagement with China within the sub-state level, analysing the 
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individual, bureaucratic, and societal levels. The thesis follows such approach with 

its structure. 

 

The final part of this chapter provides the methodological plan for this thesis, 

presenting the chosen methods for data acquisition for the application of FPA. It 

further highlights the benefits of the methods – and data – used in the research 

process, and the solutions for overcoming their limitations. 

  

2.1 Dominant Conceptual Approaches to German Foreign Policy 

The fall of the Soviet Union and subsequent German reunification led to a surge 

of interest within the international relations and history communities in Germany 

and beyond to assess past events and to draw the trajectory German foreign policy 

would likely take within Europe and the international system in the years to come. 

Not only did Germany receive “unprecedented attention from the most prominent 

journals in International Relations” (Hellmann 2009, p. 257), it also became the new 

battleground for competing international relations theories, which Hellmann (2009, 

p. 290) outlined comprehensively.  

 

The unfolding debate in the early 1990s presented a division between two major 

arguments – and camps: normalisation and continuity. Supporters of foreign policy 

normalisation, largely in line with (neo-)realist thought, believed that Germany’s 

return to a great (regional) power with its regained economic size, socio-economic 

strength, and political sovereignty was only a matter of time. Therefore, a more self-

interest-driven foreign policy approach was required to match the country’s hard 

power (Hellmann 2009, p. 290; Waltz 1993). 

 

Opponents of this view, largely found within the liberal and constructivist 

schools of thought, believed in the continuity of Germany’s foreign policy strategy 

instead. Similar to the pre-reunification period, continuity supporters believed that 

the main goal of Germany’s foreign policy remained to strengthen multilateral ties 

within Europe and NATO as well as to champion liberal and civilised values (Maull 

2006b; Risse 2000). 
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The debate shaped the academic discourse of Germany’s role in the world and 

its foreign policy for twenty-plus years and is analysed below. Although neither side 

claimed defeat, continuity proponents had effectively won the debate by the time 

Schröder had entered the Chancellery in 1998 (Roos 2010). 

 

2.1.1 The Normalisation vs Continuity Debate 

With Germany’s reunification in 1990 and its newly found foreign policy 

sovereignty4, a broad discussion emerged on how the German Bonn Republic was to 

transform its foreign policy in the years ahead. The key debates right after 

reunification centred on the ideas of foreign policy normalisation, backed by 

(neo-)realist thinking, focusing on Germany’s relative strategic strengths, and 

foreign policy continuity, often liberal/institutionalist and in part constructivist in 

nature. The debates between the ideological camps were primarily held within 

academic circles but were also closely followed by German policy makers and the 

wider political sector (Roos 2010). While this key debate flared up repeatedly during 

the early 21st century and up to the end of this thesis’ time frame in 2017, it had 

effectively already been settled by the mid- to late-1990s – with the continuitists 

having come out on top (Katzenstein 1997; Roos 2010). 

 

The former idea, normalisation, suggests that Germany was to adjust its foreign 

policy towards the existing realities within Europe and the wider international 

system in-line with realist ideology. Germany, like any other country, should think 

of foreign policy as an instrument of power and aspire to maximise international 

influence, and with the potential of becoming a great power in a strategic sense 

(Schöllgen 2000). Normalisation proponents hence argue that Germany ought to 

pursue a more assertive foreign policy which would resemble more of its economic 

and socio-political power (potential) due to the lack of “a plausible strategic 

competitor on the continent” (Maull 2006b, p. 3) to challenge its ambition and rise. 

Early proponents of such a view included theoretical international heavyweights 

such as Mearsheimer (1990), Krasner (2019), and Waltz (1993). Their view was 

strongly supported by a small number of German scholars such as Schwarz who 

 
4 Apart from EU-based restrictions discussed in Chapter 3; for more information about pre-

unification German foreign policy, see Chapter 3.2. 
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believed that Germany had already become Europe’s central power (Zentralmacht) 

with completion of the reunification process (Bertram 1994). 

 

Voicing such considerations made many German policy makers and large parts 

of the country’s civil society feel uneasy. Not only had West Germany had limited 

scope in soft power terms and no significant hard power potential or ambition prior 

to reunification (Hilz 2009; Kronenberg 2009), Germany did not pursue a relative 

power enhancement programme in the 1990s either (Watzal 2000). For decades, 

German diplomats had instead been re-assuring European neighbours that they had 

no intentions of imposing their will on the continent ever again. Neither labelling 

Germany as a “world power by destiny” (Hacke 2006, p. 7), nor discussing how 

Germany could start with accumulating power within international organisations 

before rising above them (Maull 2006b) had been particularly helpful to ease 

reunification concerns abroad.  

 

It is worth noting, however, that many of the German key normalisation 

proponents at the time – such as Hacke, Schöllgen, and Schwarz – were Cold War 

historians and not contemporary international relations specialists. Having worked 

in this field for decades makes it plausible to believe that the impact of the end of 

the Cold War and German unification had changed Germany’s power position 

within the international system and had opened up opportunities for the country to 

become Europe’s primary regional power, a regional hegemon. For Neorealist 

normalisation supporters, increasing its relative strategic power over Europe had to 

be the obvious aspiration and outcome of German foreign policy. Waltz infamously 

encapsulated this view in the early 1990s: “a country to choose not to become a 

great power is a structural anomaly” (Waltz 1993, p. 66, 2000, p. 34) and 

“[c]ountries with great power economies have become great powers” (Waltz 1993, 

p. 34). With its reunified economic market and population, both the largest within 

Europe, as well as its strategic location, it was hard to imagine for Germany to not 

fit into this neorealist construct. 

 

Within German academia, however, such an assertive realist foreign policy 

stance was met with strong opposition. A wide range of German political science 

scholars refused to agree with such views and asserted that normalisation proponents 
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were not representing the mainstream perspective (Schlotter 1992). Instead, they 

believed that German foreign policy had been showing policy continuity and would 

likely continue to do so with its approach to strengthen multilateral cooperation and 

structural ties rather than questioning previously established liberal post-war 

principles. Such continuity view did indeed remain fundamental to Germany’s 

general foreign policy trajectory as is discussed in Chapter 3. 

 

Hellmann (2009), for instance, argued that Germany’s national interests since 

reunification had little in common with the traditional national interest highlighted 

in a realist framework which aims at building material advantages, in particular 

military capacities. With German reunification, the end of the Warsaw Pact and the 

Eastern EU enlargement process, Germany had accomplished all its long-term 

security- and stability-related foreign policy goals: to be reunified, to live in a stable 

and peaceful Europe, and to drive integration and mutual cooperation forward. In 

other words, Germany had nothing to fear from traditional security threats 

throughout the relevant time period of this thesis and immediately prior to it5. 

 

Masala (2008) added to this view by pointing out that Germany pursuing 

regional hegemony would have to include a significant rise of military spending and 

activity. Not only would such actions have been close to impossible to sell to the 

German public with its strong aversion against military operations and armament, it 

would also have been difficult to push these through Germany’s federal political 

system6. Key indicators also do not support any significant rise in military 

capabilities. Germany halved its standing army from 1990 to 2018 to about 183,000 

soldiers (Bundeswehr), spent about 1.2% of its GDP on its armed forces (SIPRI 

2018), significantly less than the 2% expectation by NATO allies (Kamp 2019), and 

disbanded its mandatory national service in 2010 – while most young German men 

had already decided for decades to serve in a pacifist civil service role instead of 

serving in the German Armed Forces. Therefore, from reunification to the end of the 

 
5 This is also one of the reasons why Germany did not see China as a security threat for 

most of the assessed time frame. See Chapters 5, 6, and 7 for further discussion. 
6 German state governments possess strong veto power through the Bundesrat, Germany’s 

Upper House. This system was put in place after World War II to avoid any sudden or 

extreme political movements to gain power too quickly. See Kohler-Koch (1991) who 

offers a worthwhile assessment on the subject. 
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time frame of this thesis, i.e. from 1990 to 2017, Germany clearly did not re-emerge 

as a great power in a realist sense (Jäger et al. 2011; Hellmann et al. 2014) and, from 

an opposing perspective, normalisation as a concept had clearly been detached from 

reality. 

 

Instead of having hegemonic aspirations, continuity supporters believed that 

Germany stuck to – and should stick to – its cooperative, integrative and multilateral 

foreign policy principles which had worked well prior to reunification. Gareis 

(2009) notes that West Germany’s self-limitation of not following a power politics 

approach in the first years after World War II did surprisingly not decrease its 

influence abroad but instead continuously increased it. This experience throughout 

the Cold War, and its role in forming Germany’s dedicated foreign policy tradition 

let a wide range of scholars to believe in the merits of foreign policy continuity, or 

what Maull coined the paradox of continuity (2006b, p. 2)7. Their proponents 

included Hellmann (2009; 2014), Kohler-Koch (1991), Maull (2006b, 2013), Risse 

(2000), Rittberger (1993) and Schlotter (1992) who largely championed a liberal 

institutionalist or constructivist approach for making sense of Germany’s foreign 

policy at the time. 

 

A central theme for the continuity supporters was Maull’s civil power 

(Zivilmacht) role concept which he had introduced in 19908 (Maull 1990). Inspired 

by Duchene’s Civilian Power Europe role concept (Duchene 1973), Maull adapted 

and expanded the term in the following twenty years (Tewes 2002; Maull 2007; 

Maull 2013). Regarding foreign policy as a product of social construction, his civil 

power concept is constructivist in nature. Yet, he kept it “open for realist, liberal, or 

institutionalist explanatory approaches, as long as these are incorporated into the 

respective foreign policy role concept” (Maull 2007, p. 75).  

 

 
7 Maull (2006b) argues that Germany’s foreign policy continuity had been a paradox: 

despite of the international system changing dramatically due to the events that led to 

German reunification, Germany adhered to its existing foreign policy approach. 
8 Maull’s (2013) retirement lecture transcript at the University of Trier in 2013, where he 

explained how he learnt about the term, how it changed over time, and how it influenced 

senior German politicians, is a worthwhile read.  
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The objective of a civil power is “the civilianization of the international 

environment, [i.e.] the use of military force is tamed in order to guarantee the rule of 

law, prosperity and legitimate governance” (Tewes 2002, p. 11). Or, in Maull’s own 

words, ‘civil powers are thus states that feel committed to the goal of civilizing 

politics and act accordingly. The term “power” describes in this context [states with] 

the willingness to implement their own goals, if necessary against resistance, and 

[…] certain forms of implementation, i.e. specific strategies and instruments of 

foreign policy’ (Maull 2007, p. 74). The concept was first introduced as a 

prescriptive analytical tool to describe German and Japanese foreign policy 

behaviour, and later extended by a normative component to expand its scope. The 

practical role this concept played for German foreign policy decision makers is 

presented in Chapter 3 as part of the discussion of Germany’s foreign policy 

traditions. In short, much of Germany’s foreign policy behaviour, including policies 

towards China, can be attributed in part to underlying civil power considerations. 

 

While the continuity camp had prevailed in most scholars’ eyes by the late 

1990s, normalisation supporters refused to give in and renewed their claims 

throughout the 2000s. In 2001, Mearsheimer still expected Germany to increase 

military funding and to extend its armed forces to establish “hegemony over Central 

Europe” (Mearsheimer 2001, p. 395 in: Hellmann 2009, p. 4) in the mid-term. This 

assessment followed the Kosovo crisis which constituted a new chapter in the 

debates on Germany’s foreign policy. Schröder, who had only taken office in late 

1998, decided to support a NATO operation against Serbia without a UN mandate. 

This decision led to heated debates within the German political sector and civil 

society, and was harshly criticised by the political left9. In academic assessments, 

however, it was largely seen as evidence for Germany’s multilateral civil power 

approach and not as a realist-style power grab (Maull 2006b). Germany’s overall 

military strength and spending data already mentioned above (Bundeswehr 2019; 

SIPRI 2018) did not support Mearsheimer’s expectations either. 

 

Following 9/11, the established domestic consensus on German foreign policy to 

pursue a path of civil power continuity was tested again and, for many, came to an 

 
9 See Chapter 3.2 for further information. 
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end with Schröder’s decision to not join the US-led military intervention in Iraq in 

2002/03. German transatlantic multilateralism had received a blow and a new range 

of debates and positions emerged among the German academic community. 

Scholars within the realist realm once again saw an opportunity to discuss German 

power aspirations while reminding everyone that the end of the Cold War had 

already heralded the end of the transatlantic era (Schöllgen 2004).  At the same time, 

foreign policy budgets had been cut significantly (Hellmann 2003) and Germany’s 

poor economic performance in the 1990s had “begun to affect the conduct and also 

the direction of the country’s foreign policy” (Maull 2006b, p. 4). This structural 

economic weakness had a major impact on Schröder’s decision to prioritise stronger 

trade ties with various promising economies at the time, including Russia and China. 

Although you can argue that strengthening economic ties beyond Europe would 

increase Germany’s relative (economic) power within Europe, Schröder’s primary 

consideration was to support the German economy based on a liberal globalisation 

mindset10. 

 

Similarly, Maull kept adjusting his civil power concept to address changes in 

Germany’s foreign policy approach under Schröder (1998-2005) and believed that 

Schröder’s decision not to invade Iraq had simply been the inevitable result of the 

rising influence of Germany in the international community paired with its 

traditional foreign policy concepts (Maull 2006a). Schöllgen, trying to rejuvenate 

the relevance of Realist analytical thought, argued that Schröder had deliberately 

opened up different policy trajectory options for Germany with the “possibility to 

choose other partners [than the United States] in critical situations” (Schöllgen 2005, 

p. 7). Such explanation can be used from different ideological angles, though, and 

the above examples illustrate the ongoing debate and a certain fluidity of views over 

time. 

 

Hence, the distinction between the two camps – or within their camps – had not 

been as clear-cut as it may have seemed in the early 1990s. For instance, Hacke, 

who proposed in the early 1990s that Germany was destined to become a world 

power (Maull 2006b), argued in 2006 that close cooperation with the US was crucial 

 
10 See Chapter 4.4 on economic considerations and Chapter 5 on Schröder’s policy agenda. 
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(Hacke 2006) for Germany’s success within the international sphere – a view that 

would be tested further in the years ahead. 

 

The majority perspective among German foreign policy scholars in the 2000s 

remained focused on foreign policy continuity – including strong ties with the US. 

Upholding institutional commitments, favouring multilateral approaches, 

strengthening the EU and, ultimately, focusing on its established partners within and 

beyond Europe, appeared to be most appealing to them. Reasons for such views 

varied among continuity supports and ranged from Germany’s role as a civil power 

(Maull 2015; Tewes 2002), and existing multilateral commitments and frameworks 

(Kirste and Maull 1996; Rittberger 2001), to Germany’s Europeanised (and 

institutionalised) identity (Hellmann et al. 2014; Katzenstein 1997; Roos 2017). To 

differing degrees these views can also be found when assessing Germany’s relations 

with China – which is discussed further throughout the thesis. 

 

While realist analyses of key German foreign policy developments did thus not 

have a great track record and institutionalists with their cooperative approach 

appeared to be better suited to explain such developments, several key German 

foreign policy actions are hard to explain with a purely institutional mindset either. 

For instance, Maull (2004) argues that the German unilateral rejection of the US’ 

Iraq campaign in 2002/03 was not fully explainable by a liberal reading of the 

civilian power concept. He argues that Germany seriously undermined the United 

States as a close political ally as well as the United Nations and its Security Council 

by proclaiming that it would reject a UN resolution on an intervention in Iraq. 

Similarly, Germany’s breach of the Eurozone’s Stability and Growth Pact at roughly 

the same time showed possible limitations on how far Germany might go with its 

“presumed Europeanized identity” (Hellmann 2009, p. 12) when their own economy 

was at stake. An additional example were Kohl’s and Schröder’s repeated advances 

for establishing a German UNSC seat instead of putting its whole political weight 

behind a permanent EU seat instead. Not only realists may consider such activities 

as a more traditional power politics move than a liberal/multilateral one. To deal 

with such kind of inconsistencies, e.g. Hellmann made an effort in bringing both 

camps closer together under a pragmatist approach. By introducing the civil great 

power concept, he suggested that normalisation of German foreign policy was 
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taking place in the sense that Germany had started to defend and protect its interests 

beyond its borders more assertively, but that civil power traits were still at the core 

of German interest in the first place (Hellmann 2002a). 

 

As with most scholarly debates, the approaches presented above were used to 

make sense of Germany’s policy decisions and, in part, to draw its future foreign 

policy trajectory. Despite of the more systemic nature of the debate and focus on 

NATO allies, the following pages are addressing the value of the normalisation vs 

continuity debate for making sense of Germany’s bilateral approach to China. 

 

2.1.2 The Limitation of the Debate to Study Germany’s China Approach 

Before considering the debate’s value for this research project in more detail, it 

is helpful to take a step back to consider what constitutes foreign policy. Waltz 

(1959) introduced a comprehensive framework constituted by three areas, or images, 

to influence a state’s foreign policy: systemic considerations, namely how the 

anarchical structure of the international system enables and limits individual states’ 

actions (third image); the role of domestic attributes, processes, and stakeholders 

(second image); and the experiences, traits, and views of the states’ key decision-

makers (first image). Although acknowledging these layered images, Waltz’s own 

work primarily focused on factors in the third image, the international system. This 

also holds true for the majority of grand theory debates, which drove the 

normalisation vs continuity debate, which have been instrumental in examining the 

structural parameters of the international system, and in setting different scopes of 

action for state-level and sub-state-level actors. The ubiquity of such structural 

considerations at the time has been of both conceptual and contextual relevance for 

addressing the decision-making process of key Germany-China actors. 

 

Conceptually, policy decision-makers do not act in a void. As discussed further 

below in this chapter and the next, and is also analytically encapsulated in Chapter 

5, the experiences and perceptions of individual actors matter. Theoretical views 

found in the – still ongoing – normalisation vs continuity debate have therefore not 

merely been theoretical constructs of interest to a handful of academics, but 

ideological perspectives that have shaped views, arguments, and decisions in Bonn, 
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Berlin, and beyond. As such, the debate, and in particular liberal and realist views 

on the international system, can be considered as reference points for interpreting 

actors’ intentions when formulating Germany-China foreign policy. 

 

Contextually, the views and decisions of German policy makers assessed 

throughout the thesis were influenced by the normalisation and continuity debate. 

The debate provided them with an indication of their policy options’ applicability in 

the international context – and therefore played significant roles in influencing the 

decision-making process. This clearly does not only hold true for Germany’s foreign 

policy in general terms but also for Germany’s relations with China specifically. 

Therefore, it is sensible to relate the findings of this research to the normalisation vs 

continuity debate which is taking place throughout the thesis, and in Chapter 8 

providing a verdict on its overall impact on the research questions at hand. 

 

Schröder’s, as well as Merkel’s, focus on strengthening trade ties with China, for 

instance, could be seen as an underlying strategy to strengthen Germany’s influence 

within Europe, establishing Germany as the leading regional power by normalisation 

supporters. Similarly, one may argue that regional power concerns were not high on 

the government’s priority list at the time and that Germany was first and foremost 

eager to embed China through its increasing trade and political ties within the 

established Western-centric international system from a continuity perspective. 

Examples such as this one fundamentally reveal the inadequacy of the normalisation 

vs continuity debate to understand Germany’s foreign policy decisions fully – both 

camps have repeatedly come up with responses that fit their own world views, not 

reaching consensus. However, such assessment can still offer valuable empirical 

insights into decision-making due to the prevalence of such concepts within policy 

circles. Still, the example also reveals the fundamental limitation of an exclusive 

emphasis on the third image lens when assessing the bilateral Germany-China 

trajectory. In other words, the objective of these grand-theory-based explanations is 

to offer explanations of foreign policy decisions and to advise on policy based on 

systemic considerations from their collective – and individual – points of view. 

However, less attention has been given to scrutinise the construction of the decision-

making process, where systemic factors only play one part in policy formulation. By 

using Waltz’ three images concept, it is clear that incorporating images two and one, 
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i.e. domestic and individual considerations, is essential for understanding the 

formulation process beyond an abstract structural assessment. 

 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, there have been significant advances within the grand 

theories to incorporate these two images, or levels of analysis, in their respective 

paradigms. Especially after the Cold War, neoclassical realism has still placed 

“primacy on the international system and relative material capabilities, but see these 

as filtered through the state” (Kaarbo 2015, p. 203) and thus considers policy being 

“made by human beings, political leaders and elites” (Wivel 2005, p. 361). 

“[D]omestic processes […] (re)direct policy outputs in response to external forces. 

[Hence,] states often react differently to similar systemic pressures and 

opportunities, and their response may be less motivated by systemic-level factors 

than domestic ones” (Schweller 2004, p. 164). However, the neoclassical realist 

approach still remains within the realist school. It thus prioritises materialist 

considerations (Wivel 2005) and a distinctive outside-in approach (Brummer and 

Oppermann 2019), both being the very essence of the realist paradigm – one which 

normalisation supporters cannot shed. To fully understand Germany’s approach and 

related internal developments towards China, a mix between material and idealist 

considerations is crucial to make sense of foreign policy traditions, individuals’ 

perceptions and experiences, and societal norms. 

 

The fundamental German foreign policy cornerstones, covered in detail in the 

following chapter, are based on core liberal beliefs as evidenced by the continuity 

camp’s contributions and discussions of Maull’s civil power concept. As such, 

contextually, (neo-)liberalism serves as a popular framework to assess German 

policy decisions with. Additionally, “liberals pay more attention to domestic 

structures and individual differences than do realists” (Doyle 2012a, p. 59). 

Conceptually, it uses a bottom-up approach in a two-step process, putting major 

societal interests in the spotlight: first, by analysing the development of foreign 

policy as an aggregation of societal interests, and second, by assessing its position 

within a liberal international system (Brummer and Oppermann 2019).   

 

While the first step of this process may offer some convincing insights in 

assessing the research question at hand, it is limited in scope and fails to provide the 
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needed flexibility for this research with its bottom-up approach. Governments are 

seen as mere “transmission belts for domestic interests” (Kaarbo 2015, p. 196; 

Brummer and Oppermann 2019) by assuming that societal interests of certain 

influence are becoming policy. However, governments are merely one part in 

constructing the decision-making process. It is thus necessary to look more closely 

at the interplay between the government and various domestic stakeholders, and not 

just to assume that the government and each of its individual members are simply 

executing society’s majority views and/by being rational actors. Liberal assumptions 

on other important aspects for this research are also challenged. For instance, the 

media’s influence on foreign policy formulation is not as straightforward as often 

assumed (Baum and Potter 2008), and sub-state structural factors with their 

domestic/institutional dynamics and leadership styles received little attention within 

the liberal paradigm (Kaarbo 2015).  

 

To compensate the limitations of these structure-dominated approaches to study 

foreign policy, this research switches the focus to what has happened within the 

black box of a country’s policy process. Rather than taking Germany as a given 

decision-making actor, it deconstructs Germany’s actorness and scrutinises its 

construction of agency, which is in line with postpositivist views of constructivism. 

 

As highlighted by constructivist’s appreciation of agency, concepts surrounding 

societal and ideational forces, e.g. incorporated in ideas, language, roles, norms, or 

identity, are also vital to an actor’s practice of agency – including decision-making 

processes. For instance, image research, such as used by Herrmann and 

Fischerkeller (1995), can help with assessing how key German actors maintained 

their positive self-images by their distinctive perceptions of – and distancing to – the 

non-democratic China. However, as is shown by this example, constructivists’ 

examinations of agency remain to focus on external/non-domestic factors, i.e. how 

agency is constructed due to structural changes.  already shows how external, i.e. 

non-domestic, factors still matter a great deal within the constructivist paradigm. 

Actors, seen through these lenses, are therefore more reactive where aspects such as 

the constructions of their own internal characteristics like personality and 

worldviews are formed due to structural changes – by a response to externalities, 

and not by proactive action. Although constructivism puts emphasis on the 
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“sociological social psychological” (Wendt 1992, p. 394) and “attempt[s] to show 

that ideational factors could alter perceptions of power and system structure[,] much 

of this challenge came from scholars who still clung to the primacy of states as 

actors. […] The theoretical mix simply changed to: states, power, system structure, 

and ideas” (Snyder et al. 2002, p. 3). 

 

In other words, constructivists generally privilege structure over agency in their 

works11, although for instance Katzenstein (1997) does discuss unit-level forms 

instead of macro structures. Still, Checkel pointed out that “constructivism lacks a 

theory of agency. As a result, it overemphasizes the role of social structures and 

norms at the expense of the agents who help create and change them in the first 

place" (Checkel 1998, p. 325). While advances in providing further space for agency 

have been made since the late 1990s, Flockhart summarised in 2012 that 

“constructivism has nothing substantial to say about who or what are the main 

actors, problems, or issues in international relations” (Flockhart 2012, p. 80). 

Furthermore, Kaarbo provided a substantive argument that constructivists largely 

assume “a single national identity or role that is shared between elites and masses” 

(Kaarbo 2015, p. 202) without addressing more agency-based sub-state level 

influences on such identities/views and the actual influence on foreign policy and 

their decision-makers. This is of particular relevance to Germany’s China relations, 

because general knowledge of – and interest in – China had been poor within 

German society and policy circles alike, as argued in Chapters 6 and 7. Without 

delving deeper into individual aspects of ideas and streams of influence within 

Germany, a structure-focused single-issue cause-and-effect approach provides 

limited value to explain Germany-China foreign policy realities as required by the 

posed research questions. 

 

As a result, even with an emphasis of agency in mind, constructivism fails to 

fully deliver in this case and ends up with a remaining focus on systemic factors and 

an ambiguous conceptualisation of agency. Perhaps Wendt put it best when 

explaining (his) constructivism’s focus: “like Waltz, I am interested in international 

politics, not foreign policy” (Wendt 1999, p. 11). 

 
11 See Checkel (1998); Houghton (2007). 
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Overall, it has become clear that the normalisation vs continuity debate 

prioritises the discussion of Germany as an international actor within the 

international system. Although efforts were made in addressing sub-state level 

considerations and the foreign policy decision-making process to an extent within 

both camps and recent developments of their underlying schools of thought, the 

debate’s key approaches have been falling short in providing comprehensive and 

convincing answers to the research questions on how and why key German policy 

actors chose to push their relations with China forward. They may very well help to 

explain long-term trends and, as pointed out above, its influence on actors within the 

wider German foreign policy sector is undeniable. However, some key 

considerations for this thesis, for instance the role of China knowledge, or the level 

of interest in China, is difficult to assess with an approach aimed at explaining 

systemic patterns, considering states being a black box (Hudson 2012).  

 

Instead, a foreign policy approach which is “ontologically oriented towards 

explaining discrete behaviours” (Kaarbo 2015, p. 194) which turns the focus onto 

agency itself to deconstruct and make sense of the decision-making process rather 

than merely its end result, is required. This thesis makes therefore use of foreign 

policy analysis, the middle-range theory that “mediates between grand principles 

and the complexity of reality” (Hudson 2012, p. 16). With its toolbox-style 

approach, the thesis adopts FPA as the core analytical framework to assess specific 

elements of the foreign policy decision-making process and involved key actors and 

decision-makers within the Germany-China realm. The following pages provide a 

discussion about FPA as an approach before presenting the operationalisation of 

FPA as well as further methodological considerations. 

 

2.2 Foreign Policy Analysis 

Recalling the core research puzzle, the goal of this work is to identify, examine, 

and evaluate the existence and the key determinants of Germany’s strategies towards 

China throughout the given time period. This requires the deconstruction of 

Germany’s national agency, i.e. rather than assessing Germany as a unitary actor, 

this research assesses Germany’s actions towards China through the sub-state level 

lens of the foreign policy decision-making process. Therefore, instead of adopting a 
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deductive perspective to search for explanations to rationalise decision end-results, 

key actors and factors that have led to the formation of decisions were identified 

inductively and represent core elements of interest for this research. In other words, 

this thesis does not present a comprehensive mapping process tracking Germany’s 

China foreign policy decisions; it instead identifies the role of decision makers in 

having opted for certain policies and policy trajectory trends – and how and why 

they were chosen over others. It deconstructs Germany’s actorness and examines the 

construction of its decision-making agency. 

 

With its focus on decision-making, “[t]he single most important contribution of 

FPA to IR theory is to identify the point of theoretical intersection between the most 

important determinants of state behaviour: material and ideational factors” (Hudson 

and Day 2020, p. 7). Foreign policy analysis therefore offers a logical and feasible 

analytical framework to match the core objective of this thesis to examine the 

evolution of Germany’s foreign policy decision-making agency towards China. The 

emergence of FPA can be dated back to as early as the 1950s. Although heavily 

influenced by the then dominant grand theory, realism (Clarke and White 1989), 

early FPA pioneers shifted their attention away from the mainstream structure-

focused narratives to exploring a more agent-, or actor-focused, approach12. From 

the view of FPA scholars, grand theories’ over-accentuation of external factors, 

structure, is not sufficient to understanding a state’s foreign policy, and internal 

factors that occur within a state should also be taken into consideration (Hill 2003). 

 

As such, “to recognize that foreign policy is shaped by internal as well as 

external factors is not to comprehend how the two intermix or to indicate the 

conditions under which one predominates over the other'' (Rosenau 1966, p. 98). 

Instead, the formation and evolution of foreign policy depends on decision makers 

who “are viewed as operating in a dual-aspect setting so that apparently unrelated 

internal and external factors become related in the actions of the decision-makers” 

(Snyder et al. 1954, p. 53). 

 
12 Houghton noted that the early works of Robert Jervis and Graham Allison were 

“amendments to realism [that] have evidently mounted to the point where the original 

edifice is imploding; FPA arguably runs against the whole thrust of realism, both in its 

classical and structural versions” Houghton (2007, p. 25). For further information, also see 

Ripley (1993).  
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The core aspects of FPA are therefore “decision-making, the individual decision 

makers, processes and conditions that affect foreign policy and the outcomes of 

these decisions” (Alden and Aran 2016, p. 3), which, by definition, are not only 

multi-factorial but also multi-level (Hudson and Day 2020). Adopting the levels of 

analysis framework inspired by Waltz’s work, in contrast to the grand theories’ 

focus on Waltz’s third image (international system), FPA instead turns to variables 

in the first (individual level) and second (domestic level) images (Morin and Paquin 

2018). 

 

This focus on the decision-making procedure and consideration of non-material 

factors are direct rejections to the rigid emphasis of the notion of state-level actors 

and material factors by the classic grand theories of realism and liberalism who have 

“ignore[d] the question of agency altogether, as if in embarrassment, concentrating 

their attention on structures – power balances for neo-realists, [and] international 

regimes for liberals” (Hill 2003, p. 3). In practice, the interaction of agency and 

structures “is a dynamic process, leading to the constant evolution of both” (ibid). 

 

Hence, this research aligns itself with constructivists in sharing the view that an 

actor is a social construction and should be judged by its ability to exert agency. 

Beyond external structural factors it also acknowledges the role of ideational factors 

as vital components affecting agency. For instance, as indicated in the title and the 

core argument of this thesis, trust and ignorance have played a key role in shaping 

Germany’s strategy towards China.  

 

However, unlike constructivists that still emphasize the power of (societal) 

systemic structure, this research is more in line with FPA’s agent-oriented and actor-

specific approach (George 1994). It is important to note that many constructivists’ 

works such as Wendt’s also claim to have an actor-focused angle, highlighting the 

determinant power of an agent’s ideational characteristics. In contrast to 

constructivists’ overly-broad acknowledgement of agents’ roles in international 

politics, however, FPA’s agent approach is actor-specific, advocating the 

fundamental role of the actor’s agency in determining the results of any cooperative 

practices of collectives (Wight 2006, p. 128). As Hill nicely concluded, the “genuine 
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dilemma over what foreign policy includes has led some to assume that its content is 

now minimal, and that agency lies elsewhere, with transnational enterprises of 

various kinds. It has led others to ignore the question of agency altogether, as if in 

embarrassment, concentrating their attention on structures – power balances for neo-

realists, international regimes for liberals, and markets for the gurus of 

globalisation.” (Hill 2003, p. 3). Therefore, unlike constructivists that believe actors 

are defined by their ability to exert agency, to FPA scholars, actors and agency 

should be treated separately. While actors are socially constructed, agency of an 

actor, regardless of the actor’s size and type, is fundamentally human-

centric/decision-maker-centric. 

 

This is particularly the case for foreign policy making (Hudson and Day 2020). 

In the context of this research, the goal is to understand how Germany as a unified 

actor acted towards China. As mentioned above, this requires the deconstruction of 

unified state actorness to unveil factors, which are also actors on their own due to 

their agency ability, at the sub-state level and to assess how they have affected 

Germany’s overall approaches throughout the chosen period. 

 

In the case of Germany’s decisions on China, it quickly became clear that both 

Schröder and Merkel, including the structure of the Chancellery, were not simply 

executing the ‘unitary interest of the state’, but crucially influenced the relations 

based on their own convictions. That said, political leaders usually cannot act in a 

free space but “are surrounded by advisers and a bureaucracy, influenced by 

domestic constituencies, and dependent on the power their state can project in the 

international arena” (Breuning 2007, p. 6). This also holds true for the case of 

Germany and China, which once more validates that an agency-focused sub-state 

analysis revolving around decision makers is mandatory to address the research 

questions at hand. After all, “a compelling explanation [of foreign policy] cannot 

treat the decider exogenously (Hermann and Kegley 1995, p. 4). 

 

It is further important to note that, especially since the Cold War and as 

mentioned before, traditional grand theories showed increasing attention to sub-

national level factors and agents, for instance with structural realism scholar 

Mearsheimer’s rational actor model (Mearsheimer 2009) and neo-liberalist scholar 
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Putnam’s two-level game theory (Putnam 1988). However, these grand-theory 

variants are still limited in nature. Despite their broadened consideration of actors’ 

agency, these later developments are restricted by their predetermined respective 

worldviews: agents and actors in the eyes of neo-realists remain believing in the 

“zero-sum” game that actors ultimately fight over for maximizing their power. Even 

though Putnam’s two-level game has been seen as a push for the advancement of 

FPA (Hudson 2012), it still strongly adheres to the neo-liberalist tradition. 

Therefore, they have never escaped from their narrow positivist paradigm and 

continue to adopt a set vision to explain results and motivation of actions just as how 

it is shown in the normalisation and continuity debate. These predetermined views 

might be able to offer insightful explanations to decisions but need to be treated for 

what they are, i.e. views deeply embedded within their paradigms. This makes them 

unsuitable to capture linkages beyond their realm of worldviews.  

 

Therefore, whether it is a constructivist angle or contemporary developments of 

the classic IR theories, these versions of actor-focused or agent-considered analyses 

are limited to various degrees to address the questions at hand (Hill 2003). This 

research’s aim is to understand not only how but also why Germany’s China strategy 

evolved. Neither grand theory manages to compete with FPA to offer the required 

focus on decision makers and also provide the ideological freedom to observe and 

analyse Germany’s foreign policy approaches without an existing surrounding 

paradigm. 

  

It is unfortunate to see how FPA has been alienated by major international 

relations theories throughout its development. Even during the post-Cold War era 

when the study of IR theories had been generally heading towards a similar sub-state 

path (Kaarbo et al. 2012), FPA, as an early pioneer at this front, had not been given 

appropriate recognition and is often completely ignored by international relations 

scholars (see e.g. Brummer and Hudson 2015; Hudson and Day 2020).  

 

Although FPA has carved out a niche in German academic debates, this still 

largely holds true for it as well. The contemporary discussion of theoretical 

developments of FPA within German academic circles has been very “rudimentary” 

according to Brummer (2019, p. 4) while the grand theories kept dominating the 
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field from 1998 to 2017. However, a slow generational shift (Harnisch 2003) had 

been taking place in the international relations community since the end of the Cold 

War, which had also opened up the door for usage and theoretical development of 

FPA beyond US borders. In Germany, FPA had already been used by historians in 

the late 1960s. Contemporary approaches found some recognition in the 2014 work 

of Hellmann, Wagner, and Baumann (2014) which provides a comprehensive 

introduction to German foreign policy covering different theoretical approaches. 

Brummer and Oppermann (2019), who published their dedicated work on FPA in 

2019 after having identified a major gap in the German literature, highlighted a 

couple additional publications which, at least in part, covered FPA tools, for 

instance Wilhelm’s systematic introduction to foreign policy foundations and 

processes which includes a range of FPA tools such as the bureaucratic politics 

model (Wilhelm 2006), and Colschen’s book introducing German foreign policy 

from 2010 (Colschen 2010, in: Brummer and Oppermann 2019). 

 

One major reason for the relative lack of FPA in the field of contemporary 

international relations has been the continued criticism of FPA’s theoretical and 

methodological capabilities and the related debate in/since the 1980s. Among other 

aspects, questions had been raised about how to challenge the feasibility of FPA’s 

ability to achieve acquiring and measuring qualitative-natured factors such as actors’ 

emotions and personalities – in particular on senior decision makers in non-

transparent and exclusive settings (Hudson and Day 2020). This is a sensible 

concern not only in theory but also in a conceptual sense for this research. Its core 

analysis revolves around the discussion of the key factors at various levels that had 

significantly affected core German decision makers’ approaches towards China; 

hence, this problem is discussed in more detail in the methodology section below. 

Certainly, no person can fully understand one another, and the idea of acquiring the 

full spectrum of any decision-makers thoughts on a given issue is fatuous. 

Furthermore, it is inevitable to avoid subjective biases in the interpretation of data.  

 

However, although these concerns exist and are sensible in terms of research 

designs as well as practical considerations, it is crucial to note that these concerns 

are not limited to a discussion of FPA and should be treated as wider 

methodological considerations. Similar problems arise within the grand IR theories. 
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For instance, realists might conclude Germany’s increased trade volume with China 

aimed at enhancing its regional relative power and influence within Europe, while 

liberalists could have interpreted the numbers as a validation for the existence of a 

global liberal order. 

 

Moreover, none of the grand theorists can be certain to have access to a 

‘complete data set’. There is no standard in realism to determine how much data is 

needed to prove if an actor is driven by rationality and self-interests. Plus, is it 

feasible to criticise FPA on its agent-oriented qualitative data foundation by realists 

when their own measurement of rationality and self-interest remains ambiguous? 

Similar questions can be raised towards liberals (relevance of institutions) and 

constructivists (how to measure ideational factors?). This path leads down to a 

(comparative) debate on methodologies which goes far beyond the scope of this 

thesis. However, while mileage varies in addressing these issues, FPA appears to 

have received the most criticism in comparison. Yet, not fully dissimilar to 

constructivism, FPA has by definition been open to interdisciplinary collaboration 

and solutions, and has made frequent usage of established methodological 

approaches and models of other disciplines, e.g. psychology. In short, FPA does 

generally rely on actor-specific and agency-focused qualitative data more so than the 

major international relations theories, but rejecting FPA for it to provide valuable 

insights into a governments’ foreign policy decision-making process, is simply 

nonsensical. 

 

Given the reasons above, FPA provides value by offering a more flexible 

approach to examine foreign policy with a focus on actors’ agency. Although 

challenges in data acquisition and interpretation exist, offering a subjective view 

should not be regarded as a disadvantage. Rather, qualitative analyses drawn on the 

available data do offer by definition subjective views. This enriches academic 

debates by offering different perspectives on similar data, (ideally) leading to a 

better understanding of the subject matter. With this in mind, the goal of this project 

is to contribute a new perspective for scrutinising Germany’s China strategy – 

which, by definition, is subjective. Yet, compared to other grand theories, FPA can 

also offer the relatively best objective framework to evaluate and conceptualize 

German foreign policy by not having to rely on overly limiting pre-existing 
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worldviews and actor definitions. FPA simply focuses on assessing decision-making 

factors’ agency on multiple levels, and the influences affecting them. As such, FPA 

offers the ideal analytical framework to evaluate this thesis’ research questions.  

 

2.3 Analytical Framework 

To recap, the primary contribution of this thesis is to add an FPA-fuelled 

agency-driven assessment of Germany’s foreign policy development trajectory 

towards China to German foreign policy debates. Such contribution then extends 

into related fields, from German policy analysis debates to EU-China ones. 

Germany is in this thesis regarded as the core decision maker of interest, embedded 

in the discussion of its state actorness, and through the lens of FPA. In other words, 

the thesis examines how Germany’s state actorness was constructed through its 

practice of sub-state level decision-making agency from 1998 to 2017. To assess the 

underlying research questions of this thesis, i.e. how Germany piloted its 

relationship with China, Germany’s state actorness is deconstructed, scrutinising 

factors affecting the construction of its state actorness.  

 

Before going into more details on how FPA is used to structure analysis in this 

piece, it is also important to have a quick note on the different strands of theory so to 

better understand where this research situates in the FPA school of thoughts. Within 

the broader theoretical framework of constructivism that this research aligns itself 

with, FPA is largely divided into two major strands: North American and European. 

Given FPA’s American origin, the North American strand is frequently referred to 

as ‘conventional’, or ‘standard’.  This strand is dominated by a positivist approach 

that primarily focuses on top-down deductive analysis and identifying causal 

relationships among “actors, norms, interest, and identities” (Smith et al. 2017, 

p. 72). The European strand is instead more interested in the construction of these 

concepts such as norms and interest, adopting a more inductive measure. In the 

context to study decision making process, the American strand therefore focuses 

more on how factors at various level affect actor of interest’s courses of action. The 

European strand on the other hand investigates how changes in these factors 

occurred at the first place.  
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The scope of this discussion on strands is to serve the purpose to better situate 

this research, acknowledging the differences instead of providing a lengthy analysis 

thereof. Hence, to better understand the construction of Germany’s agency in 

decision-making regarding China, this research goes beyond searching for a causal 

relationship between factors at various level and Germany’s actorness as the 

American strand proposes. Additionally, it is also interested in how these factors are 

constructed. For example, in the more in-depth analysis at the individual level in 

Chapter 5, Chancellors Schröder and Merkel were identified as key factors at this 

level who had played vital roles in influencing Germany’s foreign policy making 

and decisions with China. However, acknowledging Schröder and Merkel’s views 

on China is only one aspect. Rather than treating their views as given, the analysis 

digs deeper to examine how these views were constructed. Further explained below, 

this is a part of the major reason that research combines the FPA framework with 

thematic lenses. The lenses are used to further deconstruct and make sense of the 

qualities possessed by factors at these levels.  

However, this research project does not only assess how factors at these levels 

affected Germany’s construction of agency in decision-making. Rather than treating 

these factors as given concepts, the development of the identified factors that 

affected their ability to influence Germany’s actorness and agency in the context of 

the country’s bilateral relationship with China also matters. This is therefore a post-

positivist assessment in line with the European approach. With regard to specific 

tools that might be of interest to analyse factors at each level, this is covered in more 

detail in the later part of Chapter 3 where the analytical levels are further explained.   

 

To combine the discussions above, making use of FPA’s structural framework, 

the core analytical part of the thesis structure was developed with a focus on three 

major levels: the individual, the bureaucratic, and the societal. The content of 

Chapters five to seven largely adheres to Hudson and Day’s (2020) proposed 

framework. However, in addition, the chapters further include economic interest, 

ignorance, and trust as the three key themes to evaluate how factors at these levels 

had affected Germany’s overall decision-making agency. 

 

 With FPA focusing on examining the agency of decision-makers, the crucial 

first step to undertake is to identify factors that construct and influence Germany’s 
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decision-making actorness in context of Germany’s China relations. In order to 

achieve this, it is essential to first sort out the relevant stakeholders based on policy 

processes and traditions, and to understand Germany’s foreign policy decision-

making process. The next chapter therefore begins with clarifying this process in the 

context of Germany’s relationship with China. Furthermore, Chapter 3 introduces 

the three themes of economic interest, ignorance, and trust which are used to analyse 

the decision-making process and to link the development of factors at the respective 

levels to Germany’s practice of agency. 

 

Considering the sui generis nature of the EU and Germany’s role in it, the 

following chapter also provides an assessment of the implications of the EU’s 

supranational status for Germany’s actorness and agency, and further asserts the 

decision of this research to focus on an agency-oriented approach within Germany. 

Based on this, Chapter 4 further provides a historical and contextual literature 

foundation as well as an overview about the economic side of the relations for the 

discussion of key developments between Germany and China from 1998 to 2017. 

 

Based on the findings of these foundational chapters, Chapters 5 to 7 are 

structured by the chosen levels of analysis structure, focusing on the individual level 

(Chapter 4), the bureaucratic level (Chapter 5), and the societal level (Chapter 6). 

They assess major specific factors at the three levels and how they had impacted 

Germany’s decision-making process regarding China. It is important to note, 

though, that “decisions entail action, inaction, and even indecision” (Hudson and 

Day 2020, p. 8) and that the chapters focus on the impact of the identified factors, 

who/which are also actors within their respective boundaries, on the key decision-

making actorness of Germany. Figure 2.1 below presents the overall analytical 

roadmap for this research 
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Figure 2: Structure of Chapters 3 to 7 

Source: own illustration 

 

 With FPA being a toolbox, there is much flexibility on employing its tools and 

to choose research subjects and objects. This makes it easy to lose focus on the 

chosen core considerations. As such, the selection of factors has been based on their 

relevance for the decision-making process based on the existing research. For 

example, wider political stakeholders such as civil society organisations will only be 

discussed where imminently relevant for the foreign policy decision-making process 

– even if they otherwise may have had an impact on the Germany-China trajectory. 

Chapter 5 therefore prioritises the two Chancellors, Gerhard Schröder and Angela 

Merkel for its assessment. Some additional individuals, primarily business 

representatives and politicians were included, but their effective influence on the 

process remains far more difficult to quantify. Chapter 6 on the bureaucratic level, 

includes major factors of the executive and legislative branches, and, for this thesis, 

also includes the role of major business associations directly linked with policy 

makers (APA and BDI). Although they could also have been discussed in Chapter 7, 

their close proximity to the Chancellery and relevant ministries made it feasible to 
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include them in the (bureaucratic) structural assessment found in the chapter. 

Chapter 7 then provides an overview of the role of public opinion and selected 

policy advocates/actors in the wider political sector, and assesses their role and 

impact on German actorness. Each chapter provides its own thematic assessment on 

economic interest, ignorance, and trust – the discovered overarching themes for 

explaining policy developments which are introduced in the following chapter.  

 

2.4 Methodology 

2.4.1 Research Approach 

The FPA-adaptation used in this research project requires a range of sources and 

types of data to develop meaningful insights within the three analytical 

levels/chapters. Before going into more detail about sources in the next section, it is 

important to clarify underlying methodological considerations. In general, the data 

collected has been assessed and interpreted by empirical qualitative (and, where 

appropriate, quantitative) standards which, in part, depend on the tools used at each 

respective level within the FPA framework. Each core analysis chapters (individual, 

bureaucratic, societal) is largely structured chronologically, with the three identified 

key themes (economic interest, ignorance, and trust) embedded in the discussion. 

 

The long time frame, from 1998 to 2017, covers both Schröder administrations 

and the first three Merkel administrations. This offers the chance to trace 

developments within, and changes between, Schröder’s and Merkel’s reigns. 

However, the sheer scope of the time frame – and thesis – makes it mandatory to 

selectively choose key events and developments to address, instead of providing a 

complete mapping process. To illustrate this, the assessment includes analyses of all 

coalition agreements for the five terms and selected (parts of) speeches by German 

MPs, but it does not provide a complete discourse analysis of all China-related 

official parliamentary documents and speeches. While it had been a consideration to 

conduct such qualitative analysis with NVivo, the large number of documents 

(59,901), of which many included the terms ‘China’ or ‘Chinese’ (chinesisch, 
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chinesische) as part of wider international activities/reports13, and not in direct 

relation to bilateral considerations, made such analysis with its relatively minor 

effect on finding answers to the research questions impractical. 

 

The nature of empirical qualitative research demands some form of source/fact 

checking. Wherever possible, this was done with a triangulation approach in mind to 

increase internal validity for this difficult setting (Bryman 2016). After all, 

measuring influence and cause-and-effect linkages of decision-making processes 

and the roles of individual actors is difficult. FPA offers a feasible qualitative 

framework to assess this by using a number of tools within its levels of analysis to 

estimate the relationship’s key determinants and aspects on affecting decision-

making procedures related to the research questions. Using multiple types of 

sources, e.g. by combining primary and secondary data, further strengthens the data 

pool and subsequent assessment. The elite interviews which were conducted as part 

of this research have been important to provide confirmation (or dissenting views) 

as well as context to the otherwise document- and literature-heavy analysis. While it 

is still difficult and problematic to measure influence and impact within (somewhat 

blurry and largely access-restricted) decision-making processes, the goal of this 

project was to discover and verify major concepts and trends of Germany-China 

relations by assessing the key decision-makers and concepts of relevance. This 

helped to better understand the policy actions and debates within German 

governments and their surrounding political influence spheres, i.e. how policies 

were formulated and which actors influenced the decision-making process as 

factors. 

 

As explained in more detail in the next chapter, existing literature on Germany-

China relations was limited. On the one hand, existing literature has usually been 

context-specific and not comprehensively related to the political development of the 

relations, but focuses on historic, cultural, economic, or political event-based issues. 

There is a shortage of literature providing a more comprehensive analysis as this 

 
13 Often, these key words would be found in progress reports on international activities. For 

instance, if a UNSC activity is reported on or discussed, ‘China’ would usually be 

mentioned at some point – similar to the other UNSC member countries. Such mentions, 

however, would seldom have direct relevance for the German bilateral relations with China. 
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thesis is designed to achieve. On the other hand, although some of the debates 

included the discussion of factors within Germany and their impact on the bilateral 

relationship, the focus remained on the bilateral perspective and not on a German 

angle to examine Germany’s practice of agency. Certainly, these two perspectives 

do overlap to varying degrees, but there exists a (sometimes not so) subtle 

difference: while the bilateral perspective highlights on the development of the 

relationship, the latter one focuses on Germany and its actorness itself. Therefore, 

although a limited range of publications on contemporary Germany-China relations 

exist, there has been a clear lack of literature scrutinising Germany’s decision-

making process from the perspective of a strategic actor. This research helps filling 

the existing gap. 

 

To do so, the main analytical sections use the three identified themes of 

economic interest, ignorance, and trust as guides and to classify the findings14. As 

already discussed in the introductory chapter, the use of these themes provides an 

essential part of the contribution to the German foreign policy as well as Germany-

China debates by shifting the focus away from structural concerns as found in most 

of the prevalent literature, and towards domestic policy makers and their actions and 

perceptions, albeit within structural constraints. In short, while FPA with its 

ontological appreciation of agency is used to deconstruct Germany’s decision-

making actorness and agency, the three themes are introduced to make sense of the 

developments at each level of analysis and their implication for Germany’s overall 

decision-making practice. 

 

2.4.2 Data Acquisition 

Chapters 2, 3 and 4, i.e. the discussions of the chosen analytical framework, 

German foreign policy debates including its historic and economic relations with 

China, and German foreign policy traditions and stakeholders, largely rely on 

academic literature (and statistical data) and are quite straightforward from a 

methodological perspective. The main analytical chapters (5, 6, and 7) rely less on 

existing academic literature given the identified limitation in existing works as 

mentioned above. In addition to academic sources, these key analytical chapters rely 

 
14 Further discussed in Chapter 3.5. 
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on a wide range of official documents, pieces by think tanks and policy advocates, 

media sources, and interviews for tracking processes and stakeholder activities. 

Chapter 6 includes a range of survey data to complement the qualitative data 

collected from the literature and interviews for drawing conclusions on aspects such 

as societal perceptions.  

 

Whenever the sources are in German, and no English version exists, direct 

quotes were translated into English, having made an effort to convey the original 

German meaning as closely as possible. This also holds true for paraphrased 

content. Factual information was either taken from official government publications 

or leading German or international publishers. Opinion pieces by experts in their 

field, e.g. long-term correspondents, were also used where appropriate, to add depth 

to the existing analysis. Overall, every effort was made to provide an authentic and 

balanced view and to limit subjective biases when selecting one source over the 

other. 

 

Naturally, documents used throughout the thesis may suffer from a range of 

biases and/or errors (Burnham 2008) and therefore have been triangulated wherever 

possible as explained in the previous section. The standard approach has been to 

verify important secondary literature data by, ideally multiple, interviewees. Still, 

the research aims at taking, in particular institutional, biases into account to better 

understand the role of relevant stakeholders. For instance, Chapter 7 examines the 

societal level and offers insights on the role of German media in shaping China 

perceptions within society (and, directly and indirectly, among policy makers). 

Some of the important policy circle stakeholders were also scrutinised, e.g. the 

Mercator Institute for China Studies (MERICS). Further examples include the three 

survey studies funded by Chinese technology giant Huawei Technologies, 

addressing China perceptions during Merkel’s second and third terms in Germany. 

Their findings add an important triangulation component to the understanding of 

China policy in Germany – yet, funding implications for the validity of the data need 

to be addressed (which is found together with the main assessment in Chapter 7). 

Apart from institutional biases, personal bias further complicated the research, both 

in terms of interviewee biases and biases of authors, and ultimately also of the 

researcher. Triangulation once again helped to limit and partially mitigate the issue. 
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Still, this thesis remains being a subjective contribution to the debate, and based on 

its empirical qualitative analytical framework, it is not possible to be objective in an 

absolute sense. 

 

Most of the provided economic data was taken from the Bundesbank, Destatis, 

Eurostat, and the WTO. The economic data selection aimed at having the most 

relevant data used for the specific purpose, e.g. Bundesbank data was used for 

shedding light onto Chinese investments in Germany, while Eurostat data was used 

to inform the reader on trade values between major European countries and China. 

However, it is worth to note that the Germany-China trade and investment statistics 

published by different institutions, both governmental and non-governmental, vary 

in size and can in certain cases differ vastly. Furthermore, trade data is always 

difficult to calculate due to various factors including what has become known as the 

Rotterdam Effect: “Official statistics follow agreed conventions. […] For 

international trade, the convention is that the first country of unloading, for exports, 

or the last country of loading, for imports, is considered the trading partner” 

(Williams 2011, p. 1). While the data used therefore may not be fully accurate, it is 

still able to give a good indication and representation of the general trends and 

comparative relevance. 

 

Elite interviews largely serve a complementary purpose. Their role was to verify 

existing information or to identify/discover new considerations or influences on the 

overall construction of Germany’s decision-making agency. Chosen interviewees all 

worked on or within Germany-China relations, Germany-China business 

endeavours, or German foreign policy decision-making processes. They held 

positions within academia, government/parliament (federal and/or regional), think 

tanks, journalism, businesses and business associations, or otherwise related civil 

society organisations. In-person interviews were largely conducted during research 

visits to Germany in 2015/16 and Greater China in 2017 and accompanied by phone 

and videoconferencing interviews from 2015 to 2020. Most interviews followed a 

semi-structured format, although some followed a largely unstructured format and 

were largely held in the spirit of what Dexter (2006) described as elite, or 

specialized, interviewing, giving well-informed interviewees more freedom to 

express their views. Due to the interviews’ complementary and triangular nature, the 
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effect of a range of biases associated with elite interviews15 has been limited. When 

it was suspected that interviewees would withhold information or paint a particularly 

rosy picture of a certain action, alternative views were also presented (not only 

including personally held interviews but also in terms of publicly available interview 

transcripts). 

 

Access to Germany-China insiders proved to be difficult overall – in part due to 

the decision to undertake this research project in the UK. Interviewees were found 

through personal relationships/referrals, supervisory/departmental guidance, and 

cold calling/emailing. The latter had mixed success: while stakeholders within the 

wider policy arena such as think tanks and business associations were generally 

more responsive to interview requests, in particular politicians and their staff 

remained elusive without – and often despite of – referrals. As such, interview 

success with politicians remained lopsided on the political spectrum. This is 

unfortunate, as more, and more balanced, interviews with German politicians would 

have improved reliability and added further richness to the argument, possibly 

offering undiscovered strands of policy reasoning. However, this does not discredit 

this project’s validity, academic contribution, or impact on the policy discourse, and 

is no major concern for two reasons. First, it is impossible to achieve a truly 

representative view on the topic by relying solely on interviews. Second, as pointed 

out above, the interviews’ complementary nature provided additional and/or further 

insights in the policy-making process despite a politically uneven group of (elite) 

interviewees16. As such, even limited representation of all the existing views still 

adds value as part of a triangulated research design (Burnham 2008) and is able to 

complement the existing structure-dominated academic debates on Germany-China 

relations. As imperfect as it is, this thesis therefore serves as a foundation for future 

work in the field – by the author as much as other researchers.  

 

 
15 Cf. Bryman (2016); Mielke (2010). 
16 Due to the potentially sensitive nature of political policy-making and the interviewees’ 

roles in the increasingly politicised Germany-China relations, their names were replaced by 

a random number and clearly identifiable characteristics were not included. Instead, 

whenever meaningful, interviewees were referred to by their generic affiliation or expertise 

(by virtue of their position). 
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That said, one of the lessons learned from this research experience is to develop 

closer ties to the local/specialist academic community during future research 

projects to make use of their experience, networks, and resources17. 

 

2.4.3 Further Considerations 

As the goal of this research is to deconstruct Germany’s state actorness and to 

understand its practice of agency with an agency-driven approach, it treats factors at 

the international sphere, incorporated in Waltz’ third image, as external factors – 

which are excluded from the analysis. It is undeniable that the international system, 

the EU, the WTO, close German allies such as the United States, US-China tensions, 

and many other international considerations have played a role in shaping Germany-

China relations. Indeed, international events certainly have an impact on decision-

makers, how they evaluate their options, and how policy formulation processes in a 

wider sense are executed. Such relevance is also generally acknowledged within 

FPA frameworks. However, given the existing limitations of this research and to 

narrow down its the scope and focus, these external ‘beyond the border’ variables 

are taken out of consideration. Moreover, this thesis prioritises an inside-out 

approach which examines internal factors within Germany, hence an outside-in 

approach does not fit the chosen conceptual framework. Such an outside-in 

assessment of Germany’s relations with China very well deserves its own research 

project, though. 

 

 There are, however, two notable exceptions to the above. The first is perhaps 

the most obvious: the thesis would not be complete without acknowledging the EU’s 

role in German foreign policy and with regard to Germany’s China policies in 

particular. As such, the next chapter touches on the topic as part of the German 

foreign policy literature review in context of a review of its global actorness. 

However, the purpose of including the discussion of the EU is to highlight and 

remind the reader of the importance of Germany’s autonomy in its foreign policy 

 
17 This also, and in particular, includes limited access to German academic literature and 

informal discourses. Closer interaction with German academics would have helped 

alleviating this, perhaps in form of a temporary research visit or continued research group 

cooperation. 
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decision-making – while still acknowledging its key policy decision-makers 

dedication to the European project. 

 

The second notable exception was the German government’s perception and 

policy shift on China following Chinese investment in Germany’s robotics company 

KUKA in 2016, appropriately summarised as “German angst over Chinese M&A” 

(Chazan 2016, p. 1). Germany’s closest non-European ally, the United States, 

played a key role in the following policy shift as is discussed in Chapters 4 and 7. 

Although technically an external factor, given the complex nature of Germany-

United States relations and the number of senior transatlanticist decision-makers in 

German policy circles it is appropriate to address German actors’ sentiments 

towards US criticism of China for this particular development. 

 

In conclusion, the mentioning of structural factors in this chapter relates to 

examining Germany’s agency. The goal is to study Germany’s responses on how 

agency was constructed with regard to China. The object of this research is therefore 

not to measure the degree to which Germany’s agency had shaped its relationship 

with China in general, but to specifically examine how Germany’s use of its agency 

constructed Germany’s actorness as a global decision maker. The analytical focus 

therefore remains on Germany and its actorness in context of the bilateral relations. 
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Chapter 3: An Overview of Germany’s Foreign 

Policy Making 

 

To make sense of how Germany’s foreign decision-making agency had been 

constructed in the context of China apart from conceptual approaches, it should be 

reviewed within the country’s broader foreign policy objectives. This chapter 

therefore provides an overview of Germany’s foreign policy trajectory to understand 

more about its actorness as a foreign policy decision maker. Using one of the 

broader and practical definitions, foreign policy is for this research defined as 

“general objectives that guide the activities and relationships of one state in its 

interactions with other states. The development of foreign policy is influenced by 

domestic considerations, the policies or behaviour of other states, or plans to 

advance specific geopolitical designs” (Encyclopaedia Britannica 2019). 

 

This chapter begins with presenting an overview on Germany’s foreign policy 

trajectory pre- and post-reunification, linking back to the normalisation vs continuity 

debate addressed in the previous chapter. The focus resides on how these broader 

foreign policy considerations played a role in affecting Germany’s actorness at the 

global stage. To once again clarify, with FPA’s focus on decision makers, the 

decision maker of interest for this research is Germany, i.e. Germany as a decision-

maker actor. The adoption of FPA’s levels of analysis structure is to identify and 

examine how factors at various levels had played a role in constructing Germany’s 

practice of agency. Sharing a similar view of the social construction of actorness 

through agency with constructivism, factors at these levels can also be regarded as 

‘actors’ themselves due to their ability to exert agency. However, this thesis solely 

acknowledges them as factors shaping the construction of Germany’s actorness and 

direct its agency. Before identifying the key factors for developing German foreign 

policy in general, and with regard to China in particular, it highlights the implication 

of being a member state of the sui generis European Union onto Germany’s foreign 

policy making agency, which Germany possesses for developing and executing its 

own foreign policies within the supranational EU structure. 
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Making use of this contextual overview, the chapter then pinpoints the key 

factors influencing German China policies on Germany’s three chosen FPA levels of 

analysis: the individual level, the domestic/bureaucratic level, and the societal level. 

The chapter concludes with the identification and conceptualisation of the three 

themes, economic interest, ignorance, and trust, and highlights their importance for 

understanding Germany-China policy developments under Schröder and Merkel. 

These three identified themes are then incorporated in the core analytical chapters 

(5, 6, and 7) to scrutinise the impact of factors at their respective levels for shaping 

Germany’s policy towards China. 

 

3.1 German Actorness in the Post-War Era 

Studying Germany as a decision maker through the lens of FPA, the core of this 

thesis examines the agency of its state actorness, i.e. how Germany, as an actor, 

practices its agency of decision-making regarding China. Before such assessment, 

however, an exploration of Germany’s actorness in the post-war era and in particular 

during the reconciliation phase is required to understand Germany’s historic foreign 

policy trajectory and principles. 

 

With the end of World War II and the establishment of the Federal Republic of 

Germany (‘Germany’), the country’s foreign policy was very much determined by 

the United States for the decades to come (Haftendorn 1978; Hilz 2009). The small 

foreign policy scope German diplomats were granted in the early days was used to 

emphasise and strengthen the country’s Western bonds, particularly with the US, 

and the beginning of the reconciliation phase with France. This increasing 

integration into the Western alliance led to a deterioration in the relations with 

Soviet states which SPD’s Willy Brandt and his chief of staff Egon Bahr ought to 

reverse when Brandt became Chancellor in 1969. With Brandt’s Ostpolitik, or 

change through rapprochement, approach, the Chancellor established a more 

cooperative stance towards Central and Eastern European countries. Instead of 

fuelling distance and separation, the federal government in Bonn at the time 

intended to improve communication and relations with East Germany, harmonising 

the relations. This included the recognition of East Germany’s legitimacy as well as 

the legitimacy of other Soviet countries (Kronenberg 2009). It is worth to note for 
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this project that Brandt’s approach was strongly criticised by the CSU, CDU’s 

minority partner in the Union, and their then Chairman Franz Joseph Strauss who 

“felt that the Soviet Union had to be dealt with from a position of strength, one 

element of which should be close relations between the FRG and [China]” (Garver 

2016, p. 341) to increase Chinese pressure on Moscow. Brandt prevailed in rejecting 

such confrontational foreign policy approach and his successors kept following 

Brandt’s détente directive which aimed at intensifying what Werner Link called 

“Western bond + Eastern ties” (“Westbindung + Ostverbindungen”, see Kronenberg 

2009, p. 28). The underlying idea was for Germany to remain fully embedded in the 

Western alliance while also fostering good communication and, wherever possible, 

cooperation with members of the Warsaw Pact. The overarching goal of this 

doctrine was the reunification between the Federal Republic of Germany and the 

Democratic Republic of Germany – which took place 1990. 

 

With re-unification, Germany became a leading continental European power 

with global political and economic weight practically overnight. Yet, most German 

politicians did not consider diverting from its foreign policy principles established 

prior to and during the Cold War (Bredow 2008; Watzal 2000). Germany was ought 

to remain a middle power deeply integrated into the European project and able to 

generate wealth in a secure environment without being dragged into major global 

conflicts. To ease surrounding countries’ fears of Germany re-emerging as a major 

regional power and to strongly re-affirm Germany’s position of a ‘non-aggressor’ in 

the international community as discussed in the previous chapter, European 

integration processes were quickly intensified under Chancellor Kohl (Schöllgen 

2000; Wilhelm 2006). However, the changing dynamics in global politics due to the 

fall of the Soviet Union increased pressure on Germany to participate in military 

operations to secure or manage peace beyond its borders (Bredow 2008). German 

politicians hesitated, were indecisive, and German involvement in international 

conflicts during the 1990s were soon to be labelled chequebook diplomacy (ibid). 

Germany thus participated by funding military operations but not actively taking 

part (prior to the Kosovo crisis). 

 

One of the major issues for the German government was to figure out how to 

deal with their increased sovereignty on foreign policy decisions. For decades, 
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Germany has had to closely align their foreign policies with the Atlantic alliance. 

Suddenly, senior foreign policy decision-makers in Bonn, and later on in Berlin, had 

to engage in complex decision-making processes themselves – with little in-house 

guidance, experience, or expertise18 (Bertram 2015; Schöllgen 2000). Instead of 

taking up the challenge, German policy makers largely reacted to foreign policy 

developments outside Europe instead of anticipating them and developing own pro-

active strategies. The largely reactive nature was, for instance, exemplified by the 

above-mentioned chequebook diplomacy approach. Although a lack of strategic 

vision within the German foreign policy sector in the 1990s had been clearly present 

(Bertram 2015; Hellmann et al. 2007), the overarching political situation for, and 

within, Germany did not favour grand foreign policy strategy development beyond 

Europe. 

 

Understandably, at the time, politicians and bureaucrats in Bonn and Berlin were 

busy uniting the country in the years following re-unification and were additionally 

dealing with strenuous efforts to intensify cooperation within the EEC/EU at the 

same time. While Germany remained committed to providing development aid and 

running cultural and educational programmes all over the world either directly or 

indirectly (in particular through Germany’s Organisation for International 

Cooperation [GIZ] and its preceding organisations, as well as the work of 

Germany’s political and societal foundations), foreign policy development largely 

focused on Europe. 

 

As a result, throughout most of West Germany’s history, as well as the time after 

reunification, Germany’s policy focus largely remained on domestic issues and, 

regarding foreign policy, pushing for further integration of and developments within 

the EU. Beyond Europe, its policy remained reactive in nature, aligning itself largely 

within the transatlantic framework, and focusing on speeding up post-reunification 

recovery. It is therefore no surprise that Germany’s relations with China, as with 

many other non-European countries, received little strategic attention (Koch and 

Riecke 2019). An exception to this was presented by exogenous shocks during the 

 
18 See Chapters 6 and 7 for analyses of China knowledge within German foreign policy 

circles. 
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chosen time frame, e.g. the aftermath of 9/11 which left Germany’s political circles 

discuss foreign activities beyond Europe much more actively. During the mid-

2010s, the same held true for China’s economic rise (which is discussed in more 

detail in Chapters 5 and 6). 

 

3.2 Foreign Policy Principles: Germany, a Civilian Power? 

Given Germany’s historical complexity and immediate priority to tackle the 

economic and political effects of reunification, peace and multilateralism had 

remained the primary drivers of the country’s foreign policy principles after 

reunification as well. The preamble of the German Basic Law states that the key 

principle of German foreign policy is for Germany to be an equal member of a 

unified Europe and to serve world peace as such. Furthermore, any actions 

disrupting peace, in particular the domestic preparation of a war of aggression, is 

unconstitutional and punishable. The Basic Law allows Germany to become a 

member of a supranational organisation as long as it serves peacekeeping (Deutscher 

Bundestag 2017a, p. 13). 

 

This principle is visible when examining Germany’s formal key foreign affairs 

areas as indicated by the FFO: European integration and the transatlantic 

partnership; crisis prevention and conflict management; global economic 

cooperation; technical assistance; tackling environmental and climate challenges; 

promotion of democratic human rights (Auswärtiges Amt 2019)19. 

 

By considering Germany’s foreign policy trajectory from its foundation after 

WWII until the early 21st century, a common conception of Germany was to label it 

as a civilian power (Hockenos 2007). Although Czempiel’s assessment of calling 

Germany the “anti-thesis” (Czempiel 2000, p. 2) to Realpolitik had been perhaps too 

ambitious considering Germany’s export-led economic interests20 and NATO 

 
19 These are the priority areas listed on the website of the FFO in 2019. Details have 

changed over time and secondary/sub-areas have been added throughout the period 

discussed in the thesis (e.g. Cybersecurity), but the mentioned areas directly relate to the 

corner stones of the foreign policy framework in place prior to 1997 (Auswärtiges Amt 

2019). 
20 See Chapter 4.4. 
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membership (Hockenos 2007; Overhaus 2006), in terms of multilateral cooperation 

to foster peace, i.e. as a civilian power, his claim remained valid. 

 

The discussion of the normalisation vs continuity debate in Chapter 2.1 directly 

relates to this. As discussed, Realist inspired narratives played no major factor in 

shaping Germany’s foreign policy related political processes. On the contrary, the 

concept of civilian power gained support from both the continuity and normalisation 

sides, although the narratives varied. The supporters of continuity argued that 

Germany had been deeply embedded in liberal Western multilateral institutions and 

that (armed) conflict had been, and would be, incompatible with Germany’s many-

decade long grown conviction (Kirste and Maull 1996). The highly controversial 

debate on an engagement in Kosovo in 1998 reflects this (Hellmann 2002b). 

 

Largely in line with the continuity argument, Link (2000) explained that German 

(foreign) policy development had been a process of bureaucracy, not power. This 

was not just because of Germany’s integrative and cooperative standing in the 

international community, but also because policy makers in Germany simply did not 

have to develop their own strategic foreign policy approaches because they had 

gotten used to aligning their processes with their allies’ strategies. 

 

Moreover, living in a highly industrialised and inter-dependent region meant that 

cooperative strategies provided a better chance of mitigating systemic anarchy and 

to democratise authoritative political structures than militaristic actions (Czempiel 

2000). Originally based on work by Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker in 1963 

(Werkner and Ebeling 2017), two German Presidents during the 1998 to 2017 time 

frame actively advocated the concept of ‘Weltinnenpolitik’, or world domestic 

politics (Czempiel 2000, p. 2). The concept became rather popular amongst German 

politicians and intellectuals in the early 21st century and was frequently used not 

only by both foreign ministers during the Merkel I and II (and first half of III) 

administrations (by Steinmeier, SPD, and Westerwelle, FDP), but also by public 

intellectuals such as Ulrich Beck and Jürgen Habermas. This can be seen as a further 

indicator for the desire of the German population and/or intellectual elite to continue 

their peaceful path of cooperation and integration at the time. 
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However, while continuity-inspired narratives saw the civilian power concept as 

a protection of the status quo to ensure peace, normalisation supporters saw it as a 

means for Germany to gain further global influence. A Civilian power narrative 

therefore was first and foremost not a normative value to uphold, but a tactical 

instrument. For instance, Czempiel believed that “eradicating dictatorships” 

(Czempiel 2000) and promoting democratic political systems had become the 

second big German foreign policy cornerstone. He referred to the increased 

influence of Democratic Peace Theory21 for the Clinton administration in the United 

States and the theoretical discourse around Brown et al.’s book “Debating the 

Democratic Peace” (Brown et al. 1996). Undoubtedly, this theory influenced the 

Eastern enlargement process of the European Union and related German security 

observations. Still, Faust and Messner (2008) raised the question on how Germany 

was going to deal with countries if they followed a different political system or even 

possessed a democracy-inhibiting influence on their neighbouring countries22. 

Moreover, they criticised Germany’s foreign policy at the time for not having been 

inclusive enough of regions beyond the EU, US and Middle East. As such, Germany 

missed to include many emerging economies such as many of the later G20 member 

countries in a superordinate strategic system. Faust and Messner (ibid) further 

argued that Berlin was only interested in these countries from a foreign trade and/or 

development assistance perspective, despite of some of the countries’ abilities to 

increase their strategic potential and value (for Germany) quickly and significantly. 

This primarily included first and second tier emerging economies such as Indonesia. 

Apparently, only in the mid-2000s, parts of the ministerial bureaucracy and 

politicians realised that such countries were gaining international influence quickly 

(Auswärtiges Amt 2002; Bertram 2015). They argued, that if attention was not given 

to these emerging countries, Germany would have an increasingly hard time in 

protecting and pursuing its global interests and guiding principles in the future 

(Faust and Messner 2008).  

 

 
21 See, for instance, Doyle’s view on Democratic Peace Theory, suggesting that democracies 

are less likely/more hesitant to engage in armed conflict with other democratic countries 

Doyle (2012b).  
22 Although worries about China’s reluctance to move towards their Western counterparts 

through multilateral cooperation already existed at the time of the publication, this view 

gained political momentum in the early 2010s. See Chapter 5 and 6 for more details. 
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This view is in line with the earlier findings that Germany lacked a detailed 

strategic vision taking a range of individual countries into consideration. It further 

stresses the practical relevance of major emerging economies for Germany’s trade-

based economy. Despite of Germany’s export-led economy and status of a top three 

exporting nation between 2000 and 2017 (together with China and the United States, 

see World Bank 2018), a clear strategy or vision underpinning these successes and 

building upon them is not visible. On an operational level, though, economic and 

trade cooperation was a fundamental concern for German policy makers throughout 

the discussed time frame and is discussed in more detail in the next chapter.  

 

Regarding Germany’s position within the Western alliance, Masala (2008) 

pointed out that the West had lost its unitary position in international relations – not 

even in the sense of ‘exporting democratic values’. Although European powers and 

the US remained closely inter-linked in history, culture and their respective political 

and value systems, unitary strategic actions, such as undertaken during the Cold 

War, were already a thing of the past. Hence, Germany required to develop its own 

strategic and also normative approach to secure its global position, long-term 

prosperity, and security. Schröder was apparently right when he proposed in 2002 to 

discuss the “existential question of the German nation” (Fröhlich 2008, p. 15) to 

make a decision on Germany’s role in the second Iraq War. Granted, his opposition 

to the US-led operation was also aiming to secure his re-election in the 2002 general 

election, but the ‘muddling-through’ nature of foreign policy and its lack of strategic 

vision at the time had been apparent to him (Schröder and Meck 2014). Nine years 

after the end of his second term, Schröder re-asserted his position by stating that a 

reunified Germany was in a very different position than West Germany prior to it, 

and that Germany had the responsibility to step up its game and become a “full-

fledged member” (Schröder and Meck 2014, p. 64) of the international community. 

 

Similarly, Masala considered that Germany’s foreign policy after re-unification 

had been “piecemeal engineering” (Masala 2008, p. 24): instead of carefully re-

evaluating Germany’s position in a global context and developing a holistic foreign 

policy strategy, German foreign policy makers merely tackled short-term challenges 

without any sort of overarching strategic framework in mind. Such view is a little 

harsh considering that the fundamental principles of German foreign policy were 
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established long ago: it’s cooperative and inclusive approach to secure peace in 

Europe and beyond as a civilian power – and that these principles did not 

fundamentally change (Overhaus 2006). Still, considering Germany’s inexperience 

in developing strategic foreign policy, its somewhat contradicting inclusion of 

various federal ministries with their ‘bottom-up’ approach (not the least by also 

adding state ministries and governments into the mix), and its core focus on Europe, 

Masala, Faust and Messner, and also Schröder, were onto something. 

 

Bender (2008) offers an explanation for the situation. He argued that Germany 

had been in a convenient position to pursue its foreign policy goals because its 

existing policies were “fairly risk-free” (Bender 2008, p. 5). Europe’s integration, 

global trade, and environmental challenges were important topics, but they involved 

little risk: in case of failure of negotiations in a bilateral or multilateral setting it 

would usually not be seen as Germany’s fault due to its cooperative international 

approach. Should this be all you could have expected from Europe’s biggest 

country, Bender wondered. Indeed, the Eurozone crisis gave Germany under Merkel 

the opportunity to step up its game and show responsibility in crafting a response. 

Merkel stayed true to her policy making style – she followed a slow, goal-oriented 

course of action, one “not in a sense of what was feasible but in the sense of 

gradualistic policy with the conscious abstinence of any strategic vision” (Masala 

2008, p. 25). Why such gradual developments only? German governments were 

generally careful not to appear overly ambitious to gain power internationally for 

not raising potential historic red flags with their partners. Instead, Germany, in 

particular under Merkel I and II, was much more interested in influencing 

multilateral decision-making processes instead of taking a bold stance23. This 

sometimes overlooked but clear distinction between power and influence is the 

result of Germany’s history and a principle which the vast majority of senior policy 

makers were well aware of (Bender 2008). 

 

 
23 Merkel took a more proactive approach during the height of the European refugee crisis in 

2015/16, possibly due to her prolonged personal views on immigration and having 

described herself as “a person with migration background” Mushaben (2017b, p. 6). The 

discussion of the crisis is of no major relevance for the Germany-China relations and thus 

beyond the scope of this thesis. For a more in-depth discussion of the crisis, see e.g. 

Alexander (2017). For more about Merkel’s views on the crisis, see e.g. Mushaben (2017a).  
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To recap, German foreign policy prior to and post reunification closely followed 

liberal thought on cooperation in the field of diplomacy and also commerce. While 

significant changes in the security realm occurred under Schröder and Merkel, 

including the eventual participation in (widely accepted and UN/NATO supported) 

combat missions, ‘non-aggressor’ principles still applied well post-reunification. 

Germany increasingly emancipated itself from the United States on the global stage, 

but had been unwilling to challenge its close transatlantic partnership up to the 

period this thesis covers (although the dawn and early days of the Trump 

administration in the US led to a considerable deterioration of the partnership). 

 

German governments firmly believed in the European Union as a success model 

of integration and for abolishing (armed) conflict, for many more so than most other 

European Union member countries (see the next sub-chapter). Power and leadership 

in the realm of international diplomacy had negative connotations for German policy 

makers while influence is what they sought. However, Germany was in a somewhat 

comfortable foreign policy situation since re-unification which did not require 

particularly difficult decisions to be made (Schröder and Meck 2014). Both aspects 

put together led to a reactive nature of foreign policy (beyond European integration). 

Furthermore, German foreign policy makers within the executive and legislative 

branches as well as the political parties failed to implement, or develop, a holistic 

global foreign policy strategy up to 2017. Similarly, as is shown in the following 

chapters, the same holds true for Germany’s relationship with China. 

 

3.3 Foreign Policy Agency in the Context of the EU 

As a member state of the supranational European Union, Germany’s practice of 

agency at the international level needs to first be assessed within the EU framework. 

Did the EU, and to what an extent, play a role in affecting Germany’s approach to 

China? After all, the EU also became an increasingly active actor engaging with 

China.  
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3.3.1 An Overview of the EU’s Engagement with China 

The first contacts between Europeans24 and the Chinese Empire can be dated 

back to as early as the 16th century resulting in a range of trade route agreements. 

After a period of colonial and imperial chaos in the following centuries, Track I 

contact between the NATO-aligned European countries remained largely non-

existent from 1949 to the early 1970s. This had not necessarily been a matter of a 

lack of interest, but primarily related to the nature of the Cold War. With the 

normalisation of the formal relations between the US and China taking place in the 

early 1970s, Europe-China relations intensified as well and diplomatic relations 

were eventually established in 1975, with a first trade agreement signed in 1978. 

Although primarily being seen as a ‘sideshow’ reacting to the US’ activities in light 

of the Cold War (Edmonds 2002) and/or a response to the “massive protracted, and 

unexpected economic upsurge” of China’s open-door policy in 1978 (Brandt and 

Rawski 2008, p. 1), the relationship between the two at the trade and economic front 

were quickly intensified. In 1980, China was allowed access to the EU Generalized 

System of Preferences (GSP) programme which provided China with preferential 

access to the European market. This agreement was extended further in 1985 to 

facilitate cooperation in the energy, technology, and mining sectors (Li 2007).  

 

 However, in 1989, the Tiananmen incident disrupted the upward trends of the 

relations. It posed a constraint on trade flows and diplomatic relations, although the 

negative implications were manageable for both sides. The European Commission 

(EC) considered the economic relations to be of higher priority than the political 

implications of the event (Li 2007). Slightly less than three years later, the relations 

had been “largely back to normal” (DG RELEX 2017, p. 1), although the initially 

initiated arms embargo remained in place and the 1990s witnessed a decade of 

deepening engagement between the EU and China. While the political cooperation 

until 1993 had mainly been based on bilateral talks, the enforcement of the 

Maastricht Treaty in 1993 provided the EC/EU with more leverage. It published the 

key policy paper ‘A Long-Term Policy for China-Europe Relations’ in 1995 and 

extended its scope in 1998 by promoting a comprehensive partnership and 

establishment of the annual EU-China summit (Chen and Armstrong 2010; 

 
24 The term Europe, or Europeans in this case, refers to the EU and its predecessors. 
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Narramore 2008). At the same time, China benefited from Deng Xiaoping’s 

proposal of keeping a low profile and avoiding significant confrontation to build a 

more positive image (Cabestan 2010). This partially facilitated the intensity of 

relations with Europe as well.   

  

In 1995, the EU introduced its long-term strategy to “maintain stability in 

foreign and security relations, to integrate China into the world trading system, to 

support sustainable development, to help alleviate poverty, and to promote the rule 

of law” (Smith 2008, p. 203) which also included the EU’s support for China to join 

the WTO, with US objections, as well as the establishment of a regular EU-China 

Summit. In general, in the first years of the 21st century, further EU-China summits 

and meetings were held, and further agreements were signed including the 

comprehensive strategic partnership agreement in 2003 (Casarini 2009; Narramore 

2008), during which repeated of efforts were spent on lifting the EU arms embargo 

on China. Schröder (and France’s Chiraq) spearheaded these efforts (see Chapter 5 

on Schröder’s role) which remained unsuccessful (Balme and Bridges 2008; 

Rettman 2011). Overall, the EU-China history until 2005 was a decent success. 

Despite issues, trade flourished and cooperative activities showed an increasing 

potential of a long-lasting partnership. This potential might have been most obvious 

by Beijing’s 2003 publication of its ‘EU Policy Paper’ which, according to Chen 

and Armstrong, was “the first ever foreign policy paper detailing China’s strategy 

towards a country or group of states” (Chen and Armstrong 2010, p. 158).  

 

In the late 2000s, concerns regarding China rose within the EU as well as within 

member states. Various issues were presented as being problematic, ranging from 

human rights concerns to the role of Taiwan and Tibet, to economic issues such as 

trading malpractice, intellectual property rights violations, the undervaluation of the 

Chinese Renminbi, and concerns for European low-tech manufacturing jobs (House 

of Lords 2010), despite the EU itself becoming China’s biggest trading partner in 

2004 already (Chen and Armstrong 2010; DG Trade 2019a). The diplomatic 

relations deteriorated between 2005 and the Global Financial Crisis, and beyond. In 

particular the lengthy arms embargo debates and eventual unsuccessful lifting 

disappointed and frustrated Beijing, while the European Parliament (EP) kept 

highlighting human rights concerns. China’s standing also deteriorated significantly 
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within Europe. A more systematic problem was the EU’s published ‘Guidelines on 

the EU’s Foreign and Security Policy in East Asia’ which incorporated a much 

harsher stance in comparison to what had been voiced before (Council of the 

European Union 2012). Together with the Treaty of Nizza and the more and more 

vocal criticism voiced by the EP and other actors unveiled the underlying dilemma: 

the EU considered itself as a normative power, standing for values incompatible 

with (some) Chinese values.  

 

3.3.2 The EU’s Struggle with its China Policy 

The core constraint of EU-China relations, at the EU-level, was the lack of a 

unified EU-wide China policy. In Fox and Godement’s well-received Power Audit 

(Fox and Godement 2009), they argued that “[a]ny attempt to strengthen the 

European position must start with an acknowledgement that no Member State is big 

enough to sway China on its own” (Fox and Godement 2009, p. 7). Unfortunately 

for the EU, most major member states pursued their relations with China on their 

own terms. While this problem had been addressed widely25 , the situation did not 

significantly improve throughout the 1998 to 2017 time frame – regardless of the 

foundation of the European External Action Service (EEAS) and new calls for 

unifying member states’ strategies towards China from around 2015, in part due to 

the post-KUKA China shift in Germany (see Chapters 5 and 6). 

 

The lack of a unified strategy became even more of an issue with China’s pursuit 

of the 16+1 initiative. In 2012, China had started to engage with 16 Central and 

Eastern European countries including eleven EU member states in a regional 

cooperation strategy, dividing EU member states’ priorities towards China further. It 

largely followed a regional cooperation approach which China adopted in other 

regions as well as “a type of non-Western ‘South-South’ multilateralism” (Grieger 

2018, p. 2). Regardless of China’s original intentions, in practice this posed a 

divisive issue, and also a potential security issue for the EU. Concerns rose when the 

16+1 initiative had been “effectively merged with the local implementation of the 

Belt and Road Initiative” (Godement and Vasselier 2017, p. 64). Godement’s 

updated Power Audit from 2017 (2017) featured a chapter on the effects of the 16+1 

 
25 Cf. Berkofsky (2005), Gottwald (2010), and Youngs (2010). 
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initiative for the EU but found no clear answers. Until 2017, it appeared that the 

initiative had “not created or received the momentum that might be expected for 

very high-profile initiatives” (Godement and Vasselier 2017, p. 74)26. 

 

Alongside these initiatives, several-year-long negotiations were also established 

for an EU-China investment agreement in 2013 which aimed at guaranteeing non-

discrimination for mutual investments, improving protection for investments and 

improving transparency amongst other investment aspects (DG Trade 2019b). As 

Shambaugh (2007) suggested, the EU lacked a modern academic, political and 

cultural discourse with, and on, China. This is a similar assessment to the one found 

in this thesis for the case of Germany. As such, the British view from 2010, that the 

EU-China relationship “based on trust and mutual respect [did] not currently exist 

beyond trade matters” (House of Lords 2010, p. 15) held true until at least the mid-

2010s, although calls for action on changing this did rise eventually, as discussed in 

Chapter 5 in detail. Still, to summarise the 1998 to 2017 time frame, Barysch’s 

assessment comes to mind: the “EU’s China policies often resemble a shopping list 

of priorities rather than a coherent strategy” (Barysch 2005, p. 76). Simply put, it 

was too lucrative for individual major member states, first and foremost Germany 

(see below and Chapter 4.4 on the economic Germany-China relations), to give up 

or jeopardise their ‘personalised’ trade ties with China27. This lack of unified 

strategy led to an undesirable outcome for the EU: “China [could] choose which 

offers of cooperation to accept and which to reject” (SWP & GMF 2013, p. 34), 

effectively being able to play member states against each other. It bears a certain 

irony that one close academic observer of China’s foreign relations noted that 

Beijing had originally not been interested in diminishing EU unity at all. Instead, 

over time, Chinese senior foreign policy makers lost hope in the EU becoming a 

unified major global actor (to oppose, or balance, the US) and only then developed 

its divide and rule strategy28.  

 
26 See Grieger (2018) for an overview of the 16+1 developments from an EU perspective. 

For an overview about the Belt and Road initiative at the time, see for instance 

Baltensperger and Dadush (2019). 
27 See Chapter 4.4 on the economic ties between Germany and China. In addition, see for 

instance Godement and Vasselier (2017), Koch and Riecke (2019), Lehne (2017), and 

Rungius (2017). 
28 As expressed by interviewee #17. 
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3.3.3 EU-China and the Role of Germany 

It is not the purpose of this research to examine the coherence and cohesion of 

the EU debate on China. Instead, its focus is to assess Germany’s practices of 

foreign policy making agency. Therefore, the debate of the EU’s engagement with 

China and its lack of unified vision within its framework further advances the need 

to explore Germany’s approach within its own borders. Indeed, compared to other 

member states, Germany’s role within the EU is a special case. Since its beginnings 

soon after the end of World War II, the early-stage integration processes featured a 

strong Germany signature. Prior to its reunification, and the end of the Cold War in 

the early 1990s, rather than “deliberate [and] forceful articulation of interests, 

combined with resources for articulating leverages” (Jeffery and Paterson 2003, 

p. 61), Germany’s power exerted in the region was more “soft [and] institutional 

[which relied on] multilateral or European interests shared with others and pursued 

in partnership” (ibid). This was especially the case with regard to security concerns, 

for which Germany had primarily relied on its Western partners within Europe and 

the United States. Germany’s role within this phase has frequently been referred to 

as leadership avoidance reflex (Miskimmon and Paterson 2003; Gaskarth and 

Oppermann 2021). 

 

Since the mid-1990s, and in particular during the 1998 to 2017 period this 

research focuses on, the dynamics between Germany and the EU started to shift. 

Induced by the new challenges brought by the reunification, Germany’s engagement 

with the EU had begun to be more assertive, especially on economic and monetary 

issues (Baumann 2007). For instance, with Germany’s firm stance on ensuring price 

stability, the German model of the Bundesbank was chosen over the Anglo-French 

model prioritising monetary and economic goals to be the foundation for the 

European Central Bank during negotiations for the Maastricht Treaty. Germany 

further trumped France in pushing for the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) in 1997 

– only to breach it a few years later (Schwarzer 2015). Although a number of 

measures were put in place with the hope to stimulate unity among member states in 

foreign policy engagement such as the Lisbon Treaty, they were seen as normatively 

desirable but “paradoxical” (Aggestam and Hyde-Price 2020, p. 14) in nature. 

Foreign policy decision-making processes still largely occurred at the 

(inter-)member state level, which ultimately constrained the power of the EEAS and 
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formal leadership structure established at the EU level. Instead, Germany, or 

Merkel, the perceived informal leader of the EU for years, emerged through the 

practice of cross-loading among member states and its ability of “learning to lead in 

three main areas: diplomatic negotiations, politico-military crisis management, and 

the EU sanctions policy” (Aggestam and Hyde-Price 2020, p. 19). Especially since 

the following Eurozone crisis, Germany’s assertive role had become even more 

evident in a policy area “where its relatively inflexible preferences were well 

established” (Bulmer and Paterson 2018, p. 219).  

 

Moreover, the weakening of the Franco-German partnership rendered this 

development inevitable. Because of Germany’s increasingly important, and in part 

assertive, involvement in the EU, it is therefore perhaps no surprise that the EU-

China relations trajectory roughly resembled the Germany-China one, especially 

during the time period this research covers. Rungius (2017) summarised how the 

German government had been pushing for a free trade and investment agreement 

between China and the EU in 2015. This included a quote from Merkel on how 

China had already established free trade agreements with Switzerland and Iceland 

(Rungius 2017), hinting at her support for the endeavour. Either way, Germany’s 

preference for an investment deal with China had been lodged at the EU level, and 

was turned into a new EU strategy on China in the year afterwards. However, while 

this strategy aimed to “strengthen its relations with China” (European Commission 

2016, p. 1) in a general sense, it primarily aimed at supporting the above sought-

after investment agreement instead of the finalisation of a trade deal per se. That 

said, Germany also had a history of outsourcing difficult topics such as human 

rights concerns to the EU level. Instead of letting them sour the bilateral relations 

between the two countries, the EU was acting as the saviour of Germany-China 

trade growth (see Chapter 5). 

 

Based on these developments, opinions were divided on assessing Germany’s 

commitment to the EU as part of the bigger picture. On the one hand, those driven 

by intergovernmentalism, emphasised the leadership role of Germany over the EU 

and German domestic politics deliberate and pragmatic articulation of avoiding 

being perceived as a hegemon (Bulmer and Paterson 2018; Schwarzer 2015). Based 

on this narrative, Germany’s increasing leadership role was argued to be more 
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reactive rather than proactive in nature, and was primarily pushed via expectations 

from partners and interactions among member states (Aggestam and Johansson 

2017). However, this does not imply that Germany’s growing “inflexible 

preferences” (Bulmer and Paterson 2018, p. 241) and its leaning to become a “much 

less inclusive actor” should be overlooked (Bulmer and Paterson 2010, p. 1051).  

 

On the other hand, especially driven by Europeanist narratives and supported by 

the German continuity side of the debate as discussed in Chapter 2, Germany’s 

devotion to the EU integration process and its embrace to European values was firm. 

This view was further advanced by those who remained assured by the “tamed 

power” narrative, arguing that Germany’s exertion of power relied on the EU’s 

multilateralism (Katzenstein 1991). Others argued that Germany gradually 

transformed into a “normalised power [adopting a] more balanced approach in 

exercising power” (Bulmer and Paterson 2010), sharing some views with the 

normalisation supporters who had persevered.  

 

However, in general, regardless of whether Germany was a tamed power 

(Katzenstein 1991), a normalised power (Bulmer and Paterson 2010), an embedded 

hegemon (Crawford 2007), a growing leader (Schwarzer 2015), a reflexive 

multilateralist (Bulmer and Paterson 2010), or a reluctant cross-loading learning 

leader (Aggestam and Hyde-Price 2020), it is undeniable that Germany’s influence 

on the EU should not be underestimated. It had a long track record of prioritising its 

national interests in the regional milieu, not so much on security related issues and 

more so on economic and trade related matters. 

 

Once again, it is not this research’s core purpose to evaluate these narratives or 

to further the debate of Germany’s role in the EU. Despite of their varying degrees 

in estimating Germany’s assertiveness within EU policy making spheres, these 

discussions all acknowledged Germany’s own policy making authority within the 

EU – in particular on trade. This therefore validates this research’s decision to 

examine Germany’s China approach through its own national agency. Given the 

heavy weight of China on Germany’s economic development and trade relationship 

(as discussed more in detail in Chapter 4), the issue of Germany-China engagement 

lies in the area where Germany has been particularly inflexible in compromising its 
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national interests at the EU level. This further proves the value of scrutinising solely 

Germany’s own agency in shaping its engagement with China as part of this thesis. 

Existing linkages on China between Berlin and Brussels, in either direction, are by 

no means unimportant or irrelevant, they simply go beyond the scope of this 

particular research project – and offer intriguing further research opportunities. 

 

3.4 Germany’s Foreign Policy Factors on China 

As mentioned previously, this thesis examines Germany as a decision maker. 

The benefit of using FPA as its analytical framework is that it focuses on, and 

deconstructs, the actor’s actorness and agency through levels of analysis, which 

offer the ideal comprehensive approach to scrutinise Germany’s decision-making 

process. On a most basic level, foreign policy is developed and executed by national 

governments. For Germany, this includes in particular the Chancellery, the Federal 

Foreign Office, and the Defence Ministry (Korte 2007). 

 

However, the world of diplomacy is more complex than that. As reviewed in the 

section above, Germany transferred part of its policy sovereignty to the 

supranational EU, although its domestic decision-making autonomy remained strong 

for the relevant time frame. Germany’s federal system also assigned German states 

(Länder) certain autonomy, although they played a limited role for the particular 

decision-making agency part of the Germany-China relations evaluated in this 

thesis. In contrast, a range of governmental and parastatal organisations were 

involved in different economic tracks (Bredow 2008) which did play a role and are 

discussed in Chapter 629. 

 

 
29 Diplomatic relations can be divided into different tracks. Originally coined in 1981, Track 

I diplomacy relates to governmental diplomacy which uses official channels to 

communicate. In contrast, Track II diplomacy covers backchannels which include informal 

communication and activities by non-state actors Davidson and Montville (1981). This 

original Track II definition was extended over time, including new tracks such as Track 1.5, 

with governmental and non-governmental actors collaborating on certain issues Jones 

(2015). The widening of the diplomatic activities did not stop here – for instance, Diamond 

and McDonald (1996) divided them into nine different tracks. This thesis, however, uses 

Track I, 1.5, and II signage only to simplify the analysis. 
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The analytical chapters 5 to 7 assess factors at the individual, bureaucratic, and 

societal levels, which set or influenced German actorness related to China. For 

reasons explained in the methodology section in the previous chapter, it is 

impossible to have certainty on the absolute impact of developments on policy. This 

is where factors come into play. The chapters’ purpose is to estimate the influence of 

these factors onto Germany’s overall decision-making agency based on the available 

data at hand. 

 

To recap, this research examines Germany as a decision maker in the context of 

the country’s approach to China. It studies Germany’s practices of agency of 

decision-making. Through the lens of FPA, Germany’s agency at the time is 

deconstructed, helping to understand that its decision-making process is thus the 

result of the decision-making agency of factors at various levels. Certainly, agency, 

and therefore actors, occur at all levels in the eyes of FPA scholars. However, given 

that the core unit of interest for this project is Germany’s actorness as a whole, 

agency and actors at various levels are treated as factors that construct the wholeness 

of Germany’s decision-making agency. The core analysis part of this piece therefore 

examines the roles these factors had played in shaping Germany’s foreign policy 

making.  

 

Indeed, Germany’s practice of agency was affected by external factors such as 

those at the structural level like the EU, and the overall changes in the geopolitical 

climate. Although debates on this existed as discussed earlier, little attention was 

given to the internal factors within the domestic circle to examine constraints and 

opportunities from within, and this is to what this research intends to contribute. The 

domestic levels at which factors are examined in this research were divided into 

three sub-state levels: individual, bureaucratic, and societal.  

 

3.4.1 Individual Level 

Chapter 5, making use of FPA’s individual level, seeks to understand the human 

factor. Early FPA scholars such as Harold and Margaret Sprout (1956, 1965) and 

Snyder (1963) pointed out that foreign policy is the product of human agency. 
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Rational Choice Theory (RCT) has played an important role in the history of 

FPA. First, by setting the scene for a micro assessment of foreign policy and then by 

having been thoroughly criticised for its rationalist core argument (Allison 1971). 

RCTs fundamental idea of utility maximisation in the FPA realm suggests that 

national interest is defined as providing/enhancing security and wealth maximisation 

by using cost-benefit analyses. In other words, a state identifies and prioritises 

foreign policy goals, and then it identifies and selects means available to it to fulfil 

its aims with the least costs involved30 (Alden and Aran 2016, p. 15). 

 

However, as individuals in policy leadership positions identify issues, make 

judgements, and act upon the available – limited – information, behaviouralists have 

pointed out that they do so based on their own cognition, perceptions, and 

personalities (Kaarbo et al. 2012; Orbovich and Molnar 1992). Individuals are 

therefore not always acting based on absolute rational calculation. There are also 

external complexities such as linguistic-cultural barriers, stereotypes and the level of 

incomplete information at play. Therefore, decision makers end up with a 

“definition of the situation [which is] always a distortion of reality since the purpose 

of perception is to simplify and order the external environment. Policy makers can 

therefore never be completely rational in applying the rationalists’ imperative of 

maximisation of utility towards any decisions” (Alden and Aran 2016, p. 19) but 

instead bring their individual assessment and conviction to the decision-making 

table. 

 

There are a number of concepts, or tools, that can help make sense of the 

individual level’s analysis. To limit the scope of the chapter, three concepts are 

considered. First, cognitive consistency, the sub-conscious urge to reinforce existing 

beliefs, appears to have played a significant role during the first ten plus years this 

thesis analyses. At least up to the Financial Crisis in 2008/09, a major(ity) view 

among German policy makers and legislators remained to associating China with the 

 
30 Further Rationalist tools exist in FPA, for instance, Game Theory approaches for deriving 

decision-making interpretations such as Putnam’s two-level game, dealing with the 

interplay between domestic and international constraints Putnam (1988). 
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world’s workbench instead of a quickly growing competitor of some of Germany’s 

strategic sectors31. 

 

Second, Simon’s satisficing concept (Simon 1956), making a ‘good enough’ 

decision instead of finding the one maximising utility, is also of relevance. Axelrod 

(1976) expanded on Simon’s original concept (Simon 1956), arguing that policy 

makers would often address immediate pressures instead of weighing the overall 

merits of a policy. If ‘policy’ is substituted with ‘strategy’, then such satisficing 

concept appears to be surprisingly accurate in depicting Germany’s foreign policy 

approach towards China, as explained in Chapter 5. As such, it resonates well with 

the reactivity of German foreign policy discussed in the previous chapter: Germany 

responded to external developments, i.e. pressure, without much thought of its 

actions for strategic purposes. 

 

Third, cognitive dissonance states that individuals seek to maintain consistency 

and avoid dissonance which arises when differing beliefs conflict with one another 

(Festinger 1957; Barber 1979). This directly relates to the role of groups. Group-

based decision-making is used to overcome some of the perceptual misconceptions 

and cognitive shortcomings of individual decision-making – or simply to bring 

decision-makers from different units/home institutions together. However, it leads to 

a range of detrimental group dynamics and groupthink (Janis 1982) which only 

worsen under the presence of strong-minded leaders, such as Schröder and Merkel, 

and time pressure (George 1972). Combining this with Germany’s foreign policy 

consistency across terms and parties is a recipe for a response-driven piecemeal 

engineering strategy towards China. 

 

A major part of Chapter 5 relates to the role of cognition and personality of 

Chancellors Schröder and Merkel and their chosen Germany-China policy 

trajectory. As Chancellors, they “shall determine and be responsible for the general 

guidelines of policy” (Article 65, Deutscher Bundestag 2017a, p. 54). Although the 

Basic Law continues stating that “[w]ithin these limits each Federal Minister shall 

 
31 See Chapter 4.2 on Germany’s economic ties with China, and Chapter 7 on China 

perceptions within Germany. 
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conduct the affairs of his department independently and on his own responsibility” 

(ibid), major bilateral relationships, in particular the one with China, were for the 

most part driven by the Chancellery well before Schröder took office32. Therefore, 

the Chancellors’ background, overall political views, and leadership style does 

matter when assessing German actorness towards China. 

 

In short, individuality matters because “different leaders are likely to choose 

divergent policies even when faced with similar problems and scenarios”33 (Rapport 

2016, p. 4). However, it is essential to understand that cognitive and psychological 

factors are difficult to measure. Without being an insider or having extensive access 

to groups, it is difficult to evaluate group dynamics. Without having had close and 

extensive interaction with specific individuals, making assumptions about their 

thought process is difficult and inherently limited. Yet, the combination of existing 

literature with own findings contributes new views of German foreign policy 

actorness to the debate.  

 

The role of certain other individuals apart from the Chancellors, such as foreign 

ministers (Fischer, Steinmeier) and key representatives of German industry (von 

Pierer, Wuttke) are also briefly addressed. While they may have had impact on the 

decisions by Schröder and/oder Merkel, from an external third-person perspective 

this is almost impossible to assess robustly. Moreover, the strategic vs tactical 

concept provides a helpful approach to assess individuals’ impact. Strategically, the 

Chancellors were the primary individual factors constructing German actorness. 

Tactically, i.e. with regard to individual decisions, others may have very well had 

significant impact34. 

 

However, with overall strategic actorness being the subject of the analysis, and 

tactical actorness being of secondary relevance, the role of non-Chancellor factors 

remained small to minimal. This is covered in more detail in Chapter 5. That said, 

 
32 See the following sub-chapter as well as Chapter 6 for more information about the type of 

Chancellor democracy and the FFO’s limited role in making policy (in contrast to preparing 

and executing it). Also see Korte Korte (2007), Mertes (2000, p. 62) and Wolfrum (2007). 
33 Cf. Byman and Pollack (2001) and Jervis (2013). 
34 See Chapter 5.1.1 for Schröder, and respectively Chapter 5.2.3 for Merkel, provide further 
information. 
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their role will often have been significant for the Germany-China relations itself, just 

limited in the strategic sense. The focus on individual factors should not deflect 

from others impacting China policies. In fact, some FPA scholars such as Holsti 

(1970) downplay their significance by focusing on the operational environment 

instead. He urges to take note of additional levels, in particular bureaucratic 

constraints and civil society influences on the domestic level. 

 

3.4.2 Bureaucratic Level 

Chapter 6 assesses developments at the bureaucratic level such as Germany’s 

executive and legislative structures, and political party foundations. As a flexible 

framework for the assessment of bureaucratic structure considerations the thesis 

makes use of the Bureaucratic Politics Model (BPM). Initially developed/advanced 

by Allison (1972), the model considers the foreign policy sphere as a conglomerate 

of large, bureaucratic organisations. These organisations generate structured output 

on specific situations which policy makers use to make decisions. Such output can 

take the form of information aggregation, policy suggestions, and standard operating 

procedures. Furthermore, the bureaucratic entities, be it ministries or other relevant 

organisational units within the foreign policy realm, tend to develop common 

attitudes and shared images based on their inherent tasks and responsibilities. 

Halperin noticed that they often also derive influence from their position in the 

power-sharing structure of a government (Halperin 1971) and thus aim to maximise 

it. 

 

As a result, (bureaucratic) factors do not all have consistent sets of strategic 

objectives but are driven by their individual conception. In case of the Germany-

China relations, this has been a prominent and recurring concern. One example for 

this were the activities of the BMWi pushing for trade growth and security while the 

BMU favoured Chinese commitments to environmental improvements, and the 

Chancellery had to deal with bringing its own ministries together while at the same 

time following its own agenda. This particular situation occurred during Merkel’s 

third term when China had been considered introducing a quota for electrical cars 

sold in China. The German car industry did strongly oppose this idea due to them 

trailing its Chinese competition on electric vehicle production. 
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This example also touches on the role of Chancellors as highlighted in the 

previous sub-section. Beyond individual consideration, their Chancelleries, since 

well before reunification (Krause and Wilker 1978), took increasing charge of the 

foreign policy agenda, marginalising the foreign and defence ministries (and, in part, 

the BMZ) in their executive decision-making power. In what has come to be known 

as ‘Chancellor Democracy’ (Kanzlerdemokratie), the Chancellery has three core 

foreign policy tasks to handle: to lead, to coordinate, and to ‘pull strings’ (Mertes 

2000, p. 62; Korte 2007). Although it has no formal authority to give directives to 

other ministries and is more of a “secretariat of the government” (Korte 2007, 

p. 205) than a ministry, it develops the general policy trajectory for other ministries 

(Mai 2010), is in charge of the Federal Intelligence Service (BND) and closely 

interacts with international partners on the highest level. Its foreign policy 

department staffs a number of seconded personnel that further help with 

coordination and data gathering and analysis. Hence, on certain matters the 

Chancellery will have an information edge over other parts of government, 

including the foreign ministry. 

 

By further considering the nature of coalition governments and that in Germany 

the foreign minister is usually a senior figure at the minority coalition partner, it is 

no surprise that this can lead to institutional turf-wars (Korte 2001, 2007; Krause 

and Wilker 1978). This is exemplified by the foreign policy/international desks in all 

federal ministries, also vying for attention and pushing for policy objectives on 

central issues of world politics. Ismayr (2007) counted these departments and found 

that in 2001, federal ministries had 336 units dealing with international tasks, 279 of 

these beyond matters involving the European Union. Weller (2007, p. 211) also 

counted these and found 250+ and 200+ respectively in 200635. He further argues 

that it makes no sense whatsoever to try to distinguish between the work of specific 

ministries and the ‘traditional’ foreign policy arranged by the Foreign Ministry and 

Chancellery. In reality, he points out, most activities involving foreign states or 

actors are very closely interlinked with the work of functional units, and much of 

 
35 It is unclear what the reason for this discrepancy is, but the key point to take away from 

these numbers is that federal ministries were a fundamental part of foreign policy 

operations. 
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what the Foreign Ministry can do is to merely keep track of developments, advise 

and (less and less often) organise activities (Weller 2007) while the Chancellery 

coordinates and steers them (Knoll 2010). 

 

To recap, developing and executing foreign policy is no simple matter. On the 

notion of the Chancellorship, this research puts an emphasis on the individual level 

of factors, and, therefore on the Chancellors themselves. They head the Chancellery 

and its extensive staff, wrangling policy issues as much as power issues within the 

government (Korte 2010). The interplay between ministries is essential for the 

workflow and to provide the Chancellery with most relevant information. Yet, 

tensions exist, and inter-ministerial power struggles are only part of the institutional 

challenges to uninhibited foreign policy making. Therefore, the key bureaucratic 

structures are discussed in Chapter 6, shedding light on some of the issues particular 

to the Germany-China process. 

 

3.4.3 Societal Level 

The third level of analysis in this thesis involves the wider German society. It 

includes a discussion of public opinion, the media, and think tanks and NGOs, 

including major industry lobbying organisations (BDI and APA), as they all to 

various degrees can have an impact on constructing Germany’s decision-making 

agency towards China. Moreover, they also serve as media that can shape and make 

use of the domestic discourse of the relations, affecting individual policy makers, 

the policy-making process, and policy decisions, as discussed previously. 

 

A vivid example is Schröder’s re-election campaign in 2002 and his polling 

boost he received by rejecting the United States’ military campaign in Iraq. Another 

example is Merkel’s refugee dilemma and the related drop in her and her party’s 

support ratings in the mid-2010s. However, the impact of public opinion on the 

Germany-China relations is difficult to estimate. Chapter 7 presents a detailed 

analysis of German sentiments on China, and on China’s perceived role for 

Germany. The impressive economic development of the relations presented in 

Chapter 4 indicates that German public’s substantially negative sentiments towards 

China had little effect on putting the blooming political relations at risk. One 
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interviewee36 suggested that there was no need for the Chinese leadership to 

“quarrel about the small things” such as German public opinion. This research finds 

that the same can be said about the German leadership: public opinion towards 

China did not appear to have much of an impact on Germany’s China actorness, and 

indeed its most senior policy makers, between 1998 and 2017. 

 

German media did not have a substantially better view on China than the 

German public. Such correlation is perhaps no surprise, and therefore Chapter 7.2 

provides an overview of academic and policy circle views on the topic as well as 

primary research findings. They suggest that an often one-sided coverage within the 

media existed. 

 

However, despite of a negative opinion and coverage of China, the question 

remains to what an extent these factors impacted German actorness. By assessing 

them via the three themes of economic interest, ignorance, and trust, Chapter 7.4 

shows a divergence between the themes. It finds that societal level factors had 

limited (negative) impact due to their indirect nature. 

 

3.5 Key Themes 

The three themes – economic interest, ignorance, and trust – should not be seen 

as methodological underpinnings of the analytical framework, but instead as guides 

to make sense of, and identify the evolution of, the German foreign policy decision-

making process towards China. They materialised and became tangible throughout 

the research process, emerging in academic literature, policy-related pieces, and 

undertaken research interviews alike. They made their way into the title of this 

thesis due to their sheer relevance for understanding German policy development 

decisions towards China.  

 

It is easy to misunderstand the underlying notion of these themes without 

conceptualisation. All three terms may be interpreted very differently, and indeed 

misinterpreted, depending on the context. Without getting ahead of the explanation 

 
36 Shared by interviewee #14. 
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below, it is important to note that ignorance and trust are closely intertwined in their 

conceptualisation for this thesis, and that they are used in a specific context. There is 

no intention for either of these terms to have a pejorative connotation. 

 

The analytical chapters 5 to 7 each refer to these three themes and specifically 

show how they fit into the discussion of factors’ influence at FPA’s different levels 

of analysis, and how they relate to the research findings on the construction of 

Germany’s strategy to China. As discussed more in the conclusion, the potential of 

these three themes is immense for future research. The following provides 

conceptualisations of the three themes for the purpose of this study.  

 

 

3.5.1 Economic Interest 

The economic interest theme as part of this research is used as an umbrella term, 

referring to economic and commercial interest in a wider sense. This includes the 

German federal government’s foreign trade and economic policies, commercial 

interest by sectors, and even individual companies, and financial flows such as 

investments. 

 

In short, China’s influence for the German economy is hard to understate. 

German imports from China increased seven-fold from 1998 to 2017 while its 

exports increased 15-fold (Eurostat 2018). To put this into perspective, Germany-

China trade accounted for about 28% of EU28-China trade in 2017, more than 

tripling the UK or France in value. Similarly, investment flows in both directions 

increased significantly over the same time frame, e.g. German investments in China 

40-fold and their revenues 38-fold (Bundesbank 2018). Despite of these impressive 

numbers, economic interest lobbying towards German protectionism, limiting 

China’s ability to invest in German companies, and calls for a level playing field in 

China, have been voiced for prolonged periods. Since Germany’s KUKA was 

bought by the Chinese Midea group, such efforts yielded some success from the 

mid-2010s onwards. 

 

Considering the enormous importance of economic and commercial interests for 

Germany’s relations with China, both as a partner and as a competitor, the following 
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chapter (4.4) provides a detailed overview about trade flows, investment, and overall 

relevance of the Chinese market and Chinese businesses for the German economy. 

Although some of the analysis presented there could have been incorporated into the 

analytical chapters 5 to 7, the matter of economic interests and concerns deserved its 

own space to better show its relevance in a comprehensive manner. 

 

3.5.2 Ignorance 

Ignorance is a divisive term. It is commonly used in line with laziness, naivety, 

or simple-mindedness. Linguistically, the Cambridge Dictionary defines ignorance 

as a “lack of knowledge, understanding, or information about something” 

(Cambridge Dictionary 2021). Smithson correctly pointed out that “anyone referring 

to ignorance cannot avoid making claims to know something about who is ignorant 

of what” (Smithson 2008, p. 211). This shows that the term needs to be used 

particularly carefully in an academic setting, with its conceptualisation being 

essential. 

 

There have been multiple attempts to conceptualise ignorance in the social 

sciences as well as in a broad range of disciplines. Within the realm of ignorance 

studies, scholars proposed a range of taxonomies on ignorance. For instance, two of 

the most popular definitions of the term consider whether ignorance is seen as a lack 

of knowledge, or as the absence of knowledge, also called non-knowledge within the 

field 37. 

  

For the purpose of this research, ignorance equals the lack of knowledge 

definition, i.e. a privation. When discussing ignorance in the following chapters, the 

notion of ignorance relates to “a state where something is missing that should be 

there” (Haas and Vogt 2015, p. 18). More specifically, the term ignorance refers to 

the lack of, or limited, China knowledge, or the lack of, or limited, 

acknowledgement and understanding of China’s significance for German interests in 

the assessment of factors. Particularly the analytical chapters six (bureaucratic level) 

and seven (societal level), the role of a lack of knowledge of China, and of the 

 
37 Cf. the edited books by Proctor and Schiebinger (2008) as well as Gross and McGoey 

(2015). See Smithson (2008) for a discussion on the taxonomies of ignorance. For non-

knowledge, also see Böschen and Wehling (2004) as a starting point. 
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effects and consequences for the bilateral decisions, are highlighted. Foreign policy 

decision-making requires a certain level of understanding of your counterpart, 

especially from a strategic perspective. This includes both macro and micro terms, 

and beyond the aggregation of mere political, economic, cultural, or historic facts. A 

lack, or limitation, of ‘China knowledge’ in relation to the role and nature of the 

assessed factor, is thus referred to as ignorance. 

 

3.5.3 Trust 

Trust is a multi-faceted concept and sits at the junction between a wide range of 

subject areas with a multitude of underlying theories and frameworks in many 

contexts 38. As such, there are many approaches for incorporating trust into the 

analysis of Germany’s relations with China. For instance, organisational 

psychologists Shapiro, Sheppard and Cheraskin (1992) based their trust concept on 

deterrence-based trust, knowledge-based trust, and identification-based trust, 

covering rational, experiential, and value-based considerations. Their model alone 

could provide an analytical framework for researching the bilateral relations – or, 

indeed, any relationship. 

 

Instead of using such a comprehensive framework to assess the specific relations 

or other aspects of German foreign policy39, in this thesis the term trust refers to the 

liberal notion of Ostpolitik/change through rapprochement, combined with the 

Wandel durch Handel/change through trade notion. Its specific definition is 

somewhat fuzzy and relates to the optimistic, perhaps also naive, notion of faith that 

things will work out. Trust therefore aims at encapsulating Germany’s belief that 

close economic and political cooperation with China in combination with good-

spirited communication would lead to positive (liberal) change in terms of value 

systems. Eventually, this would be expected to foster peace and collaboration across 

borders, and eventually to bring China closer to the Western global order/Germany – 

or at least not causing additional conflict. Although it can be a response to structural 

 
38 Cf. Gambetta (1988), Uslaner (2018), and Zmerli and van der Meer (2017). Within 

international relations, Rathbun (2018) and Brewer, Gross, and Vercellotti (2018) provide 

recent insights. 
39 See, for instance, Yoder (2016) work on trust-building. 
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changes, trust is inherently an agency-based characteristic, fitting the wider 

conceptual framework of the thesis nicely.  

 

In general, trust is closely linked to the ignorance theme in this thesis and 

therefore discussed together. Although knowledge about ‘the other’ may not be a 

necessary prerequisite for trust in this case, an adequate understanding of Chinese 

political and economic realities, whatever they may be, would enhance chances of 

successful cooperation and progression in the sense of the trust theme introduced in 

this section. As such, the thesis considers the themes of ignorance and trust in direct 

relation to each other when assessing factors’ abilities in constructing German 

foreign policy. This is also discussed in the broader sense of the first theme of 

economic interest. 
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Chapter 4: An Overview of the Germany-China 

Relationship and a Review of the Current Debate  

 

Following the discussion of conceptual approaches to study German Foreign 

Policy and a review of the Germany decision making trajectory and its actorness, 

this chapter furthers the debate to set the foundation for the following analytical 

chapters with an overview of the historic relations between Germany and China, the 

significance of their economic ties and the existing academic debate surrounding the 

relationship. 

 

It begins with a chronological list of major milestones of the Germany-China 

relationship to provide a contextual timeline for the later discussion. To complement 

the following analysis chapters’ examination of the 1998-2017 time frame, this 

chapter includes a background analysis of the relationship prior to 1998. Given the 

dominating impact of trade and economic interest, the contextual review continues 

with a closer examination of the economic implication of the relationship from 1998 

to 2017. At the end of this chapter, a review of current literature on Germany-China 

relationship is provided to highlight the contextual and methodological limitations 

within the current debates, which further reinforces the value of and the need for a 

comprehensive and agency-oriented analysis as this piece is designed to achieve.    
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4.1 Milestones of the Germany-China Relations 

Year Event 

1949 • The German Democratic Republic (GDR) recognises the 

People’s Republic of China 

1955 • China’s Mao Zedong declares the end of the state of war 

between the GDR and China 

• Principle agreement between the GDR and China on 

friendship and cooperation 

1960 • GDR leadership sides with Soviet Union in the Soviet-Chinese 

conflict 

1961 • Chinese government provides unrestricted approval for 

building the Berlin Wall 

1964 • Trade agreement talks between the Federal Republic of 

Germany (FRG) and China in Bern fail 

1972 • FRG-China relations are established 

1973 • Completion of a first trade deal between FRG and China 

1978 • FRG banks provide an 18 billion Deutsche mark loan 

commitment for Deng’s Modernisation plans 

1985 • FRG-China bilateral investment protection treaty signed 

• Volkswagen starts car production in Shanghai 

1985/86 • GDR-China agreement on long-term economic and technical 

cooperation 

1989, June • GDR leadership supports Chinese government’s approach to 

protests 

• FGR parliament strongly condemns it. Sanctions put into place 

1989, November • Chinese party media criticises Kohl’s plan for German 

confederation 

1990, October • Chinese government declares its pleasure with German re-

unification 

1992 • Germany ends 1989-initiated sanctions (except arms, with the 

EU arms embargo still being in place) 
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1993 • Germany develops its ‘Concept for Asia’ (Asien-Konzept) 

which includes China 

• German business’ Asia-Pacific Committee (Asien-Pazifik-

Ausschuss) is established 

1996 • German Parliament passes resolution criticising the Chinese 

government’s stance on Tibet. Chinese diplomatic protests 

2000, June • Establishment of the bilateral Rule of Law Dialogue 

2002 • China becomes Germany’s most important Asian trade partner 

• Germany develops its second ‘Concept for Asia’ (Asien-

Konzept) including a volume on East Asia 

2004 • Schröder and Wen declare their partnership in global 

responsibility 

2005 • Establishment of the five-time annual Germany-China 

‘Dialogforum’ (made continuous in 2010) 

•  

2007/08 • Repeated tensions related to Tibet and the 14th Dalai Lama 

2010 • Germany-China strategic dialogue announced 

2011 • Yearly bilateral government consultations headed by the head 

of governments are established 

2014 • Germany-China comprehensive strategic partnership 

announced 

2016 • German robotics company KUKA acquired by Chinese Midea 

Group 

Table 1: Milestones of the Germany-China Relations  

Main sources: Schmidt and Heilmann (2012, p. 163) & Sieren (2007) 
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4.2 Germany-China Development Prior to 1998 

Although China40 had not been completely unknown in Germany from the 

Middle Ages, and in particular from the Enlightenment period, the first trade 

endeavours followed the first Opium War in the 1840s and 1850s after France and 

Great Britain had forced China to open up several treaty ports. In 1859, the Prussian 

cabinet sent an expedition to China to establish formal trade relations. Only after 

further pressure from France and Great Britain, China agreed to start formal 

relations with Prussia (Cho and Crowe 2014a). During the 1860s, a German envoy 

travelled to China, a visit which was reciprocated by Chinese diplomats visiting 

Berlin. Soon thereafter, both sides, with several German states including Prussia 

representing Germany, engaged in intensified relations and eventually signed two 

commercial treaties during the 1880s (ibid). In the following decades, (arms) trade 

rose between both sides despite of strong political tensions, including the German 

seizure of Kiachow in Shandong province and further military action related to the 

Boxer movement up to the early twentieth century. Decades later, after the 1921 

peace treaty following the First World War, and up to 1937, trade ties improved 

again before the German Reich eventually decided to stop trading with, and 

supporting China, and instead allied with Japan (ibid). 

 

With the end of World War II and under the increasing grip of the Cold War, the 

German Democratic Republic established diplomatic relations with China just 

weeks thereafter. Tompkins suggests that China “became an inspiring symbol to 

East German communists throughout the 1950s” (Tompkins 2014, p. 221) during 

which a range of diplomatic, cultural and educational visits between the two 

countries took place. However, with the deterioration of the Sino-Soviet relations in 

the early 1960s, GDR officials suddenly started to “carefully […] manage the 

sweeping transition from friend to foe” (Tompkins 2014, p. 222). As a result, the 

GDR-China relations deteriorated due to the close GDR-UDSSR ties up to German 

reunification (Meissner and Feege 1995; Heberer and Senz 2011, p. 674)41. 

 
40 In this section, China refers not only to the People’s Republic of China (established in 

1949), but also to the Republic of China (1912 to 1949), and to the prior Qing Dynasty 

(1644 to 1911). 
41 For further information on the relationship of the German Democratic Republic with 

China, see Meissner (1995), Schüller (2003), and Tompkins (2014). 
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The Federal Republic of Germany had had little contact to the mainland Chinese 

government until China’s opening-up efforts bore fruit in the 1970s. While some 

efforts were made to understand the role that China played in the Cold War, 

information were difficult to obtain (Gehrig 2014)42. However, China had not been 

completely ignored within the political sector. The perhaps most prominent example 

of this is the 1969 statement from Chancellor Kurt-Georg Kiesinger (1966 to 1969, 

CDU) “I only have to say China, China, China” (“Ich sage nur China, China, 

China”, Der SPIEGEL 1969) as some form of vague warning of a “Red China” 

(Gehrig 2014, p. 234) and its future influence or threat towards West Germany. As 

such, developments in Beijing and its relations with Moscow were followed by the 

Western alliance. However, soon after China’s entry into the United Nations, the 

Bonn-Beijing relations normalised in 1972 under Brandt, although Beijing had been 

critical of Brandt’s Ostpolitik approach, improving West Germany’s relations with 

the UDSSR (Garver 2016). While Germany’s trade interests played a role back then 

already, the United States supported this move, believing it to increase additional 

pressure on the Soviet Union by closer cooperation with China (Garver 2016). 

 

China fuelled domestic German criticism of Brandt’s détente approach towards 

the Soviet Union by giving a platform to CDU and CSU leaders, at the time in the 

parliamentary opposition, with government representatives only playing a secondary 

role to them. Therefore, the first West German senior politician able to meet 

Chairman Mao in 1975 was Franz Joseph Strauß (Garver 2016), the CSU Chairman 

at the time, and not Helmut Schmidt (SPD), who had succeeded Brandt as 

Chancellor in 1974. As such, German politicians “struggled to decide whether 

Maoist China ultimately was a viable partner or political opponent” (Gehrig 2014, 

p. 235).  

 

Since China’s 1978-introduced open door policies, however, the initial relations 

were largely harmonious and facilitated by the “massive, protracted, and unexpected 

economic upsurge” (Brandt and Rawski 2008, p. 11) that followed, Brandt later 

argued. Then Chancellor Schmidt also supported this shift as he became fascinated 

 
42 For more information on the 1949-1972 period, see Gehrig (2014). 
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with China over time and visited the country many times, including several trips 

after he left office. He developed close relationships with multiple generations of 

Chinese leaders, culminating in Xi Jinping thanking Schmidt “for opening the ‘big 

door of cooperation’ between China and Germany” (Sieren 2015, p. 3) in 2014, and 

China’s CCTV calling Schmidt “an old friend of the Chinese people” (Sieren 2015, 

p. 2) after Schmidt’s death in 2015. Sieren, a leading German China expert and 

journalist, believes that “[a]longside Henry Kissinger, Helmut Schmidt is the foreign 

politician who dealt most intensely with China” (Sieren 2015, p. 2). Although 

Schmidt’s influence on the Germany-China relations is difficult to quantify, he 

certainly helped to ease tensions and brought leaders from both countries together 

well after his Chancellorship had ended – including post-1998 relations. 

 

One roadblock in the bilateral relations prior to 1998 were the events that led to, 

and included, the Tiananmen incident in June 1989. These caused a strong 

temporary backlash by Germany and the EEC, including economic sanctions and an 

arms embargo. While the condemnation by the German government went on for a 

while and included multiple debates within the German federal parliament43, 

European-wide economic sanctions were lifted in 1991/92 (Heilmann 2007). Within 

the German political sector, this had initially caused some re-thinking of the role of 

China and Germany’s engagement with it, but appeared to lose momentum with the 

shift in focus on German reunification and the aftermath of the Soviet Union 

collapse in the years ahead. Economic interests prevailed (Schmidt and Heilmann 

2012), and Kohl’s Concept for Asia (Bundesregierung 1993) from 1993 illustrates 

this. It addressed an increasing shift in economic and political power towards Asia 

and highlighted the opportunities of the opening of Asian markets for German 

businesses. China appeared to be the main target of German foreign trade policy 

efforts, although other countries such as India, Japan and the Asian tiger states had 

been mentioned frequently (ibid). One surprisingly pragmatic paragraph aimed at 

intensifying public relations efforts in Asian countries while it also suggested to 

Germany’s domestic media to increase the coverage of Asia – with the primary goal 

of improving trade and business links (Bundesregierung 1993, p. 9). Going hand in 

hand with this concept, German business associations also founded the Asia-Pacific 

 
43 See e.g. Deutscher Bundestag (1990). 
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Committee of German Business (APA) which provides a high-level dialogue forum 

for business association representatives and a close link to the German government 

(see Chapters 3 and 6). 

 

Regarding the trade relations between the two countries, Germany-China trade 

had been limited and accounted for less than 1% of the annual total German trade 

volume until 1979 (Destatis 2018). However, from the early 1980s onwards, in 

particular export values increased and the 1989 Tiananmen incident did not 

significantly curb trade. Instead, trade between the two countries took off in the 

early 1990s with the total trade volume accounting for about six billion Euro in 

1990. This number almost tripled to close to 18 billion Euro in 1998 (Destatis 2018) 

– yet, this was only foreshadowing the tremendous rise in trade volume discussed 

below. 

 

4.3 China’s Economic Significance for Germany 

As mentioned in the thematic conceptualisation in Chapter 3 and in the 

following analytical chapters, economic interest represents one of the three major 

aspects that have shown high relevance to define Germany’s relationship with China 

and have also intensified throughout the aimed 1998-2017 period. Given its 

significance for the relationship, this section provides a more detailed analysis of the 

implication of trade and investment to the development of the relationship, which 

serves as a necessary contextual foundation to construct analysis in later chapters. 

The following pages could have been part of the main analytical chapters, but 

dividing this information between bureaucratic and domestic levels, and even the 

individual level, would have caused a lack of clarity and added unneeded 

complexity. Instead, Chapters 5 to 7 feature an analysis of the developments within 

the theme of economic interest, based on the data presented here, aiming to assess 

economic interest not on itself, but to gauge its relevance for Germany’s actorness 

and its practice of agency in the policy making process. 

 

To support such endeavour, the following pages provide an overview of the 

quantitative realities of the German-Chinese trade and investment relationship. It 

finds that trade as well as investment volumes grew spectacularly within the 
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assessed 19-year period. Germany became China’s primary trading partner in 

Europe during this time and, overall, played a far superior economic role to China 

than other European economies. As an example, in both 1998 and 2017, Germany’s 

total trade with China roughly equalled the total China-trade of the UK, France and 

Italy combined (Eurostat 2018). This strength in trading volume put German 

companies in a prime position for investments in China and increased opportunities 

to attract Chinese greenfield and M&A investments. While German companies in 

China complained about difficulties with market access, competition, intellectual 

property protection and more for decades, what changed German sentiments towards 

investment cooperation with China were Chinese investments into iconic or 

promising (technology) companies in Germany in 2016/17. Its response was a shift 

in tone, highlighting protectionism and initial actions to raise foreign investment 

barriers for certain sectors. Despite of Beijing’s protest, this did not have a 

significant effect on the strong upward trajectory of the economic relations until the 

end of Merkel’s third term in October 2017, though. 

 

To put the below information on German-Chinese trade and investment into 

perspective, it is important to consider the key characteristics of both economies- 

and in particular the German one. The advanced industrialised German economy 

was coined a coordinated market economy (CME) by Hall and Soskice (2001) and is 

referred to in Germany as a social market economy (soziale Marktwirtschaft). In 

short, German economic policies aim at combining economic liberalism with 

protective measures for its citizens, such as providing more extensive welfare 

policies, stronger bargaining powers for unions, and to foster a more collaborative 

relationship between economic actors compared to traditional market economies. 

German industry generally focuses on specialisation based on extensive training 

leading to the production of high-quality manufacturing goods and largely consists 

of SMEs (Mittelstand) as the fundamental core of the economy and key economic 

driver – even if  it is usually the big German corporations that make foreign policy 

headlines during delegation visits (Schmidt and Heilmann 2012, p. 157). Over time, 

and in particular in the past two decades, Germany, with a population of about 83 

million in 2017, became a major exporting nation, partially as a result of policy 

changes under Schröder and eventually Merkel. The term of world export champion 

(Exportweltmeister) has rarely been absent from German trade-related debates in the 
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mid to late 2000s and was often used and seen as a badge of honour for the German 

economy44. In particular vehicles, industrial machinery, chemicals and 

pharmaceuticals were popular export goods (Deutsche Bundesbank 2018a). 

 

This sub-chapter first provides an overview about the economic realities in 

Germany during the relevant time frame. The next part then provides the actual 

trade values of Germany-China trade, demonstrating how Chinese exports to 

Germany increased seven-fold from 1998 to 2017 and how Germany has become 

China’s primary European importer of goods (Eurostat 2018). Far more importantly, 

it also addresses Germany’s outstanding export record to China with its exports 

having increased almost 15-fold during the same period. Between 2000 and 2017, 

Germany’s share of EU2845 exports to China rose from 38% to 44%. In 2017, the 

runner-up ‘European Export Champion’ was the UK with close to 10% (Eurostat 

2018). German exports to China accounted for close to half of the total EU-wide 

export trade with China involving all of its 28 member states at the time. Due to 

Germany’s undeniable export-strength it was also the by far biggest overall Chinese 

trading partner in the EU with more than twice the UK-Chinese trade volume and 

provided close to 28% of the EU28-China trade in 2017 (Eurostat 2018). These 

numbers alone demonstrate the dominant position Germany had taken in European 

Union trade with China and makes it less surprising that Beijing would often call 

Berlin prior to Brussels on trade-related matters (Kundnani and Parello-Plesner 

2012)46. 

 

Such discussion of trade volume is then followed by addressing bilateral 

investment data, opportunities, and issues. China became an important destination 

for German investment abroad, but German companies also faced various 

difficulties, for instance regarding market entry and discrimination, over time. 

Similarly, China started to more actively invest abroad during the 2000s and 2010s 

 
44 Cf. Horn (2010) for an overview of existing paradigms on trade surplus in the debates 

inside Germany. 
45 The denomination of EU28 and EU19 indicators relates to the total size of the economy 

considering the amount of member states at different stages of the EU enlargement process. 

In other words, the EU19 value for 2017 refers to the aggregated values of the original 

EU19 member states in 2017. This makes it easier to compare statistics in relative terms. 
46 This was also suggested by interviewee #15. 
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and an increasing amount of Chinese money found its way to Germany. While there 

was much talk about the potential issues of such investments, primarily relating to 

technology transfer, intellectual property rights/theft and eroding employment 

standards, positive experiences far outweighed these concerns and Chinese 

investments did save or strengthen traditional German SMEs 

(PricewaterhouseCoopers 2013). At the end of the covered time period, following 

the takeover of German robotics firm KUKA by the Chinese Media Group, Sigmar 

Gabriel, the German Economics Minister at the time, started to push for legislation 

for safeguarding core German industries from Chinese investment – a move that had 

long been discussed, but never executed. Needless to say, it met severe criticism by 

the Chinese as well as parts of the German business community, worrying about 

their China business. 

 

This sub-chapter concludes with relating the trade and investment relationship to 

the political relations between the two countries in a more general sense. Germany’s 

reactive political stance was also evident with regard to its economic relations. Yet, 

the German and Chinese economies complemented each other rather well for the 

first two-thirds of the relevant time period: Germany was in need of export markets 

for its manufacturing goods while China required both imports and exports as well 

as German technology/high-quality industrial goods to facilitate further economic 

development and move up in the value chain (Deutsche Bundesbank 2018a). In the 

latter third of the period it became clearer to German policy makers that China was 

going to become a major competitor for some of Germany’s key sectors. With its 

initial Going Global trade strategy and its Made in China 2025 industrial strategy 

thereafter, China was set on a path where it would eventually further collide with 

German economic interests – or so German businesses and policy makers believed 

(BDI 2019). 

 

4.3.1 Economic Realities in Context 

This section puts German 1998 to 2017 economic data, with special reference to 

trade with China, into perspective, comparing it with Germany’s main European 

economic competitors, i.e. France, Italy and the UK. The purpose of this comparison 

is not to opening up this thesis’ assessment to the European level, but instead to 
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present an overview of the importance of China to the German economy by also 

comparing it to other major European countries. 

 

The German Economy 

 

Figure 3: Nominal GDP of Selected Countries (in million USD) 

Source: World Development Indicators Database, World Bank (2018) 

 

 

Figure 4: Nominal GDP Growth of Selected Countries (annual %) 

Source: World Development Indicators Database, World Bank (2018) 

 

The German economy was the third/fourth largest economy in the world during 

the 1998 to 2017 time frame and only trailed the US and Japanese economies until 

2007 before it was overtaken by the Chinese economy afterwards. It was therefore 

the largest economy in the EU and its growth path did not divert drastically from 

other major European economies throughout the time frame – apart from having 
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fared better through the Eurozone Crisis (Figures 3 and 4). The growth uptick in 

2010 and 2011 as well as the reduced growth in 2012 and 2013 can in part be 

attributed to the increased trade volume with China which is examined later. Figure 

5 further exemplifies that trade played a role in stabilising the German economy 

around 2010: while Germany was the number two trading nation – and leading 

export nation (’Exportweltmeister’) – for the first half of the discussed period, its 

total goods and services trade volume steadily increased up to 2008 and then by and 

large remained at similar levels from 2010 to 2017 (World Bank 2018).  

 

 

Figure 5: Total Goods & Services Trade of Selected Countries (in million USD) 

Source: World Development Indicators Database, World Bank (2018) 

 

However, the data in Figure 6 suggests that Germany’s exports relied on goods 

to more than 80%. Despite of this number having decreased from 86% in 1998 to 

82% in 2017 (ibid), it still remained the highest goods to services export ratio of any 

major advanced economy in 2017, only to be closely followed by Italy and Japan 

(ibid). Considering the special characteristics of the German economy, i.e. the 

abundance of highly specialised manufacturing SMEs and a focus on quality as part 

of the CME framework explored above, a high export to services ratio is hardly a 

surprise. Still, it shows an important distinction from the French and British 

economies and provides an insight into why China imported more from Germany 

than, say, the UK. 
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Figure 6: Goods Exports to Goods & Services Exports Ratio of Selected Countries (annual %) 

Source: World Development Indicators Database, World Bank (2018) 

 

It is perhaps unsurprising that Germany’s trade balance sheets displayed an 

imbalance between imports and exports. Germany’s economy featured the largest or 

second largest annual global trade surplus from 1998 throughout 2017 and was often 

criticised for it by foreign governments, in particular the United States with its large 

trade deficit, in the second half of that time period (Horn et al. 2010). Many 

economic indicators can be put forward to point at reasons for this, e.g. the added 

value of manufacturing to GDP ratio (about 20%) or the relation between medium 

and high-tech exports to total exports (about 72%) in 2010 – both indicators were 

highest for either the German and Japanese economies which led before other 

advanced economies in these indicators by a large margin World Bank (2018). Or, 

to put the above in another way, the German economy heavily relied on its 

manufacturing exports for economic prosperity and its goods have been highly 

sought after abroad. 
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Figure 7: Goods & Services Trade Surplus of Selected Countries (in million USD) 

Source: World Development Indicators Database, World Bank (2018) 

 

Flourishing foreign trade was of vital importance for the German economy 

during this period. While this was already the case under Kohl’s Chancellorship, the 

reliance – or dependence (Hauschild et al. 2015) – on trade and in particular on 

exports increased dramatically under Schröder and Merkel. Schröder’s initial 

decision to improve the condition of the German economy by boosting exports, and 

later on reforming Germany’s social welfare sector including the decrease of labour 

costs, did work at least in this regard. Germany’s total trade of goods and services 

almost tripled from about 1.16 trillion USD in 1998 to more than 3.2 trillion USD in 

2017 (Figure 5). This is further exemplified when considering the total exports to 

GDP ratio (Figure 8) and total trade to GDP ratio (Figure 9). In 2017, both ratios 

were far above the ones of other major advanced economies (at least 21 points and 

12 points respectively). This proves that the German economy relied heavily on 

exports (of goods) which in turn strongly influenced foreign policy making as 

shown in the following chapters. 
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Figure 8: Total Exports to GDP of Selected Countries (annual %) 

Source: World Development Indicators Database, World Bank (2018) 

 

 

Figure 9: Total Trade / GDP of Selected Countries (annual %) 

Source: World Development Indicators Database, World Bank (2018) 

 

The Chinese Economy 

Although this thesis focuses on the German side of the bilateral relations with 

China, the following couple of paragraphs briefly outline Chinese economic 

development in the relevant time frame for additional context. 

 

China’s economy and trade activities were in flux since the 1970s and its gradual 

opening-up policies that followed, including the crucial accession to the WTO in 

2001. China’s share of global trade rose from about 4% to 12% between 2001 and 
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2013 (Deutsche Bundesbank 2018a). China had been in a transitive state as an 

emerging economy throughout the whole time period of this thesis. While regions 

on its Eastern coast and in China’s Southeast were highly developed for mainland 

Asian standards, other provinces, in particular in the Western part of the country, 

could still be considered as least developed areas based on economic indicators in 

2007 (Naughton 2007) and well thereafter. Still, China’s continued high economic 

growth, albeit it growth deceleration from about 2008 onwards (Figure 10), and 

international trade values, with an ever-increasing trendline (Figure 11) in the past 

two decades, were impressive and provide a good indication of the economic power 

the country with a population of about 1.4 billion possessed during the time. 

 

 

Figure 10: Chinese Nominal GDP (in million USD) & Annual GDP Growth (annual %) 

Source: World Development Indicators Database, World Bank (2018) 

 

Figures 5, 6 and 7 above show that China became the biggest global trading 

nation in the late 2000s, generating a major trade surplus by exporting more than it 

imported. Furthermore, the Chinese economy almost exclusively exported goods 

with a goods export to total export ratio of well above 90%, an export trade volume 

of about 2.4 trillion USD, and import trade volume of about 2.2 trillion USD in 2017 

(Figure 11). 
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Figure 11: Chinese and German Exports and Imports in 2017 (in million USD) 

Source: World Development Indicators Database, World Bank (2018) 

 

In short, Germany and China both featured one of the biggest global economies 

and were very reliant on trade throughout the 1998 to 2017 years. The composition 

of trade goods amongst other things did differ widely, though, as is discussed in the 

following sub-chapter. 

 

4.3.2 Germany-China Trade Ties 

As discussed earlier on (Chapter 4.2), West Germany had little formal contact to 

the Chinese government until China’s 1970s opening up efforts took place. Once 

China had begun opening its economy up, Germany was not particularly quick to 

move and to facilitate trade as German-Chinese trade accounted for less than 1% of 

the annual total German trade volume until 1979 (Deutsche Bundesbank 2018b). 

However, from the early 1980s onwards, especially export values increased quickly, 

and even the 1989 Tiananmen incident did not significantly curb trade. Instead, 

trade between the two countries took off in the early 1990s under Kohl with the total 

trade volume accounting for about six billion Euro in 1990 (Destatis 2018). This 

number almost tripled to close to 18 billion Euro in 1998 (ibid). 

 

China’s relevance for the German economy increased continuously from 1998 to 

2017. The bilateral relations and trade flows already improved quickly under Kohl 

(Deutsche Bundesbank 2018b), but took off until Schröder when China started to 

play an increasing role for Germany’s foreign trade statistics. In 1998, Germany 
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exported goods worth about six billion Euro to China. This number rose to almost 

seven billion Euro in 1999 and nine-and-a-half billion Euro in 2000. In this year the 

anticipation of China’s upcoming accession to the WTO in 2001 was high and the 

German export value rose each year in the next two decades (apart of a slight drop 

in 2015). In particular two aspects stand out when considering the 19-year period of 

this thesis. First, the overall increase in German exports to China. Since 1998, their 

value rose three-fold until 2003, almost six-fold until 2008, more than eleven-fold 

until 2013 and about 14.5-fold until 2017 (Destatis 2018). These are rather 

impressive numbers – in particular when compared to other major European 

economies as done in the section above.  

 

Perhaps most intriguing is the change in exports from 2009 to 2010. While many 

countries were feeling the tight grip of the Global Financial Crisis at the time, 

German exports to China rose from about 37.3 billion Euro in 2009 to about 53.7 

billion Euro in 2010, an about 44% increase within a single year, and part of China’s 

economic stimulus plan (Hauschild et al. 2015). 

 

 

Figure 12: German Exports to China (in million Euro) 

Source: GENESIS Statistical Database, Destatis (2018) 

 

The above trade figures may appear somewhat abstract without putting them into 

context. Hence, these are compared further: to assess German exports in a more 

general sense; and to see how German exports fared compared to exports of other 
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countries. First, here is an overview of German exports in comparison to other 

European and non-European key trading partners’ exports. 

 

 

Figure 13: German Exports with Selected Countries (in million Euro) 

Source: GENESIS Statistical Database, Destatis (2018) 

 

It quickly becomes clear that although China was trailing the United States as 

much as major European economies when it comes to German exports, it kept 

catching up in total value as well as percentage values. Considering the nature of the 

European single market as well as the traditionally close trade ties with the US, 

China’s demand of German goods had been influential. 

 

Additionally, Figure 13 suggests that Germany exported significant value to the 

Netherlands. This can likely be attributed to the so-called Rotterdam effect: 

“Official statistics follow agreed conventions. […] For international trade, the 

convention is that the first country of unloading, for exports, or the last country of 

loading, for imports, is considered the trading partner” (Williams 2011, p. 1). In 

other words, a certain part of exports arriving in the Netherlands (and other 

countries with major trading ports) are shipped elsewhere. As such, specific trade 

values should be taken with a grain of salt, including the ones presented in this 

chapter and thesis47. 

 
47 This is also displayed by the, in part, vast differences in values available through 

statistical databases. Different organisations have different research methods and e.g. the 

official German export numbers from Germany’s statistical office Destatis and from 
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How do German exports to China then fare compared to the exports of other 

European countries? In 1998, German exports to China had already the size of the 

Chinese exports of France, Italy and the UK combined. During the next 19 years, 

German exports increased by a pace that the other countries could not follow. Figure 

14 below illustrates this well. By 2017, German exports had a value of about 1.75 

times of the exports of the three above countries combined (Eurostat 2018).  

 

 

Figure 14: German Exports to China (in million Euro) 

Source: Statistics Database, Eurostat (2018) 

 

How does the data for imports from China compare? While it does not the 

growth of exports, it overall still rose decisively. From about eleven billion Euro in 

1998, Chinese exports to Germany rose about two-fold by 2003, about 4.7-fold by 

2008, 5.3-fold by 2013 and 6.7-fold by 2017 (Eurostat 2018). Again, these numbers 

were compared to other major European economies above, but it is once more 

helpful to note that Germany was not only the number one source of European 

exports to China, but was also the European country importing most goods from 

China under Schröder as well as Merkel. 

 

 
Eurostat of the European Union differ by several per cent at times. For this chapter, and 

thesis, the most ‘logical’ source for the consideration at hand was used, e.g. using German 

Destatis data on detailed German export data, while using Eurostat data on comparing 

European countries’ exports. 
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Figure 15: German Imports from China (in million Euro) 

Source: Statistics Database, Eurostat (2018) 

 

As such, Germany remained being china’s biggest European trading partner 

throughout the relevant period. The base of about 17 billion Euro in 1998 increased 

2.4-fold by 2003, about 5-fold by 2008, about 7.4-fold by 2013, and about 9.4-fold 

by 2017. The European runner-up, the UK, did not even trade half as much with 

China as Germany did from 2006 to 2017.  

 

 

Figure 16: German Total Trade with China (in million Euro) 

Source: Statistics Database, Eurostat (2018) 

 

The above data already gives a good overview about the relevance of Germany 

for China, and China’s relevant for Germany when it comes to trade. However, two 
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more figures are worth considering to understand the full impact of German-Chinese 

trade for the German economy. First, Figure 17 offers a graphic representation of 

EU-China exports and how much of it belonged to Germany with the rest of the EU 

being split between the EU19 and the EU28 groups of member states. The German 

share of the EU28 rose from 36.6% in 2000 to 44% in 2017 (Eurostat 2018). 

 

 

Figure 17: German Share of EU28 Exports to China (in million Euro) 

Source: Statistics Database, Eurostat (2018) 

 

Figure 18 compares Germany-China and Germany-US total trade in relation to 

the German total trade outside the European Union. It shows that both trade volumes 

converged up to 2009 and that China overtook the US as Germany’s biggest non-EU 

trading partner for most years from 2009 onwards. 
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Figure 18: German-Chinese & German-US Total Trade Relative to German-Non-EU28 Trade (in million Euro) 

Source: GENESIS Statistical Database, Destatis (2018) 

 

When studying this economic data on German-Chinese trade it should prove 

useful to consider the why: why did the bilateral trade relationship flourish that 

much? Why did German-Chinese trade trump the China trade of European 

counterparts? 

 

As discussed in the following chapters, Berlin expanded on its export-focused 

policies both under Schröder and Merkel. It became clear that Schröder did not 

particularly care whom to trade with as long as it led to results (see Chapter 5). In 

the case of Merkel, it is more difficult to say, but based on her background and 

likely normative values laid out in the next chapter, she would likely have preferred 

more intense trade with other countries. Still, trade and in particular exports 

mattered to both Chancellors enormously. China, on the other hand, was developing 

rather fast and also sought stable and scalable trade relationships. Germany, the 

3rd/4th largest global economy, presented not just a large export market for China, 

but also a valuable source of high-quality manufacturing products to import. 

German products helped China to increase its capital stock and to improve its 

manufacturing potential both in quantitative as well as qualitative terms (Deutsche 

Bundesbank 2018a). As such, trade co-operation between the two countries fit well 

within their trade policy frameworks. As Hausschild et al (2015) argue and is quite 

obvious when looking at the above data, this led to an increasing dependence of 

German manufacturing exports to China as these cannot be substituted easily 
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(Schröder 2010). In other words, the German manufacturing industry – both major 

corporations and SMEs – relied to a high degree on continued demand from China. 

 

4.3.3 Germany-China Investment 

Another dimension of the economic relationship between the countries consists 

of commercial investments. This section offers a concise overview about both 

German companies’ investments in China and Chinese companies’ investments in 

Germany. Covering primarily mergers and acquisitions, greenfield investments48, 

and in the case of the Chinese market joint ventures, commercial investments can be 

of high relevance to policy makers. To just highlight a couple of examples: on a 

domestic level, foreign acquisitions may challenge a country’s technological 

leadership or generate security concerns, with KUKA’s acquisition being a prime 

example; on a local level, greenfield investments create jobs and may level up the 

whole region, while mergers or acquisitions may safe jobs (or threaten them). 

Furthermore, major companies investing abroad will often rely not only on their 

chamber of commerce but also their respective home government through lobbying 

at home and their embassies in the target countries. As such, investments are a 

crucial factor to consider for the policy trajectory of the bilateral Germany-China 

relations, although trade often receives the majority of attention. 

 

German Investment in China 

After German companies warmed up to China’s opening-up strategy in the late 

1970s/early 1980s, German industry quickly embraced a “China-Hype” 

(Bertelsmann Stiftung 2009, p. 13). Over time, they learnt from difficulties 

surrounding commercial activity in China for foreign companies, and that business 

success in China required strategies different to other East Asian countries. In 

particular the issues of market access, free/fair competition and intellectual property 

considerations made it difficult for companies to compete in the earlier days and still 

posed issues throughout the assessed period as briefly outlined further below. 

 

 
48 A foreign company builds up a new operation in a target country from the ground up, 

possibly turning a green field into a commercial area. 
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Figure 19 provides an overview about the growth trajectory of German FDI to 

China and its share of German total outward FDI. The trajectory the figure shows is 

obvious: German investment into China continuously rose throughout the 1998 to 

2017 period. When Schröder entered the Chancellery in 1998, German FDI to China 

accounted for about 3.1 billion Euro, and about 1% of Germany’s total outward FDI. 

By 2005, these numbers had increased to 10.4 billion Euro and 1.6% world share 

respectively, including an increase from 301 to 673 billion Euro in total outward 

FDI. In other words, under Schröder, FDI to China more than tripled in absolute 

terms while overall FDI more than doubled. China was attracting more attention by 

German companies and investors fast at the time. Figure 19 also shows that the GFC 

and Eurozone Crisis did not have a major effect on the growth trajectory. Until 

2016, i.e. until the last full year under Merkel’s third term, German FDI to China 

had reached 77.4 billion Euro with a total German outward FDI of 1,490.1 billion 

Euro. China’s share of overall German FDI rose from 1.6% in 2005 to 5.2% in 2016. 

As such, overall German FDI had more than doubled (220% increase) under Merkel 

while German FDI to China had risen 7.4-fold in the same time period (Bundesbank 

2018). The relatively limited growth until the late 2000s were related to the 

constraints of operating in China mentioned above (Schüller 2008)49. Over time, 

however, companies decided that Chinese market growth was too much of an 

opportunity to ignore, and revenue success stories became more widespread among 

the German business community (see below). 

 

 
49 See Schüller’s 2008 extensive study on German companies’ concerns regarding their 

activities in China. 
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Figure 19: German FDI in China 

Source: Statistics Database, Bundesbank (2018) 

 

While these FDI growth numbers trailed German export growth, they do show 

that both economies became increasingly intertwined during the selected period. 

Considering the difficulties foreign companies had in accessing Chinese markets, 

part of the investments was made to accommodate trade and/or to manufacture 

goods in China by using joint ventures to circumvent these restrictions. 

 

The following Figure 20 identifies the amount of German companies that 

operated in China50. Their share rose from 486 in 1998 to 793 in 2005 to 2161 in 

2016 and the share of German companies operating in China compared to the global 

numbers more than tripled from 1.7% in 1998 to 5.8% in 2016. This exemplifies the 

German economy’s unique composition of a large SME sector. While the major 

German corporations, first and foremost active in the automotive sector, had a 

significant role in facilitating German reputation and trade with China, and made 

large profits in the process, the diverse SME sector drove the expansion to China 

during the Schröder and Merkel years (PricewaterhouseCoopers 2013). After all, 

most of these registered companies were no one-person trading company, but, on 

average, a small- or mid-sized manufacturing company specialising in a few high-

quality products (Lucks 2012).  

 
50 These are the formal numbers of registered German companies operating abroad by the 

German Central Bank. It is likely that the actual amount of companies operating in China, 

and globally, exceeds these numbers. 
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Figure 20: German Companies Operating in China (bars) 

Source: Statistics Database, Bundesbank (2018) 

 

Figure 21 and 22 offer additional information on how German companies fared 

during this time frame. German companies’ total revenues were initially increasing 

from year to year, first on a more modest level, and later on dramatically well. 

Overall, they rose from 7.3 billion Euro in 2008 to 278.8 billion Euro in 2016 

(Bundesbank 2018) which constitutes an almost 40-fold increase. At the same time, 

world share of China revenues for Germany rose from mere 0.8% in 1998 to 9.9% in 

2016. In whatever way these numbers can be interpreted, two results cannot be 

denied. First, that the Chinese market proved to be very profitable for German 

companies, and second, that German dependence rose with German revenues. If up 

to 10% of all foreign revenue is generated in a single country, this country and its 

political situation matters to the host economy. The stark increase in revenue from 

around 2010 went hand in hand with the establishment of the bilateral government 

consultations in 2011 and affiliated dialogues which most likely led to resolving 

bureaucratic or political constraints foreign companies faced in China. Figure 22 

gives some indication that the increase in German companies and revenue generated 

in China followed an overall sustainable pattern. As such, the numbers of employees 

rose steadily over time and very roughly resemble the trend of companies active in 

China with twice the growth rates. Hence, it appears that the companies active in 

China also expanded their activities in China over time, whether it was a 

manufacturing plant or a sales office. 
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Figure 21: German Companies’ Revenues in China (bars) & CN/World Share (line) 

Source: Statistics Database, Bundesbank (2018) 

 

 

Figure 22: German Companies’ Employees in China (bars) & CN/World Share (line) 

Source: Statistics Database, Bundesbank (2018) 

 

Overall, China rose from its spot on the periphery of German foreign economic 

interest in 1998 to being at the forefront in 2016/17. The amount of German 

companies in China rose 4.5-fold, their employee base rose 7.8-fold to 731,000 

employees in 2016, and revenues 38.2-fold. Despite of ongoing problems and issues, 

the goldrush to participate in the Chinese market worked out well for many 

companies involved. It may have generated plenty of hiccups along the way, but the 

revenue growth speaks for itself during this time frame. Functional help was 
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available through the AHKs/DIHT as well as the embassy and lower-level Track I 

dialogues (see Chapter 5). 

 

One of the reasons that the investments overall went well and were met with the 

Chinese government’s will to facilitate was that “[d]irect investment play[ed] a 

particularly important role […] in China’s catching-up strategy” (Deutsche 

Bundesbank 2005, p. 40)51. With China moving up the value chain, it remains to be 

seen how German companies will fare within China and beyond. Until 2017, 

however, they did very well, not the least because of the sustained high to medium 

growth of the Chinese economy (Kundnani 2016). 

 

Chinese Investment in Germany 

While Germany-China overall trade volume shows one significant side of the 

economic ties between the two countries, and German investments in China show 

another, it is worthwhile to a add a third perspective to the analysis: Chinese 

investments in Germany from 1998 to 2017 and their implications for German 

policy making52. As is explained below, Chinese investments were of minor macro-

level relevance before 2012 but have generally helped individual companies to 

survive and/or thrive. Strong reservations from German society and the German 

political sector, and, to a lesser extent, businesses, existed and became more 

prominent over time, but Chinese money did not lead to the disastrous results that 

were predicted by critics within the selected time period (PricewaterhouseCoopers 

2013). 

 

In general, Chinese outward investment strategies were initially largely state-

centric and closely aligned with the Chinese economic five-year plans. Zhang 

 
51 Cf. Naughton (2007). 
52 Most of the quantitative data used in this sub-chapter is provided by the World Bank, 

OECD and German Central Bank. As was argued by Hanemann and Huotari (2015, p. 12), 

international financial flows have been increasingly difficult to track – which is particularly 

true for Chinese financial flows (Naughton 2007). Therefore, numbers from different 

sources often do not match and can differ greatly. For the purpose of this argument, the 

chosen official numbers appear to be sufficiently robust to show the relevant trends without 

diverting from the core consideration of this section. However, it can be expected that the 

actual Chinese outward investment towards Germany (and elsewhere) is higher than the 

provided numbers suggest. 
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(2009) notes that China’s outward FDI strategies can be divided into three phases 

since China’s opening up policies from 1979. The first phase took place up to 1991 

and was limited to a small number of companies, mostly state-owned, investing 

abroad. Their investments were largely marginal in overall volume, below 1 billion 

USD each year. The second phase lasted for about eleven years up to 2002 and saw 

outward direct investments tripling in size and largely focus on securing crucial 

resources for China’s export-led manufacturing sector. Somewhat lagging behind 

China’s WTO accession, the third phase then begun in about 2003 and lasted at least 

up to the global financial crisis in 2009 (Zhang 2009), and effectively throughout the 

2010s. This third phase was shaped by China’s Going Global strategy from 1999 

which led to much stronger participation on global markets and the immense trade 

volume gains highlighted above. 

 

Additionally, and perhaps following up from Zhang’s three-phase model, 

Hanemann and Huotari (2015) announced “a new era of Chinese capital” 

(Hanemann and Huotari 2015, p. 5) with much increased capital outflows. This new 

era was first noticeable from about 2014 and is illustrated by Figure 23 below. 

China’s stark increase in outward FDI is directly related to a push for financial 

linkages beyond trade, and the related financial liberalisation initiative set by Xi 

Jinping in the Third Plenum of the 18th Central Committee of the CCP in 2013 

(Rosen 2014). Together with the previous, but less pronounced, liberalisation steps 

for outward FDI, “[i]n barely a decade, annual flows have grown from virtually zero 

to more than $100 billion per year, catapulting China in the top 5 ranks of FDI 

exporters globally” (Hanemann and Huotari 2015, p. 10). On top of this high 

growth, China adopted the ‘Made in China 2025’ industrial policy strategy in 2015 

which aimed at putting China at the forefront of the fourth industrial revolution – by 

using mergers and acquisitions as one key policy instrument (Jungbluth 2018). 
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Figure 23: Chinese Outward FDI (in million USD) & Chinese Percentage of World Outward FDI 

Source: World Development Indicators Database, World Bank (2018) 

 

This begin of the new era led to a rather stark increase in outward FDI, as shown 

in Figure 23, with major implications for the global FDI landscape. With China 

having held an about 1% share of global outward FDI in the early 2000s, it rose to 

about 3% after the global financial crisis. In 2016, China already accounted for more 

than 10% of global outward FDI (World Bank 2018). Considering the implications 

of China’s Made in China 2025 strategy, these numbers suggest a further upward 

trend. 

 

What were the key reasons for China to invest abroad at all? Some reasons 

certainly include Beijing’s urge to stabilise its economic growth (up to 10% per year 

in the 2000s and six or seven percent in the mid-2010s) by securing natural 

resources, to facilitate the shift away from an export-led trade/growth strategy, to 

increase China’s global footprint as an economic – and, indirectly, political – power, 

and to facilitate further technical and practical knowledge transfer in one way or 

another to move overall production upwards in the value chain. Related to this more 

strategic view, it should also be noted that Chinese state-owned enterprises were 

largely the sole driver for investments abroad in the late twentieth century, but that 

privately owned companies with looser ties to the government became increasingly 

active beyond Chinese borders in the new millennium (Nicolas 2009). Following the 

GFC, private financial investors also gained significance (Hanemann and Huotari 

2015). Still, whether it be state-owned enterprises or private Chinese companies, 
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serious concerns were raised in Germany and other countries that Chinese 

companies regardless of ownership distribution may be guided by the government 

and are part of China’s Made in China 2025 strategy (see below). 

 

Germany, as a target destination for FDI, fits very well into the Chinese 

government’s strategy as well as typical growth strategies that private companies 

might adopt to satisfy their global ambitions: Germany was the third/fourth largest 

global and Europe’s largest economy, its economy relied on globally competitive 

SMEs – of which some fulfilled the ‘hidden champion’ status as technology leaders 

in their respective fields such as industrial machinery. Germany had one of the freest 

economies to invest in which offered opportunities for Chinese companies to move 

up the value chain amongst other common FDI goals (Bian and Emons 2017). 

 

Throughout the 2000s, Chinese investment in Germany largely consisted of 

smaller greenfield investments to set up headquarters and trade operations 

(Hanemann and Huotari 2015). A sharp rise of financial inflows from China to 

Germany then took place from 2011 onwards. From 2000 to 2014, Hanemann and 

Huotari (2015) suggest based on their own dataset developed in co-operation with 

Rhodium Group that the two key sectors of Chinese interest were automotive (about 

28% of total Chinese FDI in Germany) and industrial equipment (39%) respectively, 

with about 82% of Chinese FDI having entered Germany in form of acquisition 

budgets. This is surely no surprise considering the direct benefits acquisitions might 

provide, such as acquiring technical know-how and specialised personnel, or to gain 

access to a reputable brand. Within the EU, Germany was been the biggest recipient 

of investments in the sectors of industrial machinery, automotive, and IT 

(Hanemann and Huotari 2015) during that time frame. 

 

More than 60% of Chinese investments to Germany between 2000 and 2014 

originated from state-owned enterprises or companies with at least 20% government 

ownership (Hanemann and Huotari 2015). It is easy to assume that this is part of a 

grand Chinese strategy to gain economic and/or political power in Germany. 

However, the individual circumstances of each investment matter: for instance, the 

industrial machinery sector in China was traditionally dominated by state-owned 

enterprises. These companies buying up or investing in German competitors can 
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therefore hardly be seen as evidence of Beijing strategically tightening its grip 

around an important German sector. Yet, in the later stages of Merkel’s 

Chancellorship, it became more common for German MPs and political 

commentators in Germany to question whether investment restrictions for foreign 

powers, geared towards addressing China, should be expanded (and were eventually 

expanded in 2017, discussed in Chapters 5 and 6). 

 

 

Figure 24: Chinese FDI in Germany (in current million USD) 

Source: Statistical Database, OECD (2018) & Statistical Database, Bundesbank (2018) 

 

For German companies, the reasons for accepting Chinese investment were 

diverse, yet can be allocated to two main drivers. First, the companies in question 

might have simply required outside money to stay afloat or to pursue strategic goals. 

Second, the company sought (full) market access to China and instead of starting a 

joint-venture within China it was more feasible to bring a Chinese investor in 

directly. Both reasons are backed up by an extensive study by Pricewaterhouse 

Coopers (2013) that assessed how German companies fared with having accepted 

Chinese investments until 2012. 

 

4.3.4 Economic Tensions 

The existence of tensions in complex bilateral trade and investment relationships 

is certainly to be expected: different needs, different expectations, and a lack of 

mutual understanding and/or existing miscommunication can lead to a myriad of 

problems in government relations.  
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To simplify the discussion of German-Chinese bilateral financial and trade 

tensions, the following analysis includes the key issues that the relationship faced 

from a German perspective: German protectionist concerns including intellectual 

property rights issues, and Chinese protectionism including accusations of dumping. 

These two key areas shaped the German debate throughout the five terms, although 

political criticism became significantly more pronounced during Merkel’s third 

term. There are two reasons for this: first, China simply became a much more 

important trading partner and investment source for Germany over time and German 

dependence increased significantly (Krueger 2013). Second, various other OECD 

countries, especially the US, became more hostile towards Chinese trade and 

investment practices and criticised China for unfair competition, intellectual 

property theft, lack of market access and more (e.g. Jungbluth and Hauschild 2012; 

Krueger 2013). 

 

As Figure 23 in the section above displays, overall Chinese outward FDI was 

marginal (0.9% of global outward FDI per year on average) between 1998 and 2008 

and then steadily rose to 10.5% in 2016 (World Bank 2018). At the same time, 

Germany warmly welcomed inward FDI due to its membership in the EU and a 

liberal investment policy mindset. The OECD’s FDI Restrictiveness Index (2018) 

ranked Germany as ‘very open’ throughout the assessed time frame. With regard to 

some of the above-mentioned issues the OECD countries accused China of, it makes 

sense that German criticism on some Chinese investment decisions was audible over 

time but limited to individual cases and brief periods of political commenting. For 

most years in the chosen time frame, China also did not directly compete with many 

of the more advanced (manufacturing) products German companies exported and 

therefore did not pose as direct economic competition. However, over time, and with 

increased Chinese investment into German key industries as well as increased 

manufacturing output challenging Germany’s high-tech goods in the global markets 

directly, a number of arguments were put forward more regularly and more strongly. 

These included that Chinese investments were made for the purpose of transferring 

foreign advanced technology home, aimed at weakening Western technology 

leadership in sectors of importance to both China and these Western countries, that 

Chinese companies, state-owned or not, received unfair government subsidies to 
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invest in companies abroad, and that business continuation was not their actual 

interest. Instead, everything useful would be packed and shipped back to China with 

local assets being discarded and local jobs lost53. From a German perspective, 

especially technology and intellectual property theft as well as the lack of 

sustainable business management practices based on Germany’s social market 

economy mindset were the key criticisms commonly voiced. With the acquisition of 

the German robotics firm KUKA in 2016, one additional component was added to 

the mix: the threat to German strategic interest in key sectors54.  

 

Schüller (2008) provided an extensive report for the Friedrich-Ebert-Foundation 

suggesting that illegal technology transfer and intellectual property rights violations 

were a regular occurrence German companies engaged in Chinese business relations 

had to deal with. She argued that the whole value chain was at risk when 

manufacturing high-tech goods or parts in China, or in cooperation with Chinese 

companies, and that this posed a major threat to German companies, in particular 

SMEs. However, based on other available research on the topic, it appears that the 

issue had been more related to counterfeiting German products instead of 

technology transfer per se. Two studies, one by the Bertelsmann Foundation in co-

operation with Deloitte (Bertelsmann Stiftung 2009) from 2009, and a major study 

by PricewaterhouseCoopers (2013) from 2013, assessed the effects of Chinese 

investments on German companies. Both found that Chinese investments generally 

aided the German economy (they saved jobs, secured German technology leadership 

despite of some technology transfer due to sustained or improved research 

environments), Chinese investors largely let the German management do their job 

(with an often high level of independence from Chinese investors and only few 

restructuring or in-depth Chinese integration efforts at the host companies taking 

place), and provided benefits to Chinese and Asian market entries/positions as well 

 
53 Cf. Bartsch (2016), BDI (2019), Jungbluth (2012), and Schüller (2008). 
54 References to the public discourse can be found widely. More comprehensive 

assessments can be found in the 2009 Bertelsmann report on German companies that dealt 

with Chinese investors directly 2009 and, for a later assessment, Jungbluth (2018). The key 

concerns were also frequently mentioned in many conducted interviews with interviewees 

following the German discourse closely, especially #2, #10, #15 and #19. It was also 

brought up by interviewees following Chinese foreign policy in detail, especially #14 and 

#17. 
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as valuable synergies for manufacturing processes (PricewaterhouseCoopers 2013). 

While issues and failed investments did occur, they often resulted due to a lack of 

due diligence and unrealistic expectations on both sides, and was not the result of 

political and/or strategic agendas. The macro-level view of such investments 

indicates that Chinese investor activity was a major success story for German 

companies (up to the 2013 publication date, at least). This view is also backed up by 

a 2016 survey which found 48% of German respondents to believe that Chinese 

investments in Germany had a positive impact on German employment (Huawei 

2016, p. 117). 

 

While Hanemann and Huotari (2015) acknowledge that concerns about sharing 

technology and German and European companies losing their technological edge 

were prevalent in the public debate in the years following the GFC, i.e. in Merkel’s 

late second and third term, they agree with the studies above that the overall track 

record in Germany had been positive, with “no signs that Chinese investment has 

led to a politically mandated shift of value-added activities to China [and that] most 

Chinese companies are […] expanding their EU R&D presence and local staff count 

after they enter the market through greenfield projects or acquisitions” (Hanemann 

and Huotari 2015, p. 40). 

 

A further aspect how German companies might be able to benefit from Chinese 

investments is to navigate the difficult intellectual property rights situation in China 

better (Hanemann and Huotari 2015). Although China joined the World Intellectual 

Property Organisation (WIPO) in 1980, and a set of laws, regulations and 

procedures regarding intellectual property were established in 1992 and later on 

refined or extended in 1993, 1995, 2004 and 2007, the situation in mainland China 

was leaving a lot to be desired for foreign companies (Llewelyn and Williamson 

2014). In late 20th century and early 2000s Western companies feared mostly for 

Chinese companies copying their products. This was often done poorly, resulting not 

only in counterfeits, but also in a blow to the reputation of the targeted company 

when counterfeits entered (established) markets. In the late 2000s, the focus for 

companies shifted away from counterfeits, though. Instead, Western counterparts 

feared that Chinese companies would move up the value chain by using unlicensed 

foreign technology via theft or forced unfavourable business deals in China. 
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However, in the German case, it appears that these worries were largely unfounded 

and that the foundation for successful cooperation with Chinese partners in the 

future had been laid, according to the above study results. 

  

The second key issue faced in the German-Chinese trade and investment 

relationship is related to German businesses’ activity in China. Covington & Burling 

LLP (2014) provided an in-depth 71-page overview for the European Commission 

on the constraints that foreign companies face in China. They found restraints that 

impeded market access, restraints that generally treated foreign-invested entities less 

favourably, and “[b]road policy statements that potentially result[ed] in less 

favourable treatments for foreign investors and investments” (Covington & Burling 

LLP 2014, p. 6). Additionally, they further categorised restraints by how favourable 

different types of companies were being seen by Chinese policy makers: with 

Chinese state-owned enterprises at the top and (partially) foreign-owned entities at 

the bottom. They argued that systematic discrimination existed based on their policy 

analysis and that this had been further aggravated by even less favourable 

administrative practices on regional and local levels in China. 

 

Therefore, protective measures did not only complicating business endeavours 

for German companies in China, but also provided a certain asymmetry with 

Germany allowing capital inflows largely restriction-free (Hanemann and Huotari 

2015). The following figure exemplifies this. It features the OECD FDI Regulatory 

Restrictiveness Index, i.e. it assesses how restrictive an (aggregated) economy is 

towards foreign investment. It ranges from 0 to 1 with 0 being a fully open economy 

and 1 being a fully restricted economy. As is shown, Beijing reduced restrictions 

quite significantly 1998 to 2017. However, protectionist regulations remained a 

major obstacle when compared to Germany, or indeed the OECD country average. 

However, the aggregated numbers do not paint the whole picture. China’s 

engineering and manufacturing sectors, both important destinations for German 

companies’ FDI, had their restrictions lifted by great margins (from 0.55 in 1997 to 

0.05 in 2017 for engineering, and from 0.383 to 0.1 for manufacturing). Still, in 

Germany, both sectors scored a zero on the index and were thus considered to be 

fully open to incoming FDI according to the OECD criteria (OECD Statistics 

Database 2018). 
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Figure 25: FDI Regulatory Restrictiveness Index – Total Restrictiveness 

Source: Statistics Database, OECD (2018) 

 

Such asymmetries, regardless of the level of improvement, easily create “a 

strong sense of unfairness” (Hanemann and Huotari 2015, p. 35) which is difficult to 

deal with in terms of policies and public opinion alike. Germany, and the EU, 

repeatedly called for further liberalisation efforts while China in return argued in 

2016 and 2017 that the EU should stop discriminating against Chinese investments 

and acknowledge China’s progress (Bartsch 2016). This sense of unfairness, 

experienced throughout the period discussed here, eventually got recognised and 

acted upon, not only as a trade promotion issue to be solved within the Chinese 

market, but also as an economic security threat for German core economic interests. 

Consequently, Gabriel, then BMWi head and Vice Chancellor, expressed on a visit 

to China in 2016 that “German companies […] face various limitations in China. 

The further development of [our] bilateral cooperation depends on the opening-up of 

the [Chinese] market and fair competition” (BMWi 2016). 

 

This and many similar statements led to rising frustration on the Chinese side 

which had been eager to improve the relations with Germany and Europe under the 

impression of a less robust and less predictable relationship with the US under an 

incoming Trump administration at the time55. These concerns, however, were hardly 

a peculiar German view, but were shared widely. In 2016, the European Chamber of 

 
55 According to interviewees #3 and #14 who follow Chinese foreign affairs closely. 
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Commerce in China surveyed European companies doing business in China. 57% 

suggested that they were disadvantaged compared to domestic competition (Riecke 

2017, p. 2). In contrast, the Chinese ambassador to Germany, Shi Mingde, suggested 

in 2017 that foreign companies complained about market access limitations simply 

because they had lost additional prior privileges and were afterwards treated equally 

(Riecke 2017, p. 2). He did later on move away from a more confrontational 

approach and suggested that “the German market [was] more open than the Chinese 

market, and we [would] continue to open [ours]” (Reuters 2018) in the future. 

 

4.4 A Review of the Existing Literature on Germany-China 

Germany’s perceived foreign policy priorities after reunification were to 

stimulate its own domestic economy, to further integration within the EU, and to 

further its established partnerships within the Western alliance. Trade with China 

was already growing under Kohl, but in terms of the political relations, China had 

played a limited role apart from the Tiananmen incident aftermath. As is shown in 

the earlier sections, with the drastic growth of China and its economic relevance to 

Germany and the world, more attention within Germany had started to be given to 

the country. Compared to the discussion of Germany’s bilateral relationship with 

other international actors such as the EU, the US and Russia, literature on examining 

Germany-China fell considerably short in the assess time frame. Although slightly 

more scholarly works exist in German, this shortage was particularly evident for 

English-language sources.   

   

Among the existing discussion of the Germany-China relationship, most 

contributions were carried out in the form of opinion pieces, think tank reports and 

privately funded analyses such as industrial insights, e.g. by Bartsch (2016) and 

Jungbluth (2018) for the Bertelsmann Foundation, and Kundnani (2016) for the 

German Marshall Fund. Frequently, contributions by think tanks painted a largely 

one-sided picture despite claims for ‘non-partisanship’ or similar56. It is common to 

notice the use of cherry-picked information to push for certain narratives based on 

what appears to be pre-existing agendas. Their usual goal was not merely to inform 

 
56 That said, with think tanks being classified as pressure groups/lobbying organisations for good 
reason (Burnham 2008), this is not surprising but still worth to point out. 
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the reader (as policy pieces may do), but to advise the reader directly or indirectly, 

often by presenting ‘strategy papers’ (see, for instance, Poggetti 2019; Karnitschnig 

2020). Therefore, regardless how convincing some of these arguments might seem, 

based on their at-times highly subjective selection of information, such documents 

are often less valuable from a scientific perspective, although they can offer some 

useful empirical insights. Without being an insider in one or more of these think 

tanks, it is difficult to state with certainty to what extent agendas exist and are being 

followed57. To minimise the effect of one-sided coverage, this review focuses on 

academic contributions only. 

   

To provide an overview, for the time frame from 1998 to 2017, only a handful of 

journal articles and book chapters in either English or German exist. These are often 

reasonably short (about ten pages, a few are about 20 pages long). Among the 

accessible sources, existing academic discussions on the Germany-China 

relationship were found to be limited to achieve the purpose of this research to 

solely focus on Germany’s agency in the bilateral context. Their limitations can be 

summarised, and separated, into contextual and analytical/methodological 

contributions. Regarding contextualisation, this refers to the content or areas of 

aspects these existing discussions cover, analytical/methodological papers 

investigate the approaches used by the current academic literature. 

   

First, contextually, there is a general absence of literature that covers the whole 

time frame this research does. Somewhat dated works covering longer time frames 

exist, which focus on historical considerations, often prior to the post-war period. 

Some examples include Walsh’s (1974) examination of German military encounters 

in China from 1928 to 38; Wilke and Achatzi’s (2011a) discussion of how the 

German press framed China from 1986 to 2006, and some focusing on the Nazi 

regime period (Möller; Leitz 2004; Preker 2021) and Tomkins (2014). 

 

Additionally, there are those covering only a fraction of the period this research 

includes. For example, there was Taube’s examination of the economic relations 

 
57 Attempts have been made, though. For instance, the most prominent European think tank on 
China, MERICS, was criticised for their one-sided coverage by Rogelja and Tsimonis (2020). 
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from 1979 to 2000 (Taube, 2001), Heberer and Senz’ (2011) overview of key events 

from 1998 to 2010, and Heiduk’s (2014, 2015) brief assessments of the global 

financial crisis and Eurozone crisis. Others include Gottwald (2003, 2012) and 

Heilmann (2012). As shown throughout this research, during the chosen time span, 

not only Germany and China on their own, but also their relationship had changed 

and evolved drastically, not to mention the implication of their relationship to the 

broader international environment. As highlighted throughout this project, rather 

than examining short-term or event-based tactics, this research provides a strategic 

evaluation of the developments. Disregarding those examinations that look at the 

older past and have limited value to provide a contemporary analysis, an evaluation 

across the five Chancellorship terms from Schröder to Merkel allows the need to 

identify and make sense of a broader evolution of changes to draw conclusion on 

strategic assessments.  

   

On the same note of strategy, this brings this review to the second point: most of 

the existing works covering aspects of the bilateral relationship limit the scope for 

identifying Germany’s strategy with China in the sense of the research questions at 

hand. Although in recent years there have been more works published by German 

researchers on studying China, the majority of the discussion is dedicated to 

examining China and Chinese foreign policy which does not relate to the bilateral 

relations directly, and does not relate to the scope of this thesis. Most of the pieces 

focusing on the relations are also historical in nature. This lack of direct relevance to 

the contemporary political Germany-China relationship, which is studied in this 

thesis, is also evident in further existing literature which focused on other subjects 

such as cultural exchanges (for instance, Barabasch et al. 2009; Harnischfeger 2007; 

Luo 2015; Qiu and Dauth 2021; Oetzel et al. 2001), or education and scientific 

cooperation (Wang et al., 2007; Wang and Jiang 2007; Meng 2018, Corrocher 2018, 

Frietsche and Tagscherer 2014). 

 

Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that a wide range of work appeared on EU-

China relations in the 2000s and 2010s. However, such work usually only includes 

very narrow aspects of the Germany-China relationship, at best a few pages in 

books, or paragraphs in journal articles/reports, with a couple providing a somewhat 

more extensive overview (Berkofsky 2005, Casarini 2009, Erber 2014, Narramore 
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2008, Sandschneider 2002, Wacker 2010, Weske 2007, Wu 2017). However, neither 

of these publications provides a somewhat comprehensive analysis of Germany’s 

relations with China, and certainly none from a strategic perspective of German 

actorness. 

 

Analytically or methodologically speaking, among the very limited literature 

directly focusing on this bilateral relationship, structure-focused approaches 

dominate the existing assessments. This also holds true for FPA-inspired 

approaches. On the one hand, there are those solely focusing on the impact of 

externalities on the development of the relationship. For instance, Schichor (2013) 

examined the role of Uyghur activism and concludes that it has limited impact on 

the Beijing-Berlin relations. Similarly, Zhao (2009) looked into the influence of the 

role of Tibet on the relations. Although adopting a similar view of FPA, Schnellbach 

and Man (2015) identified the transition from “change through trade” during the 

Schröder years to a “normative turn” under Merkel, the analysis remains residing on 

the implications of international crises, such as the Ukraine Crisis, on Germany’s 

engagement with China.  

 

Among those also attempting to examine Germany’s decision-making process, 

most of their focus stays on the bilateral relationship and not on Germany itself. For 

example, with a similar FPA-inspired approach in examining Germany’s domestic 

factors, Heiduk’s study of Merkel’s Chancellorship remained focused on the 

development of the relationship (Heiduk, 2014) instead of identifying actorness. 

Similarly, Cunba (2017) evaluated changes within the German policy development 

from Schröder to Merkel, but his focus stayed on evaluating the performance of the 

relationship in the light of the new Silk Road. Although there is an overlap between 

focusing on Germany’s influence on the relationship and the role of Germany in the 

relationship, the biggest difference here is that this research’s sole focus is on 

Germany itself in the context of the bilateral relationship rather than the other way 

around.  

   

Therefore, the goal of this project is to look at how Germany’s actorness as a 

decision maker is constructed by factors from within – what factors within Germany 

impacted its decision-making process and decisions with regard to China. In other 
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words, it is about how Germany affected itself. Although externalities do matter to 

this discussion and therefore there are chapters covering changes in the external 

sphere such as major crisis, mentioning them primarily provides contextual context. 

Rather than studying how these events shaped Germany’s decisions, this research 

examines how they are interpreted and might have changed Germany’s choice of 

direction with China. Compared to the structural focus of the existing literature, this 

is a subtle difference, yet it is of great importance. Rather than to focus on a 

structure-based approach, this highlights the oversight of the study of agency itself. 

This is ultimately what makes FPA a more suitable analytical framework for this 

research with its appreciation to the role of agency itself. 

 

With the support of the levels of analysis framework, Germany’s actorness as a 

decision maker is deconstructed and factors vital to its decision-making agency are 

identified. This complements the existing discussion with an agency-oriented 

analysis. Through deconstructing Germany’s decision-making process, this research 

is designed to evaluate the performance of its agency – once again through the 

perspective of strategy. Thus, the goal of this research, as shown by the main 

research questions, is to assess how factors within Germany had affected Germany’s 

decision-making regarding China.  

   

In general, compared to the existing academic discussions, this research covers a 

wider time-period of five Chancellorship terms with a contemporary focus. It further 

complements the existing overly dominating structural approach by primarily 

focusing on agency to assess Germany’s China policy-making process and 

decisions. This combination of a wider and more contemporary time-period and 

agency-oriented approach together with a holistic and strategic perspective 

contributes to gaps in the existing literature, which concludes the core added value 

of this piece.  
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Chapter 5: Individual Level 

 

This chapter is the first of the three key analytical chapters providing insights 

into the black box of German actorness regarding its relations with China. It seeks to 

understand the human factors in elite decision-making, representing the individual 

by making use of the FPA framework and toolbox. 

 

To recap, a core understanding within FPA is the role of human agency in 

decision-making. Individuals identify, assess, and act on issues, and they do so 

based on their own cognition, perceptions, and personalities (Kaarbo et al. 2012; 

Orbovich and Molnar 1992). The goal of this research is to deconstruct German 

actorness, and therefore it is essential to have identify what factors at the individual 

level affected Germany’s overall agency in decision-making within the bilateral 

relations. 

 

Given the importance of the role of the Chancellors, this chapter devotes most 

space to the two Chancellors Gerhard Schröder and Angela Merkel during the 

chosen period from 1998 to 2017. Although many senior decision makers were 

involved in the Germany-China policy making processes, the reason to primarily 

focus on the Chancellors are two-fold. First, what has become known as a 

Chancellor Democracy (Kanzlerdemokratie)58 has been particularly true for 

Germany’s relations with China. As discussed in Chapter 3, the Chancellery, and 

with its head, the Chancellor, was in charge of these important bilateral relations. 

Other individuals, foreign ministers, for instance, had relatively minor influence on 

the relations directly. Second, based on the research framework and limited access 

to information and actors as outlined in Chapter 2, it has not been feasible to detail 

the influence of a range of foreign policy individuals within Germany. Although 

some level of influence may be attributed to certain individuals, quantifying or 

qualifying their influence would have been a lost cause within the research 

parameters of this thesis. 

 

 
58 See Niclauß (2015). 
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The goal of this research is to uncover the key drivers of the relations, and to 

assess whether a comprehensive China strategy existed during the chosen time 

frame. Hence, the research requires to unpack German actorness to an extent, but 

not so far as to get lost in the subtleties of the third, fourth, or fifth layer down the 

decision-making process. In other words, paying special attention to the de facto 

most influential individuals in charge, the Chancellors, is of fundamental importance 

for this research. On the contrary, discussing, for instance, the influence of 

individual China desk officers in the BMWi has limited explanatory value in 

comparison. Evaluating influence on the Chancellors’ decision-making process then 

depends on their specific governance style. While the influence of individuals is 

generally difficult to assess, the existing major bureaucratic (Chapter 6) and societal 

constraints (Chapter 7) at play can instead more reliably be scrutinised. 

 

Primarily investigating at the individual level, the following sections focus on 

the two Chancellors and a small number of relevant other figures before assessing 

the findings through the three identified themes of economic interest, ignorance, and 

trust. This is done by assessing the development and the influence of the main 

individual factors in the context of the relations under Schröder (1998 to 2005) and 

subsequently under Merkel (2005-2017) and their respective government coalitions. 

Due to the reasons mentioned above, and also the multi-level nature of the relations 

with various forms of dialogues and cooperation Track I, 1.5, and II activities, the 

evaluation below narrows down the scope to prioritise the relation’s chosen key 

milestones and events which directly involved the German Chancellors (or his/her 

cabinet ministers in a limited fashion). Considering the political weight of the 

Chancellors, the assessment at this level is therefore an essential part of the 

contribution of this thesis. It adopts an agency-oriented approach to unpack the 

impact of factors at this level on Germany’s actorness regarding China by 

scrutinising the role and the possessed qualities of the main individuals and their 

influence on Germany’s decision-making agency through the three found themes to 

better evaluate actions Germany had taken. 
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5.1 Schröder’s Chancellorship 

Gerhard Schröder came into power in 1998, heading a coalition between the 

SPD and The Greens, ending Kohl’s 18-year Union-FDP reign. He was seen as a 

doer, someone who was ready to lead Germany into the 21st century, and who had a 

vision for Germany beyond reunifying the country (SPD 1998). 

 

In the early days, Schröder placed his attention on domestic reforms and EU 

debates (including Germany’s role within the EU) as much as Kohl had done before 

him. Germany was then known as the sick man of Europe and required strong policy 

responses as well as a more positive economic outlook. Schröder responded with 

what had been dubbed the Agenda 2010 which encompassed downsizing of 

Germany’s welfare state as well as more extensive labour market reforms. These 

policies brought his traditionally left-wing Social Democrats much closer to the 

political centre in Germany and, as a result, Schröder faced not only societal 

scrutiny during his incumbency, but he also left his own party in a divided and 

identity-seeking state (Hilz 2009). In the realm of foreign policy, he also faced 

difficult situations. Shortly after he had moved into the Chancellery, Schröder had to 

deal with a worsening Kosovo crisis in 1998/99 which eventually led to a number of 

international crises such as 9/11 and its aftermath including German military 

engagement. 

 

Additionally, and despite of his continued focus on domestic reforms, Schröder 

and his foreign minister, Joschka Fischer (The Greens), also heralded a new era in 

German foreign policy. Hilz describes their efforts as “explicitly articulated 

assertiveness” (Hilz 2009, p. 49). Schröder became the first post-war Chancellor 

who “talked unashamedly about the German national interest” (Grant 2005, p. 1) 

which led to further lobbying for a permanent UNSC seat, a major contribution to 

the establishment of the International Criminal Court, and general lobbying for the 

UN and its sub-organisations. While the newly elected German government largely 

followed their predecessor’s steps in promoting pan-European and multilateral 

policies, Schröder championed more extensive trade ties as one response to improve 

Germany’s weak economic performance. This led to a revival of the historic Change 

through Trade (Wandel durch Handel) activities that aimed at facilitating trade with 
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non-Western countries (Schnellbach and Man 2015) while at the same time 

stimulating Germany’s economy. 

 

Schröder took the (trade) relations with China seriously from the beginning of 

his first term. He visited China every year of his Chancellorship, i.e. six times while 

in office, and left an important first impression during his first visit. He went on his 

first trip to China in May 1999, a little more than six months after he had taken over 

the German Chancellery. This trip was supposed to be a formal four-day state visit 

after China’s Foreign Minister Tang Jiaxuan had visited Germany in March already. 

However, the visit’s significance suddenly rose due to the prior NATO bombing of 

the Chinese embassy in Belgrade on 07 May 1999. Schröder, who was also holding 

the rotating European Union presidency at the time, decided to indeed fly to China 

but to cut his trip short and to not go through all the standard procedures such an 

official (first) state visit usually demands. Instead, he went to Beijing on a brief one-

day trip to apologise for the bombing on behalf of NATO (Schmidt and Heilmann 

2012). 

 

As part of the visit, Schröder met with China’s then President Jiang Zemin as 

well as Prime Minister Zhu Rongji with whom Schröder eventually shared a 

“personal friendship” (Heberer and Senz 2011, p. 677) with. This echoes Schmidt’s 

suggestion that top Chinese government representatives had “almost friendly 

relations” (Schmidt and Heilmann 2012, p. 155) with Schröder – not dissimilar to 

Kohl59. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
59 Although, contrary to Kohl, Schröder eventually received the honour to be called ‘an old 

friend of the Chinese people’ Schröder and Meck (2014) – the same recognition Helmut 

Schmidt had received. 
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Date Primary Focus 

#1: May 1999 (as EU President)60 Belgrade NATO bombing apology 

#2: Oct 199961 Formal introduction to the new Chinese 

leadership duo Jiang Zemin & Zhu Rongji, 

agreement on holding the Rule of Law 

Dialogue  

#3: November 200162 Commerce 

#4: December 200263 Commerce, honorary PhD, Shanghai Maglev 

opening ceremony 

#5: December 200364 Formal introduction to the new Chinese 

leadership duo Hu Jintao & Wen Jiabao 

#6: December 200465 Commerce 

Table 2: Gerhard Schröder’s official visits to China as Chancellor 

A second visit took place in October 1999 when Schröder introduced himself to 

the Chinese leadership formally. Additionally, the groundworks for the Sino-

German Dialogue on the Rule of Law as well as two Human Rights Dialogues, one 

official government-to-government dialogue and one including the SPD-linked 

Friedrich-Ebert-Foundation on the German side and the Chinese Foundation for the 

Development of Human Rights and the Chinese Association for International 

Understanding on the Chinese side, was put in place. Explanations for the dialogues’ 

establishment on the German side differ widely, but boil down to three key views: a) 

to show the German audience that Schröder and his administration took the 

promotion of Western values seriously, b) to simply execute the coalition agreement 

and take action to promote the rule of law, human rights and civil society 

internationally (SPD 1998, p. 41), and c) to remove any sort of disagreeable content 

regarding democracy, human rights and the like from key visits and top-level 

communication and put it into their own separate and, ultimately, toothless dialogue 

forms (Schulte-Kulkmann 2005b). In reality, all three views were likely to be of 

 
60 See Spiegel Online (1999). 
61 See Heberer and Senz (2011) and Schulte-Kulkmann (2002). 
62 See Bundesregierung (2001) and Spiegel Online (2001). 
63 See Bundesregierung (2002) and Generalkonsulat der Bundesrepublik Deutschland 

Shanghai (2012). 
64 See Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (2003). 
65 See Spiegel Online (2004). 
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relevance, but it is not far-fetched to say that Schröder was prioritising trade 

prospects over scolding foreign governments on their lack of Western-style 

governing values 66. He had a slightly different view, arguing in 2014 that formal 

and public criticism was simply a ritual being performed for the public on both sides 

and not helping to improve conditions at all. Instead, he wanted to improve the 

situation by putting these dialogues in place and limiting his public criticism of the 

Chinese government (Schröder and Meck 2014). 

 

Such a pragmatic pro-trade approach did attract criticism. Especially the junior 

coalition partner, with Joschka Fischer at its forefront, presented a more normative 

view and held up Western values in public. As previously mentioned, Fischer, 

Germany’s Foreign Minister under Schröder, had little influence on the Germany-

China relations per se. Gottwald suggested that Fischer was indeed “too glad to 

leave the [based on German normative values] problematic exchange” (Gottwald 

2005, p. 8) with China to Schröder. Regardless of whether this holds true, Fischer 

did criticise human rights abuses in China regularly in the media and also on the 

global stage, for instance at the UN Human Rights Conferences in 1999 and 2002 

(Auswärtiges Amt 2002; Heberer and Senz 2011). He further met with Chinese 

dissidents such as Wei Jingsheng (Heberer and Senz 2011, p. 677). As such 

activities did not lead to serious repercussions on the Chinese side, it is fair to say 

that Fischer’s activities were considered by the Chinese to target Germany’s 

domestic audience instead of the Chinese government or global audience. For them, 

Schröder was the person in charge without a doubt – neither Fischer nor anyone 

else. This is also substantiated by a leading Germany expert in China who suggested 

that such public criticism was not of sufficient relevance to damage the important 

relations China had with Germany and was seen as a domestic issue67. By taking this 

one step further, there is reason to believe that Fischer deliberately shielded 

Schröder from some of the public criticism in Germany to enable Schröder to pursue 

his trade-oriented (China) strategy further to bring the German economy back on 

track. This led to the added benefit of Fischer being able to appease his own faction 

and party. 

 
66 See Chapter 6, evaluating the bureaucratic level, for an assessment of the role of the Rule 

of Law and Human Rights Dialogues. 
67 As stated in the interview with interviewee #13. 
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During the following years, Schröder intensified his efforts on expanding 

existing trade ties with China. Not only became exports an essential piece of his 

economic vision of curing the sick man of Europe, but the country’s economic 

recovery was also an essential piece in his re-election strategy after he had executed 

his unpopular economic and social welfare reforms (Agenda 2010). Along party and 

governmental lines, there was even more to it. Defining his change through trade 

approach as an ideological pillar of export- and trade-related efforts between 

Germany and non-Western countries in the spirit of change through rapprochement 

is one way to look at it – and is also the perspective he highlighted retrospectively 

(Schröder and Meck 2014).  

 

Further evidence of his focus on trade is the Concept for East Asia paper, 

published by the FFO in 2004, and succeeding the 1993 Asia Concept paper. 

Although coming from Fischer’s ministry and having generally included more 

pronounced human rights promotion passages, it “bore the hallmarks of Schröder” 

(Heberer and Senz 2011, p. 676) regarding China. Apart from highlighting the 

formal importance of the Human Rights and Rule of Law Dialogues, economic 

interest was mentioned front and centre (Auswärtiges Amt 2002)68. Similarly, the 

economic relations between both countries were considered being a cornerstone – 

or, perhaps, the cornerstone – of the bilateral relations in the partnership declaration 

which was signed in 2004 (Chinesische Botschaft 2004). This is far from being a 

surprise considering that the German economy was performing poorly during 

Schröder’s first term and that he had started adopting a more realpolitik foreign 

policy approach with a focus on trade policies. 

 

In 2003, a matter close to the Chinese government’s heart was pushed to the 

forefront of Schröder’s political efforts in Brussels. He was directly involved in one 

of the most difficult issues in the EU-China relations to date – the role of the EU 

arms embargo on China. While the EU’s role for the bilateral relations is discussed 

in Chapter 3 above, Schröder’s role deserves attention within this chapter.   

 
68 Chapter 6 offers a further analysis of the concept as part of the discussion of the role of 

the FFO. 
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After the Tiananmen incident in 1989, the European Council imposed an arms 

embargo on China (European Council 1989). The initial embargo text remained 

reasonably vague and more narrow specifications were only added in the late 1990s 

and 2000 (Casarini 2006, pp. 375–377). Casarini points out that France, Italy, and 

the UK amongst others considered this regulation “indulgently” (Casarini 2006, 

p. 376) while other countries including Germany had adopted a stricter approach. 

Overall, however, for instance Grimmett and Papademetriou (2005) estimated based 

on official EU data that arms trade with China in 2002 and 2003 totalled at least 625 

million Euro. In other words, despite of tightened specifications, the embargo did de 

facto not work well in preventing arms being exported from the EU into China. 

However, for the Chinese side, the primary concern with the embargo was the 

accompanying ‘loss of face’ by having been mentioned alongside other embargoed 

rogue states such as Myanmar, Sudan and Zimbabwe (Wacker 2005). 

 

Schröder and French President Chirac, both having their bilateral relations with 

China in mind, started lobbying for the end of the embargo from 2003 onwards, 

suggesting that it was outdated, and that China was a very different country at that 

time compared to twenty years before (Casarini 2007). This push from Schröder for 

lifting the embargo was in line with his trade-first approach, the rapidly improving 

bilateral relations between Germany and China, and his friendly relations with the 

Chinese leadership. However, it also caused a harsh backlash from the German 

Parliament and public. As a result, the Bundestag passed a resolution opposing the 

end of the embargo in October 2003 (Casarini 2007). This meant that Schröder did 

not have majority support from his own government coalition for this issue, yet he 

did not back off – a rare occurrence within German politics. 

 

According to Dombey (2005), the attempt to lift the embargo eventually failed 

after more than one year of negotiations and talks for three reasons. First, Schröder’s 

Social Democrats had just lost the state elections in Germany’s biggest state 

Northrhine Westphalia in 2005 for the first time since 1966. Schröder subsequently 

asked for a vote of confidence in the federal parliament with the expected result of a 

snap election a few months later. This not only forced him to focus on domestic 

politics, but also led him face a difficult upcoming election where he would not have 
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benefited from pushing through lifting an arms embargo that many of his own 

party’s MPs as well as large parts of the public rejected. The other two reasons 

included the United States’ pressure on EU member states to keep the embargo in 

place, and the missing good will from China to show they had learned from the 1989 

protest response (Dombey 2005). 

 

What is the quintessence of this de facto policy defeat for Schröder? It is fair to 

say that the bilateral relations with China had been a priority on Schröder’s agenda. 

This becomes even clearer when paying attention to an interview from March 2005, 

some weeks before the SPD lost the state election in Northrhine Westphalia. 

Schröder was asked about the strong opposition for lifting the embargo in the 

European Parliament as well as the fact that “probably the entire German parliament 

would speak out against the lifting of the embargo against China” (Spiegel Online 

2005, p. 1). He responded by saying: “I have to acknowledge it, [but the] 

constitution states that foreign policy shall be made by the federal government. I 

take every vote in parliament seriously, but the constitution is clear” (Spiegel Online 

2005, pp. 1–2). As a response to the interview, Gernot Erler, the SPD parliamentary 

faction’s deputy leader responsible for foreign policy at the time simply stated that 

“we [cannot] lift the embargo now” (Spiegel Online 2005, p. 2). This gives an 

indication of Schröder’s leadership style and the tensions within his own party, and 

also clearly shows that he did not back off easily when it came to facilitating 

relations with China. 

 

These events followed the levelling up of the relations. In May 2004, Schröder 

and China’s Prime Minister Wen Jiabao promoted the Germany-China relations to a 

“partnership in global responsibility” (Chinesische Botschaft 2004, p. 1). Alongside 

the strategic partnership between China and the EU announced in 2003, this 

partnership aimed at closer cooperation, increased multilateralism and working 

towards a cooperative world order. While this agreement appears to have mostly 

aimed at the international sector and thus addresses global (im-)balances, it also 

addresses “increased economic relations, development cooperation and 

environmental cooperation” (Chinesische Botschaft 2004, p. 2). Furthermore, the 

agreement emphasises the “central relevance of the rule of law as well as human 

rights dialogues for the bilateral relations” (Chinesische Botschaft 2004, p. 2) 
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amongst extending cooperation in sectors such as health care69 and culture. As such, 

the partnership agreement falls very well in line with the previously adopted 2002 

concept on East Asia. The timeline certainly suggests that this expansion of the 

relations had been planned either in the Chancellery or in Beijing for some time, 

although a strong trade focus prevailed and the value of closer political cooperation 

remained to be seen. 

 

2004 ended with a brief China visit of Schröder, his sixth within six years. It 

focused on trade deals, and symbolically highlighted the close cooperation between 

the two countries by the intent to establish a direct encrypted phone line between the 

Chancellery and the Chinese Premier’s office (Volkery 2004). This visit might very 

well have been one of the last happier moments in Schröder’s second term. As 

outlined above, the SPD’s lost state elections in May led to Schröder calling for a 

snap election – which he eventually lost, paving the way for Angela Merkel 

becoming Chancellor after the election took place in September 2005. 

 

5.1.1 The Power of Individuals on Germany’s Decision-Making Process 

 Although Germany’s China relations had already been administered by the 

Chancellery ever since the beginning of the official relations in 1972 (Schnellbach 

and Man 2015, p. 3), this arrangement came in handy for Schröder. As previously 

mentioned, Fischer, as foreign minister and head of the junior coalition partner, 

appeared to have little to say regarding the German policy-making process towards 

China, although he likely supported Schröder’s course, focusing more on serving 

critical contributions to the domestic audience than his Chinese counterparts 

(Gottwald 2006).  

 

Harlen (2002) examined the role of German leadership styles and found that the 

two most effective ways for Chancellors to gain power are by centralising policy 

areas of interest by putting them under the Chancellery roof, and for Chancellors to 

emphasise their own foreign policy role. Both ways, amongst further strategies 

outlined in Harlen’s work, fit Schröder’s doer personality. Schröder grew up under 

 
69 During the SARS outbreak in 2003, Germany supported the Chinese government with 

medical supplies (Wilke and Achatzi 2011b). 
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poor socio-economic conditions and had to work from a young age to support his 

family. In contrast to most German senior politicians, he did not follow the standard 

educational career in Germany, but instead completed a retail apprenticeship before 

working various jobs while spending his nights on pursuing his Abitur, the German 

general qualification for entering university. He had already joined the SPD prior to 

enrolling in his law studies. While studying, and working as a lawyer afterwards, he 

pursued his political career, eventually joining the Bundestag from 1980 to 1986, 

before becoming the Minister-President of Lower Saxony from 1990 to 1998 

(Schöllgen). His time in political leadership positions in Lower Saxony may have 

shaped his views on the importance of foreign trade policy, and in particular 

German commercial views on China, as this post provided him with a position on 

the board of directors at Volkswagen. Compared to other German politicians, 

closeness with industry leaders came natural to Schröder, the Autokanzler, and the 

bosses’ comrade (Genosse der Bosse). His pursuit of power was not only praised by 

Merkel a decade after she took the Chancellery from him (Doering 2015) but widely 

acknowledged. Schröder, the “spectacular salesman” (Hogrefe et al. 1999), was a 

politician “motivated less by visions than by interests” (Bulmer 1997, p. 45), 

although Schröder would disagree and consider both relevant. Yet, he stated after 

his retirement from politics that he had never planned his career (Schröder and Meck 

2014). Being driven by hunger for power, with pragmatism, and the ability to sense 

changes in majorities and public support early, Schröder framed his policy approach 

around national interests, i.e. economic growth (Bulmer and Paterson 2018, 131:45). 

This was not a sudden shift; he had done so already in Lower Saxony70. 

 

In short, Schröder resembled a very different kind of Chancellor in terms of 

story, vision, and style to Kohl71. He had ousted him after his 18-year reign, half of 

it covering the pre-reunification period. Schröder then pushed forward with major 

social welfare reforms, agreed on military operations in the Kosovo and Afghanistan 

despite of stark domestic criticism, and focused on saving the German economy.   

Axelrod’s satisficing concept (Axelrod 1976) comes to mind considering Schröder’s 

focus on relieving immediate pressures and dealing with urgent issues. This enabled 

 
70 See Bulmer et al. (2010); Müller-Brandeck-Bocquet (2010). 
71 See Klormann and Udelhoven (2008) for the image both Chancellors portrayed and how 

public perception shifted over time. 
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him to live up to his doer reputation, and to push past internal and external 

opposition. Examples for this can also be found in his China approach, e.g. his quick 

move to visit China after the NATO bombing and apologise for the mess. An added 

benefit was for him to meet the Chinese leadership and to leave a good first 

impression – one which helped to forge closer ties in the years afterwards. 

 

Yet, initially, Schröder likely saw the relations with China as a means to 

strengthen his economic plans for Germany which was also largely planned and 

executed at the Chancellery. However, it appears that the relations evolved beyond a 

mere partnership of convenience for boosting German trade throughout his 

incumbency. Although trade value did indeed increase more than three-fold from 

close to 18 billion Euro in 1998 to more than 62 billion Euro in 200572, this alone 

does not necessarily explain formal successive progression steps in the political 

relations. It also does not explain Schröder risking a loss of support from the 

German public as well as turmoil in his own party with his continued outspoken 

support of the arms embargo lift in the early 2000s. While there is no claim to be 

made to link his anti-embargo activities to his re-election loss in 2005 directly, 

Schröder did certainly affront parts of his own party’s parliamentary faction (who 

were already deeply torn about many of his implemented domestic policies) and 

party members from a grassroots to federal level, as well as his supporters within the 

Green Party. His push for the embargo lift cannot be seen in the same light as 

Germany’s military engagements in Afghanistan or the Kosovo, though. However, it 

is fair to say that the whole issue, climaxing in what an opinion piece called “a 

sudden fit of Thatcher-like confidence” (Spiegel Online 2005, p. 1) when 

disregarding the parliament’s opinion on the matter, still played a visible role in the 

wider debate during Schröder’s late second term.  

 

Why did he then take such risk? His aforementioned “almost friendly relations” 

(Schmidt and Heilmann 2012, p. 155) with senior Chinese government 

representatives, falls short as a sole explanation. Some argued that Schröder “has 

never […] put the issue of human rights at the centre of his political ethics” 

 
72 In comparison, the UK’s trade numbers rose from 10 billion Euro to 29 billion Euro and 

the French numbers from 8 billion Euro to 21 billion Euro in the same time period (Eurostat 

2018). 
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(Malzahn 2005, p. 1) and that his “ignorant behaviour towards anti-communist civil 

rights and freedom movements […] has remained consistent [throughout his 

career]” (Malzahn 2005, p. 1). Based on Schröder’s later views, as for instance 

stated in Schröder and Meck (2014), however, he simply disagreed with the key 

arguments the proponents of keeping the embargo in place put forward. A range of 

factors come to mind to explain his decision: Schröder, with his doer persona and 

conviction for his own views, likely believed to be able to force the end of the 

embargo through on a domestic and European level, indicating strong cognitive 

consistency and cognitive dissonance at the same time. 

 

Although presented from a different angle, Niclauß tended to agree, arguing that 

Schröder had developed “an increasingly presidential style as Chancellor” (Niclauß 

2015, p. 291) in his second term. Perhaps Schröder simply did what most major 

European leaders ended up at the time and tried to maximise trade with China. 

Under his Chancellorship, Germany came out on top because its economy had an 

advantage of size and sector relevance for the Chinese economy, and also because 

his predecessors had already developed trustworthy and friendly relations with 

China including his fellow party member and former Chancellor Helmut Schmidt. 

 

Do Schröder’s actions account for a diversion from the continuity trajectory in 

German foreign relations then? This depends on the perspective. For the 

normalisation supporters, not just Schröder’s military Kosovo intervention, but also 

his strong support for ending the arms embargo should have counted as a move 

towards geostrategic power politics. Yet, continuitists may point out that the 

embargo constrained multilateralism and that there was a certain dissonance 

between the EU-China strategic partnership on the one side and treating China as a 

rogue state on the other. The latter approach appears to be more convincing but has 

a major caveat: a self-proclaimed civilian power arguing for arms deals makes for a 

difficult normative debate – although China would not have been at the centre of 

such broad debate.  

 

It is important to note that despite of Schröder’s own convictions on China, he 

did not act in an empty space, of course. Apart from bureaucratic and societal 

considerations discussed in later chapters, a number of other individuals also 
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certainly had an impact to a degree through their involvement in the bilateral 

engagement. There was his long-term Chief of Staff, Franz-Walter Steinmeier, who 

then went on to become Foreign Minister and eventually German President (see 

below). Moreover, key German industry representatives helped to facilitate 

relations. Heinrich von Pierer, CEO of Siemens from 1992 to 2005, had been asked 

by Kohl to chair the APA in 1993, a position he held until 2006. He famously said 

that “the risk of not being [in China] is higher than the risk of being there” (Stewart 

and O'Brien 2005) which sums up his advocacy of China business in Germany and 

representing German interests in China (Gottwald 2006; Schüller 2000). He advised 

not only Schröder on foreign trade policies but also Merkel after she took office in 

2005 (Manager Magazin 2005) and he helped both of them to network and lobby 

within China (Maas 2006; Stewart and O'Brien 2005). His actual influence on 

German China policies is impossible to quantify, but his close relations to Schröder, 

whom he had been playing tennis with on a regular basis (Der SPIEGEL 2005), 

suggest that he had helped shaping Schröder’s understanding of German industry’s 

perspectives. This directly relates to von Pierer’s role as APA Chairman – an 

organisation discussed in the next chapter. 

 

A further prominent figure representing business at the time was Jörg Wuttke. 

He represented BASF in China since 1997, was a founding member of the German 

Chamber of Commerce Abroad in China and headed the European Chamber of 

Commerce multiple times (2007-2010 and 2014-2017). Robust direct linkages to 

Schröder or Merkel have been difficult to find, likely because Wuttke was situated 

in China and not Berlin, but he had been a frequent dialogue partner for policy 

makers and policy advocates in Germany73. His influence on top-level decision-

making in Berlin is difficult to measure and may have been limited. However, he 

represents one of the key figures of Track 1.5 and II diplomacy between the two 

countries, and one of the major lobbyists of German – and European – business in 

China. His active involvement is therefore still of interest. However, as mentioned 

earlier, the purpose of this chapter is to measure the influence of key individual 

factors in direct relation to the decision-making and determining processes of 

 
73 As highlighted by interviewees #21 and #22 who have detailed knowledge of the German 

China policy making procedures. 
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Germany. The difficulty in quantifying the degree of individual factors’ direct 

influence on the procedure make them less of a priority for analysis here, including 

Wuttke. Certainly, this research acknowledges their active participation and 

influence of these individuals will be examined more based on the positions they 

pose and organisations they represent. Therefore, to discuss them, the focus lies 

more on their civic engagement and thus will be evaluated at the following societal 

level chapter.  

 

In short, however Schröder had developed his views and policy agenda on 

China, the trajectory of the relations did bear his hallmarks. He resembles the main 

factor at the individual level from 1998 to 2005 due to exerting his direct influence 

on policy-making for two reasons. First, by virtue of his office and the Chancellery-

based administration and planning of the bilateral relations. Second, by his 

conviction of pushing the relations forward, which mattered the most, and therefore 

was directly reflected in the results of his engagement. His desire to reform and 

strengthen the German economy, understanding of the relevance of foreign trade 

policies, and dedication to cooperation with partners with different value systems, 

ultimately had led Germany to ensure that the relations thrived beyond expectations. 

 

5.2 Merkel’s Chancellorship 

Term I (2005-2009) 

With Merkel having come into power after a close win of Merkel’s Christian 

Democrats over Schröder’s Social Democrats in the general election in 2005, 

Germany’s relations with China started to shift significantly. Merkel put more 

emphasis on the notion of human rights. While Schmidt and Heilmann argue that 

there was “low-friction” (Schmidt and Heilmann 2012, p. 155) between both 

countries within Merkel’s initial couple of years in office, Merkel’s decision to meet 

with the Dalai Lama in the Chancellery privately in 2007 drew a different picture 

(Dempsey 2007). This meeting and, as Gottwald (2010) argues, the fact that no 

conveyed advance warning of the meeting was given, pushed Beijing to calling off 

the human rights dialogue the same year. Even former Chancellor Schröder saw the 

need to publicly express “regret” (Reuters 2007, p. 1) about Merkel’s decision at the 

time – similarly to comments by then foreign minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier, 
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Schröder’s former chief of staff (FAZ 2007). Merkel, and part of the CDU faction 

rejected this critique harshly, with Merkel noting that she “decide[d] whom to meet 

and where to meet herself” (FAZ 2007). In 2014, Schröder suggested that Merkel 

likely met the Dalai Lama in the Chancellery for domestic political reasons, but that 

she had not realised the foreign policy repercussions her decision would have 

(Schröder and Meck 2014, p. 126). A Chinese interviewee with a sound 

understanding of how foreign Chinese diplomatic relations work, explained that 

Merkel’s meeting had disgruntled the Chinese leadership, but that the affront had 

not been severe enough to jeopardise the important bilateral relationship both 

countries enjoyed74. This view is largely in line with Chinese views on Fischer’s 

criticisms mentioned above. However, two close observers75 on the German side of 

the relations noted that the then German ambassador to China, Michael Schaefer, 

had afterwards spent more than a year on mending the relations and to regain 

influence among Beijing’s political elite. 

 

Merkel’s reception of the Dalai Lama was not the first act which had been met 

with a frosty Chinese response. Even before Merkel’s first visit to China in 2006, 

the German government had delivered 26 human rights cases they were concerned 

with to Beijing (Kinzelbach 2015). This was a practice introduced by Schröder as an 

alternative to public criticism which “sometimes worked, sometimes did not work” 

(Schröder and Meck 2014, p. 115) to improve the situation of the people in question. 

Merkel’s government delivering 26 cases without having met the new Chinese 

leadership herself should not have left a good impression either. During Merkel’s 

first visit to China, she then met with Bishop Aloysius Jin, a controversial figure in 

China, and, a year later in 2008, she decided to not attend the Olympic Games in 

Beijing76. The decision to stay home sparked several parliamentary debates on the 

human rights situation in China77 and was not perceived well in China. Furthermore, 

just a couple of months after taking office, Merkel decided to forgo her 

 
74 As explained by interviewee #13. 
75 Interviewees #6 and #15. 
76 The Olympic Games were preceded by extensive coverage on all sorts of problems 

relating China’s economic development and issues with the preparation of the Olympic 

Games – from criticism on human rights violations to environmental problems to the fact 

that the Games were giving too much attention to a “Communist-despotic regime” Heberer 

and Senz (2011, p. 682). 
77 Cf. Schnellbach (2015). 
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predecessor’s plan to organise a majority for lifting the arms embargo on China 

within the EU (Deutsche Welle 2005), although this had hardly been a surprise 

considering the prior opposition of her party to Schröder’s campaign. Similarly, 

when Merkel was presiding over the European Union Human Rights Dialogue with 

China in 2007, she affronted China by letting two NGOs participate in a seminar 

that the Chinese delegation had specifically protested against (Kinzelbach 2015). 

 

With such actions, Merkel distanced herself from her predecessor within the 

German debate as well as the relations with China. However, her actions need to be 

seen in context of Merkel’s own party- and faction-constraints in parliament. After 

criticism of Schröder’s trade-driven approach to China, a strategy paper published 

by Merkel’s Union faction in the Bundestag in 2007 gives an indication of the 

predominant views on China. In short, this paper argued in favour of the promotion 

of liberal Western values and preventing China from destabilising Asia and accusing 

China of lessening the appeal of Western values (CDU/CSU 2007)78. Based on 

Merkel’s track record and political style, it is unlikely that such a paper would have 

influenced Merkel to the point of jeopardising Germany’s economic relations with 

China. Still, it presented her with the necessity to accommodate her party faction to 

an extent. After all, her coalition government with the SPD provided the Union with 

only a narrow lead. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
78 For further information on the paper, see Chapter 6. 
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Date Primary Focus 

#1: May 200679 Formal introduction to Wen Jiabao, Expo 2010 visit 

#2 August 200780 Formal introduction to Hu Jintao 

(October 2008) ASEM Summit 

#3: July 201081 Joint Communique on Strategic Partnership, 

establishment of the strategic dialogue, commerce 

#4: February 201282 Commerce 

#5: August 201283 2. Germany-China Government Consultations, paying 

respect to outgoing Wen Jiabao, Commerce 

#6: July 201484 First visit after announcement of the comprehensive 

strategic partnership (Mar 2014), commerce 

#7: October 201585 Commerce 

#8: June 201686 4. Germany-China Governmental Consultations 

(September 2016)87 G20 Summit 

Table 3: Angela Merkel’s official visits to China as Chancellor 

 

Whether she was therefore deliberately changing the tone of the relations or was 

driven by her own faction, her actions clearly provided a stark contrast to Schröder’s 

time in office. He was seen as a pragmatist and commercially oriented, and it is no 

surprise that he attended the Olympic Games in Beijing, although in a ‘private’ role 

only (Tagesspiegel 2008). When meeting the Chinese Vice Premier, and later 

Premier, Li Keqiang just before the Olympic Games’ opening ceremony, Li “spoke 

highly of Schröder’s endeavours to promote China-Germany relations when he was 

in office and then out of office. [Li] also expressed his hope that Schröder could 

continue to play his positive role in advancing bilateral ties” (Xinhua 2008).  

 

 
79 Cf. Liu and Guo (2018). 
80 Cf. China Daily (2007). 
81 Cf. Liu and Guo (2018). 
82 Cf. Liu and Guo (2018). 
83 Cf. Liu and Guo (2018). 
84 Cf. Deutsche Welle (2014). 
85 Cf. Deutsche Welle (2015). 
86 Cf. Liu and Guo (2018). 
87 Cf. Liu and Guo (2018). 
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Li’s words can be interpreted as a pointed remark, in particular in the context of 

Merkel’s no-show at the Beijing Olympics. Although Schröder had stepped down as 

the SPD’s chairman and stopped playing an active role within his party after the 

2005 general election, the SPD with its new Foreign Minister Frank-Walter 

Steinmeier, Schröder’s former Chief of Staff at the Chancellery (and prior to that in 

Lower Saxony) and long-term confidant, appeared to further pursue Schröder’s 

China strategy. The coalition paper stated that Germany aimed at strengthening 

democracy, the rule of law and human rights via the existing Rule of Law Dialogue 

with China (CDU, CSU & SPD 2005, p. 135). This is not much of a diversion from 

the previous stance, as the dialogue had already been running for a while under 

Schröder and the language did also not significantly differ from previous 

agreements. Based on the above paper from the CDU/CSU faction, it appears that 

the Union had been pushing for what could be seen as the absolute minimum of 

value-driven statements to be included in a coalition agreement (CDU/CSU 2007) 

instead. 

 

Why did Merkel divert from the prior government’s stance on China then? Some 

of it can be attributed to the wider political situation in Germany. On the one hand, 

Merkel wanted to distinguish herself from Schröder and his turbulent years as 

Chancellor. With Schröder having had disappointed many Social Democrats and 

voters, Merkel – and her party – was eager to establish a more positive and value-

driven political atmosphere. Even the Union’s junior partner in the grand coalition, 

the SPD, had gotten tired of Schröder and his pragmatic decision-making (Hilz 

2009), although Steinmeier appeared to keep a lid on criticism of Schröder’s foreign 

(trade) policies.  

 

Moreover, as Wells put it: Merkel’s “willingness to upbraid the Chinese 

Communist regime comes straight from her own youth in Communist East 

Germany. It has cost her ministers many cancelled meetings with the Beijing 

regime, but folks love it at home” (Wells 2007, p. 36). The former claim of Wells on 

Merkel’s own history has already been discussed above – it likely has had an initial 
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impact on her attitude towards China. The latter correlates strongly with the 

generally negative public China sentiments found in Germany88. 

 

Furthermore, the Christian Democrats had harshly criticised Schröder’s foreign 

policy repeatedly for having changed Germany’s image in the world due to its lack 

of cohesive policies and a turn away from its Western partners and NATO towards 

Russia and China (Schnellbach and Man 2015, p. 3). When Merkel took office, her 

stronger and much more positive views of the United States (Yoder 2011) compared 

to Schröder likely played a role. While Schröder had moved Germany slightly away 

from the transatlantic partnership towards the East, Merkel appeared wanting to 

rectify this and to strengthen Germany-US ties in her first years to the extent 

German foreign policy continuation principles allowed her to do so (Hacke 2008).  

 

Another view is provided by Heberer and Senz (2011) who point at the macro-

perspective: China’s rise led to a lot of uncertainty in global politics and a challenge 

to the established institutions. As such, Merkel had to manage this friction perhaps 

more so as a Conservative party leader than Schröder, who stood for a more gain-

oriented than value-oriented foreign policy. This view has some merit, yet it 

simplifies Schröder’s role a little. To slightly revise it: Schröder could afford being 

more pragmatic about a changing global world order due to his role within his party, 

while Merkel had to pay more attention to its party’s conservative roots and close 

transatlantic and NATO ties. 

 

Coming back to the relations, they stayed frosty for a while after the above 

discussed setbacks in 2007. China eventually cancelled their attendance to the 

annual Rule of Law Dialogue and German Ambassador Schaefer was attending 

“secret meetings lasting for months” (Heberer and Senz 2011, p. 681) to normalise 

the relations, although other sources suggested that it took well over a year89. As 

part of this process, Bierling (2014) pointed out that Germany had made a 

significant concession – one that Merkel had to approve: to explicitly state that 

Taiwan and Tibet were part of the Chinese territory, instead of relying on the ‘one 

 
88 See Chapter 7 for a thorough discussion. 
89 As mentioned above, shared by interviewees #6 and #15. 
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China policy’ term like it had been consensus within the German political sector. 

With a 2008 visit of the then Minister for Environment, Sigmar Gabriel (SPD), to 

China, the relations were on the mend (Wirtschaftswoche 2008). 

 

Term II (2009-2013) 

In the run-up of the general election in 2009, the Union parties quickly decided 

to put Merkel at the very centre of their election campaign. She had gained the 

reputation of a level-headed Chancellor and was dealing with the domestic fallout of 

the Global Financial Crisis, and the looming Eurozone crisis. As such, priorities 

shifted and Merkel started focusing more on domestic economic issues, avoiding 

unnecessary international conflict. Merkel started to follow in Schröder’s footsteps. 

 

With the general election results in September 2009 there came further change. 

The Grand Coalition between the Union and SPD ended and was superseded by a 

coalition between the Union and Liberals, laying the ground-work for an even more 

commerce-friendly foreign-policy style90. Hence, facilitating trade was not just on 

the agenda to mitigate the economic woes during these years, but also resonated 

more with the key players within the new administration than with the ones during 

Merkel’s first term. 

 

Soon after the new government was established, and in the midst of the Global 

Financial Crisis, Merkel’s position towards China shifted significantly. Perhaps it 

was the influence of the German Financial Crisis or the new junior coalition partner, 

but China’s role for German economic growth and stability was suddenly paid more 

attention to. Less than one year after the elections, in July 2010, Merkel proposed a 

“new phase” in Germany-China relations (Heberer and Senz 2011, p. 686). A close 

observer of the relations between the two countries considered that Merkel’s 

learning curve to understand China had not been very steep at first and that she had 

 
90 However, their BMZ Minister at the time, Dirk Niebel, decided to cut China off the list of 

50 countries being granted German development aid. He argued that China had become too 

developed and wealthy to still require aid. A number of technical assistance projects 

remained in China, though, and continued to be executed in cooperation with the Chinese 

government on different levels for the whole time period of this thesis (Wissenschaftliche 

Dienste 2018). 
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required time to wrap her head around China’s role for Germany in her first term91. 

This may have been a slightly simplistic view of the situation, as internal party 

constraints and personal experiences with Communist regimes will likely have also 

had an impact. Yet, once again, what matters is that Merkel did have a direct impact 

on the relations, and therefore on Germany’s final decision-making. 

 

As such, a policy shift occurred. With a German export ratio of close to 45% 

during Merkel’s second term (with a slight dent in 2009 and 2010), the influence of 

commercial interest in the policy making process was rising and securing trade ties 

became a crucial policy endeavour more than ever before. According to Schnellbach 

(2015), especially the automotive sector lobby gained greater even influence. 

Schröder had been known as the Autokanzler due to his close ties to the automotive 

industry (in part due to his prior board of directors role at Volkswagen), yet Merkel 

would eventually match his open ear for sector interests (Bernhagen 2017). 

 

While Merkel and her government were pushed more and more into an 

unwanted leadership position within the EU during the Eurozone crisis, in particular 

regarding Greek bailout negotiations, she still had to make sure that Germany sailed 

through the rough economic sea at the time reasonably well. As later analyses show, 

China played a major part in Germany’s largely unscathed economy during the 

crisis years as has already been discussed (Chapter 4.4). China delivered on German 

trade expectations and China eventually became/remained an “important driver for 

economic growth” (Erber 2012, p. 27), both for Germany as well as the global 

economy. 

 

Being well aware of this, Merkel not only proposed a new phase in the relations 

with China, but also acted accordingly. In October 2009, the Frankfurt Book Fair, 

the “world's largest trade fair for publishing” (Frankfurter Buchmesse 2019), 

prominently featured China. This led to strong criticism among parts of German 

civil society, not the least because Chinese dissidents and critics had been uninvited 

on request of Chinese officials (Geyer 2009). The already negative media coverage 

on China worsened further (Siemons 2009). Yet, just a few weeks after the 2009 

 
91 As suggested by interviewee #3. 
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general election, Merkel did not weigh in on the controversy – which she may have 

done a few years earlier – and the critical debate therefore did not taint the 

diplomatic relations between the two countries, putting them back on a political 

growth trajectory. 

 

In fact, China had become so important for the German economy that Merkel 

turned against one of Germany’s most promising and popular business sectors at the 

time: solar/photovoltaic. In September 2012, EU ProSun, a business association of 

European solar panel manufacturers, pressed for an investigation into Chinese 

dumping of photovoltaic panels (Rapoza 2013). Although accusations of Chinese 

price dumping had been around well before China’s accession to the WTO in 2001 

already, this allegation regarding solar panels made headlines in Germany due to the 

involvement of SolarWorld, a then very prominent and promising German company 

which also headed the EU ProSun association. After half a year of investigation, 

European governments were divided. While twelve countries including France and 

Italy supported protective measures for European solar panel makers, 15 countries 

insisted on letting market forces sort this dispute out – including Germany (Rapoza 

2013).  

 

For Merkel and her cabinet, this was a tricky subject. The German renewable 

energy sector not only produced world leading technology but was also heralded as 

a key sector for future economic success by some. Overall, the German solar 

industry consisted at that time of around 200 companies with about 100,000 

employees (Bundesverband Solarwirtschaft 2013, in Schnellbach and Man 2015). At 

first glance, it would border political suicide to not support a homegrown industry 

which was popular, much-heralded in the media, and seen as a key industry for 

future economic growth. Yet, Merkel decided to oppose EU ProSun’s request to 

avoid diplomatic trouble with China and promised Li Keqiang personally to work on 

resolving the disagreement within Europe (Rapoza 2013). Germany’s Economic 

Minister, Rösler (Liberals), also rejected calls for tariffs and called a possible 

implementation “a grave mistake” (Dominguez 2013, p. 2) as such tariffs would 

have harmed bilateral trade between the EU and China – and, of course, Germany 

and China. 
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This further indicates that Merkel’s view on China had profoundly shifted. First, 

she considered Germany’s relationship with China to be important enough to risk a 

media backlash within Germany and some level of diplomatic backlash within the 

EU. Second, it shows that China had gained significant economic policy influence 

and that they were considered a force to be reckoned with, both on a national as well 

as supra-regional level. Third, Merkel was now facing a more assertive China in a 

highly visible and well-covered economic policy disagreement, a new experience for 

someone who had largely succeeded in the political arena by waiting for her 

opponents to make mistakes instead of taking the first step. Therefore, the question 

of whether the German photovoltaic industry was worth fighting over is beside the 

point for this assessment. Admittedly, if the German automotive industry would 

have been hit, the German government would most likely have intervened, but 

photovoltaic – and what it stood for in the public’s eyes, i.e. for a bright green future 

– was apparently not of sufficient importance to quarrel over with the Chinese 

leadership. However, a further view is worth consideration. This was an EU-wide 

issue in which the German government quickly and indeed assertively positioned 

itself pro-China compared to other major European economies such as France. One 

further possible explanation was to steal a march on European competitors and to 

consolidate Berlin’s role as China’s primary and priority partner in Europe despite 

of the struggles during Merkel’s first term. 

 

The latter consideration goes hand in hand with Merkel’s fourth trip to China in 

July 2010. During the trip both countries published a communique to “forward their 

strategic partnership in a comprehensive way” (China Daily 2010, p. 1), paving the 

way for a comprehensive strategic partnership between the two countries to be 

introduced in the mid-term. This step included the establishment of a strategic 

dialogue, one which China only had agreed to conduct with one other country up to 

this point, the United States. While such a move might be seen as an exchange of 

formal niceties following a quickly evolving trade relationship, it also indicated 

Germany’s increasing importance for China both commercially as well as politically 

– and, similarly, China’s growing importance for Germany. This quick development 

of the political relations also substantiates earlier views that German civil 

society/public criticism on China in previous years was seen by Beijing as a purely 
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domestic affair with little relevance to them, and that their relationship with Merkel 

had improved considerably. 

 

Overall, the relations started on a much better footing during this term than the 

last. While there are different explanations within academia and the political sector 

on why Merkel brushed China off within her first couple of years as Chancellor – 

and whether she did so at all – the relations improved rapidly in the eye of the 

Global Financial Crisis and the following Eurozone Crisis. Trade volume increased 

each year except for 2013 (Destatis 2018), regular dialogue forums were renewed 

and/or elevated, and additional ones established. It therefore appears that Merkel had 

aligned her China policy with Schröder’s: to prioritise trade, to support German 

companies during visits to China, and to take it easy on promoting Western values 

publicly, but to move them into dialogue forums of questionable influence. 

 

Term III (2013-2017) 

In the general election in September 2013, “[t]he personality and stability of 

Angela Merkel had trumped every other campaign issue” (Janes 2015, p. 192), with 

“[her] approval ratings [having been] at record highs” (ibid). However, part of her 

success stemmed from the failure of the FDP to pass the 5% barrier to be 

represented in the Bundestag. 

 

As such, her former junior coalition partner was unavailable for a coalition and 

after three months of negotiations a revival of the Merkel-led Grand Coalition 

between the Union and SPD was formed. Frank-Walter Steinmeier (SPD) returned 

to the post of Foreign Minister and the former BMU head and then SPD Chairman 

Sigmar Gabriel (SPD) took over the BMWi92. As such, the SPD held increased 

influence on important foreign relations by holding both the FFO and BMWi, even 

if the particular relations were handled by the Chancellery. That said, FDP’s China 

policy from 2009 to 2013 did not fundamentally differ from SPD’s prior course and 

was similarly aimed at improving trade ties between the two countries. 

 
92 Gabriel led the BMWi until January 2017 and subsequently took over the Foreign 

Ministry for about half a year until the 2017 general election. The post had become vacant 

when Steinmeier was set to become German President in March 2017. Gabriel was running 

for Chancellor and the Foreign Minister role provided him with a platform to improve his 

standing – Foreign Ministers have traditionally been polling well with Germans.  
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Regardless of this change in Merkel’s coalition composition, the Germany-

China relations continued running smoothly. While EU-Chinese trade tensions rose 

and the EU announced tariffs on a couple of sectors, both Germany and China had 

an interest to minimise these effects. Three months after the coalition granted 

Merkel her third term, both countries agreed on promoting their relationship to a 

comprehensive strategic partnership (Bundesregierung 2014). It explicitly sought to 

facilitate closer EU-China cooperation by supporting the EU-China 2020 strategy as 

well as the EU-China investment cooperation, eventually leading to an EU-China 

free trade agreement. It also aimed at intensifying bilateral ties and to ease market 

access while promoting free trade globally (ibid). Only weeks after Xi Jinping had 

visited Germany to sign this agreement, China’s then new Prime Minister Li 

Keqiang also visited Germany, discussing trade cooperation before visiting Helmut 

Schmidt in Hamburg and eventually continuing his trip to other European countries 

(von Hein 2015). Considering the two consecutive visits by the then new Chinese 

leadership duo within about a month’s time, it becomes quite obvious that Germany 

was an important partner for China – and that the Chinese leadership found it 

valuable to consult Merkel on European affairs first. 

 

In the early 2010s, foreign policy sentiments in Berlin’s political sector started to 

shift, though. Janes (2015) argued that German scholars, analysts, advisers and 

eventually also politicians became increasingly “aware of [Germany’s] leadership 

prowess in economic terms, but constrain[s] when it comes to other forms of global 

responsibilities” (Janes 2015, p. 194). This most certainly was a development in the 

aftermath of the Global Financial Crisis and Merkel’s navigation of the Eurozone 

crisis – perhaps even including a delayed learning effect of the relations with China. 

Indeed, the foreign policy realm in Berlin was pushing for the German government 

to develop a more pronounced foreign policy strategy at the time (SWP & GMF 

2013). Such view was also eventually shared by Steinmeier who got the FFO 

involved in discussing the “prior period of strategic indifference for the value of 

foreign policy in Germany” (Bertram 2015, p. 89) as part of the FFO’s ‘Review 

2014’ initiative.  
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This debate facilitated a move towards a more ambivalent outlook on China in 

Germany. In part, this change was also fuelled by the Chinese stock market crash 

from June 2015 to February 2016, which had negative effects not only on the stock 

values of Chinese companies including spillover effects onto other stock exchanges, 

but also deteriorated the outlook on the Chinese economy as a whole (Hsu 2016). 

The developments “failed to inspire confidence” (Hsu 2016, p. 2) in Chinese stocks 

and its economic stability at large, worrying German businesses exporting to China 

and/or doing business in China. Furthermore, it raised awareness for German 

politicians, and especially ones with a commercial or trade policy focus, that 

increasing economic dependence on China could have downsides beyond dumping, 

market access constraints, or IPR issues. 

 

Based on several interviews93, it became clear that German companies’ and 

business associations’ criticisms towards the economic realities in China gained 

much additional weight with politicians during this time. While the existence of 

short-term issues or operational problems had been highlighted by German 

companies throughout the time period of this thesis (Mehta 2006), major German 

corporations had these dealt with via the German embassy or high-level 

governmental channels such as the APA, and smaller companies via the German 

Chamber of Commerce Abroad (AHK)94. This short-term problem-solving approach 

was partially replaced by more strategic concerns and a sudden lack of trust in mid- 

to long-term profits as long as both countries maintained good diplomatic relations. 

 

The somewhat cataclysmic moment, or period, in the bilateral relations was 

caused by Chinese investments into German companies and sectors of strategic 

importance. Chapter 4.4 highlights how Chinese companies, often state-owned, 

bought German tech companies such as the robotics manufacturer KUKA, how they 

made strategic investments into iconic companies such as Deutsche Bank and 

Daimler, and tried to acquire German chip company Aixtron – which the BMWi 

under Gabriel vetoed, giving into US pressure (Scharrenbroch 2016). With the 

general attitude towards China having changed, these economic activities suddenly 

 
93 Interviews with interviewees #6, #13, #15, and #16. 
94 See Chapter 6 for an overview of the relationship between German businesses, their 

representatives, and the government. 
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appeared threatening to (some) German politicians including senior government 

figures. 

 

Not Merkel but Gabriel, the German Federal Minister for Economic Affairs and 

Energy, Social Democratic Chairman, and Vice-Chancellor, led the charge. About a 

year before the KUKA acquisition, Gabriel was about to undertake a China trip in 

April 2014. He had publicly declared to meet Chinese dissidents and to put 

emphasis on addressing China’s human rights situation with them (Lee and 

Kreutzfeldt 2014), breaking with Schröder’s, and in part Merkel’s, policy trajectory. 

However, the next day, his spokesperson stated that the meeting had not taken place 

due to Chinese pressure and without giving further comments (Drews 2017). Why 

had he cancelled his meetings? A likely explanation is that he had received advice 

by industry leaders to forgo such meetings and to focus on promoting commerce 

during his trip instead of managing a possible crisis of his own making. Perhaps it 

had not been industry leaders but Merkel who had intervened. Both explanations are 

plausible, and the event may have left a lasting impression with Gabriel for the time 

ahead. 

 

After the KUKA acquisition, he became much more outspoken in his efforts to 

bar China from investing in German key industries and to be much more 

pronounced in criticising China for its commercial practices. For instance, in 

October 2016, he blatantly stated that “further development of [Germany-China] 

bilateral cooperation depends on the opening-up of the [Chinese] market” (BMWi 

2016). To fully assess such statement, it is essential to ponder the domestic situation 

at the time. Gabriel was getting ready to become his party’s Chancellor candidate, 

and by having led the minority group within the grand coalition, it had been difficult 

for him and his party to set themselves apart from Merkel and her party. With 

Merkel having been quiet on criticising China in the prior years, Gabriel likely saw 

an opening for ‘protecting German business interests’ in combination with 

protecting and promoting German/Western values. This stance may have created an 

issue with Steinmeier, the Foreign Minister, and parts of old Schröder supporters 

(and trade advocates), but offered Gabriel a way to distinguish himself from Merkel 

and to be in the centre of a public debate, with largely favourable views on his side.  
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By the time Merkel’s third term was coming to a close, the relations between the 

two countries had deteriorated in terms of communication (but not trade or 

investment volumes), and Gabriel had succeeded in somewhat enhancing 

regulations for foreign investments in Germany’s key sectors, administered by the 

BMWi (Berschens et al. 2017)95. Although further talks on legislation challenges 

followed from 2018, a first step had been done. In August, a few weeks before the 

general election, Gabriel urged other European countries to develop a unified EU 

strategy on China (Handelsblatt 2017) – a final acknowledgement that had been 

brought up before, but finally had a sense of urgency attached to it; not the least 

because it came from a country that had paid special attention to developing their 

own sovereign China policy to maximise gains for themselves instead of following a 

mutual EU strategy (Godement and Vasselier 2017; Koch and Riecke 2019), just in 

time to remind the German public who had German businesses’ best interest in 

mind, of course. 

 

For Merkel, her third term had been the most difficult one. The migration crisis 

including major struggles within her own party over her chosen policy approach, the 

linked rise of nationalist and populist sentiments within Germany, and international 

expectations of her leadership within the EU and beyond, took most of her attention. 

This is likely to have attributed to the worsening of the Germany-China relations 

during the term, considering that critics of her approach existed in her party, in the 

opposition96, in the public97, and, with Gabriel, in her own government.  

 

5.2.1 The Power of Individuals on Germany’s Decision-Making Process 

Based on the FPA framework and this chapter’s specific search for individual 

factors who had sufficient impact to construct German actorness, Merkel is of 

similar importance to Schröder for the similar reasons explained under Schröder’s 

analysis. It is therefore essential to give attention to her as an individual (f)actor 

constructing and shaping Germany’s direction to China during her chancellorship. 

 
95 By the time, in Spring 2017, Gabriel had taken up the short-term position of Germany’s 

Foreign Minister, as mentioned above. Yet, her successor at the BMWi, Brigitte Zypries 

(SPD), a former Federal Minister for Justice, formally took the lead. 
96 See the next chapter. 
97 See Chapter 7. 
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Some, such as Schnellbach (2015, p. 10), argued, that the influence of Merkel’s 

personality traits should not be overstated for the policy making processes under her 

leadership. Although it is impossible to assess and quantify the extent of an 

individual factor’s impact on German actorness and it will always remain a question 

of interpretation, dismissing/belittling individual experiences, ingrained habits and 

personal style completely severely limits the benefits of uncovering individual 

impact on policy-making. (Individual) factors are certainly not fully rational actors 

which disqualifies rational actor theory and is in line with the behavioural approach 

outlined in Chapter 2. Cognitive considerations matter as the previous section on 

Schröder’s role has already shown. 

 

Instead of discussing personality traits per se, Merkel’s academic training was 

often cited to explain her actions and style. By holding a PhD in natural sciences 

with a focus on quantitative methods, she has been perceived as possessing an 

analytical mind that is deliberate, cautious, thoughtful (Klormann and Udelhoven 

2008; Langenbacher 2015) and at times “dispassionate” (Crawford and Czuczka 

2013, p. 183). While this view creates more puzzles about Merkel’s first term’s 

actions on China than it solves, it does appear to hold true for much of her 

leadership style and political strategies in a general sense. What helped negotiations 

within Germany and beyond has also been her “ability to reduce the tension in a 

meeting room” (Wells 2007, p. 35) as a calm and rational conversationalist98. 

 

Yoder (2011) pointed out that Angela Merkel is a woman, that she lived in the 

German Democratic Republic before reunification, grew up with her father being a 

pastor, and, indeed, has a background in the natural sciences. Yoder then went on to 

assess whether Merkel has a “unique perspective on international relations and 

foreign policy [and] on the management of foreign policy” (Yoder 2011, p. 360) in 

comparison to most political leaders and with an inter-sectional approach on the 

above aspects. For this particular research project, although important on its own, 

the aspect of sex/gender is excluded from the discussion since it would divert further 

from the question at hand, i.e. whether and how much factor’s impacted Germany’s 

actorness. Plus, empirical data on female leaders is limited. As argued by 

 
98 Interviewee #1 pointed this out repeatedly during the interview. 
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Hoogensen and Solheim, “the range of women executives is wide and, moreover, 

that there are no patterns when it comes to ideology or style of leadership” (Yoder 

2011, p. 362)99. In addition, Merkel considered having a post-feminist view on 

gender and politics based on the socialist culture she grew up in, and that she was 

“unlikely to explicitly articulate foreign policies concerning women’s rights or 

further initiatives that would target women specifically” (Yoder 2011, p. 363), and 

Merkel has indeed not prioritised such stances. 

 

Far more relevant for this thesis’ topic is Merkel’s extensive experience with 

(Soviet-style) Communist thought in the GDR. As the following quote argues, it is 

quite clear that her socialisation in the GDR is likely to have partially shaped her 

view on China as well. 

“Merkel is a liberal, she deeply believes in western values of freedom, 

human rights, and democracy. From personal experience in the former East 

Germany, she knows the difference between freedom and dictatorship and 

she is distrustful of a state which tried to control every aspect of the society 

and economy. Like many people from central and Eastern Europe, she has a 

positive image of the United States as a bastion of freedom and democracy. 

And like them, she is suspicious of Moscow’s intentions, especially when it 

comes to the Kremlin’s efforts to regain influence outside its borders, be it 

with military or economics means.” 

(Hacke 2008, p. 3) 

Following on from the above discussion of Merkel’s three terms, it is evident 

that the quote relates very much to the time it had been published: Merkel’s (early) 

first term. The mentioned hesitation, or lack of sympathy, when engaging with 

Communist governments had been visible during her first few years in the 

Chancellery as has been argued. This is not at all surprising in light of her 

background, and further exemplifies the importance of taking cognitive 

considerations into account when assessing individual factors’ decision-making.  

 

 
99 Cf. D’Amico (2010). 
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That said, “observers agree[d] that Merkel’s decision-making method [was] 

characterised by pragmatism and her ability to recognise the circumstances available 

to her. She listen[ed] to various policy recommendations and then [sought] a 

reasoned, logical solution to a problem” (Yoder 2011, p. 363). This is an assessment 

which many, perhaps including Schnellbach, can agree on.  

 

How does this then relate to the foreign policy changes under Merkel generally 

and with regard to China specifically? As already mentioned in the empirical section 

above, Merkel improved ties with the US quickly after she had taken office. Also, 

whether it was based on her experience of life in the GDR or her Protestant roots, 

she believed that humanitarian issues were of high importance, that they should not 

be opposed by economic interests and that “Germany [could] press other regimes to 

respect human rights without jeopardising the bilateral relations between Germany 

and those countries” (Yoder 2011, p. 365). This is seconded by a close follower of 

China’s relations with Germany who believed that Merkel had a set of normative 

liberal values she upheld throughout her contacts with Chinese representatives. 

However, after her first few years as Chancellor she eventually developed an 

understanding of how far she could go without causing a stir100. 

 

This assessment on experiences and traits is certainly of interest, as it provides a 

different view on Merkel’s actions in the first couple of years of her first term than 

was usually depicted within academia and policy circles. Instead of considering 

Merkel as having been overly ideological, or very uninformed about China and its 

leadership or the importance of Germany-China trade, it simply highlights that 

Merkel believed that economic facilitation between the two countries could co-exist 

with her standing up for her deeply rooted beliefs on human rights, personal 

freedom, and democratic values. Or, perhaps she simply wanted to test how far she 

could push such matters with her Chinese counterparts. In such light, her, albeit 

unofficial, reception of the Dalai Lama in the Chancellery in 2007 suddenly makes 

sense. Still, with the German economy having slowly benefited from Schröder’s 

domestic policy reforms and the country’s economy getting back on track, it 

appeared imprudent for Merkel to poke the dragon without a clear agenda or plan. 

 
100 Expressed by interviewee #13. 
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Additionally, this view lacks substance for the later Merkel years, i.e. in her second 

and partially third term. While German governmental criticism on China rose during 

her third term, this had not been primarily caused by human rights concerns within 

China, but by the role of China as an economic partner and competitor instead. Still, 

Yoder’s in-depth assessment of Merkel’s characteristics is valuable for the 

interpretation of her actions and fits well into the chosen framework. 

 

However, the question of why Merkel chose to change the early trajectory of her 

role in the Germany-China relations may still have other, simpler, explanations. 

When entering the Chancellery, Merkel had limited experience in trade policy 

planning and business advocacy101. A perhaps still frustrated Schröder also 

suggested a few months after his election defeat that “Merkel ha[d] been widely 

known to have little understanding of economic considerations” (Der SPIEGEL 

2005, p. 1) which coincided with Schröder’s friend Heinrich von Pierer starting to 

advise Merkel on commercial matters. The assumed initial lack of comprehensive 

understanding of China’s economic relevance for Germany/German companies with 

the cognitive reluctance of seeing China as a close partner which required special 

treatment, is a sound interpretation of her early Chancellor years. Over time, 

however, and as Schnellbach and Yoder would certainly agree on, Merkel’s 

analytical mindset and external advocacy by business representatives helped her to 

rebalance her views towards China for the (immediate) greater good of the country – 

or its major businesses. Such view is also backed by the works of Klormann and 

Udelhoven (2008) who assessed changes in images and approaches of Chancellors. 

They noted that, in contrast to Schröder (and Kohl), Merkel had been the one 

desiring to serve her country, instead of putting herself in the centre of her 

aspirations102.  

 

In summary, Merkel had significant impact shaping Germany’s relations with 

China during her first two terms. While the relations cooled down in the first half of 

her first term, they eventually recovered, and from there moved forward, 

increasingly aligning with Schröder’s trajectory. The exact extent to which the 

 
101 This view is supported by interviewees #4, #17, and #19. 
102 Cf. Crawford and Czuczka (2013); Langenbacher (2015); Mushaben (2017a); Yoder 

(2011) 
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above analysis and suggested influences actually impacted her ability to construct 

German actorness towards China is impossible to say. Given the decision and 

actions delivered, it’s sensible to draw a correlation between her qualities and the 

decision-making process. Her third term was impacted by other developments that 

required her attention, namely the migrant crisis, and led to a loss of her authority 

within her government, party, and the public, which was then used by Gabriel in 

particular to carve out a normative and practical policy platform in the run-up of his 

Chancellor candidacy.  

 

However, reducing Gabriel’s activities to mere career strategising falls short in 

at least one sense. Gabriel was the head of the BMWi at the time and German 

businesses, big and small, had been raising a range of issues of doing business in 

China and Chinese companies doing business at home for many years (see Chapter 

4.5 and 6). Although worries about the latter had largely been debunked by the time 

Gabriel had taken action on these concerns103, he was representing business interest 

when raising his concerns and eventually pushing for legislative restrictions of 

foreign investment in Germany. As such, he had more than tactical impact on 

Germany’s China policies, which made him a temporary strategic factor for 

Germany-China actorness in Merkel’s third term. Still, Merkel remained the primary 

individual factor found in this research to have a more obvious and prolonged 

impact on Germany’s decision maker actorness regarding China among the studied 

policy individuals. 

 

Others with some level of influence on the wider decision-making process 

existed as much as under Schröder. In fact, Steinmeier, Fischer’s successor as 

foreign minister from 2005 to 2009 and 2013-2017 (before becoming German 

President), proposed a community of responsibility (Verantwortungsgemeinschaft) 

including China (Kundnani and Parello-Plesner 2012, p. 3), trusting the process of 

rapprochement. This is not a big surprise, though, as Steinmeier was expected to 

follow Schröder’s footsteps here. In particular his role as the head of the 

Chancellery (Kanzleramtschef) – which is perhaps the second most influential 

 
103 See the extensive studies on Chinese activity and investment in Germany, such as 

Bertelsmann Stiftung (2009) and PricewaterhouseCoopers (2013). 
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position in the German political sector due to the Chancellery’s strategic and 

guiding role in German politics (Knoll 2010; Korte 2010) – under Schröder should 

have made him well aware of the underlying bilateral concepts involving China. As 

such, it is fair to say that Steinmeier can also be assumed to have constituted a 

relevant direct factor in constructing German agency in decision-making, both in his 

prior role with Schröder and as a Foreign Minister under Merkel. However, his 

impact on the process itself under Merkel is once again very difficult to gauge, 

although it can be expected that he had played his role in changing Merkel’s views 

on China to a certain degree during his late first term as head of the FFO and former 

Chancellery Head. 

 

Other individual (f)actors, particularly those in private sector such as von Pierer 

and Wuttke, remained involved in the Germany-China relationship, but their ‘active 

participation’ within the relations cannot be equated with their direct impact on 

Germany’s agency. While Wuttke most likely had influence on a tactical level in the 

role as a long-term Track 1.5 and II German leader in China, his role was more 

representative in nature. Thus, his strategic influence on Merkel should have been 

limited. Business considerations, primary related to the BDI and APA, did not only 

target the Chancellors. They also targeted the policy making process, from the data 

gathering (or thought design) stage in ministries or within the parliament, to senior 

decision-making negotiations. These, however are discussed from an institutional 

perspective in the following chapter, evaluating factors at the bureaucratic level. 

 

5.3 Evaluation of the Influence of Individual Factors through 

Thematic Analysis 

The above evaluation of the Chancellor’s role in constructing German actorness 

as a decision maker and its agency towards China provides insights about the 

influence of the involved key individual factors on Germany’s engagement in the 

bilateral relations. Throughout the analysis, it is evident that the identified three 

themes, economic interest, ignorance, and trust, were embedded in the individual 

factors’ considerations to construct Germany’s position. This section summarises 

and emphasises these findings. 
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5.3.1 Economic Interest 

Chapter 4.5 illustrated the economic realities of Germany-China trade and 

investment cooperation. The total trade volume rose from about 17 million Euro in 

1998 to about 56 million Euro in 2005, and to close to 160 million Euro in 2017, far 

outpacing Germany’s European counterparts (Eurostat 2018). For Schröder, this had 

been part of the plan. Although Germany-China trade had been rising at impressive 

levels well before Schröder came into office (Deutsche Bundesbank 2018b), his 

main domestic, and also foreign trade policy, related goals had been to reform the 

Germany economy and to mend Europe’s sick man. Before Schröder set a foot in 

the Chancellery, or, indeed, in the State Chancellery in Hanover, he had “considered 

it being important and the right thing to do for the Chancellor to facilitate German 

business abroad” (Schröder and Meck 2014, p. 124). This is of particular importance 

due to Schröder’s economic policy priority to further stimulate growth of the 

German economy in the post-reunification period. 

 

Was the increase in trade values all Schröder’s doing then? Obviously not, the 

existing trade ties between the two countries and trade facilitation associations (e.g. 

the German AHK in China and the APA) made sure that the relations were on a 

growth trajectory. China’s accession to the WTO also played a major role. Still, 

Schröder propelled the political and economic relations forward to an extent few 

would have anticipated. His pragmatism, charming salesman personality, close ties 

to business leaders, and doer approach, tackling urgent issues head on, improved the 

relations with the Chinese leadership swiftly and lastingly. Or, in terms of a 

metaphor, Kohl had opened the door for close economic ties with China, and 

Schröder had stepped through. 

 

For Merkel, foreign trade policies may not have been her utmost priority at the 

beginning of her first term (see the section above), but she eventually came around, 

facilitating trade on her trips in a similar fashion as Schröder had done. Whether it 

was the existence of the Global Financial Crisis which made her come to this 

conclusion herself, or the influence by German business lobbyists or political 

partners, is not clear. Yet, from the individual level, she, the analytical and reserved 

Merkel, realised as much as Schöder, that German economic prosperity (also) 
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depended on exports and that China had the market size to facilitate German 

prosperity. 

 

The notion of economic interest had indeed been omnipresent in the 1998 to 

2017 time period. Both Chancellors travelled to China with many-dozen business 

delegates104at a time, they facilitated major investments of German companies in 

China105, and nurtured close relations with senior business representatives involved 

in China-related businesses (Schröder, in particular). It is therefore no surprise that 

the economic relations correlated with the political relations. As such, the bilateral 

relations were promoted to a ‘partnership in global responsibility’ in 2004, to a 

‘comprehensive strategic partnership’ in 2014. 

 

With Midea’s announced interest in KUKA, which had been far from being a 

world-leading technological leader as the German media and claimed106, perceptions 

shifted. The pro-China pendulum in the German government started to swing into 

the other direction. BMWi’s Gabriel took charge in giving industry complaints a 

voice, made use of the political momentum for changes in regulations, and also saw 

the opportunity to benefit from it politically. As such, Gabriel needs to be named as 

the third core individual factor with power to construct German China actorness 

during the time frame, although not at the same magnitude as the Chancellors did. 

Once again, many other individuals played an active role in shaping the Germany-

China relations in one way or another as well, ranging from individuals in the 

political sector, to private sector lobbyists, and perhaps even to public intellectuals 

and journalists. However, the purpose of this thesis is to understand the key factors 

that have had a direct impact on constructing Germany’s actorness within the 

bilateral relations only. Furthermore, there has not been sufficient evidence to 

measure to what an extent other individuals had the power or influence to directly 

influence Germany’s strategic positioning directly. That said, some may have, and 

in certain cases (Steinmeier and von Pierer107 come to mind) will have had non-

 
104 See, for instance, Volkery (2004). 
105 See, for instance, Deggerich (2001), and also the next chapter. 
106 According to interviewees #15 and #20 who both possess the expertise to make such 

claim. 
107 Similar to all individual factors, it is difficult to separate them from the position they 

held. Von Pierer had influence and leverage through his positions as Siemens’ CEO and the 
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negligible strategic influence on Schröder’s and/or Merkel’s decision-making. 

However, not only were these cases more tactics driven, a dedicated assessment of 

second- or third-degree influence is also beyond the scope of this research project.  

 

In short, economic interest had been one of the key drivers for the three 

identified individuals – Schröder, Merkel, and Gabriel – and it directly influenced 

Germany’s decision-making agency towards China. 

 

5.3.2 Ignorance and Trust 

The role of ignorance and trust, as conceptualised in Chapter 3.5, had been 

ubiquitous in the German policy processes and its policy results concerning China 

during the 1998 to 2017 time frame. It also mattered with regard to the individual 

factors’ navigation of Germany’s approaches. 

 

Schröder may have prioritised economic interest above all else when directing 

Germany’s engagement with China, but he also well realised that he could not fully 

ignore the normative criticism that was voiced against China, and Germany’s China 

approach. As mentioned previously, Fischer helped him to keep some of the 

criticism at bay. Furthermore, he squeezed (or let others squeeze) some of 

Germany’s normative foreign policy principles inside strategy papers and brought 

the Chinese government to the table on discussing some of these aspects – even if 

this had mostly been done within separate dialogues and roundtables. In return, 

“Schröder […] refused to criticise the Chinese government’s human rights record in 

public” (Grant 2005). It may have simply been a pragmatic task sharing practice, 

with Schröder addressing the Chinese leadership and Fischer addressing the German 

population and other more normative-minded stakeholders, but it also gave 

Schröder’s overall approach to China a one-dimensional appearance with its trade 

focus. Even much later, Schröder insisted that public criticism simply would not 

have done much good (Schröder and Meck 2014) and he had therefore not 

‘outsourced’, but ‘legitimised’ criticism via non-public channels. 

 

 
head of the APA [which is discussed in the following chapter]. Yet, he also was close to 

Schröder and an adviser to Merkel. Hence, the influence through his personal contact has 

been referred to here, and this is difficult to assess.  
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How does this relate to ignorance and trust? The championing of economic 

interest and cooperation with a non-democratic partner by a Social Democratic 

Chancellor invites the linkage to Brandt’s change through rapprochement approach. 

Schröder himself firmly believed that change in China was possible and that trade 

could facilitate China closer moving to Germany’s/European standards and values. 

This approach constituted a cornerstone of German foreign policy (Schröder and 

Meck 2014). He has not been alone among the German political elite, with 

Steinmeier, and Peter Altmeier (CDU), Merkel III’s Head of the Chancellery and 

Federal Minister for Economic Affairs during Merkel IV, in 2020 publicly stating 

that he “still believe[d] that change can be achieved through trade,” (Karnitschnig 

and Hanke Vela 2020). This adamant defence of German policy principles and 

effectively its civil power notion shows a deep trust in the process, ingrained in the 

people’s understanding of foreign policy and geopolitics, which led these individual 

key factors to counter and downplay an increasing number of critics. 

 

A second dimension of trust, closely aligned with ignorance, as explained in the 

conceptualisation section in Chapter 3, had been the acknowledgement of China as a 

major export market for German goods and as a distant emerging economy only. 

There had been some inherent trust that China was just there for German companies 

to generate profits from, despite of some minor issues here and there. In the eyes of 

these individuals, Germany had no direct security interests in Asia, especially not 

strategic long-term interests beyond trade promotion, so the rise of China in political 

terms remained vague and largely related to global institutions instead of bilateral 

relations. This oversight, lack of recognition and limitation in understanding of 

China’s implication to Germany beyond trade and economics had led to a lack of a 

comprehensive long-term strategy. Therefore, with the increasing dependence on 

China’s economy, concerns about Chinese foreign (economic) policies, and 

increasing global geopolitical concerns, a void had been created by trust and 

ignorance, which had quickly filled with fear and threat perceptions – or, in short, 

with “German angst over Chinese M&A” (Chazan 2016, p. 1). 
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Chapter 6: Bureaucratic Level 

Following the examination at the individual level in the previous chapter, this 

chapter is the second of the three key analytical sections of the thesis. It assesses the 

bureaucratic level, i.e. the bureaucratic institutions and the interplays among them 

which have the potential to impact German actorness and its decision-making 

agency with regard to China. 

 

The following pages provide an overview about a range of core institutions of 

the German political system, also offering additional information on the effects that 

KUKAs acquisition by the Midea Group had. In general, this chapter starts with 

identifying key German bureaucratic factors in the context of China. Throughout the 

discussions of these specific institutions, there is also thorough analysis of their 

impact on the country’s decision-making process with regard to China. Specifically, 

chapter 6.2 features the attempt to bring together an overview about the discoverable 

pieces of information on China knowledge within the German parliament, and also 

assesses the role of China within German coalition agreements. 

 

At the end of this chapter, it concludes with a comprehensive analysis using the 

identified three themes: economic interest, ignorance, and trust. Built on the specific 

analyses of the major bureaucratic factors in the previous sections, this thematic 

investigation at the end brings the arguments together to advance the examination 

from the intended strategic perspective. The findings further validate the observation 

made at the individual level: while economic interest stayed at the centre of 

consideration within the institutional debate, the role of ignorance and trust also 

prevailed at this level which impeded the country’s search for a more 

comprehensive strategy towards China.   

 

It is important to clarify at this point that the mentioning of individual factors at 

this level should not be mixed with the analysis at the individual level. The 

institutions these individuals represented or the duties which individuals’ function 

titles encompass are at the centre of this chapter. Certainly, as argued in Chapter 5, 

specific traits of the people mentioned in the following sections had direct impact on 

the course of action taken, but this chapter complements the above analysis of 
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individuals at the bureaucratic level. Therefore, while the examination at the 

individual level focuses on the impact of factor’s personal experiences and traits, 

this chapter discusses these persons’ activities based on the scope of influence the 

titles or institutions represent and possess.   

 

6.1 The Executive Branch 

6.1.1 Chancellery (Bundeskanzleramt) 

The previous chapter already discussed the role of the Chancellors Schröder and 

Merkel for the construction of German actorness towards China at the individual 

level at length. Paying special attention to the bureaucratic level by assessing the 

role of the executive branch in impacting Germany’s relations with China, however, 

is essential to understanding the environment Schröder and Merkel operated in – and 

were constrained by. In short, both Chancellors benefited from prior power 

struggles, leading to a more and more distinct Chancellor Democracy, bundling 

executive governmental power within the Chancellery.  

 

In terms of foreign policy, the Chancellery generally handles the three tasks of 

leading policy endeavours, coordinating them, and ‘pulling strings’ to secure their 

success (Mertes 2000, p. 62; Korte 2007). It has no authority in giving directives to 

ministries and has traditionally been seen as a “secretariat of the government” 

(Korte 2007, p. 205). However, it is the Chancellor’s secretariat, and thus situates at 

the very core of political power in Germany, and therefore not only develops the 

general policy trajectory of the government, but also sits at the main intersection 

between the federal ministries and is also in charge of the Federal Intelligence 

Service (BND). 

 

On an operational level, the Chancellery uses a large amount of seconded 

foreign ministry personnel to staff its foreign policy department. This is especially 

useful as the Chancellery does not have the resources for doing extensive research 

on its own. Instead, it relies on the expertise and structures in the foreign ministry 

and diplomatic service to assess foreign matters of interest. This, however, is 

perhaps the primary reason for the increasingly systemic tensions between the 

Chancellery and the FFO. While the Chancellery relies on the FFO’s information 
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and expertise, the Chancellor – and, the institutional counterpart, the Chancellery – 

takes charge in developing policy and may cast suggestions, advice and concerns by 

the foreign policy practitioners in the FFO aside. Based on the internal coalition 

government struggles and the tradition that the FFO is often held by a senior junior 

partner figure, dissent between the two institutions also result from internal coalition 

struggles often (Korte 2007). This is exemplified by the fact that until 1982, the 

head of the foreign affairs department in the Chancellery had been a career 

diplomat, i.e. a long-standing member of the foreign service. From 1982, Kohl, 

Schröder and Merkel primarily chose trusted colleagues for this position instead of 

lesser-known FFO personnel. 

 

With the Chancellery being the governmental junction institution where 

information is passed to, and where the coordination takes place, the Chancellery 

was the instrumental institution for Germany’s China policy making from 1998 to 

2017. As such, by virtue of being the centre-top piece of the organisational chart, the 

Chancellery directly affected Germany’s actorness in general terms, and with regard 

to China specifically, thanks to both Schröder’s and Merkel’s decision to retain the 

coordination of Germany’s relations at the Chancellery. This further ensured that the 

Chancellors’ focus on economic interest remained at their own secretariat, not to be 

diluted by their minority coalition party holding the FFO. 

 

 

6.1.2. Federal Ministries 

With increasing internationalisation and Europeanisation of the German political 

sector over time, few purely domestic areas of policy making within the federal 

institutions could be found in the 1998 to 2017 period. Domestic policy changes in 

most fields influenced foreign actors, while policy discussions at home were also 

increasingly influenced by debates or expectations abroad. This led to two types of 

concerns. First, this caused complications when influencing international actors to 

adopt German policies, often via international organisations, and either for 

normative reasons, to strengthen the government’s own position domestically, or to 

simply make life easier for the ministry in question. Second, the task of screening 

the international environment in all sorts of policy fields was an impossible task for 
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the Foreign Ministry to execute on its own. Coping with such demands while 

influencing policy debates at the same time was simply too much to ask a single 

institution within the German executive branch. 

 

Therefore, the classic distinction between domestic and foreign policy did not 

seem to be an adequate separation of tasks around the millennium – a view which 

was widely supported within German political science debates (Messner 2000; 

Weller 2007). Accordingly, foreign policy relations, also with regard to China, were 

influenced by various federal political stakeholders with partially vastly different 

interests. 

 

This led to a range of problems, including that ministries generally relied on a 

reactive action pattern in the international sphere (Weller 2007). Without taking 

charge and showing initiative, influencing debates, and securing international 

support is difficult. Eberlei (2001, pp. 38–41) raised four reasons for such 

behaviour: the discussed adaptive challenges in foreign policy setting after the end 

of the Cold War, particularly inside the foreign ministry; the relatively low priority 

of international affairs in relation to the effort it requires to stay on topic 

international developments at most ministries; the tensions it may create with other 

German political organs, both internally as well as from a public relations 

perspective; and simply the lack of resources to turn reactive work patterns into 

proactive work patterns. Hence, if a ministry pushed forward with an international 

project, particularly a bilateral one, it was likely to have the explicit support of the 

Chancellery or otherwise important and influential stakeholders (e.g. influential 

commercial lobbies collaborating with the BMWi while having strong support by 

the minister in charge). Without it, the necessary operational and functional support 

of a project may be overwhelming – and so could be the criticism at home in case 

the project contradicting other running or planned policy initiatives. Yet, ministries 

working closely with the Chancellery benefited from a federal bottom-up approach 

in which the relevant ministries would often come up with their own policy 

initiatives which would then get streamlined and supported by the Chancellery 

(Faust and Messner 2008).  
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Additionally, historic tensions between ministries existed. One chronically 

strained inter-ministry relationship was the one between the FFO and the BMZ. In 

most coalitions in German political history, these ministries were headed by 

ministers from different coalition parties. The BMZ was often used to accentuate 

foreign policy differently than the foreign minister and his party did. Its focus on 

developing countries combined with deep foreign aid and technical assistance 

pockets led to often close relationships with many governments and influential 

personnel in international organisations. This was a stark contrast to the FFO which 

mostly relied on its embassies to exert influence on foreign stakeholders and had 

little budget beyond that. On top of that, the FFO had to represent the official 

government line and take the brunt for any pushback. The BMZ, on the other hand, 

had the aim to improve living conditions in some of the world’s poorest countries. 

Although it also served as a tool to extend German interest beyond the country’s 

borders, the nature of the foreign policy activities by the FFO and BMZ differed 

widely and inevitably led to strategic and sometimes operational conflicts. With the 

BMZ’s Minister usually having been a member of the same party as the Chancellor 

(or, in the case of the CDU/CSU, in the same ‘Union’), this posed additional 

pressure on the, traditionally, more influential FFO. 

 

An assessment of ministries as factors, under the consideration of the role of the 

Chancellery discussed above, finds that a wide range of ministries were also active 

in China, ranging from the FFO, BMWi, and BMZ (since 2009 in minor fashion) to, 

for instance, the BMU, which was engaged in environmental projects.  

 

As part of these ministries’ core expertise and policy fields, tactical influence 

was certainly exerted. This is in line with the Bureaucratic Politics Model which 

suggests that bureaucratic institutions deal with operational matters and matters of 

moderate importance while leading figures such as the Chancellor (as part of the 

Chancellery), take part of important policy matters (Allison and Halperin 1972). 

This approach hits the nail on the head in terms of Germany’s China actorness. On 

tactical matters, individual ministries and departments may have taken charge on 

policy matters, but the Chancellery coordinated them and executed the important 

policy projects – to the detriment of the traditionally influential FFO.  
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The ministry which perhaps benefited most from the development was the 

BMWi, though. With economic interest having dominated the 1998 to 2017 time 

frame, its economic competence became crucial to establish itself as a secondary 

knowledge hub besides the Chancellery. Following the KUKA debate (see the next 

section for a more extensive discussion of the case), the China unit in the BMWi 

was extended to become a “coordination centre”108 which started to plan and 

execute delegation trips etc. instead of having merely been a point of contact and 

data gatherer like before. It also started to communicate with business lobbyists and 

further policy advocates on China on a frequent basis (“multiple times a week”109), 

once more highlighting the role economic interest played for the bilateral relations 

despite of the worsening rhetoric. 

 

In short, a range of ministries may have had dedicated tactical impact on certain 

initiatives/policies due to their active presences, but most lacked strategic impact on 

Germany’s China actorness. Apart from the Chancellery, the notable exception was 

the BMWi. 

 

6.1.3 BMWi and the KUKA Aftermath 

During Merkel’s third term, the BMWi gained particular importance under 

Sigmar Gabriel around 2016 when he pushed for controls of Chinese investment. 

The debate on the KUKA acquisition by the Chinese Midea Group highlighted the 

power that the BMWi could exert over international investments and trade. It was 

able to block international acquisitions/investments of 25% or more if they saw a 

credible threat for traditional German national security. After the public debate on 

Chinese investments posing a threat to German mid- to long-term economic 

prosperity110, the regulations were expanded in summer 2017 by Brigitte Zypries 

(SPD), who had taken over the BMWi from Gabriel who had become Foreign 

Minister in the run-up of the general election in September 2017. The 2017 

regulations included more thorough assessments of takeovers, for instance also 

 
108 According to interviewee #22. 
109 Based on interviews with #15, #21, and #22.  
110 Calls for labelling China a threat was nothing new. In its essence, the 2015 debate was 

quite similar to earlier societal debates in the mid-2000s as exemplified by a 2006 SPIEGEL 

cover story warning that Asia and China were about to endanger German future economic 

success (Steingart 2006). 
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including harbours and hospitals, instead core infrastructure businesses only (Dams 

2017). 

 

The bone of contention for this tightening of investment regulations by one of 

the most open and liberal economies at the time was the acquisition of the German 

industrial robotics company KUKA by the Chinese Midea Group as discussed 

briefly in Chapter 5 already. Despite of KUKA’s provision of advanced robotics to 

various important German manufacturing companies and also collecting and 

analysing their manufacturing data, the BMWi agreed to the acquisition in August 

2016 and saw no threat to national security (Handelsblatt 2016). Still, economic 

minister Sigmar Gabriel tried repeatedly to find a German or European investor to 

come forward to acquire KUKA instead of letting a Chinese buyer acquire the 

company (Allen 2016). This search was unsuccessful, in part because the Chinese 

had made an offer that was far above the expected value of the company, and in part 

because questions remained on whether KUKA would be able to live up to the 

expectations that were put on it during the concurrent public debate on the 

acquisition process, according to an M&A specialist familiar with the case111. This 

public debate soon zoned in on China’s “unfair competition” (Allen 2016, p. 1) 

practices and how the German government should deal with such practies by non-

Western non-democratic countries. The debate quickly turned sour and moved 

towards discussing the threat that China’s rise posed to German future wealth 

generation (Kundnani 2016). 

 

While the KUKA debate was still ongoing, the BMWi agreed to the acquisition 

of German chip company Aixtron by Fujian Grand Chip Investment from China in 

September 2016, but the decision was reversed in the following month. US 

authorities had informed the German government that the Chinese were able to 

make use of Aixtron technology for military purposes (Scharrenbroch 2016). This 

fuelled the existing debate further, despite of added complexity in the Aixtron case: 

the German company owned a subsidiary in California under US jurisdiction. A US 

veto of the takeover had already been expected by various financial analysts 

 
111 Who was interviewed in relation to the Germany-China economic relations (#15). 
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(Scharrenbroch 2016) and had therefore not been a surprise. Still, eventually, after 

much criticism, Gabriel rescinded his support for the decision. 

 

Soon after the decision, Gabriel proposed further veto rights on 

stopping/impeding foreign investors taking over German companies. Some 

CDU/CSU politicians warned that such a measure might pose negative 

consequences for Germany competing for foreign investment – which was met with 

support by business associations. They feared this step could lead to repercussions 

for German companies in China (Dams 2017). In private, business lobbyists also 

complained about the Chinese government gaining influence on the German 

economy through such investments, but such statements were avoided in public to 

avoid facing repercussions in their China businesses directly (ibid). Yet, this 

somewhat anecdotal evidence illustrates a key issue that was increasingly 

understood: as long as German and Chinese economic actors did not have to follow 

sufficiently similar rules in both economies/globally, real competition could not take 

place. If German companies feared being disadvantaged in China because the 

German government was protecting German interests elsewhere (whatever this 

might mean in reality), there was an issue that needed to be addressed. Without 

liberalising these transactions – or at least Germany developing a more 

comprehensive strategy to deal with (perceived) Chinese strategic interest – German 

companies in China could face increasing difficulties while German companies 

requiring external money at home may be unable to find investors. Suddenly, a 

“win-win” (PricewaterhouseCoopers 2013, p. 6) situation were on the verge of 

ending up becoming a ‘lose-lose’. 

 

About half a year later, in Spring 2017, Gabriel, then Germany’s Foreign 

Minister, succeeded with his push for somewhat tougher guidelines on regulating 

foreign acquisitions of key companies in sectors of special interest on an EU level 

(Berschens et al. 2017). It is well understood that these guidelines were primarily 

related to Chinese investments based on the suspicion that Chinese companies were 

receiving government subsidies for foreign acquisitions. Despite this blow to 

Chinese investment practices, a study by the Chinese Chamber of Commerce in 

Germany concluded that the investment climate in Germany remained satisfying to 

very satisfying for Chinese companies in 2017 (Sigmund 2017). 
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In August 2017 and a month before the general elections taking place, Gabriel 

warned his European Union counterparts that the EU required to develop a China 

strategy “to avoid European division by China” (Handelsblatt 2017, p. 1). He further 

argued that China would take the EU only seriously once it had developed a unified 

European strategy. Such strategy should include that the EU not only accepted 

China’s One-China policy, but also demanded that China accepted the EU’s One-

EU policy, i.e. that China would not stake European countries against each other 

(Handelsblatt 2017). Based on the very core of the EU – economic integration and 

trade – an EU-China investment deal would circumvent many of the tensions 

outlined in this chapter. However, until the end of Merkel’s third term in 2017 such 

agreement did not materialise. 

 

Coming back to the influence of the BMWi, Gabriel and his ministry carved out 

strategic influence on the Germany-China relations with the policy agenda that had 

been developed within the BMWi. Once again, it is important to note that the 

mentioning of individual factors like Gabriel should not be mixed with the analysis 

at the individual level. The focus of the discussions here is on the institutions these 

individuals represented. As such, de BMWi became a temporarily defining strategic 

factor for the bilateral relations. It gained strategic importance for German actorness, 

joining the Chancellery in shaping China policy for a limited period. 

 

6.1.4 The Rule of Law and Human Rights Dialogues 

As part of Schröder’s first visit to China in 1999 when he apologised for the 

NATO bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade, three Germany-China 

dialogues were set up to be held on an annual basis. First, an official high-level Rule 

of Law Dialogue to support China in developing and strengthening its legal sector 

and to promote German legal perspectives. Second, two Human Rights dialogues. 

The first one was also being an official high-level dialogue between German and 

Chinese stakeholders. The second one was headed by the German SPD-linked 

Friedrich-Ebert-Foundation (FES) and two Chinese entities, the Chinese Foundation 

for the Development of Human Rights, and the Chinese Association for 

International Understanding. The following pages aim at exploring the reasons for 
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why these dialogues were set up and their relevance within the German-China 

bilateral relations. 

 

These dialogues were originally set up by Schröder to support China in 

developing its legal system and to support human rights developments in China. He 

believed that it was more useful to discuss these matters on senior as well as 

functional levels, instead of publicly addressing concerns or making suggestions 

(Schröder and Meck 2014). An additional reason was the original coalition 

agreement from 1998 between the Social Democrats and The Greens, which stated 

that promoting the above values should be promoted pro-actively (SPD 1998, p. 41). 

As such, the establishment was also a compromise to address the need for pro-active 

promotion while, as some argued, not to divert attention from economic matters in 

high-level meetings (Schnellbach and Man 2015)112.  

 

Either way, following Germany’s tradition of cooperative foreign policy, 

Schröder believed that mutual cooperation would lead to bigger improvements than 

one-sided criticism possibly could (Schnellbach and Man 2015). Although German 

ideas on human rights were being fed into all three dialogues in one way or another, 

including symposia, expert exchanges and other forms of lower level cooperation, 

these did not lead to lasting change on either the role of democratic values or human 

rights in China based on, for instance, the Bertelsmann Transformation Index 

(2017). On the other hand, Germany’s chosen incremental approach would take time 

and the Chinese leadership likely prioritised domestic stability to Germany’s efforts 

of pleasing its own domestic (and political) audience. 

 

It is quite obvious that Schröder downplayed value-based politics, in particular 

with regard to human rights, towards China as is discussed extensively in Chapter 5 

on Schröder’s role as an impactful factor on Germany-China policy. The Rule of 

Law Dialogue can be seen as a step towards a normative direction, but even 

supporters of change through rapprochement policies, and officials involved in the 

everyday communication with their Chinese counterparts, questioned whether the 

 
112 This view was confirmed by interviewees #6 and #14. 
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dialogue was having any lasting effect113. Similarly, Schulte-Kulkmann (2005b, 

p. 7) and Schmidt (2012, p. 154) noted that the dialogues did not provide a suitable 

framework and were introduced for the German audience and not so much for 

initiating change in China. A common argument brought forward for this view was 

the absence of Gerd Poppe, Germany’s then Special Representative for Human 

Rights, at the relevant talks that initiated the creation of the dialogues back in 1999 

(Kinzelbach 2015). Others argued that Schröder wanted to outsource critical 

questions on human rights and democracy from the top-level meetings to focus on 

trade instead of accusing the Chinese of not keeping up with Western standards 

publicly (Heberer and Senz 2011). Considering Schröder’s focus on reforming the 

German economy and facilitating trade, again as discussed in Chapter 5, this 

interpretation of fostering economic interest in favour of spreading normative 

values, was the most feasible of them all. 

 

Contrary to some of these views, however, it does make sense to differentiate 

between the different dialogues. While the above appears to be an accurate depiction 

of the role of the Human Rights dialogues, the Rule of Law dialogues featured a 

broader range of subjects to discuss – from legal questions considering information 

technology, to states of emergency, to pension schemes (Wissenschaftliche Dienste 

2011). Although Schulte-Kulkmann (2002, 2005a) argued that these were not 

helping China to move towards Western values, they should have helped improving 

the legal foundation for advancing governance – especially as much of the Chinese 

legal system is based on the German civil law system.  

 

Additionally, Heiduk noted that although “most observers agree that [these] 

dialogues had very little actual impact, they nonetheless illustrate the attempts by 

Berlin to further broaden Sino-German relations” (2015, p. 138). This is certainly an 

important point. With the relation’s trajectory in mind and Schröder’s, and Merkel’s, 

interest in intensifying the relations over time, a broader foundation for discussing 

all sorts of issues was useful. It also helped Schröder to convince his own coalition 

to move forward with elevating Germany’s relationship with China, as well as 

presenting, at the bare minimum, a gesture of good faith to the human-rights-minded 

 
113 Based on interviews with interviewees #1 and #4. 
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German civil society. As such, it is no surprise that these dialogues were included in 

the East Asia Concept from 2002 (Auswärtiges Amt 2002) as well as the Partnership 

in Global Responsibility from 2004 which emphasised the “central relevance of the 

rule of law as well as human rights dialogues for the bilateral relations” 

(Chinesische Botschaft 2004, p. 2)114. 

 

6.1.5 Federal States (Bundesländer) 

The German Basic Law states that “[r]elations with foreign states shall be 

conducted by the Federation” (Article 32(1), (Deutscher Bundestag 2017a)), but that 

federal states “may conclude treaties with foreign states with the consent of the 

Federal Government” (Article 32(3), (Deutscher Bundestag 2017a)). 

 

In the traditional sense of foreign affairs, the federal executive and legislative 

branches take charge and worry little about what federal states might say as long as 

it does not directly relate to them. However, Fischer (Fischer 2007) argued that the 

time when (West) Germany had been a unified actor in foreign policy has been long 

gone. He suggested that in 2007, the 16 federal German states had about 130 offices 

abroad, plenty of regular working relationships with partners abroad, and that the 

members of federal parliaments often travelled abroad on official business. Such 

activities abroad largely focused on European Union matters involving German 

regions, although travels beyond the EU also took place115. Such activities were 

usually considered under the term state foreign policy (Landesaußenpolitik). 

 

Relations between regions or federal states in Germany and abroad are as 

common as partnerships between cities and span across the globe. One sister city 

example is the relationship between Cologne in the German state of North Rhine-

Westphalia (NRW) and Beijing. Their bond dates back to 1987 and has led to 

numerous mutual visits and events taking place in either city. For instance, in 2012, 

 
114 For a more comprehensive overview of German human rights related activities in, and 

with regard to, China, see the report by the parliament’s Research Services 

Wissenschaftliche Dienste 2011. 
115 This was confirmed by interviewee #5 who has a good understanding of these travels. 

Such visits might be of educational, purely diplomatic, or business nature and might include 

sizeable political and/or business delegations (e.g. to sign investment agreements, market 

their state as a destination for talent, or simply for reputation reasons). 
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Cologne celebrated a ‘China Year’ with 152 mostly cultural and educational events 

in which NRW also took part with a China Celebration event (Stadtverwaltung 

Köln 2019). While such events do not relate to major Track I diplomatic affairs 

directly, they are important on an operational level, and also for connecting regional 

governmental bureaucracies to extend the breadth of foreign (cultural and 

commercial) relations. 

 

Moreover, several aspects of the core business of federal states also require an 

international mindset. One unexpected, yet functional example of this is, how 

German states send political delegations abroad to market their own sovereign 

bonds. These are as secure as German federal government bonds, yet they are 

offered at slightly more favourable conditions. Hence, these bonds provide a direct 

incentive for private and institutional domestic and foreign investors to opt for them 

and aid the states’ budgets instead of the federal budget. This has been a common 

way for German states to raise money116. 

 

Further activities involve development assistance/international cooperation 

projects, often related to administrative support or training activities between e.g. 

German states and Chinese provinces, or cultural exchanges. Such activities are 

usually embedded in federal (development/foreign relations) concepts, yet they are 

being administered on a regional level. Yet, multiple interviewees117 indicated that 

most projects, that originate on a regional or local level, are usually of little strategic 

foreign relations value, but are pushed by third party commercial or cultural interest, 

or rely on personal motivation by the politician in charge. As such, they should not 

be seen as part of a comprehensive approach designed by the Chancellery or Foreign 

Ministry, but as a separate strain of bi- or multilateral engagement by sub-state 

actors.  

 

Such paradiplomatic efforts are of great cultural, and sometimes political value 

for the relations with China, adding to soft power and working relationships, and 

promoting international understanding. However, in terms of federal policies they 

 
116 As explained by interviewee #5 who is aware of this practice. 
117 Interviewees #1, #2, and #5.  
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play a negligible role, and with regard to China, Länder do not exert strategic impact 

on Germany’s actorness. 

 

6.2 The Legislative Branch 

In Germany, the only directly elected federal political institution is the 

parliament (Bundestag). Half of its members are elected by a first-past-the-post 

system, whereas the other half is voted in by proportional representation based on 

the individual states’ political party lists. However, for a political party to enter the 

parliament it requires to secure at least 5% of the total votes. The parliament elects 

the Chancellor and can end a governments’ administration by electing a new 

Chancellor with an absolute majority. As a result, German governments require a 

stable majority in the parliament and take disagreements within the governments’ 

political party factions more seriously than is the case in other political systems 

(Korte 2001). The role of the opposition is to control and critique the government, 

and to provide alternative political agendas where they see fit. In practice, not only 

does a form of dualism exist between the government and its party factions, but also 

between the government and the opposition to some degree. The reason for this is 

the broader idea of consensus which is especially prevalent in matters of foreign and 

security policy. Putting a few political key conflicts between (and in-between) 

parties, such as the decision whether to participate in the Iraq War after 9/11, aside, 

opinions divert usually only moderately, especially since both major German 

political parties, CDU/CSU and SPD, fought about occupying the centre ground in 

the political spectrum throughout the 1998 to 2017 legislative periods. Within the 

realm of foreign policy, the notion of consensus is closely linked to the idea of 

continuity and led to a reasonably stable trajectory of the Germany-China relations 

as Chapters 5 and 6 have discussed. 

 

Policy ideas are usually first worked on and discussed in faction meetings and 

parliamentary working groups. While the individual MP has limited influence in 

parliamentary debates, and in particular in policy decision-making processes, he has 

more opportunities to influence policy within his own faction. However, practically, 

MPs often prepare policy drafts and suggestions in close collaboration with the 

leading figures within their faction and its staff (Eilfort 2017). With Germany only 
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featuring coalition governments to rule the country, the most influential committee 

is the coalition committee (Koalitionsausschuss), which is the “factual decision-

making committee” (Rudzio 1991, p. 136). It consists of leading government 

representatives as well as leading coalition faction and party representatives. The 

policies being decided on in the coalition committee are usually merely 

rubberstamped in parliament. Similarly, what has been decided inside the individual 

government factions and being passed inside the parliament’s functional committees 

is likely to gain sufficient support in parliament (Rudzio 1991). 

 

The parliamentary committee for foreign affairs has a slightly different role to 

other committees based on its self-conception, though. Instead of almost solely 

discussing policies, Ismayr (2007) explained that about two-thirds of the meetings 

are being used to discuss foreign affairs with government representatives (often 

ministers or undersecretaries) or foreign guests on matters of immediate or strategic 

concerns. Furthermore, its members often and extensively take part in delegation 

journeys abroad and meet with various foreign politicians or experts on foreign 

affairs to gain additional information and deepen communication with their 

counterparts. The influence of individual members is “unclear” (Ismayr 2007, 

p. 185) and likely to be marginal due to the top-down and faction-based approach of 

the policy-making procedure.  

 

Foreign policy has long been a distinct matter of the executive branch, with the 

parliament largely only being able to control the government’s activities. One reason 

for this has been a restrictive interpretation by the Federal High Court of Justice118. 

Therefore, the parliament matters in terms of holding the government accountable, 

such as in the case of the Green’s von Cramon who lobbied for the government in 

2013 to work out a (more comprehensive) China strategy as her faction believed no 

such thing existed (2013). 

 

As discussed above, many ministries have an extensive number of departments 

dealing with matters of international relevance, often in direct contact with foreign 

 
118 A more detailed take on the legal requirements and developments on foreign policy 

making, and further reading suggestions, can for instance be found by Wolfrum (2007) and 

Ismayr (2012). 
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partners. Not surprisingly, this increased the relevance of foreign policy matters for 

most parliamentary committees and factions’ working groups since the 1990s far 

beyond the traditional areas related to foreign policy (foreign affairs, defence, 

development, and trade). As such, it is insufficient to marginalise the parliament’s 

input and decision-making power for influencing Germany’s China relations and for 

setting boundaries for the construction of German actorness.  

 

The Parliament’s Research Services (Wissenschaftliche Dienste) 

The administration of the Bundestag includes the Parliamentary Research 

Services (Wissenschaftliche Dienste). The unit supports members of parliament and 

their staff’s “political work in parliament and the constituencies by supplying 

specialist information, analyses and expert opinions. The topics covered by the 

research sections encompass the whole spectrum of legal and policy fields” 

(Deutscher Bundestag 2019b). The research services unit consists of about 60 

specialists in twelve different fields to provide policy advice based on principles of 

partisan neutrality and objectivity, and is supported by a European-wide network of 

research services. Schöler and von Winter (2017) wrote in 2016 that about 80% of 

parliamentary members make use of their services and compile between 2000 to 

3000 reports in the 1998-2017 time frame each year. The key function of this service 

is to support the parliamentary members in controlling the government’s actions. It 

was original established due to the concern that legislators were unable to compete 

with the expertise that the executive branch has at their disposal (Schöler and Winter 

2017). 

 

6.2.1 Legislative Knowledge on China 

This section attempts to provide insights into the China-specific knowledge in 

parliament. Based on crucial task of controlling the government, specialist 

knowledge on a wide range of issues should be present. Although domestic policy 

usually trumps foreign policy in terms of importance for MPs as much as for the 

government, Germany’s foreign policy actorness depends on an inherently executive 

political process and should be controlled. 
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Before moving on to the results of the analysis, it is worthwhile to recap two key 

aspects of the bilateral relations with China: first, China is situated in East Asia and 

both countries do not engage in the realm of traditional security concerns. Second, 

China’s economic influence and impact on German economic prosperity during the 

1998 to 2017 period can hardly be understated. This leads to a strange dichotomy, 

only aggravated by the cultural gap and lack of (significant) historically grown 

bonds between the two countries.  

 

The analysis used the 2002-2017 information available on the parliament’s web 

archive (2019a), including a range of information about the MP’s in the respective 

terms. These include Schröder’s second term and Merkel’s first three terms, and 

often included MP’s degree subjects, prior work engagements, voluntary activities 

etc.  

 

The available information, which may or may not have been correct and may 

have included incomplete information by MPs not having provided all relevant 

information, indicated that zero Members of Parliament had studied Chinese studies, 

Sinology, or a degree in the wider sense of East Asian area studies which might 

have included a major China component. It is by no means a necessity to have 

studied about China to gain a decent understanding of the country or its policy 

relevance for Germany. Still, with the vast majority of MPs having graduated from 

university, it is still surprising that not a single MP focused on China in their studies. 

Furthermore, not a single MP had indicated any prior experience in or with regard to 

China during these four terms. Only from Merkel’s fourth term (2017-2021) 

onwards, two MPs, Dr Gero Hocker and Dr Alice Weidel, mentioned China in their 

personal bio section. Both went to China for work, but neither of them focused on 

China or trade policy in the parliament’s committees at the time of submission of 

this thesis. Again, the information used for this analysis may very well be 

incomplete and/or inaccurate, and some MPs may have held relevant experiences. 

Unfortunately, upon request, the parliamentary administration denied having any 

more comprehensive background information available about MPs or staff members 

working within the parliament to use for a more detailed analysis of that sort. 
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However, the parliamentary archive included a further data of interest for this 

thesis: official travel data. According to the 2012 Huawei study (2012) on China 

perceptions in Germany, further discussed in Chapter 7 in terms of findings and 

their robustness and validity, 35% of the polled politicians had at some point visited 

China. Although the study did not disclose exact numbers of the MPs polled as part 

of the politician cohort, and local or regional leaders were also surveyed, this 

number appeared to be surprisingly high. According to the MP’s travel data based 

on parliamentary reports, the number of MPs travelling to China indicated far 

smaller numbers. The outliers, i.e. 25 visits in 2006, 18 in 2007, and 18 in 2016 

included travels by larger groups of MPs to China, in part including multiple 

countries in their trip. 

 

Year China Visit 

Oct-Dec 2002 1 

2003 7 

2004 4 

Oct-Dec 2005 3 

2006 25 

2007 18 

… … 

Oct-Dec 2015 5 

2016 18 

Jan-Sep 2017 4 

Table 4: China Visits by German MPs (partial) 

Source: 2002-2004 (Deutscher Bundestag 2005), 2005-2008 (Deutscher Bundestag 2008), 2015-2017 

(Deutscher Bundestag 2017b)
 119 

 

A few points need to be added to this assessment, though. First, based on general 

survey data bias, the Huawei report was more likely to be completed by people with 

a China background, considering they were asked about China in the first place. 

Second, local or regional politicians would often more likely to be involved in the 

promotion of trade and industry. Considering the large number of SMEs having 

 
119 This is the only data that was available. Despite of it only covering the 1998-2017 period 

partially, the data still provides an idea about how frequently MPs travelled to China. 
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(export) ties to China, it is not unlikely that they would invite relevant office holders 

– who may serve functions in the companies – onto trips. Therefore, the discrepancy 

between the study and the findings of MP trips is not necessarily surprising. Second, 

the MP data is not complete as the above table shows. Unfortunately, the data for the 

missing quarters was not available. Third, even if MPs went on trips, these visits 

were highly ritualised and there is usually little time for exploration available120. As 

mentioned by another interviewee, the preparation of these trips also varied much 

among MPs. Some would study their material prepared by the FFO thoroughly, 

others may not even glance through them and consider the visit being more of a 

holiday despite of the trip’s ritualised nature121. 

 

Moving away from travels, it surprises that only 16% of German policy makers 

interviewed for the Huawei study in 2012 believed that they had a very good (1%) 

or good (15%) understanding of China, with 25% claiming that they had a poor 

understanding and 5% had no understanding of China at all (Huawei 2012, p. 44). 

Considering the possible selection issues or response biases of the survey, and that 

35% of the respondents had visited China already, only 16% of policy makers 

having a good or very good understanding about China appears disappointingly low. 

 

Coming back to the Bundestag, how do MPs acquire relevant China knowledge 

if they and their staff do not possess it? As discussed in the previous sub-chapter, 

much of this expertise for policy-making comes from the expert ministries, and for 

foreign policy, often from the FFO and the respective embassy. Still, this expertise 

usually ends up with the Chancellery or other executive bodies instead of the 

legislative branch. Furthermore, the question can be raised whether such expertise is 

sufficiently prepared to understand particular complex or important processes. For 

instance, Speth (2004) argued that the ‘bureaucratised’ expertise found in ministries, 

the parliament (specialist staff at the research services, factions, and of individual 

MPs) as well as the Chancellery, is becoming increasingly dependent on outside 

expertise – often including private sector consulting services (Dagger et al. 2004; 

Falk et al. 2017). 

 
120 According to interviewee #1 who is well positioned to talk about the nature of such trips. 
121 According to interviewees #1 and #6, both aware of the typical nature of these trips. 
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Regarding Chinese expertise within the parliament, some options remain. As 

mentioned above, parliamentarians have a research services unit available at their 

disposal, which is able to provide “objective information” (Schöler and Winter 

2017, p. 1). However, it does not appear that they were used intensively for China-

related research, as only three reports on China were publicly available from 2011 to 

2018122. While not every report must be made public depending on the sensitive 

content it might entail, many are (Schöler and Winter 2017)123. The number of three 

depicts a stark contrast to domestic or European issues which are available in the 

hundreds. Other options for MPs and their staff to find China expertise is to ask their 

colleagues, i.e. staff members of individual MPs, and also faction staff are the go-to 

people for compiling information. According to two interviewees124 with a good 

understanding of the knowledge management mechanisms in play in parliament and 

knowledge of many staff for the second analysed decade, only one person they 

personally knew or had heard of had had a background in China-related 

studies/work. 

 

These analytical bits and pieces presented in this section are certainly not 

conclusive evidence on the question of China knowledge within the parliament. This 

would require a much more extensive research effort with help from the 

parliamentary administration125 or extensive faction support. Yet, the presented 

findings provide a further perspective on the relevance that China played in day-to-

day politics in Germany from 1998 to 2017, and the general finding that foreign 

policy, in particular with regard to China, did not receive appropriate attention by 

German MPs. This is not a new understanding within policy circles, though, and 

was for instance shared in an extensive think tank report by the German Institute for 

International and Security Affairs (SWP) and the German Marshall Fund (2013). It 

argued that Germany was in dire need of more foreign policy expertise in general. 

 
122 See Wissenschaftliche Dienste (2011), (2013), (2018). 
123 Also according to interviewee #12 who possesses a good understanding of the 

parliamentary administrative services. 
124 Interviewees #2 and #16. 
125 Which was denied when requested. It was argued that any relevant specific knowledge 

did not exist within the administration and that any form of formal request via the 

parliamentary factions was not seen as feasible. Moreover, anything but current legislative 

period data was unlikely to be accurate or being able to be compiled in the first place. 
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While this includes various different foreign policy actors, they also found that 

“[m]ore is also required of Germany’s political supervisory bodies. [A] more 

forward-leaning German foreign policy does not make political control any easier. 

[…] A more active German foreign policy also requires appropriate monitoring and 

control by the legislature. If nothing else, this requires strengthening the human and 

financial resources of parliament“ (SWP & GMF 2013, p. 7). 

 

In the grand scheme of German actorness, this lack of knowledge on China, this 

ignorance, is not an individual issue but an institutional one. Although China 

experts, and foreign trade policy experts, exist on the ministerial level, the 

parliament can effectively not control the work of the government, and therefore 

Germany’s China actorness. As such, the lack of a comprehensive strategy towards 

China is not only a shortfall on the executive side, but also on the legislative side of 

German actorness.  

 

The following section analyses the coalition agreements from 1998 to 2017. The 

outcome correlates with the findings in this section: German foreign policy (apart 

from the EU and perhaps the US and Russia) does not play a major role in 

parliamentary politics, and China is no different. 

 

6.2.2 China’s Relevance in German Coalition Agreements 

A slightly different approach to understand the relevance of China in 

parliamentary, governmental, and inter-coalition communication and discourse is to 

have a closer look at how – and how often – coalition agreements mentioned China 

over time. Foreign policy as a whole is of minor concern for coalition talks and for 

the everyday politics of the German government, so foreign policy chapters within 

the agreements have generally been short. 

 

Excluding matters directly related to the EU, but including everything from 

bilateral relations to development aid to cultural exchanges to everything on foreign 

security concerns/related to the German military, these chapters never took up more 

than a tenth of the coalition agreements’ total page count during the terms from 
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1998 to 2013 (in 2017/2018126, it consisted of 20 out of 177 pages, i.e. 11.3%). 

Considering that a few pages were usually spent on detailing the role of the military 

and military operations, this reduces the relevance and priority of foreign policy, and 

in particular when also excluding bilateral relations with Western partners, in such 

agreements immensely. 

 

The 1998 and 2002 coalition agreements between the SPD and the Greens did 

not mention China – or Asia – at all. Although these agreements were significantly 

shorter, with only 42 and 90 pages respectively, compared to later agreements with a 

three-digit page numbers, this is still rather surprising. At least in the 2002 

agreement, one could have expected China, or Asia, to be mentioned for at least 

three reasons: Germany’s increasing trade ties with China, Schröder’s personal 

authoritative foreign policy focus on China, and that fact that the relations with 

China were about to be upgraded soon thereafter – a step that both party chairmen, 

Schröder and Fischer, and their close staff should have been aware of at the time of 

the coalition talks. Instead of mentioning any of these aspects, the agreements only 

referred to promoting human rights in a general sense (SPD & BÜNDNIS 90/DIE 

GRÜNEN 1998 and SPD & BÜNDNIS 90/DIE GRÜNEN 2002). 

 

The later agreements involving the Union parties all included China specifically 

and also briefly referred to Asia as part of Germany’s foreign policy. While the 

breadth of such mentions was far from impressive, e.g. the 2009 coalition agreement 

featured a mere eight lines on the whole of Asia (CDU, CSU & FDP 2009), it 

became clear that China had become Germany’s main country of concern in Asia at 

the time. 

 

As Table 9 indicates, the amount of words spent on China (and also on Asia) 

increased steadily with each agreement from 2005 onwards – although in 

homoeopathic doses only. Due to the varied length of the agreements, the table also 

features a relative China word count number.  

 
126 The general election in September 2017 led to prolonged coalition negotiations and the 

final coalition agreement between the CDU/CSU and SPD was only published in February 

2018). This coalition agreement is included in this assessment to evaluate whether a 

response to the changing nature of the Germany-China relations during Merkel’s third term 

materialised. 
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 Pages Words Total 

(approx.) 

Words on 

China 

Words on 

China 

/Total Words 

“China” 

Mentioned 

1998 (SPD-Greens) 42 16,500 0 0 0 

2002 (SPD-Greens) 90 28,000 0 0 0 

2005 (Union-SPD) 143 46,000 40 0.0009 2 

2009 (Union-FDP) 132 44,000 48 0.0011 2 

2013 (Union-SPD) 185 66,000 88 0.0013 4 

2017/2018 (Union-

SPD) 

177 65,000 143 0.0022 5 

Table 5: China’s Relevance in Coalition Agreements 

Source: SPD & Greens (1998), SPD & Greens (2002), CDU, CSU & SPD (2005), CDU, CSU & FDP (2009), 

CDU, CSU & SPD (2013) and CDU, CSU & SPD (2018) 

 

While the above numbers suggest the lack of relevance of China for 

contemporary German governments – or, at least, for parliamentary factions 

negotiating coalition agreements to form governments – these numbers must be seen 

in the wider context of a lack of focus on foreign policy, and particularly China. 

Chapter 7 shows that politicians grasped the general notion of the relevance of 

China for the German economy and that it became a major political global player, 

China played an only marginal role in discussions, debates, and negotiations. One 

reason for this might be related to the German political system. With the rise of 

grand coalitions as the common coalition type under Merkel, the control function of 

the parliament, already discussed in the previous section, became less important. As 

key policies are often decided by the coalition committee, while the government 

factions hold large majorities in the parliament, debates and interest in largely 

controlling your own government suffered (Korte 2007). Still, this does not explain 

why China and foreign policy in general were not placed higher on the priority list 

of MPs – and coalition agreements. It appears to be an oversight based on the 

domestic policy priority by the executive and legislative branches.  

 

However, it still makes limited sense considering other activities by the coalition 

parties. For instance, in 2007 during Merkel’s first term, the CDU/CSU 
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parliamentary faction published a paper called ‘Asia as a Strategic Challenge and 

Chance for Germany and Europe’ (CDU/CSU 2007) which drew a worrying picture 

of China’s rise and basically suggested for Germany to spearhead the liberal crusade 

on China, to only moderately exaggerate. It declared that an “undemocratic, non-

liberal” (CDU/CSU 2007, p. 7) Chinese political model was starting to attract other 

countries which “reduce[d] the appeal of liberal Western” (CDU/CSU 2007, p. 7) 

political systems and views. Even worse, “sustainable development and sustainable 

stability [could] only be accomplished by having [our] participative political system 

and ensuring human rights” (CDU/CSU 2007, p. 15). Therefore, Germany should 

“together with the US prevent China’s [and other countries’] rise from destabilising 

the continent” (CDU/CSU 2007, pp. 15–16). These views were based on their 

“rationale of a Christian understanding of people and society” (CDU/CSU 2007, 

p. 3). In other words, the paper argued that Germany should promote Christian 

values, that fit the liberal Western mindset, much more offensively in and towards 

China, to prevent Germany and the West from losing political influence globally in 

the long-term and to prevent Asia from destabilisation beyond repair. The US and 

other close allies were supposed to support Germany in its efforts against China. 

Putting an assessment of the content of the paper aside, it promoted a reasonably 

clear message on responding to changing foreign dynamics, being put forward by 

the majority coalition partner’s faction, garnering sufficient support. It appears odd 

that it did not have a visible impact on the coalition agreement which followed about 

two years later and only included the absolute minimum of value-driven statements 

(CDU/CSU 2007). 

 

6.3 Political Parties 

In Germany’s parliamentary diplomacy, political parties with their existing 

factions represented in the federal parliament, have the potential to influence policy 

strategies via different channels. As is mentioned in the discussion of the federal 

parliament on foreign policy making, many of the actual policies are being 

developed and fought for within the factions and parliamentary committees. This 

goes beyond operational work, and the factions’ steering committees have often 

more political influence than the parties’ steering committees. However, such 

political power is limited. The primary concern for voters has long been either to 
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support the specific candidate in their constituency, or the political party the 

candidate is representing127. As the political parties are not only the body to select 

candidates (on local levels) but also the ones setting up the state lists for the 

proportional part of the electoral system, most prominent faction figures are de facto 

relying on the party for re-election – regardless of their individual support within 

their constituency. Yet, holding more prominent positions within factions, or 

government, likely leads to better results as voters want representatives that appear 

to be influential and ‘in the know’ about developments (Bernhagen 2017). 

 

However, for political parties, prior and post elections alike, foreign policy is of 

little relevance and priority, except for rare ‘direction setting’ moments when 

moving away from established core principles. Foreign policy is hardly a field to 

win votes with most of the time. One distinctive and rare exception from that rule 

was Schröders’ re-election in 2002, when he linked his candidacy to the question of 

whether to join the US’ coalition in Iraq (see Chapters 3.1 and 4.1). Moreover, 

Germany’s historic context shows that major foreign policy decisions have usually 

been consensual among the represented parties in the parliament at the given time. 

In the few diverging cases, however, Oppelland (2007) showed that opposition 

parties started adopting the chosen new direction after surprisingly fast. 

 

The evaluation of foreign policy goals in the parties’ manifestos finds that they 

rely mostly on the established inter-party foreign policy consensus. For low-priority 

bilateral relations, such as the one between Germany and China during its early 

years assessed in this thesis (in stark contrast to EU matters, or the bilateral relations 

with the US), little content exists beyond the frequently used comment on the ‘rising 

influence of China’, the necessity to cooperate due its rise, and brief concerns on the 

human rights situation in the country128. 

 

 
127 While this was largely still true for the time frame of this thesis, it is undeniable than 

partisan de-alignment has taken place in Germany, similarly to developments in other 

Western countries Dalton (2014). 
128 Chapter 6.2.2 provides a detailed analysis of coalition agreements in context of the 

Germany-China relationship. 
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Undertaken interviews129 support the view that political party headquarters with 

their small-scale foreign affairs units have little influence on actual foreign policy 

developments. Within the party factions, there is a general sense what the party 

might or might not favour, but such views are of no particular relevance to the 

constant struggle within factions, coalition committees and between legislative and 

executive foreign policy (f)actors. Therefore, political parties in Germany do not 

constitute a factor with sufficient influence to construct German actorness 

strategically. For the work of legislative committees, the expertise found in part in 

party-affiliated foundations is of more relevance, especially as these have local 

offices in many foreign countries/regions that can feed local assessments to the 

decision-makers directly, and the following pages assess whether political 

foundations do possess such sufficient influence. 

 

6.4 Political Foundations 

One distinctive component of the wider political sector in Germany consists of 

its foundations. These can generally be separated into political party foundations and 

different varieties of civil society think tanks/foundations (which are discussed as 

part of the societal level in Chapter 7). The political foundations have a strong 

affiliation with their respective parties and receive federal funding. 

 

The oldest of the current political foundations, the Friedrich Ebert Foundation, is 

affiliated with the Social Democratic Party and was founded in 1925 to fund 

workers pursuing further education. After it had been shut down in 1933, it was re-

established in 1954 and restructured to advance ‘democratic education’. In 1955, the 

Konrad Adenauer Foundation (KAS) with an affiliation to the Christian Democratic 

Union (CDU) was founded and trailed by the Friedrich Naumann Foundation (FNF, 

Free Democratic Party, FDP) in 1955, and the Hanns Seidel Foundation (HSF, 

Christian Social Union, CSU130) in 1966. The other two parliamentary parties 

present during the timeframe of this thesis, the Greens and the Left, founded their 

 
129 With interviewees #1, #2, #7, and #8. 
130 With the ‘Union’ parliament fraction consisting of CDU and CSU, KAS and HSF have 

largely common ideologies, but work independently of each other. One core sector of the 

HSF has been development aid and assistance work. 
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respective foundations in the 1990s (the Heinrich Böll Foundation, HBF, and the 

Rosa Luxemburg Foundation. RLF, respectively). 

 

Besides offering scholarships to pursue second-chance, further and higher 

education, and providing extensive training for party members and interested 

citizens on various political topics, political foundations also engage with foreign 

states through cultural and value-based activities and often long-established Track 

1.5 backchannels. Neuber (2013) even argued that the political foundations were 

specifically established as an additional tool of German foreign affairs. In 2013, the 

two big foundations, FES and KAS, had offices in over 100 and 70 countries 

respectively, with especially FES, KAS and HSF having done extensive work in 

China since its opening up policies came into effect during the 1980s (2013). Most 

of this work did not directly relate to progressing the German political agenda, but to 

facilitate cultural and educational exchanges and training, or to support Chinese 

development efforts (in particular in the case of the HSF). 

 

The value of these foundations for Germany’s foreign policy lies in its very 

nature: they are not part of official diplomatic channels, yet they have close ties with 

German political parties, and therefore with policy makers. However, while the 

foundations constitute independent entities, it is too short-sighted to consider them 

being part of the civil society either. They receive funding almost exclusively out of 

Germany’s federal budget (funding is based on previous election results of their 

affiliated political parties) and work together closely with the FFO and BMZ. 

Pogorelskaja (2002) furthermore pointed out that staff was able to move between 

these actors with relative ease depending on the coalition parties and their influence 

over individual ministries. Therefore, the political foundations are neither formal 

diplomatic actors nor civil society organisations but lie somewhere in-between these 

two extremes. Yet, they still largely appear to foreign governments to resemble 

NGOs (or, at least, are not seen as Track I entities), and as such have had freedoms 

in many host countries which the government might not possess. Their local 

representatives have often been able to interact with the respective country’s 

government, but also the (tolerated) opposition and/or important civil society 

groups. Having been able to build their networks in a wide range of countries for 
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decades provides invaluable information and often shortcuts in communication that 

formal diplomatic channels might not have access to. 

 

In short, German political foundations provide an alternative to interact with 

foreign countries on various levels which may be difficult for German diplomatic 

corps. Such communication takes often place under the radar and is difficult to 

quantify or assess. As such, their role might also be exaggerated, as it is clear that 

the primary purpose of the foundations is to engage with civil society in their 

respective target countries – whether it is related to development activities, cultural 

events, or collecting information about societal developments over time. Still, 

former German President Roman Herzog commented in 1995 that political 

foundations are “the most reliable and proven tools of German foreign policy” 

(Pogorelskaja 2002, p. 33). While this statement might understate the overall 

independence of the foundations and overstate their relevance a little, it shows the 

significance of their work in the so-called pre-political space. Furthermore, the 

major German foundations were found to inherit a largely pluralist work ethic and 

divided countries and political as well as civil society actors amongst each other. 

 

Even in a one-party state with no prominent opposition or broad political debates 

within society, the work of these foundations can be valuable. The FES was 

“accepted as a suitable dialogue partner” (Pogorelskaja 2002, p. 32) by the CCP 

since the early 1980s and has, for instance, been hosting the existing human rights 

dialogue between both countries (see Chapter 6.2). In contrast, the KAS and HSF 

engagement focused more on cultural exchanges and grassroots facilitation of 

education and educational partnerships respectively. However, there are clear 

limitations for the work that the German political foundations are able to do in 

China. Fulda (2009) noted that projects generally had two teams to manage them, 

one at the German political foundation and the other at a Chinese partner 

organisation which is closely affiliated with the CCP. Furthermore, the foundations’ 

strategies in China were largely “demand oriented” (Fulda 2009, p. 172): it was 

usually the Chinese partner organisations that suggested projects instead of the 

German political parties, disabling them from promoting their own liberal agendas. 

Fulda therefore believed that the CCP had a tight grip on German (semi-)state actors 

in China, be it the political foundations, or GIZ as an extension of the BMZ. There is 
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little scope to diverge from that route, as the foundations’ legitimacy was not only 

based on their ideological beliefs, but also on the value of legality, openness and 

control in both Germany and the host country (Pogorelskaja 2002). During Merkel’s 

third term, the political environment in China worsened for political foundations. 

China toughened its stance on foreign NGOs in early 2017 which threatened the 

survival of many German foundations, including the well-established ones (Giesen 

and Strittmatter 2017). For the remaining part of the assess period, they were able to 

continue their work in limited fashion, though. 

 

 Despite of the important role political parties played in Germany’s relations 

with China throughout the period, they are also not relevant factors with strategic 

impact on Germany’s actorness. They do constitute important semi-diplomatic 

institutions for Track 1.5 collaboration in many countries including China, but their 

direct impact on Germany’s construction of its approach with China have been 

limited. 

 

6.5 Evaluation of the Influence of Bureaucratic Factors through 

Thematic Analysis 

6.5.1 Economic Interest 

In line with Chapter 5, the notion of economic interest was of great importance 

within bureaucratic considerations and interplays as well. This is no surprise, as the 

Chancellors and the Chancellery usually act in unison131 and possess decisive power 

in the decision-making process regarding China. 

 

The Chancellery planned and coordinated the relations for Schröder and Merkel, 

and for the rest of the executive branch. This organisational layout served the role to 

pass on policy decisions within the executive branch. As shown above, the rise of 

the BMWi’s influence relative to the FFO and others also indicated that economic 

interest had been of importance. However, BMWi’s position on China during 

Merkel III under Gabriel helped to change the existing debates in policy circles. 

 
131 In part due to the fact that Chancellors would bring their close personnel with them, and 

making changes to the wider leadership positions over time. 
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Suddenly, economic nationalist interests became popular, despite of Germany’s 

almost flawless record as an investment destination132. Surprisingly, much of the 

criticism found from 2015 to 2017 was voiced by the BDI and major German 

corporations, and not by the SMEs or M&A support services133. With the BMWi 

having become a sort of communication hub for exchanging views between the 

BMWi China staff, the BDI, and other related lobbyists roaming China-related 

policy circles, the BMWi was in the ideal position to be the focal point at the 

bureaucratic level besides the Chancellery. Major decision-making activities took 

place among the two, and influenced Germany’s policy decisions on China. 

 

6.5.2 Ignorance and Trust 

The assessment of ignorance within the executive branch is challenging and 

doing so extensively and sensibly has been beyond the scope of this research. 

Instead, this chapter presented an original contribution with its attempt to better 

understand the available China knowledge within the federal parliament. Due to the 

limited role the parliament plays for foreign policy making in a Chancellor 

Democracy governed by mostly great coalitions, the results were all but surprising. 

China knowledge, as conceptualised via a small number of indicators, did not appear 

to be widely available. Although the research design of this assessment has not been 

very robust, it validated the stance already found in academia and policy circles: 

there was a lack of China knowledge in the German policy making sector in general. 

Considering China’s great importance for German economic prosperity, this lack of 

China knowledge represented institutional ignorance towards China. 

 

That said, the Bundestag is neither a corporation, nor a ministry. Although it 

does employ a small number of research personnel, the vast majority of policy 

actors within it are MPs and their staff. The former ones are elected, the latter ones 

employed by the elected members of parliament. As such, it is difficult to rectify the 

lack of China knowledge by a central directive. Instead, the political sector needs to 

 
132 See the FDI Regulatory Restrictiveness Index OECD (2018). 
133 Interviewees #20 and #23 suggested that the debates at the time have had limited impact 

on the number of deals or their trajectory, both regarding German investments in China and 

Chinese investments in Germany. What had changed, though, was the explanation that 

needed to be done, to reassure clients. Both interviewees worked in the wider sector. 
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acknowledge its existing ignorance and the implication of China’s rise beyond trade 

and economic transaction, and to eventually slowly adapt to it. This also echoes with 

the findings on ignorance at the individual level. With domestic issues trumping 

foreign ones, this may take a while. However, with the fast-evolving broader 

geopolitical environment, without actions, this strategic limitation will certainly lead 

to more repercussions in the long term.  

 

Trust, the term in the conceptualised sense referring to the reliance on wishful 

thinking has likely also played a role, albeit a diminishing one – especially from 

2016 onwards. A thorough assessment of the executive branch on the notion of trust 

would run into similar difficulties as when assessing ignorance. Ignorance, in 

comparison, is more obvious to trace and to identify throughout the analysis. 

However, this is not to deny the relevance of trust at this level to shape Germany’s 

agency to engage with China. Although less so, especially in the later years during 

Merkel III, this belief of bringing China to adopt more Western values through trade 

ran deeply in Germany’s bureaucratic institution’s construction of China policy 

during the examined period from 1998 to 2017. This rigid groupthink ultimately 

restricted Germany’s search for a more comprehensive strategy to better adapt to a 

fast-changing China different from its expectation. Just as FPA scholars have 

repeatedly pointed out when studying group decision-making in the Groupthink 

Model (Akhmad et al. 2020), the groupthink phenomenon imposes fundamental 

harm to efficiency, and therefore to the quality of the decision-making process and 

the decision itself. This side effect remains quite evident when evaluating 

Germany’s China strategy. 
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Chapter 7: Societal Level 

 

Adding this third analysis layer, the societal level, to the existing framework, 

helps to cast a wider net on the search to identify factors impacting strategic German 

actorness towards China beyond the examination of individuals and bureaucratic 

institutions. The societal level analysis below therefore identifies key factors and 

assesses their influence on constructing Germany’s decision-making agency 

regarding China. This includes factors such as German public opinion on China, the 

media, and of a limited number of lobbying organisations and think tanks. 

 

The first part concludes that German society has held overall poor to very poor 

sentiments towards China for much of the discussed time frame. This surprising 

result, considering China’s growing relevance for Germany’s economy, and the 

extent of successful economic cooperation between the two, is not rooted in 

considerations in terms of economic benefits, though. Instead, the presented 

negative views are largely grounded on normative values Germany held high due to 

the country’s historical past and long-term adherence to these values in public 

debates. However, when bringing public debates and public opinion into the mix, an 

assessment of the role of the media is also essential. Not surprisingly, media 

coverage of China did correlate with public opinion. 

 

The third part of the chapter then covers other possible storytellers, perception 

multipliers, and lobbyists in a limited fashion. This assessment alone would deserve 

its own extensive research project. On the search for impactful factors within the 

societal level, a more selective approach to these factors must do within the scope of 

this project, though. Similar to prior assessments, the chapter concludes with putting 

the findings into the context of the three themes, economic interest, ignorance, and 

trust. 
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7.1 German Perceptions on China 

 

“In China ist ein Sack Reis umgefallen” 

(“A bag of rice fell over in China”) 

- Popular German Expression134 

 

The quest on finding German actorness’ factors on China would be incomplete 

without considering the perceptions of China in German society and how these 

evolved over time. With German foreign policy actors and makers generally being 

constrained by normative civil power considerations as well as practical (economic) 

necessities, public perceptions and the societal debate on specific issues may have 

influenced German actorness directly, or indirectly, through their influence on other 

assessed factors in this thesis. This sub-chapter therefore provides a reasonably 

comprehensive understanding of how China was seen within German society. 

Although citizens’ views are not part of the conceptual core of the thesis, and are 

therefore not discussed in great detail, they do provide a foundation for discussing 

German politicians’ views on China in Chapter 7.4 – an assessment which fits nicely 

in this framework’s Pluralist Model. The following evaluation finds that both 

normal citizens and politicians had major reservations about China. These 

reservations were largely based on a lack of understanding and distance, both in 

geographical and value terms. This argument is then taken further in later sections. 

 

This sub-chapter uses data from primarily two sources, the Pew Research 

Center’s Global Indicators Database (2018b) and by the German subsidiary of the 

Chinese Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. (Huawei). Huawei commissioned an 

extensive study on perceptions in the Germany-China bilateral relationship in 2016 

(Huawei 2016a) which built upon earlier studies from 2012 (Huawei 2012) and 

2014 (Huawei 2014)135. 

 
134 This German expression and variations of it have commonly been used for many decades 

as a response when something “entirely insignificant” Drosdowski (1992, p. 139) took 

place. 
135 The studies have a sample size of 1000 citizens (2016: 1001), 100 (2012: 80) political 

decision makers and 200 (2012: 170) senior management decision makers from the private 

sector in both Germany and China. On the German side, the political decision maker group 

consists of federal and state members of parliament as well as political office holders from a 

federal to local level (Huawei 2016a, p. 21). 
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Given the controversial reputation of Huawei in the late-2010s, it is important to 

clarify the rationale of relying on its report for the analysis here in terms of possible 

biases. The actual surveying and analysis for the three Huawei studies were 

conducted by the major German polling companies TNS Infratest and TNS Emnid, 

which both merged to Kantar Emnid in 2016. The German Institute of Global and 

Area Studies (GIGA) was responsible for the scientific quality and data 

interpretation of the findings of the 2014 and 2016 studies. In the extensive 2016 

study used most extensively here, Professor Köllner took the scientific lead, and the 

study was co-authored by Dr Margot Schüller, Dr Yun Schüler-Zhou, and 

University of Duisburg-Essen’s Professor Nele Noesselt. To Huawei, this appeared 

to matter, likely because they would want to avoid accusations of bias and 

unscientific methods/tinkering with the data. By using a leading polling company 

and a reputable academic institution for the analysis of the data, as well as seasoned 

academics and China experts in Germany, they could assure that concerns of the 

studies’ robustness and validity should be limited. For this research, this also 

matters, because the sheer amount of data in these studies is valuable to better 

understand public perception. 

 

However, it is certainly not ideal from a methodological perspective to rely 

mostly on these four sources in this sub-chapter, including the Pew Research Center 

data. Yet, in terms of the Huawei studies, their high-profile support by academics 

(Professor Eberhard Sandschneider), career diplomats (Michael Clauß), and 

business lobbyists (Hans-Georg Frey) alike, should help to alleviate concerns. Still, 

as with all single-source material, the findings should – and were, wherever possible 

– be triangulated with other sources. Some of the core findings of the Huawei 

studies were fortunately validated by other surveys painting similar general pictures 

(on a smaller scale), i.e. existing surveys by the Körber Foundation (2017) and the 

BBC (2017). 

 

Although the research for the Huawei studies was conducted from 2011 to 2016, 

their findings also provide a good indication of prior sentiments, especially in 

combination with the following section on the German media coverage of China. 
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Such ‘extrapolation’ is also supported by the Pew Research Center’s findings, as 

they cover a twelve-year period. 

 

7.1.1 Germany’s Overall Reservations 

The following pages show that Germans, on average, do not have particularly 

favourable views of China. One of the most comprehensive international polls on 

sentiments towards foreign countries was conducted by the aforementioned Pew 

Research Center and the data is found in their Global Indicators Database (2018b). 

One of the core questions that had been asked to citizens in a wide range of 

countries each year since 2005 has been whether the respondents had a favourable or 

unfavourable view on the country in question. 

 

While the polling data does not provide analyses on why sentiments change, 

sentiment trends in selected countries or even on an aggregated level can provide 

valuable information – especially for comparative studies. In the case of this thesis’ 

search for influence on German actorness, such data offers insights on where 

Germans stood with their views of China. In Figure 26, German views were 

compared to other major European countries (France, Italy, Spain, and the UK), plus 

the United States. Germans have consistently had one of the lowest favourable 

views on China since the inception of the poll in 2005, and up to 2017. They had the 

least favourable views of any of those countries from 2008 to 2013 as well as in 

2015 and 2016, which made Germany leading the list of least favourable views on 

China for eight out of 13 years (Pew Research Center 2018b). 
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Figure 26: “Do you have a favorable or unfavorable view of China?” Polled Citizens Responding “Favorable” in % 

Source: Global Indicators Database: Opinion of China, Pew Research Center (2018b) 

 

 France Germany Italy Spain UK US 

2005 58 46 - 57 65 43 

2006 60 56 - 46 65 52 

2007 47 34 27 39 49 42 

2008 28 26 - 31 47 39 

2009 41 29 - 40 52 50 

2010 41 30 - 47 46 49 

2011 51 34 - 55 59 51 

2012 40 29 30 49 49 40 

2013 42 28 28 48 48 37 

2014 47 28 26 39 47 35 

2015 50 34 40 41 45 38 

2016 33 28 32 28 37 37 

2017 44 34 31 43 45 44 

Table 6: “Do you have a favorable or unfavorable view of China?” Polled Citizens Responding “Favorable” in % 

Source: Global Indicators Database: Opinion of China, Pew Research Center (2018b) 

 

Considering the above results, it is not particularly surprising that Germany also 

led in the list of countries having the most unfavourable views on China with six out 

of 13 top spots as shown in Figure 27.  
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Figure 27: “Do you have a favorable or unfavorable view of China?” Polled Citizens Responding “Unfavorable” 
in % 

Source: Global Indicators Database: Opinion of China, Pew Research Center (2018b) 

 France Germany Italy Spain UK US 

2005 42 37  21 16 35 

2006 41 33  38 14 29 

2007 51 54 61 43 27 39 

2008 72 68  56 36 42 

2009 60 63  41 29 38 

2010 59 61  38 35 36 

2011 49 59  39 26 36 

2012 60 67 64 46 35 40 

2013 58 64 62 47 31 52 

2014 53 64 70 55 38 55 

2015 49 60 57 50 37 54 

2016 61 60 61 56 44 55 

2017 52 53 59 43 37 47 

Table 7: “Do you have a favorable or unfavorable view of China?” Polled Citizens Responding “Unfavorable” 
in % 

Source: Global Indicators Database: Opinion of China, Pew Research Center (2018b) 

 

Considering both the favourable and unfavourable mentions, it appears that 

German sentiments towards China were roughly in line with the sentiments in other 
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major European nations as well as the US. From 2007/2008, Germany’s perception 

on China deteriorated significantly and never fully recovered. Most likely, such 

deterioration was the result of the issues the Germany-China relations had endured 

during that very time. First, with Merkel’s Dalai Lama visit that disgruntled China 

and led to a media spotlight of China’s rise and societal debate within Germany. 

Then, shortly after, the unrest in Tibet in 2008, which had been widely covered in 

the German media, and third, Merkel’s decision to not participate at the Olympic 

Games in Beijing. There was plenty of negative coverage prior to the Olympics, 

although it improved during the event itself (Lorenz 2008). 

 

While these numbers suggest that Germans held a rather negative view on 

China, they do not offer an in-depth assessment of such sentiments. Hence, the 

question remains, how meaningful these results are, and whether they can be 

considered an influential factor. The previously introduced Huawei studies provide a 

more in-depth picture of German sentiments towards China and are therefore 

explored in the next section. 

 

7.1.2 Economic Opportunities and Threats 

German views on China’s economic role were far more ambivalent and complex 

compared to the general sentiments presented above. The most common 

spontaneous association regarding China found in the three Huawei studies was 

China’s strong economy/economic power role. It was mentioned 28% of the time in 

2012 (Huawei 2012, p. 53), 37% of the time in 2014 (Huawei 2014, p. 27) and 34% 

of the time in 2016 (Huawei 2016a, p. 26). Furthermore, 49% of the respondents in 

2014 and 44% in 2016 were somewhat or very worried (Huawei 2016a, p. 68) about 

China’s economic strength. Combining these numbers with the views on personal 

freedoms and human rights in China (discussed in the sections below), it shows that 

Germans felt worried, if not threatened, by China’s economic and political rise. 

Unrelated to these sentiments but adding a further layer to the argument is a 

common further spontaneous association which was mentioned: 7%, 8%, and 10% 

respectively in the surveyed years associated the production of cheap goods of poor 

quality with China. Such views were likely to be attributed to a somewhat dated 

‘workbench of the world’ China image, which primarily marked the 1990s and the 
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early post-WTO accession in the 2000s, and the related flooding of German markets 

with Chinese products that were often of sub-par quality. This perception also 

becomes visible when considering the responses for the question whether China 

primarily stood for mass-produced goods or innovative products. In 2016, 85% of 

the population (2014: 86) opted for the mass-produced goods answer compared to 

5% (2014: 4%) who primarily linked China with the manufacturing of innovative 

products (Huawei 2016a, p. 126)136.  

 

Yet, 56% of the German population in 2014 and 58% in 2016 believed that 

China and the US were equally important as international political and economic 

partners of Germany (Huawei 2016a, p. 69), with 59% in 2016 responding that 

China’s economy had a very large or large impact on Germany (Huawei 2016a, 

p. 116), and also 59% stating that the Chinese economic growth was important for 

German economic growth (Huawei 2016a, p. 116). In particular the results to the 

first question might have raised eyebrows while the latter results simply show that 

the rising China notion and its economic relevance for German exports had been a 

common topic in the media over many years. 

 

While the above results can also be seen as neutral assessments, 49% of 

Germans believed in 2016, that German domestic companies were being pushed out 

of business by the increase of Chinese goods (Huawei 2016a, p. 117). Contrary to 

this view, 48% believed in the same year and study, that Chinese investments in 

Germany had a positive impact on German employment (Huawei 2016a, p. 117). To 

complicate the matter further, the German population was also torn on the question 

of whether Germany or China benefited more from technological co-operation with 

39% believing that China benefited more than Germany in 2014, and the same 

percentage in 2016 respectively (Huawei 2016a, p. 118). 

 

These results provide a good indication of the ambivalence in sentiments found 

within the German economy during the mid-2010s. To put the results into 

 
136 The large gap in percentages exists as the first mentioned 7%, 8% and 10% values were 

related to spontaneous associations, i.e. the responses to a question along the lines of 

‘Which aspects come to mind when thinking about China?’ instead of having given the 

question whether China stood for mass-produced good or innovative products. 
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perspective, it is useful to remember that this was the time when Chinese 

investments in Germany came under additional scrutiny by Gabriel’s push for 

investment screening and the related shift in political sentiments. Such ambivalence, 

and change of sentiments, was also found in practical terms by multiple interviewees 

working on matters involving Chinese commercial activity in Germany137. 

 

7.1.3 Normative Values: Personal Freedoms and Human Rights 

As Chapter the discussion of Germany’s as a normative power in Chapter 3.2 

highlighted, underlying normative values did play a role in Germany and in German 

foreign policy making. One aspect that matters much to the German public was the 

notion of people’s personal freedoms. The following polling numbers show a rather 

strong sentiment suggesting that China was not a free place for its citizens. The Pew 

Research Center asked up to 49 countries the following question repeatedly over 

time: “Does China’s government respect the personal freedoms of its people” 

(2018a)? The German public’s response is clear: 

 

 German “Yes” German “No” 

2008 13% 84% 

2013 9% 87% 

2014 6% 91% 

2015 6% 92% 

2016 4% 93% 

2017 7% 88% 

Table 8: German Sentiments on Personal Freedoms in China – “Does China’s government respect the personal 
freedoms of its people?” 

Source: Global Indicators Database: China Personal Freedoms, Pew Research Center (2018a) 

 

These numbers suggest a clear sentiment. Their explanatory power is further 

heightened when comparing these to responses in other countries: 

 

 

 

 
137 Namely, interviewees #20 and #23. 
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 Germany’s “Yes” Rank Germany’s “No” Rank 

2008 17/20 (4th lowest) 3/20 (3rd highest) 

2013 47/49 (3rd lowest) 2/49 (2nd highest) 

2014 42/43 (2nd lowest) 1/43 (highest) 

2015 37/39 (3rd lowest) 3/39 (third highest) 

2016 17/18 (2nd lowest) 2/18 (2nd highest) 

2017 39/40 (2nd lowest) 2/40 (2nd highest) 

Table 9: Germany’s Position (Table 6) Relative to Selected Other Countries 

Source: Global Indicators Database: China Personal Freedoms, Pew Research Center (2018a) 

 

Such results do speak for themselves, although their explanatory power is 

limited due to the question’s lack of focus and depth. While the Pew Research 

Center only published polling numbers without any qualitative analysis involved, 

the reasons for poor German sentiments on Chinese people’s freedoms were 

manifold. Germany’s past struggle within a divided country should have made 

Germans more sensitive to questions of personal freedoms. However, considering 

this being the only substantial reason is not sufficiently convincing. Germany’s 

direct competitors for the most negative views on personal freedoms in China were, 

apart from Japan, also members of the European Union: France, Italy (from 2013 to 

2015) and Sweden (since polling started in 2016). It is certainly unwise to talk about 

coherent European values in this case due to the limitation of the data, but it does 

stand out that a range of underlying concerns were shared by some advanced liberal 

European economies. Germany’s unique past likely added a further layer to this 

particular question, though. 

 

Regarding human rights in a more general sense, the Huawei study (2016a, 

p. 21) also includes a related spontaneous association. While most Germans 

associated primarily economic strength with China (2016: 34%; 2014: 37%; 2012: 

28%), more people mentioned human rights violations (14%; 14%; 16%) than 

‘Chinese Food’ (12%; 14%; 17%) or Communism (12%; 15%; 10%) as their first 

association. Furthermore, the second most well-known Chinese person, a question 

only asked for in the 2016 survey, after Mao Zedong with 54% had been Ai Weiwei 

with 8% (Huawei 2016a, p. 165). On the one hand, this is surprising, as other 
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mentions could have included more recent leading politicians. Yet, it is also a 

logical consequence of Ai’s role in Germany. Ai, who was a “part of global pop 

culture” (Sieren 2011, p. 260), had been an outspoken critic of the Chinese 

government in the German media and arts circles for many years, and had opened an 

office and art gallery in Berlin in 2011 (Zeit Online 2011). In 2015, he had moved to 

Berlin to teach at the Berlin University of the Arts from 2015 to 2018, before 

eventually leaving Germany due to its “lack of openness [and] little room for open 

debates” (Peschel 2019, p. 2), though. 

 

To sum up, the German public’s views on China showed ambivalence and a lack 

of coherence beyond normative values. Similar to notions by politicians (see below), 

the idea of China’s relevance for Germany had gained ground over time. Related to 

this, a representative foreign policy survey of the Koerber Foundation from 2017 

found that Germans considered China the most or second most important partner of 

Germany on fourth place, trailing France and the US by large margins, and Russia 

narrowly, but having placed China in front of Great Britain, Italy, and Austria 

amongst others (Körber Stiftung 2017, p. 23). Yet, negative sentiments within the 

population prevailed according to the range of surveys mentioned in this thesis, and 

also the vast majority of German, or in Germany residing, interviewees from various 

backgrounds and working in a range of sectors. 

 

7.2 German Media Coverage on China 

When discussing the poor perception of China within German society, it is 

inevitable to eventually wonder about the role of the media and its influence on 

Germany’s position vis-à-vis China. This thesis provides neither the focus nor scope 

to assess the coverage of China in German media with an extensive individual 

research design in place. Instead, this section provides a small range of individual 

findings on this very question and refers to existing research on the topic. 

 

Both Huawei studies from 2014 and 2016 include print media analyses (in 2016 

commissioned to a specialised firm) of the most prominent daily and weekly 

newspapers and magazines in Germany. The studies list the key topics presented in 

the articles in Germany (and China as well) in great detail. For instance, the Huawei 
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2016 study found that 54% of all media articles in the researched time frame on 

China related to the field topic of ‘economy and innovation’ (Huawei 2016a, 

p. 123), and then split the results into further sub-sections. Overall, both studies 

come to similar results, namely that “[c]ritical and negative descriptions 

predominate in the German media when it comes to issues like human rights and the 

rule of law. […] [R]eports on Chinese foreign policy are predominantly neutral [but] 

threat scenarios are still widespread in media reporting” (Huawei 2014, p. 2). The 

correlation between the wider German sentiments and the media analysis was 

expected as suggested multiple times, and other observers do agree with the core 

findings of the analysis as well, for instance Wilke and Achatzi (2011b) and Thimm 

et al (2014). 

 

Sieren, a long-term Beijing correspondent and author of several books on China, 

holds similar views. In 2011, he shared an anecdote of a meeting of German 

journalists working on China. In his speech at the event, he argued that some of his 

colleagues were “sometimes helping along the truth to better distinguish between 

good and bad” (Sieren 2011, p. 260) and was met with harsh criticism by one 

journalist in particular. He responded that he had been concerned that “Germans 

could be duped into believing that China was more open and freer than in reality” 

(Sieren 2011, p. 260) if the media coverage was not as pronounced in highlighting 

existing issues. Others have reported similar incidents, talking about editor 

expectations of negative story framing, and Germany-based journalists’ blatant 

disbelief when sharing alternative, non-negative views on China (Röhr 2021)138.   

 

Furthermore, Heberer found a fault with the German media coverage in 2008. 

During the civil unrest in Tibet just prior to the Olympic Games in Beijing, he 

criticised the one-sided, and in his view, far too negative, sentiments in the German 

media (Heberer 2008). He substantiated his criticism in 2011 by relating it to the 

lack of realisation of the transformative processes that had taken place in China the 

 
138 Also mentioned by interviewee #6 who knew the Germany-China media landscape at the 

time well. Interviewee #13 added that German correspondents in China would have often 

problems getting their articles publishes, and that editors would sometimes simply edit the 

articles themselves, inflating negative aspects and limiting or removing positive ones. 
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years before. Or, in his words, summarising the media’s sentiments towards China at 

the time: “China was at fault for everything” (Heberer and Senz 2011, p. 683). 

 

Sandschneider suggested in 2012 that the partially one-sided media coverage of 

China was to blame for the overall negative German views on China (Huawei 2012, 

p. 6). He believed that such coverage had strongly influenced German views while 

having provided little substantial and concrete knowledge on China. The latter is 

certainly a subjective assessment, albeit from a credible source, but fits well within 

this thesis’ themes. 

 

In contrast to the above statements, however, Lorenz (2008) argued that the 

coverage of China had been broad and that the German public had never been 

informed by the media on so many different aspects of China before. The mere fact 

that criticisms such as the ones above were portrayed in the media already countered 

the idea of an anti-China conspiracy. Lorenz certainly had a point about the breadth 

of the available China information, in particular regarding arts, culture, and history. 

In respect to the lack of neutrality in (some of) the China coverage in Germany, the 

view of Sandschneider and others prevails in this thesis’ evaluation. The often one-

sided coverage did play its part to aggravate critical and, compared to other 

advanced Western states, very critical, views on China. Based on the findings of this 

research, Lorenz is also wrong in bringing up the idea of an existing anti-China 

conspiracy in the media. Instead of debating nonsensical arguments to divert 

attention, the three chosen themes can help. Economically benefiting (economic 

interest) from a rising power you do not fully understand (ignorance) while hoping 

for the best that things will work out (trust) while worrying that it will not (existing 

negative attitudes) may very well lead to an unintended amplification of negative 

sentiments, fuelling a vicious circle. Whether this brief outline is worth exploring 

further may be up to others, but at least it aims at contributing an explanation to the 

bias in the media experienced throughout the assessed time frame.  

 

7.3 The Perception Gap: Politicians vis-á-vis Society 

The above sub-chapter 7.1 provides an overview about the sentiments towards 

China that were held by the German public. While the findings help to better 
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understand Germany’s relationship with China, it does not provide conclusive 

evidence on the sentiments’ impact on Germany’s actorness (see thematic analysis 

below). As such, this chapter draws a comparison between the public’s and 

politicans’ views on China to better understand what perspective legislators possess 

and whether this may provide any clues. 

 

In the 2012 Huawei study (2012, p. 25), the general public and political 

decision-makers had generally similar views on China. For instance, 15% of the 

public and 11% of politicians believed that China had a good reputation 

internationally, while 28% of both groups felt sympathetic towards China. 

Differences existed in both the question of ability to innovate (53% compared to 

74%) as well as China’s influence in society (86% compared to 95%). In contrast to 

the numbers presented previously, this data is surprisingly unsurprising and could be 

interpreted in the way that common sentiments are shared equally amongst the 

German public and German politicians at the time, but that the politicians indeed 

had an information advantage with regard to the latter two results which require 

more up-to-date information.  

 

However, these responses on their own are not conclusive and require additional 

data. Considering the rise of economic fears regarding a rising China from 2015 to 

2017, the following provides a comparison of views on Germany’s dependence on 

China. The responses suggest that the German politicians appeared to be aware of 

such a dependence link. Out of the 100 polled politicians in 2016, 30 stated that 

China was more important for the German economy than the United States while 49 

believed both to be of equal importance (Huawei 2016b, p. 373). Similarly, 90 of 

them stated that the Chinese economy had a large or very large influence on 

Germany (Huawei 2016b, p. 374) and 77 believed that Chinese economic growth 

was important for the economic situation in Germany (Huawei 2016b, p. 375). 

Although these numbers were collected in 2015, the above is also supported by 

similar numbers in the 2014 study with interviews conducted in 2013. 46% of the 

polled politicians in 2016, and 40% in 2014, believed that the US and China had 

been equally important as bilateral political and economic partners of Germany 

(Huawei 2016a, p. 69). 
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Considering these numbers, and assuming their robustness and validity, it is 

undeniable that there was a widespread notion of the relevance of China to Germany 

as has also been found within the individual and bureaucratic levels. This sentiment 

was also shared by all (former) German politicians interviewed for this thesis. They 

all had a rough conception of the importance of China for the country and their own 

work, yet they could only partially provide examples or put that notion of 

relevance/dependence into a specific China context. Once again, this is much in line 

with prior findings and the very conceptualisation of the economic interest and 

ignorance themes. 

 

These interview findings are also somewhat backed up by the following study 

results. Related to China’s development into a competitor for Germany, one 

question asked whether Chinese technological goods were internationally 

competitive. While 64% of citizens and 67% of businesspeople agreed, only 50% of 

the polled politicians thought this was the case (Huawei 2016a, p. 136). Although 

German politicians were largely meeting societal averages on the question how good 

the quality of Chinese goods were (about 50% answered with “high” or “partially 

good, partially bad”), they were also significantly less convinced that Chinese 

companies were able to manufacture high-tech products. 83% of the citizen group 

and 89% of the business manager group agreed with this statement while only 74% 

of politicians believed so (Huawei 2016a, p. 136). Therefore, politicians provided 

the worst view on Chinese brands’ international recognition in 2016 (Huawei 2016a, 

p. 148). Only 5% of them believed that Chinese brands were regarded highly 

(citizens: 14%; business decision-makers: 12%) while 73% of German politicians 

believed that Chinese brands were regarded poorly (citizens: 57%; business 

decision-makers: 69%). Moreover, 73% of politicians compared to 62% of the 

general public believed that Chinese companies predominately copied Western 

products while only 9% and 10% respectively believed that they predominately 

developed their own products (Huawei 2016a, p. 128)139. 

 

 
139 The above responses give a good indication of the overall findings of the studies. Instead 

of continuing the listing of questions and responses here, a closer look at the study itself 

(Huawei 2016a) may be worthwhile. 
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The latter results did not meet the expectations the 2012 study proposed, and the 

dependence-related questions suggested. They also did not meet the expectations 

caused by the increasing scepticism on China’s economic rise in Germany in 2015 

which rose at the very time the source interviews for the above results were 

conducted. One would assume that the politicians’ results were positioned between 

citizen (’layman’) and business (’experts’) results, but these numbers indicate that 

German federal and state politicians were well aware of the notion of ‘China is 

important for the German economy’, but that they were generally less aware of the 

competitive threat that the Chinese advanced manufacturing industry posed for 

German goods than was the German general public. With the comprehensive 

strategic partnership established a little more than a year earlier, this poses two key 

questions: what did legislators know about China at the time, and how were they 

able to make an informed decision about closer cooperation with China if their level 

of knowledge appeared to not have surpassed the public’s understanding? 

Admittedly, the surveyed politicians might not have had much of an overlap with 

politicians engaged in the foreign relations with China, or even worked with regard 

to German foreign affairs at all. Also, as shared by one interviewee in detail140, the 

realities of knowledge acquisition by MPs is all but ideal. Most of the information 

consumed is either handed to the MPs by their faction, or is aggregated by their 

members of staff – who often also rely on faction material and do little 

individual/’critical’ research. Depending on the thematic focus of the MP, lobbyists 

might also play a significant role in informing MPs (Bernhagen 2017). With regard 

to China, the latter aspect plays a major role. As explained by two interviewees with 

experience in trade policy development141, (senior) MPs concerned with 

trade/economic policy often spend a significant amount of time talking to lobbyists 

representing German industry. If no pro-active step in pursuing a balanced 

acquisition of knowledge is taken, this might very well lead to views as one-sided as 

the media has portrayed China at times. 

 

A further point the Huawei study data highlighted and that can be found in its 

detailed annex (Huawei 2016b, p. 383) is that German politicians aged 45 and below 

 
140 Interviewee #1. 
141 Interviewee #10 and #21. 
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almost always had a less favourable view on China’s economic strength and 

international competitiveness than their older counterparts. Although their age does 

not automatically relate to their time in office (which was not polled), it can be 

assumed that many of them were more junior members of their legislative bodies or 

had less experience in their political decision-making positions they held at the time. 

As such, their level of knowledge on China – at least regarding China’s economic 

and commercial development – appeared to be inferior to that of older policy makers 

and also the German public. On its own, this small data set (17 out of 100 polled 

politicians fall into this category) is of limited explanatory power. Combined with 

the other findings in this thesis, however, it adds another piece to the puzzle. 

 

Still, despite of the above, advancing the understanding of the policy-making 

and influencing process, and reiterating the role of ignorance on the German side of 

the relationship, the above only marginally helps to make a case for public opinion 

and/or media influence on strategic German actorness on China. Although a linkage 

most likely exists due to the cognitive role other people’s views and the media play 

in shaping one’s own perceptions (Robinson 2001), assessing its influence cannot 

credibly be done without further research. Yet, the sometimes fleeting notions of the 

themes and the improving and then deteriorating Germany-China sentiments could 

be backed up with data in this chapter, although an over-reliance on specific sources 

still exists. 

 

7.4 Business Associations 

Lehning (2004) argued that associations representing societal groups are an 

essential component to the pluralist discourse in Germany. They represent, but also 

analyse and support policy-making processes and even control politicians’ actions to 

an extent. They are a core component of the German democratic system and also an 

important factor to secure and future-proof the lives of its members. This includes 

the particular and rather influential group of business associations. 

 

The case of the influence of business associations as factors on German foreign 

policy agency is particularly intriguing. The very nature of these organisations 

forces them to see themselves as influential players while the respondents, 
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politicians and civil servants attenuate their influence to appear as being in charge. 

However, Bührer (2007) found that researchers of German lobbying associations’ 

activities generally reject the notion that associations have much of an impact 

beyond trade policy. 

 

Regarding the Germany-China relations, trade policy is exactly the type of 

policy which is of relevance. The key associations in question are the Federation of 

German Industries (Bundesverband der Deutschen Industrie, BDI), the Federation of 

German Chambers of Industry and Commerce (Deutscher Industrie- und 

Handelskammertag, DIHT), and the German Asia-Pacific Business Organisation 

(OHV). The BDI is the umbrella organisation of German industry and primarily 

represents large German export-oriented corporations and was the most influential 

business association in Germany from 1998 to 2017. In contrast, the German 

Chambers of Commerce Abroad (Außenhandelskammern, AHKn) with their 

umbrella association DIHT largely represent the German small or medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs). Additional individual industry- or subject-related business 

associations exist, and they are often members of the BDI, but for the Germany-

China relations they are generally not of major relevance. In addition to the 

representation by the BDI, companies of a certain size and/or export-orientation 

maintain a lobbying office in Berlin to influence policy-makers directly instead of 

having to take the detour via their business association(s) first. Naturally, doing so 

also avoids conflicts of interest within the business associations (Zumpfort 2004). 

 

Business associations’ foreign policy activities can be separated into direct and 

indirect activities (Bührer 2007). Direct methods involve communication with 

foreign governments or international organisations via delegation visits or 

welcoming them at home. These meetings are especially effective when formal 

diplomatic relations are limited or strained. This also includes institutionalised 

regular bi- or multilateral meetings organised by the BDI or DIHT, and also the bi-

annually APA conference, organised by the Asia Pacific Committee of German 

Industry (APA), an umbrella association with BDI, OAV and DIHT being member 

among others. 
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Indirect methods involve influencing the foreign policy decision-making process 

at home by targeting high profile decision makers such as the Chancellor, Foreign 

Minister, or the department heads of expert ministries in question. With the backing 

of its member organisations, leverage comes in form of party donations (or their 

withdrawal) or voicing support/disdain with certain party proposals publicly and in 

private. Furthermore, advisory board participation for MPs or leading association’s 

figures enlisting in parties offer additional options (Bührer 2007). 

 

Naturally, business associations demand a say on policy in foreign trade related 

matters, although the scope might very well expand on different fields such as 

development142 or environmental policies, particularly in the Germany-China case. 

 

In short, business associations impact trade policy with any country that their 

members are invested in. China plays a significant role for the BDI, APA, OAV, and 

DIHT/China AHK. Much of the work they do is to support German companies 

within China on an everyday basis as well as on delegation visits143, although the 

German missions in China and government consultations do play a vital role as well 

(Auswärtiges Amt 2002). 

 

It is important to put into perspective that the APA was founded in 1993 after a 

suggestion by Kohl on a return from China. The APA was initially chaired by 

Heinrich von Pierer as the CEO of Siemens, and he held onto this position until 

2006. APA, and the BDI, a member organisation of APA, representatives did work 

very closely with their counterparts at the BMWi, and respective German 

institutions in China144. The combined lobbying pressure of the APA with its 

member associations and their own extensive networks and long-established 

backchannels within the legislative and executive branches may impact German 

agency in the relations with China. While the nature of lobbying makes it difficult to 

fully assess influence as mentioned above, their weight matters to policy makers. 

 
142 Bernhagen (2017) argues that German technical assistance and cooperation has long been 

supporting German business interests abroad. 
143 This was confirmed by interviewee #15. Also, for more information, see Chapter 5.3 

German Investment in China. 
144 According to interviewees #6, #15, and #21. 
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Yet, it is difficult to distinguish between the business association institutions and 

their individual heads, as the von Pierer case highlights. 

 

Is the anticipation of their power sufficient to consider the associations a factor 

with strategic influence on Germany’s China relations? Without further data and 

clear examples this call is difficult to make, yet their influence should be of 

sufficient magnitude to deserve an honourable mention. 

 

7.5 Think Tanks 

The previous sub-chapter discusses the role of business associations and 

company representation on their influence for foreign policy decision-making 

processes. Some argue that think tanks are interest/pressure groups and act similar to 

business associations (Burnham 2002; Grant 2000). This view has certain merit due 

to the fact that think tanks do not exist in an empty space but have the general goal 

to share knowledge and non-partisan ‘truthful’ views. Albeit think tanks may or may 

not having their own political agendas, they effectively have only modest impact on 

policy-making according to Stone (Stone 1996). Although she has not assessed the 

German case, her key finding fits the German system well. She argued that policy-

making is primarily a matter of interests and not of ideas. This clearly resonates with 

the findings in this thesis, particularly the individual and bureaucratic analytical 

levels. Yet, think tanks naturally beg to differ and aim at filling the expertise void 

they make out within the policy-making field – whether it be the Germany-China 

relations or any other policy matter. Link (2000) also supports this view with 

explicit regard to the German case. For him, however, bureaucracy and bureaucratic 

processes play also a major part in the development of policies, agency not so much. 

 

Traditionally, senior foreign policy-makers and their staff are in loose contact 

with the most established German foreign policy think tanks, namely the German 

Institute for International and Security Affairs (Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik, 

SWP) and the German Council on Foreign Relations (Deutsche Gesellschaft für 

Auswärtige Politik, DGAP). There are other more specialised think tanks and 

research institutions with varying degrees of access to policy-makers as well, for 
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instance, the German Institute of Global and Area Studies (Leibniz-Institut für 

Globale und Regionale Studien, GIGA)145. 

 

Moreover, leading academic specialists in their fields, who often work at 

academic research institutions in Germany, but at times also at think tanks, are of 

high relevance for the parliamentary research services. They often consult the 

research services as external specialists either on specific matters or are part of a 

wider network for regular exchanges of opinions, e.g. at conferences (Schöler and 

Winter 2017). 

 

One key think tank for understanding China is the Mercator Institute for China 

Studies (MERICS). The private German Mercator Foundation set it up in 2013 “as a 

platform for engagement with China in Germany. MERICS provide[s] timely 

information and analysis on China to political and economic decision-makers [and 

grew] into one of the largest international think tanks for policy-oriented research 

into and knowledge of contemporary China” (MERICS 2019). Its establishment 

undoubtedly filled a big void in the think tank and policy advisory niche within 

Germany and Europe, as China expertise had been limited and scattered among 

various think tanks. Although MERICS focused on the analysis of China and not on 

the German relations with China per se, it quickly gained momentum in the German 

policy-making arena – not the least because of the Mercator Foundations’ network, 

money, and influence146. Although MERICS has come under increasing scrutiny for 

“narrating the China threat” (Rogelja and Tsimonis 2020), their 

researchers/lobbyists were increasingly embedded in the German discussions on 

China by policy makers in the legislative as well as executive branches147. 

 

Overall, the influence of think tanks on actual policy is very difficult to quantify. 

Contact and communication clearly exists, but similar to the assessment in other 

parts of this thesis, the question is not whether think tanks, first and foremost 

MERICS, has instilled knowledge and/or narratives in mid-level policy makers, but 

 
145 As was highlighted by interviewees #1 and #7. 
146 Which was suggested by interviewees #16, #24, and #25. 
147 Their participation in a variation of meetings, roundtables, etc. as well as ‘experts on 

call’ was mentioned by numerous interviewees: #2, #6, #21 and #22.  
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whether it was able to directly influence German actorness in a strategic sense. The 

answer to this question must be a resounding ‘no’, although think tanks did play a 

role in shaping views and perceptions within the political sector. As such, they did 

indeed differ from (the most influential) business associations. 

7.6 Evaluation of the Influence of Societal Factors through 

Thematic Analysis 

In line with the other two analytical chapters, this sub-chapter brings the above 

analyses together and assesses the role of the three themes of economic interest, 

ignorance, and trust, and their impact on shaping the core societal factors’ influence 

on the construction of Germany’s decision-making agency and actorness regarding 

China.  

 

7.6.1 Economic Interest 

With the focus on the societal level in this chapter, economic interest is perhaps 

more difficult to relate to the assessed factors, putting business associations aside.  

 

For public perceptions, economic interest played a major role in conceptualising 

China. Assuming that the vast amount of survey respondents of the various surveys 

used did indeed represent the German society reasonably well, then the general 

consensus was (over the 2005-2017 time frame of the different surveys) clear: China 

was an increasingly important economic partner but had its flaws. Therefore, the 

notion of economic interest was certainly present in the realm of public opinion, 

although later this was a bit diluted by the public focus on normative values. In the 

discussion of media bias, however, the theme did not seem to have played a relevant 

role. While business news covered China very frequently, the debates in non-

business media articles surrounded the issue of valued-based/normative storytelling, 

not profits. 

 

For think tanks, economic interest may very well play a strategic role in their 

advisory, and/or their assessment. Therefore, economic interest related issues with 

China were frequently covered in German think tanks pieces. However, it is 

important to note that in the 1990s and 2000s, think tank pieces on economic 
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collaboration with China usually contained strong “political” anecdotes and did not 

focus on economic matters. This started to change in the early to mid-2010s. 

 

Last but not least, business associations are first and foremost interested in 

maximising their members’ profits. As such, economic interest is positioned back, 

front, and centre. Whether their impact on German China agency receives the 

‘honourable mention’ offered in Chapter 7.4 or a resounding ‘yes’, economic 

aspects were certainly a major part of these associations’ consideration and therefore 

have driven them to play a more active role in pushing for more commercially 

friendly policy decisions with China. 

 

7.6.2 Ignorance and Trust 

This leaves the role of ignorance and trust for the societal level. Similar to 

Chapter 6, ignorance also manifested itself at this level. Although societal 

perceptions appeared to show that China’s influence on Germany in economic terms 

had been somewhat understood by the public as well as policy makers, this did not 

indicate that knowledge about China had been present or sufficient for strategy 

making/influencing. Having more than a basic understanding of China is simply not 

necessary for the average German citizen who does not directly engage with China. 

The average MP, on the other hand, would certainly benefit from such knowledge 

for the policy making process. 

 

Business associations were likely to possess second least ignorance on the topic, 

right after specialised think tank personnel, simply because APA members were 

actively pursuing business in China and Asia, and in many ways knowledge and 

especially empirical experiences would correlate with profits. Yet, what about trust? 

The BDI published an accentuated strategy paper in January 2019 (2019), calling 

China a systemic rival and demanding German and European measures that fall in 

the economic nationalism, if not protectionism, category. Up until mid-2017, such 

criticism had been muted, but similarly to the deterioration of the political relations 
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ever since 2015, trust had also been lost. Think tanks started to follow the same 

trajectory as the BDI148. 

 

With none of the discussed societal factors having managed to pass the threshold 

of having strategic influence to directly affect German actorness on China, the role 

of ignorance and trust, and also economic interest, matter less for the assessment in 

this thesis. That said, the discussion at this level acknowledges the involvement or 

even active involvement of some of these factors. However, involvement does not 

necessarily lead to direct influence. In other words, public opinion is usually 

gathered by institutions, private or public, so it is always subject to interpretation by 

these survey organisers.  

 

This assessment has not found conclusive evidence for societal factors being 

directly instrumental for the decision-making process. However, not having direct 

impact does not mean that the factors had no relevance at all. Over time, sentiments 

and lobbying matters, but it is impossible to pinpoint exact (strategic) influence on 

the relations and Germany’s China trajectory. Hence, the relevance of economic 

interest, ignorance, and trust to these factors is of limited value to assess Germany’s 

overall construction of agency on China.  

  

 
148 See Sauerbrey (2019); Kundnani (2016); Wübbeke et al. (2016); Wirtschaftswoche 

(2018); Sommer (2019); Karnitschnig (2020); Hauschild et al. (2015); Handelsblatt (2017). 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 

In light of the growing importance of Germany and China and the increasingly 

significance of the bilateral relationship in today’s world, some questions emerged 

from the current discussions on the topic: how did German governments see China, 

what had caused the attention to shift, and which role did China play for policy-

makers in the government and parliament? Mostly importantly, was there ever a 

strategy? These questions triggered the interests and eventually led to the design of 

this project.  

 

To recap the research focus of this project, the core research question is: Why 

did Germany’s relationship with China evolve in the way that it did from 1998 to 

2017? 

 

Revolving around this core question are the following sub-research questions: 

• What are the defining factors within Germany that drove the decision-

making process? 

• What are the main issue areas that shaped the bilateral relationship (and if 

they changed over time, why and when)? 

• Did a consistent China strategy exist during the time frame? 

 

The goal of this research is to look at how Germany’s actorness as a decision 

maker is constructed by its own agency in the context of its bilateral relationship 

with China. It thus focuses on the factors within Germany that had impacted on its 

decision-making process and decisions with regard to China. The bilateral 

developments only to serve the purpose to provide contextual references. Similarly, 

the broader mentioning of externalities at the structural level, such as the GFC and 

Eurozone Crisis, is only used to put discussions into contextual perspective. Rather 

than studying how these external developments had impacted Germany, this 

research examines how they are interpreted by Germany that might have changed its 

course of direction with China. There is a subtle yet important difference between 

focusing on external structural influences and the actor’s ability to agent for the 

study. The latter, which lies at the core of this research, aims at identifying how 

factors within Germany had affected its overall construction of decision-making 
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agency with China. This does not diminish the value of structural-based analyses. 

Instead, this research is designed to complement the dominating structural focus 

with an agency-oriented approach and ultimately makes FPA a more suitable 

analytical framework for this research with its appreciation of the role of agency 

itself.  

 

8.1 Added Value of this Research 

The existing discussions on German foreign policy and Germany-China are 

limiting as discussed in more detail in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. There has been a clear 

lack of literature on Germany-China relations in general, not to mention ones 

specifically focusing on Germany. Generally speaking, among the existing 

discussion of the German-China relationship, most of them were carried out in the 

format of opinion pieces, think tank reports, and privately funded analyses which 

does not carry the same value as this research does. Within the academic debate, 

contextually, there is a general absence of literature that covers the same time span 

as this research does. Existing literature is mostly dated, focusing on World War II 

or pre-WWII time frames to discuss Germany-China relations. Others cover 

contemporary relations but only assess brief periods which cannot tell the long-

lasting picture of the strategic approach this research takes. 

 

Additionally, the aspects in the context of the bilateral relationship these 

discussions cover are also limiting in scope for the purpose of identifying 

Germany’s strategy with China. Although there have been more works on studying 

China published recently, most of them were not directly related to the bilateral 

relations. Instead, they may discuss countries in a comparative sense to measure 

their performance, or focus on a particular subject area, such as cultural or education 

policies. A few mention contemporary Germany-China relations, but their primary 

focus is a different bilateral relationship, not providing a comprehensive, or original, 

assessment of the relations of interest for this thesis. 

   

From a methodological perspective, among the already very limited literature 

directly focusing on this bilateral relationship, there is a clear majority using 

structural approaches to discuss the relationship. However, these either focused on 
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the impact of externalities on the development of the relationship, or they were 

examining the implications of the relations for other actors or the broader 

international sphere. Among those also attempting to examine Germany’s decision-

making process in a similar fashion as this research, most of their focus stayed on 

the bilateral relationship rather than on Germany directly. Their focus was to 

examine how Germany had influenced the development of the relationship i.e. how 

Germany had impacted the structure. Certainly, there was an overlap between 

focusing on Germany’s influence on the relationship or the role of Germany in the 

relationship. The biggest difference of this research is its sole focus on Germany 

itself in the context of the bilateral relationship, rather than the other way around.  

 

8.2 The Analytical/Theoretical Approach and Methodology 

FPA’s levels of analysis were used to deconstruct Germany’s actorness, agency, 

and decision making into three levels: the individual level, the bureaucratic level, 

and the societal level. 

 

Factors at the individual level were those who’s experiences, trades and/or 

worldviews might have had a direct impact on the factors ability to influence 

Germany’s decision-making result with China. At the bureaucratic level, factors 

were those institutions or executive branches that had significant influence on the 

decision-making process, in particular those within the societal level such as think 

tanks, business associations, media publications etc. which represented the opinion 

of the German public in one way or another. It is important to note that certain 

factors at their respective levels are also actors due to their ability to exercise 

agency. However, for this discussion, they are treated as factors that are examined 

by its ability to shape and construct the overall German actorness as a decision 

maker.  

 

With a focus on strategy rather than tactics, three key themes were defined to be 

of high relevance for further examination. In general, the analytical framework of 

this research is a combination of levels of analysis and the thematic analysis 

including economic interest, ignorance, and trust. This combination leads to a 
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comprehensive deconstruction of Germany as a decision maker and a thorough 

analysis to identify the existence of a strategic approach.  

 

To support this, this research adopts a triangular use of data, including academic 

literature, policy literature, media pieces, survey data, economic data, and elite 

interviews. The purpose of combining multiple sources is to cross-check the validity 

of each. This is of particular importance with the research questions in mind because 

of their qualitative nature. As discussed thoroughly in Chapter 2, there are also 

considerable limitations in place due to this focus on decision-making agency. The 

interpretation of factors and their influence on deconstructing Germany’s agency 

can be biased at two fronts. First, due to the data itself. Sources such as think tank 

reports and interviews can be inherently biased. Arguments based on those may 

therefore be difficult to include or to let them stand on their own. This therefore 

further validates the reasoning behind adopting a triangular research approach. By 

cross-checking data collected through different channels, potential biases are 

reduced.  

  

Secondly, subjectivity also occurs in the research’s interpretation of the data at 

hand. However, this should not be a major concern, as it is the very nature of 

qualitative research. As highlighted throughout this piece, the goal of this research is 

to provide arguments based on available data to offer a certain perspective and 

understanding of Germany’s agency in the context of this bilateral relationship. It 

hopes to serve as a foundation for future work sharing a similar vision and mission. 

  

8.3 Summaries and Empirical Findings 

Chapter 2 

To deconstruct Germany’s state actorness as a decision maker and scrutinise its 

decision-making agency with the support of FPA and thematic analysis, arguments 

in each chapter are structured in a way that tackle the issue layer by layer. The 

problem is first addressed from the conceptual perspective. Therefore, Chapter 2 is 

dedicated in providing a conceptual review of current approaches to study German 

foreign policy. Existing approaches, namely the dominating debate between 

normalisation and continuity, and the broader approach inspired by grand 
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international relations theories are found to be limiting in nature to capture the 

complexity in Germany’s foreign policy engagement. Although these narratives can 

provide some empirical insights, they are less useful to assess Germany’s overall 

evolution of approaches towards China. Since the goal is to focus on how the 

decisions had been reached, the debate itself is a part of the process. Therefore, 

taking a side in these explanatory-natured debates and approaches defeats the 

purpose of this research to provide a comprehensive analysis of the whole decision-

making process on strategy. For this reason, these conceptual debates are not proper 

for this research to base on.  

 

Furthermore, the existing approaches have also primarily a structural dominant 

focus. Approaches inspired by grand theories prioritise the discussion of Germany 

as an international actor within the international system. Although some efforts were 

made in addressing sub-state level considerations and the foreign policy decision-

making process, their focus remains on external structural influences. Although 

sharing with this research the similar appreciation to social construction of actorness 

and agency, the constructivist line of study is also found short of showing enough 

acknowledgement of the power of agency itself. For this project’s core focus on 

Germany’s agency, it adopts FPA as the main analytical framework to scrutinise 

factors of the actor on its ability to agent. Details on the operationalisation and 

methodology included in this chapter has already been concluded in the section 

above. It is also important to note that this research goes beyond investigating how 

factors at the identified sub-state levels had impacted on Germany’s actorness and 

agency in decision-making. Additionally, from a strategic perspective, it looks into 

how the developments of factors occurred. Therefore, it is more about what is about 

the development of the identified factors that might have affected their ability to 

influence Germany’s search for policies with China. Hence, it is more aligned with 

the European post-positivist strand of the FPA studies.  

 

Chapter 3 

Continuing the conceptual review of approaches to study Germany’s foreign 

policy making, Chapter 3 offers a contextual analysis to Germany foreign policy 

development in the context of its global actorness. Following the aftermath of the 

war period and Germany’s reunification and due to the historical complication and 
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changes within the country, there has been a clear trajectory where Berlin adopted 

and stuck to a more normative-based civilian approach in foreign engagement both 

within and beyond Europe. The ‘civilian power’ narratives within Germany in light 

of its growing economic significance also further prevailed to guide the country’s 

foreign policy directions. 

 

Situated as a member state in the EU framework, despite of their varying 

degrees in estimating Germany’s assertiveness within EU policy making spheres, 

these discussions, whether Germany was a tamed power (Katzenstein 1991), a 

normalised power (Bulmer and Paterson 2010), an embedded hegemon (Crawford 

2007), a growing leader (Schwarzer 2015), a reflexive multilateralist (Bulmer and 

Paterson 2010), or a reluctant cross-loading learning leader (Aggestam and Hyde-

Price 2020),  all acknowledged Germany’s own policy making authority within the 

EU, in particular on trade. This further validates the value of this research’s decision 

to examine Germany’s China approach through its own national agency, given its 

firm autonomy in decision-making.  

 

 Applying FPA to study Germany’s agency, Chapter 3 also highlights the 

importance of the deconstruction of Germany’s decision-making actorness into three 

levels: individual, bureaucratic, and societal based on which to identify and study 

factors. Although levels of analysis provide a valuable structural foundation, in 

order to further evaluate from the strategic angle, three key themes (economic 

interest, ignorance, and trust) were found of high relevance to defining Germany’s 

engagement with China. The economic interest theme as part of this research is used 

as a broader term, referring to economic and commercial interest in a wider sense. 

This includes the German federal government’s foreign trade and economic policies, 

commercial interest by sectors, and even individual companies, and financial flows 

such as investments. Ignorance in this research is conceptualised as a lack of 

knowledge, i.e. a privation. In the analysis, this term relates to missing 

understanding of China and/or the role of China for Germany. Trust refers to the 

liberal notion of change through rapprochement, combined with the change through 

trade notion, relating to the optimistic, perhaps also naive, notion of wishful thinking 

that things will work out as expected to be. 
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Chapter 4 

To bring the assessment of German foreign policy making into the context of 

this study, Chapter 4 continues the examination of German foreign policy, tracing 

the development of the bilateral relationship. It observed an overall shift from the 

general lack of interest on China during the period prior to the start of the interested 

time frame 1998 to a growing acknowledgement of it due to the increasing 

economic relevance on the tie at the time span this research covers. Based on this, 

Chapter 4 further narrows down the discussions from Chapter 3, examining the 

general foreign policy level to the specific China focus. Having a thorough 

discussion of how the relationship had evolved, the chapter provides a much-needed 

contextual foundation for the following analyses.   

 

In the same chapter, it also reviews the existing debates that touch upon the 

similar topic of this research. It concludes that compared to the existing academic 

discussions, on the one hand, this research covers a wider time-period of five terms 

with a more contemporary focus, which serves the need to identify the trend changes 

and study evolution of Germany’s practice of agency with China for the purpose to 

examine strategy. On the other hand, it complements the existing overly dominating 

structural-focused approach with an agency-oriented analysis. Rather than focusing 

on how Germany had impacted the relationship, how the relationship had shaped 

interactions in other context, or how externalities had influenced Germany’s 

decision making, the focus of this research is on Germany itself. This combination 

of a wider and more contemporary time-period and examination of agency itself 

together with a holistic and strategic perspective is unique in the existing literature. 

And this is also highlighted as a core contribution of this project to the existing 

debate.  

 

Chapter 5 

Chapter 5, 6 and 7 are the main analytical chapters where factors at their 

respective level are extensively examined. Each chapter analyses how factors at 

their respectively assigned levels had an impact on constructing and affecting 

Germany’s decision-making agency and its actorness as a decision maker towards 

China. Chapter 5 examines the individual level. Given the importance of the role of 

Chancellors, the two Chancellors Gerhard Schröder and Angela Merkel during the 
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intended period from 1998 to 2017 were identified to be the core individual factors. 

Their experience, traits and worldviews had shaped their preferences and decisions 

in initiating or directing Germany’s China policies. Although there are also other 

individuals who were involved and active in Germany-China policy making 

processes, with Fischer being an exception due to his close tie with the Chancellor 

himself, and Steinmeier as Schröder’s former Chief of Staff and Foreign Minister, 

most of these individuals’ ability to exert direct influence on foreign policy making 

and decisions is hard to measure. 

 

Through the lenses of the key themes, economic interest is found to have been 

the core consideration of key individual factors. This is particularly evident in the 

analysis of the key drivers – Schröder, Merkel, and Gabriel – who posed the most 

measurable direct influence on Germany’s decision on agency towards China. From 

the lens of ignorance and trust, they are evident in Schröder’s firm belief that change 

in China was possible and that trade could facilitate it to eventually bringing China 

closer to Germany’s/European standards. This ‘wishful’ thinking also prevailed 

during Merkel’s terms. This dominating thinking also reveals ignorance. Their lack 

of understanding on the further implication of China on Germany beyond trade and 

lack of acknowledging the normative differences and the likelihood of ‘changing 

China’ ultimately led these individual key factors fail to direct Germany to search 

for a more comprehensive strategy.  

 

Chapter 6 

Chapter 6 investigates the bureaucratic level factors. Not surprisingly, the 

Chancellery scored highest in its factor influence on Germany’s China actorness. 

The Chancellery not only houses the Chancellor but is the policy coordinator and 

policy driver in the executive branch. The BMWi joined the Chancellery as a second 

(more minor) factor that has the potential to strategically exert influence on 

Germany’s China relations. However, this is only the case for the 2010s in the 

assessed timeframe, so its role is secondary to the one of the Chancellery – and 

temporary. Yet, its power lies in the direct link it has to economic interest. 

 

 Upon further analysis from the three key thematic lenses, economic interest 

was found to be of great importance within bureaucratic considerations and 
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interplays among institutions and executives branches. Acknowledging the weight 

of China’s economic significance, the Chancellery had been active in pushing for 

further and better economic relationship between the two. However, the turn of 

BMWi’s attitude on China during Merkel III under Gabriel had a direct influence on 

the existing debates in the policy circle, which increased economic nationalist 

interests’ popularity. Regarding ignorance and trust, institutional ignorance at this 

level on China was evident that there was a lack of China knowledge in the German 

policy making sector in general. The belief to change China through trade ran 

deeply across Germany’s bureaucratic institutions, which ultimately resulted in their 

inability in construct a strategy that can adapt to the fast-changing relationship 

between the two countries. 

 

Chapter 7 

Chapter 7 assessed the societal level. By far most influence was concentrated on 

the business associations within the societal realm, namely the APA (for China, and 

the BDI overall). It combined its network, its reach, and its sheer economic weight 

when representing the German export industry and combined it with the key theme 

of economic interest, to create a power that may have a strategic impact. The 

problem is, however, that neither one of these associations is in the institutional 

position to pass laws, regulations, or directives. As such, the APA deservers a 

honourable mention, and the verdict that may have sufficient impact in certain 

constellations to be able to operationalise it. The public, perhaps not surprisingly, 

has not such strategic impact, and neither so think tanks or the media. Yet, all of 

them can influence individual and bureaucratic factors, and as such still deserve a 

special mention. 

 

Based on the thematic analysis, the relevance of economic interests varies in 

degree among factors at this level. For public perceptions, economic interest played 

a major role in conceptualising China. For think tanks, economic interest may very 

well play a strategic role in their advisory, and/or their assessment. business 

associations are first and foremost interested in maximising their members’ profits, 

which had let them to play a more pragmatic and active role in lobbying for a more 

economic interest beneficial policy decisions with China. Regarding ignorance, it is 

difficult to assess public’s general knowledge on China and the actual implication of 
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the relationship to Germany. But the results resemble the general lack of knowledge 

on China at the bureaucratic level. Business associations, due to their empirical 

practices were likely to possess less ignorance on the topic, while specialised think 

tank personnel can be expected to have a better understanding. The wishful thinking 

in terms of trust has been less relevant in comparison. In general, the reviewed 

factors at this level were found to not have the defining power to change the 

country’s foreign policy making and decisions with regards to China. Hence, the 

relevance of economic interest, ignorance, and trust is of little relevance to this 

research to examine Germany as a strategic actor on the societal level.  

 

8.4 Empirical Analysis 

After the previous section provided an overview about the key factors in each of 

the three levels of analysis, the question remains whether there are synergies or 

existing linkages between them. The answer must be a resounding ‘yes’. The 

Chancellor and the Chancellery are inherently connected, and ideally act in unison 

to lead, plan, and coordinate the German government. Both factors bring different 

traits to the table, and they can complement each other well to strategically impact 

German actorness towards China. Both Schröder and Merkel learned how to do this 

successfully. 

 

Interestingly, it appears that Gabriel had copied this strategy by ‘joining forces’ 

with his ministry at the height of his influence, the BMWi. Together, they went to 

use their combined strengths to be able to lastingly influence the China debate at the 

time. If their timing had been off, this might have never happened. It may sound odd 

to think about a person and an institution as a ‘duo’ to accomplish impact. Yet, when 

thinking about simply combining factors at different levels with each other, it should 

be easier to wrap your head around.  

 

As discussed previously, the role of the APA/BDI differs in comparison. They 

may tag along with factors from one of the first two levels to influence German 

actorness on China, but they cannot accomplish much on their own. This, in fact, 

appears to be a common trait of the societal sphere. Individuals, even when not in 

office (i.e. linked to the bureaucratic level), may generate some impact, perhaps 
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even through the societal level, but a factor from the societal level alone should have 

trouble accomplishing that. Therefore, for the purpose of this research to look at 

from the strategic perspective, factors at the societal level are less relevant for the 

discussion. However, this is not to discredit their frequent active participation within 

the relations.  

 

To bring all of this together, the question left to be answered is: was there a 

strategy? Did Germany act as a strategic actor in its relationship with China? This 

previous chapters have shown that this was not the case. When looking at the three 

identified thematic lenses, the relevance of economic interest in affecting factors’ 

ability to influence Germany’s decision making occurs at all levels. This emphasis 

on economic interest is also deeply embedded in the ignorance and trust themes. 

Ignorance-wise, the over concentration on trade/investment by key factors at the 

individual level had cornered these individuals’ visions to only one aspect of the 

relationship: a lack of knowledge or acknowledgement of the full scope of the 

relationship beyond trade. Depending on the specific individual, ignorance either 

occurred deliberately or involuntarily. At the bureaucratic level, there was generally 

a clear lack of knowledge on China among key institutional factors, not to mention 

their understanding of the complexity of the bilateral relationship and its implication 

to Germany.  

 

To have a comprehensive strategy suitable for handling relationships with 

another actor vital to your own development and economic prosperity, a thorough 

knowledge of such actor is crucial. However, the ignorance observed among the key 

factors at the two levels of particular influence on constructing Germany’s decision-

making is alarming. Combining this with the discussion of trust, the wishful thinking 

by relying on trade to facilitate change in China, further limits these factors’ abilities 

to widen their strategic scope. Unfortunately, this issue of trust is also found in all 

key factors possessing direct influence on the decision-making process. Therefore, 

limited knowledge in combination with trust-based optimism ultimately limited the 

factors in constructing strategic agency in the decision-making process. Germany’s 

overall actorness as a decision maker in the context with China was therefore driven 

by tactics and not by strategy. 
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8.5 Future Research 

This project leaves room for multiple potential research endeavours. First, as 

mentioned throughout the analysis, there is a clear lack of agency-oriented analysis 

to examine Germany’s foreign policy. As imperfect as this research may be, it 

provides a foundation to extend the existing limited academic debate with its 

agency-focused approach to the bilateral relationship between Germany and China. 

It also lays out a foundation for future work sharing the same appreciation for 

agency.  

 

Second, projects on evaluating Germany’s foreign policy from a strategic 

perspective, particularly in the context of China, barely exist. In today’s fast-

changing geopolitical environment, the discussion of strategy is crucial for all 

involved actors. In order to better navigate the changing global landscape, a strategic 

analysis of existing foreign policy approaches is an essential first step. Given the 

scope of this thesis, there are multiple ways to elevate and expand the initial work 

presented. 

 

Third, based on the limited scope of this thesis, and yet its overall broad 

assessment of the subject matter, further foreign policy research to develop a deeper 

understanding of the chosen themes to assess strategies, or the lack thereof, is 

sensible and offers the opportunity to better understand foreign policy actions in 

light of (f)actors as decision-makers. 
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